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FOREWORD 
This report is submitted in accordance with the requirements 
of Contract NAB9-B343, Article X, Reports of Work. The 
report is prepared in two volumes. Volume I contains the 
basic report. Volume II contains Appendices A and B. 
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LUNAR ORBITAL SCIENCE STUDY 
Experiment Description Document 
Metric and Stellar Camera 
30 September 1968 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
Over recent years, increased knowledge of the lunar ephemeris has been 
formulated from Earth based observations. These observations have l.ed to wha.t 
:1.s felt as positional accu-..raciels of the Moon on the order of 100 meters. 
However, a nmfuer of recent experiments have shown some possible inconsis-
tencies to the lunar ephemeris. Recent grazing occulation experiments with the 
Moon have given rise to the possibility of a fairly large error in lunar 
declination. On the other hand, Orbiter ranging data seems to have provided 
strong evidence of the accuracy in range of the corrected ephemeris. 
The lunar Orbiter series, plus the Ranger series, have already 
provided a considerable amount of photographic detail of the Moon. Although 
/'ft'';-. 
I. ! 
. , 
these photographs were obtained with a variety of resolution limits better 
than that obtained from Earth-based observations, there has been no allowance 
for establishing a geodetic network and a cartographic display of the enti~e 
lunar surface. The prime objectives of the Orbiter series was to obtain 
lunar orbit photography of suitable resolution of selected scientifically 
interesting a.reas on the front and far sides 01' the MOO!l 2TJ.d supplemental 
photography of candidate Apollo sites. These photographs were obtained from 
a number of different orbital altitudes, inclination angles, mission durations, . f f 
and resolution requirements. The end ~~sult of this experimental program does 
not lend itself to obtaining a consistent base for cartographic information 
and accurate lunar ephemeris data. 
The Apollo lunar landing program presents unusual requirements for 
lunar geodetic, cartographic, and topographic information. During the short 
A-2 
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period of time in a lunar landing mission, the need for data on a planetary 
scale is supplemented by the needs for regional cartographic data and 
topographic information at relatively small scale. The improvements needed 
in lunar geodetic and regional cartographic information can only be obtained 
fram lunar photographic satellites and lunar landing probes. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The objectives of the Metric Camera experiment is to obtain high 
quality precision metric photographs in comb"lnation with time correlated 
stellar photography of the Moon from lunar orbit for geodetic/cartographic 
control. Metric photography from lunar space will provide bench markers or 
positional knowledge by three-dimensional triangulation for a geodetic con-
trolled network on the lunar surface. This experimental program is a 
prerequisite for many lunar activities of various scientific disciplines, 
such as Geology, GeophysiCS, ano Geochemistry. 
The photographs will for.m the basis of specialized cartographic 
maps ranging from small-scale flight charts., used for lunar orbit operations, 
to very large scale topographic charts for lunar surface operations. These 
maps and photographs will provide the major portion of preliminary data on 
the form, distribution, and relative abundance of major lunar s~face 
features from which suitable scientific soals can be selected· for direct 
exploration by Apollo and AAP missions. 
The Metric/Stellar Camera system should improve the accuracy of 
positional measurements involving the Moon and Earth system, thus providing 
a more accurate base to exploit present guidance and navigational 
technologies, increase efficiency of lunar surface activities which would 
result in increased crew safety and mission success, and provide lunar 
maps for general i'nterest purposes. 
. t:l41W(,( ~~ .. ~ 
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It is anticipated that this experiment will lead to the development 
of a lunar geodetic network over the entire lunar surface, which should 
provide a unified coordinate system with axes in the principle axes of the 
Moon ~~th a standard error on the order of 10 meters. This will lead to 
the reduction of lunar geodetic/cartographic uncertainties by at least an' 
order of magnitude over previously obtained data. 
These objectives fit within the scope of activities outlined in 
the Santa Cru~ Q.ocument. In fact, many of the objectives are obtained well 
within the resolutional limits inferred by the scientific technologies 
outSide the geodetic/cartography interest. 
1.2.1 ~e,a.8urement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives of 
:the Experiment 
As of tod~, photogrsuJmetry is established as a basic 
procedure in all types of cartography, from the small scale and generalized 
exploratory charts to detailed contour maps. By far, the most important 
application of photogrammetry is in the field of c~ography and topographic 
mapping. Although photogrammetry is only a part of the total activities of 
cartography ~' it forms the heart of the science because it is the means of 
perfonning the actual surveying of the map details and provides a means of 
triangulating for intermediate control. It is still necessary to obtain 
geodetic control around which cartographic and topographic information can 
be expanded. 
The impression is sometimes given that aerial photography 
provides a method of surveying and mapping whereby all ground operations 
are eliminated. Except for very coarse estimates, this is not true, because 
the photographs must be orientated with respect to the ground before they 
can be properly used in the cartographic process. This orientation is 
achieved tJlrough geodetic control and ground surveys fram these known 
control pOint. 
A-4 
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Aerj,al photography and the establishment of cartography and 
topographic surveying of the Earth's sur.race are well developed sciences. OVer 
the years, a considerable amount of sophisticated photographic instrumentation 
have been developed. With the eA~en6ion of man's ability in reaching the Moon, 
it becomes a natural requirement to establish an accurate geodetic control on 
the Moon and provide cartographic info~tion of its surface to allow explora-
tion with the same freedom as enjoyed on Earth. 
Since the instrumentat:ton and techniques of photogrammetry 
are well developed, it is logical that they be extended to the investigation 
of the lunar surface. A major problem exists in establishing suitable car-
tographic information of the lunar surface, and that is in obtaining more 
accurate geodetic control than obtained from Earth-based observations. 
Obviously, lunar surface surveying cannot be met at this time, and stellar 
triangulation techniques appear to be the meChanism by which a reasonable 
geodetic control can be established. 
The metric camera has been well established in aerial 
photography and the extension of this system to establish cartographic 
info~tion governing the lunar surface is a natural extension of the system. 
The heart of a metric camera is the lens system. Al.though a number of focal 
,' ....... 
~, , 
length lenses have been developed, J)robably the b-inch focal length lens 
is the most popular and accepted standard todaJ. These lens are basically 
designed for an infinite object distance and are distinguished by three 
classes. These are normal angle, wide angle, and super-wide angle. In 
all cases, large apertures are desirable, since they permit the use of 
fast shutter speeds, thus reducing image motion during exposure. Majority 
of these lenses have apertures on the order of f/5.6. 
, ::::!; ,:: :: ._Ri5i~.' 
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When high resolution is not a criteria, normal angle f1eld-
of-view lenses are generally the accepted feature. The field of view of the 
nonna! angle lens is normally on the order of 75 degrees. The standard format 
of 9 inches by 9 inches furnishes photographs which fit the standard projection 
and steroplotting instruments. The theoretical resolution capability of these 
lenses is on the order of 250 lines/mm, but the final or resulting dynamic 
resolution is generally on the order of 50 lines/mm. 
With these facts in mind, a review of the Santa Cruz 
document and discussions with responsible scientists involved in geodetic/ 
cartographic control on the MOon indicate that positional knowledge on the 
Moon of approximately 110 meters would be desirable. The 6-inch metric lens, 
with a dynamic resolution on the orde~ of 50 lines/mm, will represent an 
approximate resolution capability of 12 meters on the lunar surface from a 
50 nautical mile orbit. This value is for the axial. areas or the direct 
vertical point under the camera system. Resolution usually drops in radial 
direction in off-axis areas and varies as the cosine of the angular separation 
from the axis under consideration. There is one aspect which offsets this 
performance factor and it is the overlapping-of pictures to provide the stereo 
base for photogrammetric interpretation. The overlap should be greater than 
50~, which then diminishes the need of far-off axis interpretation. 
It appears at present that the 6-inCh metric lens may be 
marginal. in meeting the requirements set forth in the Santa Cruz document. 
However, there are two mechanisms which would allow suf'f'icient improvement 
in the resolutional capability of the system. One is considering the use 
of a-12-inch focal length lens, which would essentially increase the 
resolutional capabilities by a factor of two.. However, the number of these 
lenses available is considerab~ less than that of the 6-inch lens. In 
fact, one of the leading metric camera builders are Just coming out the 
A-6 
first of 1969 with a l2-inch metric lens camera system. The second 
mechanism is the improvement of the dynamic resolution capability of the 
6-inch lens system. It appears that the dynamic resolution of the 6-inch 
lens can be increased by approximately 50~ through incorporating new film 
properties and some system improvements. 
6 
Under this last condition, the 6-inch lens would basically 
meet the requirements of the Santa Cruz document. The major question to be 
asked--how firm is the tlO meter requirement set forth in the Santa Cruz 
document? It appears that this value is not "the" value, but \'tt value and 
in discussions with responsible scientists concerning the program that 
values of reasonable variance from 10 meters are not unacceptable. 
rrherefore, since the 6-inch metric lens is the most widely 
accepted lens from the standpoint of use, meets the experiment reqUirements, 
and has been the subject of a number of conceptual design studies for lunar 
photography; this lens could formulate the fundamental block for the 
Metric camera experiment. 
The field of view of the lens being on the order of 75 
degrees will also provide adequate side lap coverage of the lunar surface 
when flown at an altitude of 50 nautical miles. Consideration of the Moon's 
rotational rate would allow the photographic sequence to function ever,y 
fourth orbit and obtain slightly greater than 5~ side lap. ,Normally, aerial 
photographs requires about 25i side lap coverage due to drift of the air-
cr8.:ft. However, the orbital conditions about the Moon result in virtually 
no drift problems and the side lap can be smaller" without missing any data. 
A-7 
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Once cartog:L"'ilphic information is obtained, its utili7ation 
is dependent upon having geodetic control. Since Earth-based observatione 
are inadequate and that lunar base'd surveying cannot be obtained, geodetic 
control can be obtained by triangulation techniques b~sed upon measuring 
star fields in sequence with photographing the lunar surface. 
This may be accomplished by integrating two stellar cameras 
to the metric camera and providing as near as possible an orthogonal system 
from which positional information can be obtained. This is a result of 
knowing the direction of most stars of sufficient magnitude to be photographed which 
are catalogued to an accuracy of better than one arc se~ond through astro-
nomincal observations. The photography of the stars fields will perform 
one additional important requir~ment. It will give the calibration of the 
metric camera, stellar cameras, and the1.r spt:cific orien-tation in space. 
As targets for camera calibration, the stars are very 
satisfactory. They are essentially at infinity and there is generally 
an adequate number of well-distributed stars within any field. The 
stellar method makes possible not only a precise cali"bration of the 
interior orientation of the camera but also of the relative orientation 
A-8 
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of a camera itself and with cameras in a multiple camera system. 'rhe 
positions of the images of stars appearing on the photograph are compared 
analytically with the theoretically correct image positions computed from 
the known astronomic posi ttons. The differences between the measured and 
the computed positions of the star images then represent the lens distortion. 
The focal length and location of the prin~ipal point are found as functions 
of the positions of the stars, the ~amer.a perspective center, and the star 
images, thus, resulting in a cali'orated system compatible to .the photographic 
data being ob.tained. 
The stellar Cful1eras can be a relatively small frame camera 
system with adequate light gathering capability to photographs stars of a 
suitable magnitude for calibration. It appears that the acquisition of a 
reasonable number of 6th and 7th order stars are required for calibration. 
A trade-off' considering reasonable lens parameters, dynamic resolution, and 
apparent brightness of these stars will result in a lens design factor as a 
function of f-stop and exposure time. For an f-stop on the order of f/2.8 
and an exposure time of 2 seconds, a stellar camera with a focal length 
approxim.ately 9 inches can obtain the desired results. Some discussions 
have led to the possibility of using longer focal length systems on the 
order of 12 inches and faster lenses on the order of f/2 to acquire the 
proper star :field illumination. There are a number of parameters which 
can be traded off here to result in a lens requirement. However, at 
present, it appears that a 9-1nch focal length system, with a speed of f/2.8 
is adequate. It must be recognized that a f/2 l2-inCh focal length system 
constitutes a 6-inch diameter lens 'which could be a si~e influence in the 
metric camera experiment. 
1 
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Me~ric phot,ography of l..he en1..ire sun field of tne Moon would 
be a waste of film and represent an unnecessary weigh t penal"",y for extra film. 
Phot,ographing at or near 'the sub-solar point would provide no photographs of 
value. At the sub-solar point and to each side, the contrast is very low 
) 
and 'the spatial resolution is a minimum. Thel~efore, to insure lunar scenes 
i, 
with adequate con~rast for maximum photo interpreta1..ion, the sun angles 
should. be restricted to an area slightly past the termina~l,..or to a mid are:;, 
be±'ore the sub-solar point. If the lu,uar mission is short in duration, the 
requirement to increase the sun angles m~ exist in an attempt to obtain as 
much possfble information without regard to overall uniformity of the data. 
Once the Metric Camera System is in lunar orbit and functioning, 
there exists a requirement to obtain accurate vertical ranging information. 
This data should be supplied at the instant the shutter is triggered on the 
metric camera. This will provide the distance from the camera to the lunar 
surface ~t the moment the photograph is obtained. Since the Metric Camera 
System is striving to obtain positional knowledge on the order of !lO meters, 
the ranging device must have an accuracy such that in compiling the standal'd 
error in position, the altitude data does not drastically decrease the 
position accuracy. Possibly, a laser altimeter of sufficient resolutional 
aap~bili ty would be adequate. The advantage of the laser altimeter would 
'be to provide point data instead of average positional data that possibly 
a radar would obtain. 
The Metric Camera System ~ also be augmented by the 
Pnotoeleatric Photometer. Utilization of the metric photographs for 
brightness eValuation of the lunar surface can be perfo~ed, ,provided an 
adeqUate calibration base can be obtained. The.Photoelectric Photometer 
can provide such a base if need be. 
'If 
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Experience with the Lunar Orbiter photography has demonstrated 
that while resolution may be maintained through transmission, geometric 
integrity was seriously degraded. In the triangulation of a sir~le 16 photo-
graph strip of Lunar Orbiter photographs, it was found necessary to make over 
12,000 separate point-coordinate measurements to remove the nonlinearities 
caused by the transmission system, to tie the individual framelets together 
in a unified photograph frame and to provide the required geometrical 
distribution. On this basis, i't is recommended that the photographiC ±'ilm 
associated with the Metric Camera System be returned. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on AccomplishLuent of 
Experiment Objectiv'es 
In order to implement a uniform and compatible cartographic 
mapping of the lunar surface, a circular polar orbit with. a st~ying time at 
least 28 d~s would present the optimum mission for the Metric Camera system. 
This represents total coverage of the lunar surfa'ce. 
irhere are a number of important aspects to obtaining total 
mapping coverage of the lunar surface. These are consistent data relative ~o 
the physical mechanics of the camera system, consistent data processing, such 
as developing the film, and obtaining a correlative cartographic display. In 
the latter case, an effective tool in map making is the ability to end where 
you st.arted. If this variance appea.rs, it gives a measurement .of the incon-
sistencies developed in the mapp:i.ng program and a starting point to adjust the 
data for presentint~ a. compatible cartographic display. 
Lunar orbits of any inclination other than polar will result 
in less than total coverage. More important, mission durations, other than that 
necessary to obtain a complete revolution of the surface, will result in a 
disconnected d1spl~ and same loss of continuity will occur in the ability to 
:: 
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tie the maps together. This is an important ractor in obtaining geodetic 
control on the lunar surface and develo~ing consistent cartographic displays. 
/ 
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2.0 ~UIPMENT DESCRIPrION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The Metric Camera System should consist of a metric quality mapping 
camera with two stellar-reference cameras integrated into a composite unit. 
The stellar cameras should be hard mounted to the framework of the metric 
camera and positioned such that their optical axes are orthogonal to obtain 
triangulation information from star fields for geodetic control. The 
orientation of the metric camera will be along the local vertical and the 
stellar cameras will be viewing above the local horizontal to obtain an 
adequate star field coverage. 
The m'etric camera will have a metric quality lens and camera 
mechanisms to insure the dynamic response of the system can meet the 
·· .. 7 
resolutional requirements of the experiment. The field of view, depending 
upon the orbital altitude, should be large enough to accommodate adequate 
. lunar coverage in side lap per orbital revolution. A between-the-lens 
shutter methanism is required to provide durability, 'mapping quality 
formating, and absence of obstrtlction in the lens aperture. The charac-
teristics of the. between-the-lens shutter, which enables it to admit light 
to all parts of the negative instantly upon opening and to cut off the 
light to all parts of the negative instantly, preserves in the negative, 
the precise relationship of all object points photographed. This feature 
makes it particularly applicable to photogrammetricproblems. 
The exposure interval. will be controlled by an intervalometer to 
provide the forward overlap between successive photographs for the desired 
stereoscopic effect and. assurance of mapping coverage. Automatic exposure 
control should be available to accommodate the anticipated range of lunar 
contrast and insure optimum quality of the photographs. 
"--13 ~ 
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Tne metric camera should have a reseau to provide a calibration 
grid to eValuate the physical response of the film under environmental 
operation. ]mage motion compensatation should exist to provide maximum 
control of the ground smear due to the motion of the camera. ]mage motion 
compensation is an important factor in the resalutlonal capability of the 
Metric Camera System. Easy access should be aVailable to the camera system 
to remove film takeup spools for return to the Earth. 
The Metric Camera System should be space hardened to allow maximum 
operational capability of the system in lunar orbit. Whether the system will 
be provided an environment to operate in, or will have to operate in the 
near Moon environment is an important functional feature of the experiment. 
2.2 E;pertment Feasibility and Perfo~nce Char~cteristics 
To date, there appears to be no hard space hardened Metric Camera 
Systems available as shelf hardware items. rrhere are a number of camera and 
instrumenta'tion companies who have performed preliminary studies or con-
ceptual design efforts with regards to adapting what is known at present as 
metric cameras for space applications. The majority of these studies are 
disconnected efforts and'are the result of specific requests associated with 
near Earth investigative programs, whiCh are not necessarily similar to a 
lunar mission requirement. 
There are a number of suitable metric quality camera systems 
available as a result of extensive Earth mapping programs that have evolved 
over the years. These camera systems have operated in aircraft where a 
reasonable environment can be provided, physical problems of vibration and 
loadings are a minimum, flight durations are short, a~d general instrumentation 
accessability is easy. 
A-14 
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However, there have been no consistent active development programs 
to produce an equivalent hard space qualified metric camera. It 1s recognized 
that a large munber of space hardened photographic systems have been developed 
for mili t,ary purpOses, but the details of these systems and their environment 
control measures are not readily known. There is no question that the basic 
capability exists among a number of manufacturers to produce functional 
systems. Therefore, it is logical that a specific design goal should be set 
governing the Metric Camera experiment and allow thesecampanies to identify 
in a proposal a Metric Camera System which will meet the goals or objectives 
of the experiment. The unique selection of a particular system at this time 
and tLl~ identification of all the minor subsystem characteristics would be 
an exercise in futility, since the system required to perform the defined 
experiment is essentially non-existent in all its details. 
The major problem areas that have evolved from these studies of 
space hardening a metric camera are: (1) metric quality lens requirements; 
(2) space hardening; (3) film retrieval; and (4) special design problems 
which must be overcome,such as platen devices for positive film control 
during the exposure interval, suitable image motion compensation, etc. 
A number of camera and instrumentation companies haye perfor~ed 
preliminary analysis of metric camera systems to perform in space. These are 
Fairchild Camera and Instrumentation Corporation, HYcon Manufacturing CompaQY, 
and Itek of the Optical Systems Company. In all instances, these companies 
utilized lens systems developed by other ma,nufacturers and proposed to either 
adapt their-_ camera boxes or film transport systems to the lenses or to 
modify existing metric a,erial cameras. ''be lenses currently being defined 
A:-1S ; 
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are the GeoconI, the Zeiss Oberkochen, and Aviogon R for the Fairchild, 
Itek, and Hycon systems respectively. 
Itek has investigated the space hardening of the Zeiss RMK 
l5/23 Survey Camera to provide metric capabilities in space. 1his study 
was perfoMmed without disassembling the camera and without performing 
space qualifying environment tests. The approach taken, was first to 
review the specifications of the Zeiss camera, then to consider the 
requirements for any photographic system operating in a space vehicle, 
then analyze the camera for compatibility with these requirements and 
deter.mine what steps would be necessary tc modify the c~era for a reliable 
metric operation in a space environment. It was the opinion of Itek, 
although the Zeiss camera is an exceptional aircraft mapping system, it 
is not necessarily the most economically feasible system to apply to a 
space program. It would be better if Zeiss would implement the space 
hardening requirenlents from the beginning, rather than to have someone 
convert an off-the-shelf camera. It was also felt, aside from the use 
of a newly designed camera, it was a moot question as to whether it is 
less expensive to convert an off-the-shelf camera, or to retain the lens, 
shutter, and reseau, and apply a new camera back and film takeup. 
Itek's interests were directed towards what specific elements of 
the Zeiss camera did not meet the requirements of space qualification 
(electrical connectors, motor components, switches, etc.). They did not 
propose a space hardened metric camera system, but put forth basic problem 
areas which can be identified with taking an off-th~-shelf system and adapting 
the system for space. Although th~ overall camera system may not lend itself 
to adaptability for space interests, the possibi':;.ty of using the metric 
quality lens system. still exists. Some additional concern was expressed to 
a-16 
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whether the thin lens elements and lens mounting characteristics in the 
Zeiss lens design would withstand loading perpendicular to the optical 
axis,as in the boost phase of a rocket launch. 
!Weon has performed investigations of' the Zeiss and Wild Heerbrugg 
metric camera lenses prior to their selection of a lens for the metric systems 
. 
they have proposed. Performance of the Wild Aviogon lens was compared to that 
of the Zeiss Pleogen lens. Results of Hycon'n investigations indicated the 
Wild Aviogon lens was superior in both resolution and distortion. Based upon 
these results, the Aviogonlens was chosen to be the basic format for the 
metric camera system proposed by Hycon. Hycon feels that the environmental 
condi tions imposed on the camera lens during launch are more stringent than 
the Aviogon 'Was designed for. This is the same problem enoountered with the 
Zeiss lens. However, Hycon feels that a structural, optical, and operational 
integrity analysis can be made to determine those areas which will require 
change to develop a space qualified metric quality lens. 
Space hardening any camera s,ystem presents a formidable problem. 
If' an environment can be provided for the camera. system, the hardening 
requirements can be relaxed somewhat, and in all likelihood would not 
represent an overbearing environmental test program. There are many camera 
systems today which operate satisfactorily in provided environments while 
in space. However, one of the unique features of the Metric Camera exper~ent 
is the integration of stellar cameras to the Metric Camera platform. This 
presents a field-of-view problem and the possibility exists that the Metric 
Camera S~stem may be exposed to hard space, in order to accommodate adequate 
look angles. If the camera system is to perform in hard space, the 
influences of this environment may be extensive and would likely constitute 
,,' 
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a major portion of design efforts in perfecting a space qualified system. 
Major hard space environmen-t problems to overcome are outgassing, cold 
welding, embrittlement of elastomer mat~rials, thermal conductiv1ty, 
coefficients of expansionr3, temperature flwruations l radiation control, 
acoustical suppression, etc. These appear to be significant problem areas 
to overcome. 
The metric camera body essentially contains the lens cell, platen, 
data systems, film t:r:a.nsport mechanism, shut.ter, filters, and controls. Of 
these mechanical prc~erties, another major influencing factor in the design 
considerations is the film transport mechanisms. This system must be designed 
to allow astronaut film retrieval. capability. The film cassettes should be 
in a position such that they can be removed by EVA with very little effort. 
Possible allowances could be made such that the Metric Camera system can be 
tilted to allow access to the film cassettes or that ad,equate spc::loce be 
available to reach the cassettes fram the side of the cam~ra system. 
The items previously discussed seem to corstitute the major problem 
areas associated with obtaining a space hardened metric quality camera system 
to perform the Metric Camera experiment. There are many other small or 
somewhat significant design problems to overcome, but the intent of this 
discussion was to identify what is felt as major problem areas in obtaining 
an experimental status and not to delve deeply into all the small details 
associated with the camera systems. 
The stellar cameras required to develop the specific orientation of 
the photographiC system are rather straight forward and should not constitute 
a major design problem. Two d.esign features which should be carefully 
defined are the light gathering capabilities of the stellar cameras to 
photograph stars of suitable magnitudes and the film retrieval system. It 
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appears that the six-inch foca.l. length stellar cameras initially identified 
for the experiment may be inadequate to obtain 6 and 1 order magnitude stars 
for calibration. Preliminary analysis have indicated that focal lengths of 9 
inches to 12 inches m~ be more reasonable for obtaining the desired calibration 
data. 
It is felt that what is known to Aerial Phott')graphy as a metric camera 
system will not meet an easy transition to a space hardened system for metric 
mapping of the Moon from lunar orbit. The above items constitute major problem 
areas and should fonnulate the bases for a specific proposal which may be bid 
by a number of companies in active competition to accurately define and design 
a lunar metric camera system to fit the objectives of the experiment. 
All of the above manufacturers have at one time or another taken a 
conceptual look at providing a space qualified metric camera system. Hycon 
has recently made a number of proposals which include metric cameras and 
stellar cameras. These systems are identified and are felt as representative 
of those which may evolve at a later date from specific design considerations 
and active proposal efforts. 
.. ' 
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2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
aycon HC 489 Metric Camera 
Format 
Focal leingth 
Angular Coverage 
f number 
Camerla. Weight (including 
supply cassette and spool) 
Film Weight 
Power Requirements 
Voltage 
Dimensions 
!{ycon Stellar Camera (2 required) 
Format 
Focal Length 
Angular Coverage 
f number 
Camera W'eight (2) 
Film Weight (2) 
Power Requirements 
Voltage 
Dimensions 
. Return Weight and Volume: 
9 inches x 9 inches 
6 inches nominal. 
approxtmately 74 degrees 
150 pounds 
21 pounds 
60 watts average 
28't 4 volts dc 
see Figure 1 
2.25 inches x 2.25 inches 
9 inches 
1.4 degrees 
f/2.8 
60 pounds 
1.2 pounds 
20 watts average 
28 t 4 volts dc 
see Figure 2 
1. 211hs (includes cassette); 18ft x 1811 X 12" 
2. 6 1hs (includes cassette); 12ft x 1211 X 511 
3. 6 1hs (includes cassette); 12" x 12" x 5" 
Total = 21 + 6 + 6 = 33 1bs 
19 
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13.9" 
14.3" deep ~~~--~------------~~-------
METRIC 
CAMERA: 
171 lbs 
total 
Note.: Add film 
chu.te and take-
up cassette. 
Ca8~ette size: 
8" diae X7" deep, 
21 Ibs. includ-
ing film. 
Figure 1 7Jf F.O. V. 
' . 
~ .. ! s·.:.:a : 
Film 
Supply 
Camera 
Body 
27.3" 
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STKLLAR CAMERA 
-, 
t;wo required, 30 pounds each 
_  -1-4---- 15.1" -----------1~ ... 1 7.6 11 deep 
o 0 ,------------~~------------------~ 
""..- --... "..- ----
/"" '" " / ",I"'. ~ 
I Take-up \ I Supply . Cassette Cassette '\ 
I 6.8" diao X 3.8" de'ep \/ (not returned) \ 
\ 6 Jbs.,including f1lm ~ I 
Figure 2 
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stellar 
Cameras 
Optical 
Axis 
Metric 
Camera 
Optical 
Axis 
NADIR 
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3.0 MISSION REQUIRmolEN~ 
3.1. Orbital Parameter Reguiremen£! 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The preferred orbital altitude is 50 nautical miles. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclipation 
The preferred orbital incljLnation is approximately 90 degrees. 
This 1.s necessary for total photographic coverage. However, useful data will be 
obtained at lower inclinations. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
The eccentricity should be near zero. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
Stero photography coverage of the entire lunar surface, with at 
least 55% forward lap and at least 5% side lap. 
3.3 Exper.iment Operation Reguirement~ 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
Sun angles of 15 to 45 degrees are required. No exposure 
to the sun and no sub-solar photography is permitted. 
Environme.nt: 
a. Pressure Requirements 
Stowed: 0-15 psia 
O~er8Lte: Sps-:!e enviror.ment 
b. Atmosphlere: Air 01: O2 R.H. <.95% 
(R.H. = 50% optimum) 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment OJl~,ation Requirements 
Supporting experiments required include ,those experiments 
from whose data ephemeris inf01~ation can be derived. 
Experiment Operation Pr'?£,edur.,£. 
A typical operational pl;'ocedure to collect data 'for this 
experiment is the following: 
/ 
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a. Spacecraft rolls to acquire star field for calibration 
of camera. 
b. Real-time or programmed control is exercised over 
experiment. 
c. Control function should be implemented such that one 
command triggers shutters, records edge data on film, 
advances film, and cocks shutters for next sequence. 
d. Intervalometer may be used to trigger subsequent 
exposure to at least 55% overlap by acting on knowledge 
of velocity and altitude. 
e. Other commands may be required for power-up, power-down, 
maintenance (thermal, bookkeeping, etc.) as required. 
Depending on film management, whether data is returned 
via PCM or film return to earth will dictate many 
addi tional con.."lll8.nd functions. 
3.4 Navigation/Contro.l, and Orb:1.~a.l Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 NavigationRequir~ents 
Photographic emphemeris is required for post-flight da.ta 
reduction and will be provided by on-board navigation recording and/or 
earth-based tracking information~ 
Sufficient real-time emphemeris information is required 
to exercise· proper intervals in cycling of camera systems and maintaining 
orientation to local verticalw 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
The line-or-sight (LOS) orientation must be maintainable 
within !2 degrees of the commanded attitude. During the data-collection 
intervals, the vehicle rates must be maintainable 10.05 degrees/second j 
excluding commanded pitch rate for local vertical. 
3.4.j Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
Local vertical maintenance is required. 
A-24 
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Spacecraft rotation maneuvers are required for calibration. 
In particuJ.ar lit is required '.to rotate the spacecraft such that both 
terrain and stellar cameras are looking at a star field for approximately 
5 minutes. This should be done prior to, a.t the mid-point, and at the 
end of the photographic mission. 
There are no off -track or special ta:rgets requiring 
spacecraft maneuvers. There are no requirements for tmage motion cam-
pensation or target tracking. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requiremen~ 
There are no special operational requir~ents necessitating a 
man/experiment interface, except data return at the 'termination of the 
experiment. 
Flight Operation,Requirements 
The MSFN or MCC-H will be required to provide operational 
commands to the experiment. 
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4.0 EXPERlMENT SUPPORT ~U:mEMENTS 
4.1 Location and. Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
The stellar cameras are ol~ented a.t right angles to each 
other and are pointing between 5 dt~grees and 15 de.grees above a plane 
nor.mal to the LOS of the terrain cw~eras. The field-of-view of the stellar 
cameras 18 a 14 degrees conej the field-of-fiew of the terrain camera is 
74 degrees by 74 degrees. Clear fields-of-view must be provided for the 
terrain and stellar cameras. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
The Metric Camera System must be mounted to a rigid plate 
and bore sighted with the altimeter and with the Panoramic Camera System, 
if present. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EM! Protection Reqairements 
The Metric Camera Experiment measures data in the visible-
light region.<of the spectrum. During operation of t."1.is experiment, any 
system oDW.board the s~acecraft that ~ emit electromagnetic energy in 
..-1'" 
this region must either be shielded from t.he~. experiment or not operating. 
In addition, it will be necessary to deter.mine the susceptibility level of 
this expertment to external electromagnetic energy outside the visible-
light region and to protect the experiment from electromagnetic energy, 
which exceeds the susceptibility levels established generated by other 
on-board equilJllent. Likewise, it will be required to establish electro-
magnetic energy levels emanating from the experiment for both conducted 
- and radiated energy and to reduce these levels if they affect other on-
board equipment. One problem area mq be the film takeup motors for the 
came;ras. 
-- .-.. 
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4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Protection Requirements 
Waste dump will be controlled for manned missions. Jet 
plume impingement and propellant contamination should be investigated. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requ1rement~ 
To be determined 
4.2.4 Other Environment Protection Requirements 
The maximum permitted relative humidity for both survival 
and operation is 95 percent. The minimum 1s to be determined. 
The shock limits are to be determined. 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
4.3.3 Postflight Requirements 
Data shall be collected on each film emulsion following 
spacecraft reentry and landing to determine any environmental effect on 
film sensitivity. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
The data from the metric and two stellar cameras will be 
in the fo~ of exposed film (approximately 21 pounds of 9.5 inch film for 
the metric camera and 12 pounds of 55mm for the stellar cameras). These 
values are based upon a three-day mission. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem MOnitoring Data Requirements 
The following parameters are required for post~flight data 
reduction aud real-time mission planning (may be recorded as data block on 
film C? telemetered): 
.t1 ' 
" 
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a. Cone temperatures 
b. Relative humidity 
c. Camera functions 
d.. Lens settings 
e., Film. counter 
f • Orbit number 
g. Time (m3) 
h. Film remaining (TIM) 
i. Shutter profile 
Items a through d are required at 0.1 samples/sec. 
4.4.3 Post~light Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer-compatible tape containing vehicle emphemeris 
histories is required. 
4.4.4 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
» Approximately 21 pounds of 9 1/2 inch film and 12 pounds 
of 70mm film will require processing. 
4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
a. Off 
b. Standby 
c. Operate 
1. Normal Operation 
2. Calibration Sequencing 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
a. A:verage power, W dc: 80 
b. Nominal voltage V de: 28 r 4 
Warmup required for 30 seconds prior to experiment operation. 
1~ermal Control Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.8 -GSE and Facility Requirements 
To be determined. A-28 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
The Lunar Orbiter missions have provided a wealth of photographic 
information concerning the Moon. Basically, the primar,y mission of the Orbiter 
series has been to obtain, from lunar orbit, detailed photog~aphic information 
of various lunar areas, to assess their su:i.tability as landing sites for Apollo 
and Surveyor spacecraft, and to improve our general knowledge of the Moon. The 
photographic information was obtained thro~~h a variety of conditions and 
techniques. 
Near vertical, convergent telephoto steroscopic, and oblique photography 
was used to obtain the desired data. Either single or multiple frame sequences 
were taken for coverage appropriate for the particular sites. These photographs 
were obtained from a variety of orbital altitudes, orbital inclinations, mission 
durations, telephoto coverage, wide angle coverage, and consequently, a wide 
range of resolutional limits were obtained. Th(~ resolutional limits of the 
Orbiter series varied from approximately 1 metel' coverage of limited areas by 
telephoto lens systems to general lOO-meter coverage by wide angle lens 
systems. 
Although these photographs are the fore-runner for the present 
Apollo missions, the need fo~ additional high resolution photographic coverage 
for futUre Apollo missions is impar·ativ~. In addition, the need of 
unified high resolution photographic cover,age of the lunar surface is ver,y 
important in providing particul~necessar.y to develop detailed lunar 
exploration plans. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The cbje{;,~ives of this experiment are to obtain high resolution 
photography of potential exploration areas and to provide a bas~s of selective 
'l 
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detailed information to support the geodetic/cartographic goals of the Metric 
Camera experiment. The Panoramic Camera. experiment will aid in preparing 
detailed science plans for future manned and unmanned lunar missions. Thus, 
. allowing to establish and/or develop recommendations on future major investigative 
items required for lunar scieno9 programs. 
One of the most important goals of the lunar science program 
relates to lunar surface mobility. In order to increase the scientific 
return from lunar surface misSions, the need for increased lunar mobility is 
apparent. As the requirement for extending the operating radius of 
manned and unmanned exploration increases, the requirement for extended area 
coverage of high resolution photography will correspondingly increase. 
Determination of slope angles, ground surface roughness, boulder 
size distribution and frequency, and"other minor surface features which 
serve to place constraints on current and future landing sites and traverse 
area selections predicates the requirement of high resolution photographye 
Identification of potentially unstable ground areas by recognition of slump 
features, boulder tracks, and other features will enhance the efficiency of 
planning lunar surface activities. 
High resolution photography on the order of mobility requirements 
of traversing vehicles will enable meaningful trafficability analysis for 
extended traverses; provide through intervals of several years of photography; 
a zone of analYfds for the rate of generation of small new craters; allow 
mobility systems; instrument systems, and support facilities to be broadly 
defined; and aid in identifying lunar changes, whether man made or natural. 
Resolutional capability on the order of 1 meter from the Panoramic 
Camera is a necessary feature to 'provide geometric fidelity to the Metric 
Camera experiment goals and hence, precise topographic oontrol of present 
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and future AAP sites, with sufficient resolution to conduct mE!aningful studies 
in lunar changes and trafficability. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Object.iv·~ 
The requirement to obtain high resolution photography over 
large areas presents a situation which is generally not compatible for camera 
systems. Cameras which have the high resolutional capability will also have 
narrow fie ld. of views. In order to obtain large area coverage, a caru('~ra of 
this nature would have to be positioned at a distant point from the coverage 
area which, of course, d.imiriishes the resolutional capability of the camera 
system or imposes stringent resolutional requirements that sometimes cannot 
be met. The development of panoramic cameras was formulated upon these 
problems to provide a high resolution system which has the capability of 
obtaining wide area coverage with little inherent lc)ss in resolution. 
Development of panoramic cameras have received their impetus primarily from 
the requirements of aerial reconnaissance. These systems are well developed 
and can be obtained to display near 180 degree scans with very high resolution. 
It is this latter requiremept which provides somewhat of a roadblock,at present, 
in obtaining significant information governing available camera systems. The 
military implications of high resolution Cainera systems could be an influencing 
factor in the identification of a panoramic camera system, and the environmental 
constraints upon the camera system for the experiment. 
For those systems which are available to analyze and discuss, the 
requirement of obtaining I meter ground resolution on the lunar surface 
appears to presentj no signifi~an~..Rrob_~~~. The orbital al t i tude and the 
mission requirements would fundamentally dictate the desired scan angle of 
the camera. Since the orbital alti·tude is 50 nautical miles, and the mission 
requirement is to provide complementary information for other sensors, it 
A-32 
t would :be advantageous for the Panoramic Camera system to operate in conjunction 
wi th the Metric Camera system. This would aLlow the· identi.fication or discrimina-
tion and positioning of lunar surface features below the resolutional capability 
of the Metric Camera system. This would allow high resolution photography, 
which would be compatible in coverage to that obtained by the Metric Camera 
systerns,and would also allow special coverage to be obtained,if desired, duri.ng 
'those orbits when the Metric Camere! system is not operating. 
The field of view of the Metric Camera, system is approximately 
14 degrees. Therefore, it would be desirable for the panoramic camera to 
have a scan angle of approximately 14 degrees, including the overlap as a 
result of the fie11 of view of the panoramic lens. As previously mentioned, 
to scan 74 d~grees presents no undue requirements on panoramic cameras and 
can be met easily. There appears to be no problem in obtaining 1 meter 
resolution on the lunar surface from a 50 nautical mile orbit. Utilizing a 
5-inch film base , with a 24-inch fooal length camera lens and dy-tlamic 
resolutiono of 150 lines/rnm, based upon low contrast scenes with present 
day aerial films, results in approximately 1 meter grQund resolution. All 
of these factors are well within the state of the art and constitute no major 
problem areas. In fact, with a little effort and the use of new and faster 
aerial films, there is no question that the resolution can be increased 
considerably. 
To provide photography for use in production of maps or charts, a 
requirement to obtain stere? coverage is ver,y important. Although control 
points for mapping can be detected and located in single photographs, their 
exact location is more easily determined in stereoscopic photographs. The 
transfer of points from one photograph to another is also much easier and 
more accurate when using stereoscopic photographs. To provide stereo coverage 
T' 
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along with high resolutional coverage, a twin converger,lt system can be! 
employed by either mounting two panoramic cameras, such that their axes a.re 
tiltf!:d to the vertical or that one pa.noramic camera. can be sequentia.lly 
tilted fore and aft of the vertical.) Programming or sequencing of the 
photographic process can then provide the necessary overlap, for st.ereo 
coverage. A maximum of 20-degrees tilt between the areas of the camera 
appears to be the most desirable feature, since this fits the limitations 
of most stereo photo interpretation inst~ntation~' 
As in the case of the Metric Camera system, calibration of the 
Panoramic Camera system may be accomplished by photographing star fields. 
As targets for camera oalibration, ithe stars are very satisfactory. They 
a:rE'~ essentially at infinity, and there is generally an adequate number of 
well distributed stars within any field. The stellar method makes possible 
not cHly a precise calibration of the interior orientation of the camera, 
but also of the relative orientation of a oamera itself and with cameras 
in a multiple camera system. The positions of the images of stars appearing 
on the photograph are compared analytically with the theoretically correct 
image positions computed from the known astronomic positions. The differences 
between the measured and the computed positions of the solar images, then, 
represent the lens distortion. The focal length and location of the principal 
point are found as functions of the positions of the s.tars, the camera 
perspective center,and the star images. Thus, resulting in a calibrated 
system compatible to the photographic data being obta.ined. 
High resolution photography of the entire sun field of the Moon-, 
would be a waste of film and represent a.n Unnecessary weight penalty for 
extra film. Photographing at or near the sub-solar point and to each side 
the contrast is very low and the spatial frequency is a mirdmum.' Therefore, 
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to insure lunar scenes with adequate contrast for maximum phcto in ... ' ~pretatiO\n, 
the sun angles should be restricted to an area slightly past the tenninator to 
a mid~area before the sub-solar point. If the lunar mission is short in 
duration, the requirement to increase the sun angles may exist in an attempt 
to obtain as much possible information, without regard to overall uniformity 
of the data. 
With the Panoramic Camera system tied to the same platform as the 
Metric Camera. system r !;',ny positio)!lR,l information gained by the Metric Camera. 
system can be linked directly to thl~ Panoramic Camera syst~m. This also 
includes any infonnation gained by the laser altimeter for vert:f:.ca1 .range soundings •• 
In addition, the Panoramic Came:ra. system may also be augmented by the 
Photoelectric Photometer. As in the case of the Metric Camera system, 
utilization of the panoramic photographs for brightne·ss evaluation of the 
lunar surface can be performed, provided an adequate calibration base can 
be obtained. The Photoelectric Photometer can provide such a base, if 
need be. 
Experience with the Lunar Orbiter photography has demonstrated 
. . 
that while resolution may be maintained through trans~ission, geometric 
integrity was seriously degraded. In the triangulation of a single 
.. 
16 photograph strip of Lunar Orbiter photographs, it was found neoessary 
to make over 12,000 separate point coordinate me&'3urements to 'remove the 
nonlinearities caused by the transmission system to tie the inaividua1 
fmelets togethe,r in a unified photograph {"·:me and to provide the 
required geometrical distribution. On this basis, it is recommended that 
the photographic film associated with ~anoramic Camera system be returned. 
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1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of 
?~periment Objective~ 
In order to implemen't a uniform and total photographic 
coverage of the lunar surface a circular polar orbit with a sta.ying time 
of at least 28 days would be required. Reduction in the staying time and 
lower orbital inclination ahgle~ would restrict the photographic coverage 
considerably. One advantage of being in a polar orbit for maximum staying 
time wauld be that no reqUirement would exist to obtain coverage of targets 
outside the normally planned vertical photograph. Restriction of lunar 
orbit staying time and low orbit inclination angles would probably bring the 
reqUirement to do an off-track photograph to obtain coverage of sites not 
included in the mission. This off-track photograph w,ill result in oblique 
coverage, and the slant range to the target will increase with angle of 
off-track coverage. The net result is a reduction in resolution over that 
obtained through vertical photograph. The major reagan for utilization of 
j 
the Panoramic Camera. system is for its high resolutional capability and any 
. . 
prostitution of this requirem.ent diminishes the attractiveness of the 
experiment. Off-track coverage induces additional control requirements 
for the experiment module and may interfere with othe.r ellperiments being 
conducted. This latter factor becomes of increasing importance the shorter 
the mission and the less the coverage. 
Any changes in ~rbital altitude may require a change of scan angle 
perpendicular to the line of flight. Increased orbital altitude will increase 
the possible side coverage for a fixed scan angle. The scan angle, therefore, 
could be considered a variable of the orbital altitude and fixed for a certain 
mission. Additional consideration should be given to keeping the scan 'angle 
to approximatelytbe 'sa.me as that of the Metric Camera. experiment. This will 
allow the same coverage as the Mettric Camera and during off cycles of the 
Netric Camera. perform ~~';ly off track coverage deemed important • 
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Low orbital inclination ~ngles will result in considerable overlap 
of photogmphic coverage at the maximum latitudes. The rotation of the Ml)On'S 
surface under the camera is a maximum at- -the equator and therefore, the 
side lap coverage for each orbit is based upon the equatorial rotation rate. 
As the orbit track apprOaChE:!B or l'ecedcs past the equator, the side lap 
coverage increases, and -therefore, creates a certain amount of redundant 
coverage. Depending upon the orbital inclination and the mission duration, 
it may not be necessary to operate the pd.npramic camera for the same time 
periods during the Metric Camera photographing process. 
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2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRI~ 
2.1 Functional Description 
tl'he ability to obtain hir;h resolution photogrd.phy over wide areas 
presentE~ somewhat of an uncompat i ble combination for a camera systelll .. 
Panoramic camera designs have sought to make these two properties compatible 
through a number of design features. The high resolution of the camera. 
system is maintained by utilizing only that portion of the lens along or near 
the optical axis. Hence, panoramic cameras are inherently long focal length 
and have narrow fields""of view. In order to obtain the field of view 
necessar.y to cover wide areas, the basic mechanism by which this is 
accomplished is to sweep the lens along a line perpendicular to the ground 
track or the li~e of flight. '!he film in the camera is then advanced in the 
direction of scan at a. rate compatible to th.e ground speed. Thts allows 
continuous photographic coverage", As a result of the combined basil:: design 
approlach, panoramic cameras C811 maintain the l.nherently high re~Cblution 
of th.e center lens field over the total angle scanned. 
There are a number of electro-optical approaches to the design 
of a parloramic camera system. '!hey are, in general, direct scanning cameras 
utilizing swinging lens or rotating lenses, and cameras that utilize scan 
techniques by means of rotating prisms or mirrors. The most typical. scan 
system i8 the direct scanning 'by swinging a lens or rotating a lens,. Tn 
the swinging lens application, the design involves rotating the lens about 
its rear noda.l point and accurately positioning the filJn in the proper focal. 
plane location by means of two small rollers mounted on the end of a scan 
I , ! ' . arm which rotate$ with the lens. The scan arm al.so carries the scanning slit, 
~. .. . . 
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and with the lens sweeping at a given rate, the width of this slit determines 
the amount of exposure given to each picture element. The length of the 
slit is compatible to the width of the film and with the scanning motion 
provides a full display on the film. Basically, the maximum swing angle 
of the lens is 180 degrees, but the majority of applications are directed 
towards scan angles somewhat less than 180 degrees. 
In the direction of scan, only the lens and the scan ann move, 
while the film r~ains statIonary. Since the center of the lens rotates 
as a unit with the scanning slit, the sharpest possible image is always 
p:rojected onto the film. One advantage of this technique is that if any 
irregularities should develop in the scan rate, the only damage tltlat could 
occur would be same variation in the exposure, since the slit width and 
the rate o:f' scan dictate the exposure' and do not influence the resolution 
of the sys·tem. 
As the focal length of panoramic cameras increase, the inertia of 
the swinging lens or rotating lens becomes an increasing design factor to 
account fo:r. It is difficult to uniformly control the lens swing :rate over 
the enti~e film format for very large focal length systems and large scan 
angle requ.irements. In addition, the size of the camera increases propor-
tionaJ.ly with increased focal. length of the lens. There are a number of 
design considerations which can be implemented to alleviate these problems. 
One is to employ a folded optical. sys"tert\. In folding the optical system, 
the inertia of the lens is reduced ,and. also tl1e overall length of the lens 
element is reduced. This concept gemeraJ.ly employs a rotating lens system 
and the photographic displ8\Y :t,s tranl:3ferred by a pair of mirrors. In any 
case, there is very little fundamental. variance in the functional operation 
of this type camera system over that described earlier. 
. ; 
,,- - .... 
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Important considerations in realizing the full potential of the 
Panoramic Camera are image motion compensation and automatic exposure 
control. The Panoramic Camera system should have both of these features 
to insure the resolutional capability of the system and to provide as 
uniform and consistent a se~ of photographs as possible. ]mage motion 
compensation can generally be accomplished by setting the lens back from 
the direction of flight or by gimbaliIl8 the camera to tilt along the flight 
axis. Automatic exposure control can be obtained by either varying the 
slit for a fixed swing rate or rotation rate or by V'arying the swing rate 
with a fixed slit. 
The Panoramic Camera system should be space hardened to aJ.low 
maximum operational capability of the system in lunar orbit. Whether the 
system will be provided an environment to operate in or will have to 
operate in the near Moon environment, is an important functional feature 
of the experiment. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Fundamentally, there appears to be no Panoramic Camera systems' 
a.vailable as shelf hardware to perform the experiment, The PanoramJ.c Camera 
probably cames closer to being an applicable system than that of the Metric 
Camera system. However, ther~· still exists one major problem which has not 
'been adequately answered, and that is the space he:r:"dening of existing systems 
.let alone defining new systems which have to undergo development and qualifica-
tion. All of the components necessary to construct a. panoramic camera system, 
·w.alch will give 1 meter resolution on the lunar surface from a 50 nautical mile 
orbi t J are well wi thin the capabili ties of the camera industry and present no 
major state-of-the-art problems. The problem that exist~ is to meet the 
experiment requirements other than resolutiQn. 
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In order to provide the ability to return the film, dictates a . 
reasonable design change to the camera. Under present design considerations t 
the film cassettes and focal plane are at the distant end of the camera 
system. When the camera is mounted in a spacecraft, the film cassettes 
are difficult to reach fo'l:' retrieval. Hence, a design requirement to bring 
the film cassettes to the front of the camera for easy access constitutes a 
reasonably large design change for a Panoramic Camera system. In addition, 
the requirement that the camera system be space hardened could cr.eate major 
design problems. Most design feature a of current camera systems were developed 
on the premise of having an adequate environment to perform in. Experiment 
requirements may dictate a se1f-contained space har4ened system. It is this 
factor which again may consititute a major design effort. It is these require-
ments which essentially negates the use of known existing panoramic cameras. 
As mentioned previously, high resolution systems. such as panoramic cameras 
borde~ on the area of aerial reconnaissance systems. A great deal of information 
governing similar systems is not open to pub1ic consumption. It is felt that 
through this area some information, whether explicit or implied, may be of 
some value in setting the instrumentatioI1l requirements for the experiment .. 
It appears that thr.ee optical instrumenta..tion companies have either 
a piece of hardware, or at least a (~onceptual design of a panoramic camera 
system which meets the basic constrclints of the experimen·c. It is recognized 
that there are other optical instrm~entation companies which may also h~ve 
similar panoramic camera systems, b\lt it is felt that the three are representa-
tive of the state of the art. 
Two proposed designs are based upon the swinging lens concept and 
the utilization of two cameras .. to provide the twin convergent system necessary 
to obtain stero photography. The third design employs a rotating folded lens 
Which proVides stereo coverage by fore and aft tilt of the scanning ~xsh~m, 
.' 
•• '!t ';: 
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within the camera structure. The line of sight is in t:he horizontal plane 
and foldet~ to th~~ vertical by two mirrors. Panoramic scanning is accomplished 
by rotating the lens about the horizontal axis. 
There are a number of desirable features displayed by the third 
proposed design. These are a reasonable compact system over that of the twin 
convergent systems, redtlctio'n in total weight, possible lower. totalpcn.rer 
comsumptian, and that the system exists in at least a prototype state. 
However, a major drawback may result in trying to redesign the film transport 
system to the requirement of easy film retrieval. At present the repackaging 
of the film transport system for accessibility and ease of removal is being 
studied. No npace hardening studies on this panoramic camera have been 
perfoxmed except in a cursor! manner. However, these studi.es suggest that space 
hardening the panoramic camera would be considerably less involved than, for 
instance, any of the metric type frame cameras~ 
The features previously ment1c:n~dn'4J1i~.@ th~ ·~h1rd panoramic camera 
more attractive for the experiment, since weight and relative size are held as 
a premium for space applications. The relevant hardware characteristics 
presented in Section 2.3 based upon this third design and are representative 
of the state of the art. 
The application of panoramic cameras to mapping is somewhat hampered 
by the fact that the calibration of the internal geometry of the camera is 
difficult, and the basic photography has low geometric fidelity. '!'hese factors 
arise from the mechanical motions in the camera duri.ng the exposure. It 
appears feasible to use panoramic photography for mapping since various 
refinements and increased flexibility of analytical photogrammetric solutions 
have be'Em brought about by the use of computers. The pa.floramic:: camera doe. 
( 
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present several types of image displacements which are not inherent in metric 
quality frame photography, and consequently, the panoramic camera system 
cannot serve as a unique tool for mapping. However, it can provide an essential 
complement to other sensors by way of its inherent high resolutional capa.b1_1ity. 
Hardware Characteristics ~~~----~~~--------
Optical Bar Panoramic Camera 
Format 5 inches wide 
Focal Length 24 inches 
Angular Coverage 74 degrees 
f number f/3.5 
Camera Weight 250 pounds 
Cassette Weight 5 pounds 
Film Weight 60 pounds 
Return Weight 65 pounds 
Power Requirements 500 watts 
610 watts. peak for 
125 millisecond startup 
Voltage 28 ± 4 VDC 
Dimension~ 20" x 20" X 5' 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameter Requirements 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The prefex-red orbital altitude is 50 nautical miles. 
Since the sidelap coverage is based upon the scaD. angle of the cam/;ra, 
any altitude less than 50 nautical miles will result in incomplete sidelap 
coverage. 
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3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
The preferred orbital inclination is approximately 90 
degrees. 'This is necessary for total photographic coverage. However, 
lower inclinations, while providing less ~overage, will provide useful 
data. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
The eccentricity should be near zero. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
To provide photography compatible with the Metric Camera experi-
ment and possibl{~ additional coverage as required during orbits when Metric 
Camera covrerage is not being obtained. 
3.3 Experiment Operational Requirement!' 
_,I\>- 3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
Sun angles greater than 15 degrees, and less than 45 degrees 
are acceptable. No exposure to the sun is pe.rmitted. 
3.3.2 §up~?rting Experiment Operations Requirements 
The supporting experiments required are the Metric Camera 
and the Laser Altimeter. 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedu~ 
A typical pperational procedure to collect data for this 
experiment is the f~llowing: 
(a) Spacecraft rolls to acqu.ire star field for calibration 
'. ,. 
before and after each phot.ographic sequence; 
(b) Real time or programmed centrol is exercised over the 
experiment; 
.. 
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(c) Control function should be implemented such that 
one command initiates a complete photographic 
sequence; 
(d) Signal from ground mot~on sensors sets the operational 
charactl~l:i.stics of the camera to provide the proper 
tilt speed for stereo overlap and exposure control; 
(e) Other commands may be required for power up, power 
down, maintenance (thermal, bookkeeping, etc.) as 
required. Depending on film management, whether' data 
is returned via PCM or film return to Earth will dictate 
many additional command functions. 
3.4 Navigation, Control, and Qrbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
Sufficient emphemeris information is required real-time to 
effect mission planning in. obtaining the desired coverage. 
3.4.2 Orientation~nd Stability Requirements 
The line-o'f -sight (LOS) orientation mus t be maintainable 
within + 2.0 degrees of the command attitude. Knowledge of the LOS orienta-
tion, with respect to rotating selenocentric coordinates will be obtained 
frQin the stellar cameras of the Metric Camera E..~periment. During the data 
collection intervals, the LOS rates must be maintainable within 0.05 degrees/ 
second. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Manuever Requirements 
Local vertical maintenance is required, as well as a roll 
maneuver to acquire a star field for camera calibration. 
Image motion compensation will be p~ovided by the geometry 
of the scanning motion. 
... - ", , ... 
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There may be off-track or special targets requiring space-
craft maneuvers for additional coverage, depending upon the miBsion duration 
and inclination. 
3.5 Astronaut Participa..t-ion Reguiremen~ 
There are no special operational requirements necessitating a 
man/experiment interfa(~et exc.ept at the ternii:n.ation of the experiment. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requi~,ements 
The MS'FN and MCC-R will be required to: (1) provide real-
time voice. communications betwE~en the c'rew members and the MCC-H fc;)r discussions 
concerning the experiment and target areas, if a manned minsion; and (2) provi,de 
spacecraft position data at the time of camera sequencing if the data are not 
available from other sources. 
The MSFN will also provide the capabi1itf.es to record the 
dumped experimental data and tI~ansmit these data post pass and/or post 
mission to the MCC-H for display and/or distribution. 
,~ 
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4.0 EXPERJMErf!' SUPPORT REBUmEMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
The Panoramic Camera System requires an unobstructed view 
for a 22 degree field of view in the direction of flight and a total scan 
angle of 74 degrees nOl~ to the direction of flight. 
4.1.2 MOunting Requirements 
The Panoramic· Camera System is an integrate4 unit and must 
be mounted to a rigid plate and be boresighted with the Metric Camera System; 
i.e., the line that bisects the optical axis should be paralled with the 
optical axes of the Metric Camera. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirements 
The Panoramic Camera Experiment measures data in the 
visible-light region of the spectrum. During operation of this experiment, 
any system on board the space~raft that may emit electromagnetic energy in 
this region must either be shielded from the ~xperiment or not operating. 
In addition, it will be necessary to determine the &usceptibility level of 
this experiment to external electromagnetic energy outside of the visible-
light region and to protect the experiment from electromagnetic energy 
which exceeds the susceptibility levels established generated by other 
on board equipment. Likewise, it will be required to establish electro-
.m88netic energy levels emanating from the experiment for both conducted and 
radiated energy and to reduce these levels if they affect other on·board 
equiptaent. Some problem areas may be the film takeup motors and the camera 
rotating motors. 
dat t .•. i .. ! .. !L~~:; >~ -,;: 
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4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Con~aminant Protection Requirements 
A signal must be routed to the control logic to inhibit 
Reaction Control System jet firings during the film-exposure intervals. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.2.4 other Environment Protection Requirements 
The maximum allowed relative humidity for both survival 
and operation is 95 percent. The minimum is to be determined. 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
a. Film is used during checkout to check drives. This 
;'If Jb fllnl will require timing for identification. 
b. Calibrate prior to flight. 
c. Monitor TM output. 
dw Film should be used to verify that the film storage 
and film drive assemblies do not contain light leaks 
which would cloud the film. 
e. Sweep-time accuracy (Shutter control) must be checked 
and repeatable at start, center, and eud points. 
4.3.2 Inflight Reql1irements 
Metric Camera must be operable for data correlation. 
b. Calibration requires exposure of a star field at 
beginning and at end of the mission. 
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!I 4.3.3 Postflight Requirements 
Data shall be collected on each film emulsion following 
spacecraft reentry and landing to determine any environmental effect on 
film sensitivity. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
Tbese data will be entirely in the form of exposed 5-inch 
film weighing approximately 60 pounds (1800 frames of data). Correlation 
:J.s required with the Metric Camera. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem MOnitoring Data Requirements 
The camera should have the following parameters monitored 
during operational periods: 
a. Time of sweep start, midpoint, and stop 
b. Rep~tition rate of scanner. 
c. Vehicle attitude position. 
d. V/H input data. 
e. On-off event. 
f. Film remaining. 
No temperature measurements are required within the 
experiment, but ambient temperatures may be required. 
4.4.3 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer .. compatible tape containing vehicle attitude, 
altitude, and position histories is required. 
4.4.4 Experiment Data Reduction Reguirements 
Approximately 60 pounds of exposed film will require 
processing. 
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4.5 Display and Control ~ql1irements 
a. Off 
b. Operate 
c. Lamp Indicator (operate) 
d. Frame Counter (Film remaining in each of two cameras) 
e. Mode 
(1) Operate with Metri~ Camera (mode then turns both on) 
(2) Panoramic Camera operation only (backup) 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
a. Peak power, W de: 610 watts for 125 millisecond startup 
b. Average power, W dc: 500 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
a. To be determined 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Requirements 
To be determined 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
To be determined 
Hid '" tt 
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LUNAR ORBITAL SCIENCE STUDY 
Experiment Description Document 
Laser Altimeter 
30 September 1968 
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 
Demrer Division 
.-
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
I 1.1 Experiment Background 
Laser signals have been reflected from Explorer XXII and detected 
at NASA's Wallops Island facility. Extensive use of the laser has also 
been made for active measurement between ground stations. 
'. The inherent qualities of the laser make it a prime candiate as an 
altimeter where a measure of· distance is required with high accuracy and high 
ground resolution. The laser altimeter will provide much higher ground 
resolution than can be obtained by radar. Current state-of-the-art can 
• 
approach the resolution capability of large optical devices. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
a) Determine altitude for metric camera reference. 
b) Augment earth based tracking information to provide an independent 
check. 
c) Relate surface features (topography) to lunar shape as determined 
from orbital data. 
", 
These experiment obje.ctives present no change to the objectives 
presented at the Santa Cruz conference. 
Considerations of required instrument accuracies to satisfy Santa 
Cruz objectives include the following: 
a) Better than 10 meter accuracy in altitude determination is required 
to obtain accurate description of the lunar equipotential surface. 
b) The ground resolution required when using a metric camera must 
be at least as good as that for the camera syste~ The altimetry data can 
also be used to set the camera image motian compensation. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
Measurement concepts which may be employed are: 
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II a) System using a single transmitting laser/telescope and a 
single telescope/detector receiver. Range dete~ination by transit time 
measurement. 
b) System using a single transmitting laser/telescope and 
multiple small state of the art telescope/detector receivers operating into 
a coincidence detector. Otherwise same electronics as (a) above. 
c) Radar altimeter 
Method (b) above would be considered where available technology or 
other constraints did not provide adequate receiver sensitivity. 
When a metric camera is not flown. statistical sampling of the 
lunar surface profile using a radar altimeter can be used. This method will 
pe~it enhancement of resolution beyond design limitations. The radar 
altimeter will not provide adequate resoltuion when used with the metric 
camera. however, unless unduly large aperatures are used. 
Radio tracking from earth using the DS!F will give sufficiently 
accurate data for all but the metric camera experiments. 
1.2.2 Effort of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment 
Objectives 
Since the laser altimeter is valuable primarily as supporting data 
for the metric camera expe.'riment, optimum mission paramete,rs will be established 
by the camera. 
This instrument has the capability for operation, at altitudes up to 
524 KM. 
2.0 EQUlPMENT DESClUPTlON 
2.1 Functional Description 
A prime 28-volt dc power source is converted by a dc-to-dc converter 
to ~1500 volts dc, and is then stored in an energy-storage capacitor bank. 
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After this energy is stored, the capacitor bank is discharged through a 
pulse-forming ne~ork into a flash lamp located in a circular cavity. The 
flash lamp and a laser rod are located in the circular cavity. When the 
energy is discharged from the capacitor bank, the flash lamp is ionized and 
light energy is coupled into the laser rod, by reflection, from the cylindrical 
cavity. The ion population on the laser rod is then inverted and lasing 
operation starts • 
. . The total number of pulses that can be generated ia currently limited 
by the flash lamp (104 - 105 shots). This number could be significantly 
increased by reducing the energy discharged into the flash l~p, or by increas-
ing the size of the flash lamp elements. The energy required to provide 
adequate illumination and signal return at a nominal lunar altitude of 80 KM 
is less than 0.01 joules. 
The output of the laser beam will be collimated by an optical trans-
mitting telescope to approximately 40~ radian. 
ow 
A portion of the transmitted 
energy will be coupled via a photodetector through a thresholding circuit to 
enable the IOO-megacycle clock frequency of the elapsed time computer. In 
addition, the radiating signal from the transmitter will be directed to the 
target, and the t:Lme-de1ayed pulse will be received through an inch collecting 
optics having a 1 x 10-8 steradian field-of-v:f,ew. The :r:eceived si.gna1 will 
o 
then pass through a 20 .. A filter centered at the laser wavelength to the 
surface of a multiple reflecting photo-multiplier tube. After suitable 
amplification, thresholding will be accomplished on the received signal to yield 
a computer stop pulse. 
Range measurement will be perfonned by an e1apsed-time-interval 
computer. This computer utilizes a portion of the laser output pulse to"turn 
on a 100-megacycle computer clock, yielding one pulse for every 1.5 meters of 
range delay. The stop pulse derived from threshold detection of the receiv'ed 
signal is utilized to turn off the computer clock. The number of pulses 
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generated berween the START and STOP pulses by the computer clock is then 
an indication of range. Th~ pulses will be co~nted by a binary counter. 
There is presently no output from this instrument other than the 
telemetry data. The range measurement, however, could be made available 
for display or as an auxiliary output fOi: input to the metric camera IMC 
circuitry with only minor equipment mod~:.fication. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Cha~acterist~cs 
Earth satellite tracking by lasers is now routine, and there are many 
companies presently involved in the development of instruments for aircraft 
and space application. For example: 
a) Ratheon currently doing trade-off study berween radar and laser 
altimeters for earth orbital missions started April 1968 "Space Geodesy 
Altimetry Study" NASW-l709. 
b) Development contract let to taG, Inc., Division of Control 
Data Corporation for mapping of earth and lunar surface in conjunction 
with metric camera for lunar altitudes of 80-150 KM with range accura.cy of 
+ 2.5 M or better. Contract NAS8-21218. This instrument is 110W in fabri-
cation, and is scheduled for an aircraft test flight in the spring of 1969 
using an Ohio truth site. 
After the necessary modifications for space application, this 
instrument will be flown in low earth orbit. No directivity problems are 
anticipated. Sensitivity is primarily determined by size and weight of optics 
flown, and not by state-of-the-art. 
The performance characteristic'[~ of the Laser Altimeter are as . 
follows: 
o 
Wavelength, A 
Energy, ,J 
Transmitting Optics Diameter, in. 
Receiving Optics Diameter, in. 
6943 
~ .07 
9 (f/l) 
9 (f/l) 
--
" 
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Approximate Pulse width, nsec 
Optical Bandwidth, ~ 
Quantum Efficiency, percent 
Effective Computer Clock Frequency, 
MC 
Transmi tter Beam\vid th, prad 
ReCl~ iver Fie Id-of- View, sr 
Cooling System (Laser) 
*System Accuracy, m 
Boresight Accuracy (transmitter 
to receiver telescope) 
Pulse Repetition Rate (Per min) 
Total Pulses 
Angle of Incidence 
Ec,uipment Environment 
Optics Material 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
20-30 
20-30 
99.931 
40 
-8 1.0 x J.O 
Active (Liquid) 
+2.5 
5 
+0.02 milliradions 
6 
Not less than 5600 
Normal Vert. 
Vacuum 
BK-7 Grade A 
Equipment dimensions: 
(Refer to figure 1) 
1.8-1/2" x 15" x 20" 
Not including mtg. frame. (The 
mounting frame extends approxi-
mately 2-3" beyond the equipment 
Equipment weight: 
Total Volume: 
case) 
100 lb (maximum) 
<6000 in3 
*Rec~nt tests on .this instrument indicate that a system accuracy of less 
"than 2 meters (1" sigma) can be achieved. 
"1"- .. l' '" ., :' 
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I 3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
The laser altimeter has no orbital requirements of its own, since 
it is primarily H ,support instrument for the metric camera. The pre fe rred 
'" 
orbitLl) parameters wi.ll be those specified by the Inetric and stelLlr 
camera ,system. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
There are no specific target requirements. The laser altimeter 
will operate over the same targets as the metric camera. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
Sunlight must not be permitted to enter the experiment during 
operation. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment ~equirements - None 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures 
The Laser Altimeter will operate automatically when the Metric ."'_. 
Camera is in operation. It will, however, be necessary to turn on the 
Laser Altimeter for ~l-hour warmup prior to Metric Camera operation. 
This is required to stablize temperature of the 100 MC oscillator oven. 
3.4 Navigation, Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
The requirement for determining the location of the spot viewed 
at a specified time, with respect to a surface landmark, will be satis-
fied by recognizing landmarks in the metric data and with the aid of 
stellar cameras. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements - None 
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I 3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
There are no spacacraft maneuver requirements for calibration, 
target acquisition, or tracking. J ' 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
3 .5 • 1 Pre f 1 igh t 
General familiarization with equipment operation. 
3.5.2 Inf1ight 
Control and monitor of power application to this experiment 
is required either by an astronaut or by ground control. 
3.5.3 Postf1igh~ - None, 
3.6 Flight Operation Reguirements 
3.6.1 MSFC & MCCH Operation Requirements - None 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements - None 
4.0 EXgERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
The laser altimeter has a square aperture 15 inches x 18-1/2 
inches on a side with a 40p radian field-of-view. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements, 
The laser altimeter must be mounted rigidly to the experiment 
carrier such that the instrument is boresighted to the Metric Camera to 
within 10 arc seconds. 
,.~"~f 
,t ' 
.'i I 
~: 
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.avirenmental Pretectien Requireme~ 
.2.1 EMI Pretectien Requirements 
, 
, 
\ The Laser Altimeter E~periment measures data in the 6943-g 
wavelength regien'ef the speqtrum. During eperatio.n ef this experiment 
any system en peard the spacecraft that may emit electremagneticenergy 
in this regien must either be shielded frem the experiment er net 
eperating. In additien, it will be necessary to. determine the sus-
ceptibility level ef this experiment to. external electremagnetic energy 
eutside the 6943-g wavelength regien ~lhich is generated by ether enbearJ 
equipment, and to. pretect the experiment frem electremagnetic energy which 
exceeds the susceptibility levels established. Likewise, it will be 
required to. establish electremagnetic energy levels emanating frem 
the experiment fer beth cenducted and radiated energy and to. reduce 
I these levels if they affect ether enbeard equipment. Seme preblem 
areas may be the high pewer eutput ef the r.f./dc exciter, suscepti-
bility ef the preamplifiers, and pewer-supply veltage cenversien. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Centaminant Pretectien Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.2.3 Radiatien Pretectien Requirements 
To. be determined. 
4.2.4 Other Envirenment .Pretectien Requirements 
No. cendensatien ef water is permitted en the experiment eptics. 
Otherwise, there are no. relative humidity requirements. 
The instrument is particularly susceptible to. damage by sheck, 
but the degree ef susceptibility is still to. be determined. 
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4.3 Test, Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
4.3.1 "Preflight Requirements 
q 
10 
a. The altimeter must be boresighted to the metric camera to 
within 10 arc seconds. 
b. Checkout of associated electronics is re(juired. 
4.3.2 Inflight Requirements 
Time correlation of altimetry data with metric camera shutter 
pulse. 
4.3.3 Postflight Requirements - None 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
One digital output (19 bit words) is required. At the maximum 
repetition rate of 6/minute, this corresponds to a maximum bit rate of 
114 bits/minute, or approximately 2BPS. 
4.4.2 Experiment & Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
No housekeeping data is essential, however a monitor of cool-
ant temperature and oven temperature would permit the capability to 
compute data errors associated with malfunction in these systems. Two 
8-bit words at 0.1 samples per sec would be desired. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements - None 
4.4.4 Postflight SUpporting Data Requirements - None 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
No data reduction is required specifically for this experiment. 
Refer to Metric & Stellar Camera System experiment description document. 
.,1-' ( .. ' 
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4.5 Display and Corifi.-ol Requirements 
a) Off 
b) Standby L 
c) Operate 
d) Status Lamp (operate) 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirem~ 
Peak Power: 135 watts DC 
Average Power: 100 watts DC 
Warmup requires one hour at ~35 watts DC 
A nominal 28 VDC (28 + 4 VDC) is required 
4.7 Thermal Control Reguirements 
An active coolant may be required: 
Coolant input: Glycol-water at 15 + 7°C. 
Flow rate: 0.25 gal/min + 0.05 gal/min; altimeter 
pressure drop - 5 psi max. 
Coolant flo'w rates will be dictated by the repetition rate set 
by the metric camera. If the repetition rates are slow enough, an active 
coolant loop may not be required. 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limit 
_55°C to +71oC 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limit 
+125 0 C max., minimum temperature not determined. 
4.7.3 Heat Production - (refer to para. 4.7) 
,.t 
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4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Requirements 
r-----, ._. ---. - -- '. -.-.--..------- .. _. - .. --. .. . 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Nomenclature 
Experiment Simulator 
Experiment Test Set 
Experiment Shipping 
Container 
Lens Cover Set 
Quantity 
I 
2 
2 
4 
Use Site Notes 
C 
E, C 
E, C, K 
E, C, K, M 
5 Tx-Rx Hat 4 E, C, K, M Must have connection 
for installation of 
the delay line. 
6 Delay Line 4 E, C, K, M 
7 Boresight Equipment I E 
Co C, K 
I C 
! 
Installation Sling 8 
1---_9_.....-_H_a_n_d_l_i_n-=g:::...-C_3_r_t ___ -I-___ C_o_--'-1 _C ______ _ 
Key: 
Co = Common to Other Experiments 
C = Integrating Contractor 
E = Experiment Man~facturing Plant 
K = Kennedy Space Center 
M = Manned Spacecraft Center (£or support of qualification unit) 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
This experiment must be located in a building which presents" some 
control over the environment (dust, moisture, and temperature) and, when 
moved from one location to another, it must be placed in a shipping con-
tainer for protection. 
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4.8.2 (Cootinued) 
A normal bench test area is required to perform functional 
checkout of this experiment. In addition, alignment of the transmitter 
and receiver (to within + 0.02 milliradians) will require a laboratory 
facility with collimators and light sources. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training E(juipment & Facility Requirements - None 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
Radar altimeters have been used on aircraft for a number of years as a 
means of provtding relatively accurate altitude information. Radar altimeters 
have been flown to near orbit on the Saturn IB and used on the Surveyor spacecraft. 
A radar altimeter is a vi~al part of the LM landing radar. Proposals for a high 
altitude marking radar for use on Voyager planetary landing capsules, and the range 
and velocity sensor radar for Uars hard landing probes are also under study. Thus .. 
.. 
"i~ 
the technology for this experiIIi.ent certainly exists, and indeed various desigo1\l 
" 
have already been flown and operated in a satellite vehicle. J The testl; to date have 
led. to improvements in design and greater confidence in performance under actual 
-[" ". 
. ,., 
flight conditions. 
If the figure of the moon can be established, altitude measurements would 
be us,eful in increasing the accuracy of orbit determination. It would be particula.rly 
'useful on the back side of the moon where ranging transponders cannot be interrogated 
from e:arth. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The objectives of the radar altimeter are as follows: 
a) Provide altitude data in support of all sensors requiring altitude 
reference, with the possible exception of the Metric Camera which 
m~y require finer resolution. 
b) Determine figure of the moon for geodetic studies. 
\ 
c) Provide an independent check of earth based~tracking information. 
These experiment objec~ives present no change to the objectives presented 
at the Santa Cruz conference. However, greater emphasis has been placed here on 
its utility as a support instrument. 
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1. 2.1 Measurement Concepts to .~hieve Goals and Objectives 
There are various design concepts which may be employed, such as.: 
lCW, broad beam or narrow beam scanned 
Pulsed, broad beam or narrow beam scanned 
VM-CW 
Pulsed phased array 
The greatest experience in design and development of space qualified 
units has been in the pulsed br.'oad beam radar sys terns. The Saturn lB and 
Surveyor radar systems previously mentioned are of this type. 
Design altitude accuracy of the pulsed radar altimeter is approximately 
~~~.'-'-, 
('8 meters: (3 sigma). However improved accuracy could be obtained from a circular 
orbit by a reduction in the tracking gate width. The ground area illuminated with 
a nominal beamwidth of 30·X 30° is approximately 50 kilometers square at 100 KM 
altitude. However; the effective ground resolution for a flat surface area is 
approximately 2.5 kilometers square, and degrades with surface roughness to the 
illuminated area in the wors t case. h These performance parame ters are cons is tent 
with the objectives of Sectian 1.2. 
A new concept presently in development by Texas Instrument Corporation 
has as its chief aim the employment of light, microwave microcircuit modules in new 
phased array radar altimeter configurations. Using this concept a 6 x 6 modular 
array with addition of pulse compression, weighing an estimated 15 lbs., and 
designed for X-band, would be operable at altitudes up,to 100 KM. The specified 
accuracy of the phased array using a steerable beam is + 210, with an expected 
performance of + 1.5'7.. At 100 KM altitude, a 21 accuracy would correspond to 2000 
meters. With adequate redesign at the probable expense of power requirements, size 
and weight, an instrument with significantly improved accuracy is feasible. This 
is recommended for further study as a possible second generation of radar altimeters. 
dH=&$Wk'l' e: e? .#i!( J 
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1.2.2 ~ffect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objectives 
Since the radar altimeter is primarily a support instrument, the optimum 
mission parameters would be established by other experiments. 
2.0 EXPERIMENT DESCRIP'rION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The proposed radar altimeter is a broad beam redar system that determines 
altitude by accurately measuring the time interval between the transmitted pulse 
and its returned echo. 
The transmitter transmits l-microsecond pulses which reflect off the lunar 
surface and return to the vehicle. The returned echoes are automatically acquired 
and tracked by the range tracker portion of the altimeter. The range tracker 
generates a video gate whose width is equal to the transit time of the radar pulse 
from the altimeter to the surface and return. This gate is measured in the tirr.er 
1/ subassembly, providing an accurate measure of altitude. Accuracy of these 
functions is maintained by a crystal controlled clock oscillator. The altitude 
measurement is digitally encoded at the rate of 18 times per second and supplied 
simultaneously to the spacecraft data control system. •. 
The tracker is sensitive to the leading edge of the returned-pulse, thus 
assuring the ti.me delay is associated with the perpen~icular distance rather than 
an average of the delays associated with the entire surface area illuminated by a 
broad beam antenna. The integration period is kept short so that it may track rapid 
variations in lunar topography. 
Note: If a radar scatterometer (a.F. reflectance) experiment is to be flown 
on the same flight as a radar altimeter, a significant savings in volume, 
weight, power, etc., could be made by combining the two instruments. In 
order to take advantage of this approach, it may be necessary to flight 
qualify an existing 13 GHz aircraft altimeter, or design a r.{;~~i: 9 GHz altimeter, 
in order to ke~p the scatterometer antenna to a reasonable·size. 
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2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Radar sys tems of the type described herein have already been fl.pwn. Further, 
the data has been useful. With the improvements resulting fx'om these previous 
flights the feasibility has been well established. The performance obtained from 
Saturn and Surveyor radar systems suggest that with minimum design changes and qua1i-
f1cation to Apollo standards, existing designs could be adapted to lunar study. 
Primary performance characteristics of the radar altimeter will be as 
follows: 
Frequency 
Transmitter Peak Power Output 
Lead.ing Edge Pulse Shape 
Tracking Gate Width 
PRF 
Effective Width, Leading Edge Voltage 
Pulse 
Clock Frequency 
Tracker Smoothing Time 
Altitude Accuracy 
Antenna Beamwidth 
Antenna Gain 
1.610 GHz 
5 KW minimum 
Triangular 
1.00 Sec 
288 pulses per second 
20 MHz 
0.347 sec. 
+ 28.2 feet (3 sigma) 
300 x 300 
20 db 
2.3 Hardware Chara.cteristics 
Electronics 
Antenna 
Total Wt. 
Weight (lbs) 
26.5 
15 
41.5 1bs 
Size (inchesl 
9-3/4 x 9 x 11 
18 x 18 x 3 
. A-69 
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3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
This instrument will be llsed primarily in a support role, and thus its 
orbital requirements will be established by those experiments it is supporting. 
This instrument is operable at orbital altitudes from approximately 30 to 270 
kilometers above the lunar surface. There are no operating constraints based on 
inclination or orbital eccentricity. 
3.2 Target Reguirements 
There a:Ice no specific target requirements. The radar altimeter will operate 
over the same target areas as the experiment(s) it is selected to support. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Op~rating Requirements 
The experiment will operate continuously while in support of other 
experiments. Time correlation and ephemeris data is required for post flight data 
reduction. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements - None 
3.3.3 ~uipment Operating Procedures 
The experiment must be switched to warmup at least 15 minutes prior to data 
collection. Following the warmup period, the e~periment will be switched to operate. 
3.4 Navigation, Control and Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
None specifically to support this experiment. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requiremente. 
The antenna must be oriented to the lunar local vertical to within + 50 
in pitch, roll and yaw~ Maximum permissible rates are + O.OSo/sec in pitch, roll 
1 
and yaw. 
I. 
3.4.3 ~acecraft Maneuver Reguirem~ - None 
t 
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3.5 hstronaut Participation Requirements. 
3.5.1 Preflight 
General familiarization with equipment operation. 
3.5.2 Inf1ight 
Control and monitor of power application if astronaut time is available. 
3.5.3 Postflight - None 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN & MCCH Operation Reguirement.,!. 
a. Receive and record telemetry data 
b. Back up astronaut control functions for experiment power application 
3.6.2 Trut,h Site Operation Reguirements - None 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Reguirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
. 0 0 
The antenna must have an unrestricted FOV of 30 x 30 • 
,., 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
The electronics and antenna will be hard mounted to the experiment carrier 
so that the antenna 18" x 18" surface is normal to the local vertical. The antenna 
must be boresighted with the experiment(s) it is supporting. An alignment accuracy 
o 
of + 0.5 is required. The radar orientation will be determined by antenrla, pattern 
tests conducted by the manufacturer. An optical prism or other device will,:be 
permanantly mounted to the antenna to denote alignment of the beam. The mounting 
surface for the electronics package will be the 9" x 9-3/1+" face. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EM! Protection Requirements 
This instrument is an active pulse radar system operating at a fixed 
,Af" " 
frequency of 1.610 GHz and an output peak power of 5 KW minimum. Tests will have 
to be conducted to determine effect of conducted and radiated interference with 
other adjacent experiments and support subsystems. 
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4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contamination ,Protection - None 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements - To be determined 
4.2.4 Other Env~ronmenta1 Protection Requirements - None 
4.3 Test, Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
4.3.1 Preflight Reguirements 
To be detennined 
4.3.2 Inf1i~bt Requirements - None 
4.3.3 Pos;':f1:~.ght R~uirements - None 
4.4 Data Reguirements 
4.4.1 Experiment and Scientific Data Requirements 
One digital output (16 bit words) is required. At the maxi~um word 
repetition rate of 4.5 samples per second, the maximum bit rate will be 72 BPS. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Reguirements 
Experiment internal reference data requirements are unknown at this time. 
An estimate of.these requirements is 10 channels of 0-5V analog data eru!oded to 
8-bit accuracy-at a sample rate of 0.1 SPS per channel. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements - None 
4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements - See Section 3.3.1. 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
There are no data reduction requirements specifically to support this 
experiment. However this data mu~t be made available to other experiments 
requiring altitude reference, and in a cfnnpatible data format. 
4.5 Display and Control ~eguirements 
a) Off 
b) Standby (or warmup) 
c) Operate 
d) Status indicator - operate (for C&SM applications only) 
,'h~. -:~:r "f" 
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4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
Average power-operate 70 watts 
Warmup Power-IS min. minimum IS watts 
Vol tage requirement 28 VDC + 4 VDC 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Opera tional Tempera ture Limi ts 
Electronics: 
Antenna: 
4.7.2 Survival ,Temperature Limits 
Electronics: 
Antenna: 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
230 BTU/Hour dissipated by electronics unit 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Requirements 
The following GSE is required 
1. Experiment test set 
2. Experiment simulator 
3 0 Antenna cover 
4. Dummy antenna 
S. Handling cart 
6. Experiment shipping container 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
A test area at the launch site will be required with provision for a test 
bench and 115V, 60 CPS power. A floor area of approximately 10 ft. by 20 ft. should 
be adequate. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements 
None 
A-I'3 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
The very rarified atmosphere of the moon permits the use of an 
orbiting vehicle for exploration of the lunar surface through the obser-
vation of charged particles, neutrons, and non-optical electromagnetic 
radiation. A synoptical observation of these parameters in a single 
integrated experiment package has greater selenological importance than single 
observations. Performance characteristics of the experiments and requirements 
of the vehicle are considered. The principal objective of the integrated 
experiment is to conduct a compositional survey of the lunar surface. 
Differentiations will be evident to a scale of about 50 KM. In particular 
it will be possible to discriminate between basaltic and granitic areas. The 
experiment will be also sensitive to the presence of hydrogenous material 
near the sur.'face and to the spatial distribution of natural radioactivity 
whi.ch :fs proportional to the concentration of uranium' and thorium. 
Up to date very little is known about the chemical composition of 
the! lunar surface. The cC - scattering experiment flown on Surveyor gave 
linlited compositional information but this was not sufficient to clarify 
prc)cesses responsible for providing various lunar surface characteristics. 
;i !. .1f~ _ 
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T~e use of the solar X-ray flux as an analytic tool offers the capability 
I of analyzing the surface composition of the moon through X-ray fluorescence 
spectroscopy. Variations over the surface can be measured resulting in com-
positional maps with spatial resolution of the order of 50 to 500 Km for as 
large a region as is studied. 
The calculated cosmic ray induced neutron leakage for several model 
lunnr atmosphere's shows a vari,ation with mineral type. and a strong sensitivity 
to till' hydrog(11l content. Some of the neutrons generated within one mean 
free path of the surface ('\ 'V 100 gm/cm2 ) are scattered by nuclei in the 
f1 == fl gm/ cm3 
lunar surface material into space. This flux is called the lunar neutron 
albedo. The measurement of the neutron albedo could ascertain whether there 
are any concentrations of hydrogen in the form of water in the upper layers 
of the lunar surface. Measurements made of the terrestrial neutron flux can 
be used to infer the lunar flux which is expected to be larger because the 
I
··· 
/ absence of a magnetic field on the moon results in a larger cosmic ray flux 
and because of the greater density of the lunar material. The neutrons will 
be 'generated with energies of a few Mev and some of them will be slowed by 
interaction with the nuclei in the surface layer. Energy transfer is more 
effective for low atomic masses, especially hydrogen. The energy spectrum 
of the e.nitted neutrons then depends on the composition of the lunar surface 
and may be used to indicate the presence of hydrogen which might be in the 
form of water. In order to indicate the amount of hydrogen present it is not 
required to measure the neutron spectrum accurately. It is sufflcient to 
measure the ratio of slow to fast neutrons. This is a relatively simple 
experiment and can be performed with proportional counters. It was deter-
mined that the hydrogen abundance can be determined with good accuracy only 
j; 
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if the concentration of iron in the surface material is known. Because iron 
has a high thermal neutron cross section, its presence can seriously affect 
the slow to fast neutron ratio and the determination of the iron concentration 
by some other means is required. 
If the assumption is made that lunar radioactivity is similar to the 
natural radioactivity of the earth, the principal elements that contribute 
to the ganuna radiation emitted by rocks are K40, U238 and Th232 • 
It was observed on earth that granite Irock is richer in uranium than basalts 
and that granite therefore exhibits a high gamma activity. Terrestrial data also 
indicate that the concentration of uranium and thorium and their ratio in-
creases with degree of differentiation. 
There is disagreement as to whether the moon has undergone sub-
stantial melting at any time in its history. Selected indirect evidence 
can be cited to support hypotheses for either extensive, moderate or minimal 
differentiation. Gamma ray spectroscopy has the potential to resolve this 
question by determining the concentrations of potassium, uranium and thorium 
at the surface of the moon to an effective depth of several tens of gm/cm2• 
Potassium is the most sensitive of these indicators, and the experiment as 
proposed should be able to determine the potassium concentration with a 
sensitivity at and perhaps somewhat below the mean value for chondri tic 
meteorites; i.e., 0.08% - a factor of 30 below the potassium content of granites 
and rhyolites found on earth. 
In addition to natural radioactivities, gamma radiation can be induced 
by primary cosmic rays and solar flares. The mechanisms which can induce 
detectable gamma ray fluxes include primary nuclear reactions produced by h:Lgh 
energy cosmic rays and solar particles, and the secondary processes of neutron 
capture and neutron inelastic scattering. If the instrument and experimental 
A-77 1 
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conditions are sufficiently good, it will be possible to observe characteristic 
I gamn1l1 ray lines induced in a few se1ec ted elements of subs tantia1 abundance; 
namely, iron, aluminum, sodium and perhaps silicon. A program of simulation 
experiments and calculations is under way in this area. 
If the processes by which radon diffuses to the surface on earth are 
similar on the moon, the natural radioactivity on the moon's surface will be 
considerably above that predicted by the natural distribution of uranium and 
thorium. It is expectQd that alpha particles can leave the moon's surface 
without degradation and it will be thus possible to observe alpha particles 
with discrete kinetic energies. Monitoring of the alpha emission can also' 
serve as an alarm for indication of sudden escape of gases from the 1una.r 
interior. These gases will presumably sweep radon and thoron out of the 
interior and enable the efflux to be 10cated~ 
The extremely rarefied lunar atmosphere permits the detection of the 
",::!. •. > surface emitted or scattered protons, alphas, and fission frag-
ments, even at lunar orbital altitudes, using solid state detectors. The 
" 
measurements of p~inci.pa1 interest are the intensity and energy spectrum of 
'" 
alpha particles. In addition to measuring the alpha flux, the solid state 
detectors can also measure the flux of heavy fragments from nuclear fissions and 
the' proton albedo. A monitor of chargecl particle flux input to the lunar 
surface is a necessary adjunct to these measurements. 
The anticipated major source of alpha emitters on the lunar surface 
is diffusion of the radiogenic noble gas radon .(Rn222 and Rn220) through the 
upper few meters of surface layer. The radon decay and decay of its daughter 
products, which have coated the lunar surface, yield an effective thin source 
of alphas with characteristic sharp line spectra. This same mechanism will 
yield a comparably large quantity of gamma lines. The exceptional energy re-
solution and low background levels characteristic of solid state detectors, 
A-78 
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coupled with th~ expected energy distributions, will allow accurate identification 
of the alpha emitting species. This, in addition, will assist the proposed 
gamma-ray experiment with its inherently lower resolution detector, to unfold the 
observed complex gamma spectrum and separate surface contribu:ion from subsurface. 
Two isotopes of radon are produced in the two decay chains of uranium 
and thorium. The rate at which they diffuse to the surface is determined by 
the diffusion coefficient in the lunar soil and$ therefore, on its porosity. 
226 . The isotope from the uranium decay series, Rn , has a half-life of a few 
days, and since nearly all the atoms emerging from the surface are trapped by 
the moon gravitational field, the atoms ~f this isotope will bounce from the 
surface taking excursions up to altitudes of kilometers before decaying. Thus, 
this isotope would be expected to be distribut,ed over large areas of the lunar 
surface. 220 The isotope from the thorium chain, Rn ,has a much shorter half-life 
and most of its decay will occur in flight offering much better spatial resolu-
tion and permitting identification of high count rates with cracks or. fissures. 
The natural radiation of the lunar surface ~lill a1.$o contribute to 
the alpha particle count rate and thus provide information on the chemical 
abundance and hence, the composition of the lunar surface. Information is 
available only for the top few microns of the surface; therefore, these measure-
ments would be most useful in,helping to confirm the results obtained from a 
measurement of lunar sur:Eace gamma radiation emission. 
1. 2 Experiment Objectives 
A. Fluorescent X-Ray E~yeriment - The primary objective of the 
fluorescent X-ray measurement is to obtain a gross analysis of the principal 
elemental composition of the lunar surface layer. The solar X-ray flux incident 
on the lunar surface will produce a substantial X-ray albedo that will consist 
primarily of K and L lines from the more abundant elements. It will be possible 
to resolve these lines through the use of proportional counters and filter 
techniques and consequently determine the amount of the more abundant elements. 
A-79' 
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It is important to incorporate spatial resolution into the measurement so that 
t differences in the surface composition can be seen. To achieve the spatial 
resolution it will be necessary to carry out the measurement from a lunar 
orbiting vehicle. It will~ be possible to discriminate between regions that are 
granitic, basaltic, or meteoritic in nature. It will be interesting to 
correlate the results of this measurement with the gross physical features and 
other geochemical data from the same area such as would be obtained from a 
1'-ray or neutron experiment. This will provide more specific information or 
the geological nature of the region. The eventual very detailed lunar measure-
ment that will be made in situ or from returned samples will be from a few 
"t.?, 
local areas. These measurements will demonstrate the degree to which the 
selected areas are representative of the entire lunar surface. 
The specific objectives of the experiment are: 
a. Measure the K-links radiation yiel.d of 0, Na, Mg, AI, Si, K, ea, and 
Fe (also L) from the lunar surface during the quite, active and 
flare periods of the sun. This measurement should result in the " ~. 
determination of the relative abundance, in the surface layer, of 
the more common of these elements. 
b. Measure the instantaneous solar X-ray spectrum so that the 
elemental yields can be related to the. chemical composition 
of the lunar suriace. 
c. In~lude a large collection area (~200 cm2) with collimation to 
a view angle of about + 30° or less so that the measurement includes 
spatial resolution. This will make it possible to correlate the 
lunar compositional study with topographic features of various 
craters, continents, and maria, etc., and th~ results of other 
geochemical information such as is obtained from 1f-ray or neutron 
experiment. 
7 
I d. Ascertain the absolute yields with as much accuracy as possible 
as a means of determining the surface porosity. 
B. Lunar Neutron Albedo Experiment - The objective of this experiment 
is to provide an estimate of the hydrogen content in the lunar surface layer. 
It is proposed to measure the ratio of the slow to fast neutrons emerging from-
the surface; this ratio has been shown to be sensitive to the concentration 
of hydrogen and is therefore a guide to the presence of water. 
The specific objective of this experiment is to determine the water 
content in the lunar surface layer. 
C. Gamma-Ray Spectroscope Experiment - If the instrum~nts and experi-
mental conditions ,are sufficiently good, it will be possible to observe 
characteristic gamma-ray lines induced in a few selected elements such as iron, 
aluminum, sodium, and silicon. The instrument will also be capable of providing 
an integral measurement of the charged particle flux. 
lJ," 
The specific objectives of the experiment are therefore: 
1) Compositional mapptng of the lunar surface 
2) Measur~,:ment of <',h,arged particle flux 
D. Charged Particle Emission from the Lunar Surface Experiment - The 
purpose of this experiment is to determine the charged particle emissi.on from 
the lunar surface and to determine if the diffusion mechanism of radon from the 
intertor is present. The level of radioactivity at the surface will be 
determined and it will be ascertained if the radon diffusion mechanism is 
present and how it affects the interpretation of the gamma ~xperiment. 
The specific objectives of this experiment are to determine the level 
of radioactivity at the surface and to determine if the radon diffusion mech-
anism is present, and if so, how it affects the interpretation of the gamma 
1 
lL 
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experiment. 
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1.2.1 ~easuretnent Concepts to Achieve Go'!.!!-and Objectives 
A. Fluorescent X-Rav Experiment - For more precise wavelength 
determination of the emitted lines it would be desirable to use Bragg diffraction 
techniques. Since the lines are too weak to use this technique, proportional 
counters with filters must be used. It will be required to differentiate between 
> 
fluorescent X-rays and radi~tion backscattered from the lunar surface. This can 
be achieved by balanced filter techniques. Background radiation induced by 
cosmic radiation effects on the detector walls can be reduced electronically by 
pulse height discrimination. A sun oriented X-ray monitor will have to be 
included in order to compare the incident radiation to t;he fluorescent radiatitm. 
For this purpose, a small array of proporational counters may be used. 
The information thus obtained will cover lunar surface elements of an 
area of about 50 x 50 km. Thus, it will be possible to detect differences in 
chemical composition on the lunar surface induced by possible catastrophic and 
errosion processes. 
B. Lunar Neutron Albedo Experime.nt - Two neutron countet"S are required 
to respond to slow and fast neutrons. To reduce background, they have to be 
mounted on 8 boom. 
Slow neutrons will be detected with two unmoderated proportional counters 
filled with BF3 • The two counters are identical in all respects, except one: 
The isotopic enrichment of the boron in the. filling gas. Thus, one counter 
will respond to neutronD and background radiation while the other counter will 
respond to background radiation only. 
Fast neutrons are detected through the (11, -.p) elastic scattering process. 
A fast neutron interacts with a proton in an organic liquid scintillator such as 
NE 213 (xylene base with organic additions). Some of the neutron energy is 
imparted to the proton and a pulse of light is emitted. The light is then de-
tected by a photomultiplier tube. A 32 chamlel pulse height analysis is conducted ::1 
on the spacecr~ft in order to relate the counting rate to the flux. 
(' 
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In the range from 1 Mev to 15 Mev, the scintillator also responds to 
cosmic ray particles and compton gammas. These responses are shielded out 
by surrounding the scintillator with a thin layer or an inorganic scintillator 
such as CsI(Tl). The pulses generated in thig layer are differentiated from 
the pulses in the organ1.c material through pulse share discrimination. 
C. Gannna-Ray Spectroscopy Experiment - The ganuna-ray flux will be 
detected by means of a scintillation detector. The kinetic energy of gamma-rays 
traver.sing the scintillation crystal is dissipated by various ionizing processes 
.,-~, ... ' 
and subsequently transformed into light. This light is reflected and transmitted 
,into a photomUltiplier tube coupled to the scintillator. The output of the 
photomultiplier tube is an electrical pulse which is amplifi.ed, shaped and then 
converted to a digital number, proportional to the pulse amplitude. The 
digital number, representing the energy deposited by a single event in the 
scintillator, can either be directed to telemetry and transmitted to real-time, 
or programmed into memory storage if data compression is necessary. 
D. Charged Particle Emi.~sion from the Lunar Surface Experiment - The 
most suitable alpha particle monitor is a solid state detector. The silicon 
surface barrier detector is the most promising since it has been flight tested 
in the lunar environment on the Surveyor Spacecraft. The alpha particles emitted 
range from 5.3 to 7.7 Mev. The depletion depth in silicon required to stop the 
most energetic particles is less than 50 microns which corresponds to a reverse 
bias of less than 30 volts. In contrast~ protons of energy less than 2 Mev and 
beta particles of less than 0.1 Mev can be stopped in this depth. A total of 
20 lithium drifted detectors will be used in 4 banks of 5 detectors. Calibration. 
of the instrument can be performed during the mission by placing a small trace of ! : 
:. ~~ 
an alpha emitter near the detector. 
The electronic system is shared with the other experiments and standard 
solid state circuitry tested previously in space missions is used. One signal 
A-e3 
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train will be obtained from 4 detectors and transmitted to 120 channels of the 
pulse height analyzer. The pulses from the detector will be directed to a 
charge sensitive amplifier, then to a discriminator and finally to a pulse 
height analyzer. High resolution can be achieved by providing sufficient 
channels so that the strength of the lines above the background can be deter-
mined. 
Unlike the X-ray and ganuna-ray experiment, the experiment does not 
have the benefit of previous space experience for making realistic estimates of 
its performance. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Cons traints on Accomplishment of Experiment Ob jec ti ves. 
In a near moon orbit at 50 km altitude, the orbital velocity of the 
orbiter will be 1.7 km/sec. and the detectors will sweep out a track on the moon's 
surface 50 km wide. The det~ctors should ideally view the surface of the 
moon continuously and should, therefore, point at all times toward the center 
of the moon. From one orbit to the next, different segments of the moon will 
be viewed. In general, it would be desirable to place the satellite into a 
polar orbit since in such an orbit the entire lunar surface is accessible for 
observation. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional DescriptioJ! 
A. Fluorescent X-Ray Experiment - The X-ray detectors consist of proportional 
counters with a filter wheel and electron multipliers. The proportional counters 
include: 4 units sealed hermetically with a 2" x 8" beryllium window of 1 mil 
thickness; 4 identical units are covered with 3 mil beryllium; a 1" diameter unit 
covered with 1 mil beryllium for recording of solar X-rays directly. The above 
o 
detectors are to be used for radiation shorter than lOA. For softer radiation, 
. f". four windowless electron multipliers will be used with an aperture of 2" x 2" . 
This detector is surrounded by a coaxial cylinder or scintillating plastic which 
serves as an anticoincidence shield. The proportional counters are filled with 
argon and carbon dioxide as a quencher to 900 torr. A-84 
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The experimental equipment includes X-ray detectors, a rotating filter 
wheel, and di.gital and analog electronic circuits. The filter wheel is plac~d 
in front of the detectors. Each position of the wheel determines Ii band pass 
region of the X-ray spectrum that goes on to the detector. A collimator limits 
the detector field-of-view to a cone of arrival angle of 300 ~rom the normal to 
the surface. The electronic circuits preserve a~u encode the energy information 
contained in each detected X-ray event. Events characterized by long rise 
times of the proportional counter signal are rejected as non-X-ray cosmic or 
lunar background. 
The X-ray detectors consist of two types of counters -- proportional 
counters and windowless multipliers. The proportional counters are in turn 
subdivided into three types: (1) two units each measuring 2" x 2" x 6" and 
containing a .001" beryllium window supported by an aluminum frame on one 
2" x 6" face; (2) two units of the same dimensions having a .003" beryllium 
window; and (3) a single unit measuring about 1" dia. containing a .001" 
beryllium window that will record solar X~rays directly. The mUltiplier will 
be one or two units having a tot'1.l entrance aperture of 2" x 2". It will be 
surrounded by a coaxial cylinder of scintillating plastic that serves as an 
anticoincidence shield. Filter wheels will be in front of the 2" x 2" x 6" 
proportional counters and the multiplier. Each section will contain a different 
2 
metal foil with thicknesses ranging from 10 103A. The collimators will 
consist of a 1/8" or 1/16" aluminum cellular ~onfiguration. The overall 
dimensions will be about 2" x 6" xl". They will be placed directly in 
front of each detector. I 
... .,. 
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Charge-sensitive preamplifiers having a large bandwidth shall be 
placed directly em the detectors. Other analog amplifiers which preserve 
the pulse amplitude and rise time information shall be used to condition the 
signal for the digital encoders which in turn present the signal to a recorder 
or telemetry transmitter. The analog to digital encoder will be quite similar 
to the "ADC" described in the gamma experiment and may even possibly be the 
same instrument. A certain amount of logic circuitry containing a mixture of 
analog and digital elements shall be used to separate the X-rays from the gamma 
and particle background. These can be contained on small circuit cards. 
High voltage power supplies with c~pabilities up to 2500 V shall be 
needed for the proportional counters and with somewhat higher voltage for the 
windowless multiplier. However, these units need not supply more than several 
microamps of current so that their volume can be kept quite small. 
Low voltage power supplies with nominal standard voltage outputs will 
be used for the analog and digital circuitry. Total current drain will be 
considerably less than 1 ampere. 
B. Lunar Neutron and Albedo Experiment - Two neutron detectors are required 
to respond to the slow and fast neutron fluxes, respectively. To reduce back-
grou.nd counts they must be mounted on a boom. 
Two unmoderated propartiona1 counters filled with BF3 are proposed 
as the slow-neutron detector. The two counters are identical in all respects, 
except one: the isotopic enrichment of the boron in the ,t1.lling gas. One 
10 10 11 
of the two tubes contains 96%B ; the other counter uses 10%B' and 90%B . 
The Bll isotope does not appreciably interact with neutrons, but B10 does 
interact in accordance with the B10 (n, qc) Li7 nuclear reaction. A pro-
portional counter may be used to select the pulses due to the heavily-ionizing 
alpha particle and lithium nucleus. The reactioT has a l/v dependence in the 
cross-section, where v is the velocity of the neutron. Hence, the counter 
primarily respond~ to slow neutrons. 
. , 
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The difference of the counting rates is a measure of the slow neutron 
de7.l.sity. If n is the counting rate due to slow neutrons in a counter filled 
with 100~oBIO, and b i h b k did h d i 1 Ie _ S t e ac groun count ng rate ue to c arge part c es, 
then 
A la 0.96 n + b 
B .. 0.10 n + b 
where A and B are respectively the two measured counting rates, the solution of the 
two simultaneous equations yields the desired quantity, n, which may then be 
related to the density of slow neutrons, 1'. Thus, the pair of counters provides 
-3 
an absolute value for f' ' in units of neutrons cm . 
Fast neutrons are detected through the (n, 2) elastic scattering process. 
A fast neutron interacts with a proton in a special organic scintillator, 
imparting some of its energy to the (charged) proton and causing a pulse of light. 
The light is then detected by a photomultiplier tube. A relativ~ly simple 
(32 channel) pulse-height analysis is conducted onboard the spacecraft, in order 
to relate the counting-rate to a flux; self-contained data processing electronics 
will perform this latter function. 
In the range of energies from 1 Mev to 15 Mev, a scintillator also 
responds to charged particles such as cosmic rays and also to gamma rays 
through the Compton process. These spurious responses may be eliminated; 
however, by completely surrounding the organic scintillator with a thin layer 
of inorganic scintillator, CsI(Tl). Charged particles traversing this 
"phoswich" as.sembly also C8,\'LSe pulses to be generated in the inorganic layer; 
this may be differentiated from the organic pulses through pulse-shape dis-
crimination (PSD). The PSD technique thus allows charged particles' to be 
rejected by the system. 
Mention was made of the "special" nature of the organic scintillator. 
Some organics display PSD between neutrons and gamma rays (protons and electrons). 
This property is employed in the fast neutron detector to establish a device that 
responds uniquely to neutrons in the presence of other radiation types. A-87 
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A block diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 1. When the two 
BF3 counters are exposed to the same radiation field, they will give a measure 
of the net neutron flux by taking a difference count between the two counters 
as fully described above. The average background rate is estimated at IS/sec. 
for the slow neutron counter, and 10/sec. for the background counter. Following 
pulse height discrimination to minimize background count rates, the output 
signals of the two counters are presented to an up-down counter through con-
trolling gates. The gates have the function of controlling the on and off periods 
of the signals arriving at the up-down coun.ters in accordance with the progT.am-
med count period. They also serve to block coincidental signals. These signals 
cancel each other causing no net change in the content of the counter which is the 
desired result. 
The up-down counter is a 15 bit register. This is of sufficient 
capacity to hold the anticipated maximum net neutron count to be accumulated 
over the time-base period. The time-base period will be fixed at 30 seconds. 
The maximum number of net counts expected to occur in a 30 second period is 
estimated to be 100 time.s the average value (150), or a tot.al of 15000 counts. 
After each time-base period the information contained in the up-down, or IILocal" 
register, is transferred to the 15 bit buffer storage register where it is 
held ready for transfer to the vehicle telemetry system; which occurs during 
the succeeding 30 second time-base period. 
The proportional counters require a source of high voltage for their 
operation which must be stabilized and noise free. The counters should be 
mounted at points as far removed from fuel supplies as possible, dictating 
location on long booms in the worst case. 
To detect fast neutrons in the presence of protons, electrons, and cosmic 
rays, a combination phoswich counter and guard counter system will be employed. 
The guard counter surrounds the phoswich and has the function of sensing charged 
particles which may penetrate through the guard counter to the phoswich. 
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If a count occurs in the guard counter in coincidence with a count in the 
phoswich, the phoswich count is rejected by an anti-coincidence gate. The 
phoswich is composed of two phosphors. One serves to complete the guard 
counter enclosure of the second, which is the neutron-sensitive phosphor. 
The neutron sensitive phosphor has the property of producing light 
pulses having a large proportion of slow components in the pulse when c,aused 
by a proton. Conversely, when this pulse is caused by an electron or gamma-
ray, there is a large fast component in the pulse. The guard phosphor or the 
phoswich is simultaneously observed by the photomultiplier tube. It reacts 
to all radiations by giving a large fast component in the light pulse. Using 
pulse shape di.scrimination techniques, the high slow component pulses can be 
selected for counting while the high fast component pulses are rejected. 
Using the PS'D circuit of Dachnick and Scherr, gannna rejection ratios 0,£ 1000/1 
are possible. 
Having determined by the logic circui.try that a particular pulse is 
valid (originated by a neutron interaction with the neutron phosphor), an '~ 
.analysis of the pulse height is performed. This can yield information on the 
energy of the neutron that produced the pulse. The selected pulses appear 
at the output of the I.inear Gate and are presented to the 32 Channel Analog/ 
Digital Converter. The pulse height is there analyzed and given a channel 
nl,lmber address which is contained in the 5-bit Encoder Register. This labels 
the pulse in accordance with its channel number ranging from Channel 1-32. At 
this point, the Encoder selects a predetermined weighting factor of "K" to be 
applied to the pulse. The actual K factors for each channel must be derived 
fr~m calibration of the neutron phosphor in order to arrive at the corrected 
.l 
integral fast neutron flux. Once these factors have been determined, a suitable 
1':" matrix within the encoder presets the complement of the K factor in the 7-bit 
-..!.,,)~;.t 
Binary Counter. This is then counted down by the Clock pulses to an all 
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zero condition which is detected by a diode coincidence matrix which in turn, 
stops the Clock pulses. In this manner, a number of pulses equal to the K 
factor are accumulated in the 22-bit binary counter. The high capacity of 
this register is dictated by the fact that the maximum K factor 100 mUltiplied 
by the maximum pulse frequency of 1000/sec. occurring over a 30-second interval 
gives a worst case figure of 3 million counts. The data 9tored in this 
register is transferred at the end of the count inter.val to the 22-bit buffer 
storage register where it is held ready for transmission to the telemeter.ing 
system during the following 30-second interval. 
The sum of the IS-bit slow neutron count and the 22-bit fast neutron 
count is 37 data bits to be telemetered in a 30-second interval. ~\ssuming a 
frame rate of 2.2/second and 6-bit words, less than one word per frame is 
required. 
c. Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy Experiment - The large central scintillator 
will be a cylindrical crystal of thallium-activated sodium iodide, NaI(Tl), 
approximately 2 3/4" in diameter and length. It will be optically coupled to a 
photomultiplier tube by means of a clear RTV silastic compound. The crystal 
241 
will contain a small quantity of AM to provide a reference peak for calibration. 
_ 4 ~ • 44#.;:.\- £ 
4 . 
;; 
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Surrounding the inorganic scintillator on all sides except the face 
to which the photomultiplier tube is coupled will be a shell' of plastic 
scintillator, NE-102. The latter has poor efficiency for the detection of 
. gamma rays above 100 Kev or so, but responds effectively to charged particles. 
It therefore serves to practically eliminate any contribution from charged 
pa.rticles to the gannna. ray spectrum. Since the. plastic and Nal(Tl) scintillators 
are optically opaque to each other, the plastic sci.ntillator requires its own 
photomultiplier tube. This tube will be placed at 900 to the first Dynode 
str.ings and preamplifiers must be in close proximity to the photomultiplier 
tubes. 
An alternate method of achiev:tng the rejection of charged particles 
is by means of the phoswich configuration, in which the plastic and inorganic 
crystals are coupled to the same photomultiplier tube. In this system, the 
contrasting light response char.acteristics of the two scintillators are used 
to distingul.sh between gamma rays and charged particles. The phoswich has a 
weight advantage over the dual detector configuration, roughly half a pound, 
but considerations of energy resolution and reliable performance offset this 
in favor of the dual phototube appr.oach. 
The detector sketched in Figure 2 has been constructed for an 
orbiting research satellite program. Planned modifications to the existing 
design include a small alteration in the size of the NaI(Tl) crystal, in-
corporation of &~241 as mentioned above, use of a larger photomultiplier with 
the NaI(Tl) crystal to improve resolution, and the possible addition of a 
quantity of boron, either to the plastic scintillator or around the detector, 
to reduce the background neu,tron flux. 
A high vol tagf:.~ supply capable of d,elivering about 1000 vdc is requil:€·d 
to operate the two photomultiplier tubes. Good regula tion is necessary to 
minimize fluctuations in gain during the measurement. 
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The output from the photomultiplier tube which is coupled to the 
NaI(Tl) crystal will be amplified and shaped in a charge sensitive~ linear pre-
amplifier and amp1ificl." combination. The resultant signal is a current pulse 
of the required level to drive the gate circuit in the ana10g-to-digital 
<2onverter (ADC). 
The normally open gate circuit is closed in the event the converter 
is busy or a coincident reject signal has been recei.ved. 
The ADC employs a linear capacitor discharge technique. The input 
is used to charge a capacitor to a voltage co~responding to the peak value 
of the input signal. Just after the peak occurs a conversion gate signal is 
generated. The signal is delay-line gated to pr.ovide time for rejection to 
occur, and then switches on a constant current rundown to discharge the 
capacitor. The rundown is perfonneci by clock signals from a I MHz crystal 
controlled oscillator. Upon completion of rundown, the delay-line gate signal 
disappears, turning off the rundown signal. The duration of the rundown 
signal is thus the desired pulse width. This pulse width or duration is 
counted into an address scaler to provide a digitized count of the signal 
pulse amplitude. 
Two amplifier-gate-ADC systems are available with compariab1e weight, 
volume and power requirements. The.y have been uSed in 
satellite experiments. Either 256 or 512 channels of energy resolution will 
be used. 
The reject pulse amplifier for the signal generated by the plastic 
... scintillator will be almost :1.dentical to the signal pulse amplifier. The 
reject signal out of the amplifier will close the linear gate in the pulse 
height analysis channel and discharge the capacitor in the analog-to-digital 
converter. Any possibility of race conditions is eLiminated by choosing the 
shaping constant for the reject system to be shorter than that of the analyzed 
signal. 
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One possible approach to encoding the gamma-ray data in real-time 
consists of a PCM control and programmer which divides the clock pulses 
into 16-bit words and 246-bit frames. The clock oscillator could be the same 
one used to perform height-to-time conversion, with frequency step down 
to the appropriate values. The contents of the address buffer register will be 
read out to a transfer register and a parity bit added. Binary scalers wi,ll 
count, a) pulses of equivalent energy above channel 256 (or 512), b) reject 
pulses, and c) total pulses, as checks on the proper operation of the sy~tem. 
Since these ~calers will fill slowly, frequent readout is not necessary. The 
data for readout is commutated into a 16-bit readout shift register for PCM 
:: .• odulation onto the video analog data channel at a 3 kilobit rate. A 16-word, 
256-bit frame could consist of 14 PHA words of 10 information hits each, 1 scaler 
word and 1 sync word. 
D. Charged Particle Emission from the Lunar Surface Experiment - The alpha 
particle monitor will be a solid state detector. The silicon surface barrier 
detector is the most promising since it has been flight tested in the lunar 
environment on the Surveyor spacecraft. 
Alpha particle spectroscopy is accomplished by allowing the particle 
to lose all its energy in the so-called depletion region of the detector. 
This region is created in the vicinity of the junction of the semiconductor 
when a reverse bias is applied. Particles lose energy via electron-hole pair 
production at a rate of 3.6 ev per pair in silicon. This loss is independent 
of the type or energy of the particle. These carriers are subsequently col-
lected under the influence of the electric field set up in the depletion region 
by the applied reverse bias. The depth of the depletion region is found to 
vary directly with the square root of the applied bias. The collected charges 
become registered as a change of potential which is amplified and monltored 
on a pulse height analyzer. Since the magnitude of the change in potential 
.~,:. 
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is directly related to the energy lost in the depletion area, there exists 
a means of differentiating between different type"s of ""particles by their 
relative range in the detectors depletion region. 
As stated above, the anticipated major source of alphas is the radi.o'-
genic noble gas radon. The <.mergy of the alpha particles emitted in the 
various ralion decay chains range from 5.30 to 7.68 Mev ,"ft'iL' depletion depth 
in silicon, required to stop the most energetic of these is less than 50 microns. 
This value corresponds to a reverse bias of less than 30 volts. In conti~st, 
protons of energy less than 2 Mev and beta particles less than 0.1 Mev can be 
stopped in this depth. 
Calibration of the instrument can be performed during the mission by 
placing a minute trace of an alpha emitter such as einsteinium-254 in the 
vicinity of the detector. 
A ,schematic of the surface barrier detector is shown in Figure 3 
where the surface area of collection can be as large as several cm2 0 
However, an anticipated total collection area of 100 cm2 is desired o This 
can be aCCDnlplished by arranging several of the detectors in a mosaic con-
nected to the same preamplifiero One disadvantage of this arrangement is 
the increased noise level. Energy resolution can be as good as 10-15 kev 
for the types of alpha particles expected. 
A block diagram of the electronics required in alpha particle 
spectroscopy is shown in Figure 4. Specific details of the electon1c 
subsystems have yet to be worked out. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The experiment group has been under extensive development study (Contract 
NAS5-ll086). 
All of the proposed instrumentation is state-of-the-art technology and 
wtll require no new sensor technology developments. 
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2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Ret. 
Weight (lbs) Weight 
Gamma-Ray 85 0 
Neutron Albedo 15 0 
Alpha Particle 20 0 
X-Ray Sensors 175 0 
Solar X-Ray 15 0 
Cosmic Ray 15 0 
Electronics 150 0 
475 0 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameter Requirements 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
All experiments: 
3~1.2 Orbital Inclination 
32KM to 500KM 
SOKM preferred 
Vl t.g. 
(DC) 
28+4 
28+4 
28+4 
28+4 
28+4 
28+4 
28+4 
24 
Avg. Temp. 
Pwr. Limit 
W (OC) 
18 20 to 30 
3 20 to 30 
2 15 to 35 
28 0 to SO 
2 0 to SO 
.:.2, 0 to SO 
20 0 to SO 
75 
84° to 87° preferred for maximum results. Low inclination acceptable. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
0.33 or smaller. Circular orbit is desirable. 
~: 
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3.2 Target Requirements 
Experiments should be oriented toward the lunar surface. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Reguirements 
3.3.1 Experiment OperaU ng Requirements 
Optimum launch time about July 1970. Decreasing solar activity 
beyond this time detracts from experiment results. 
For the gamma-ray experiment the instrument should ~ot be turned on 
until the radiation belts have been traversed to avoid damaging the photo-
mUltiplier tubes. 
It will be necessary to have at least several hours of operating time 
during transit to the moon to obtain an accurate estimate of the background 
contribution from the interstellar flux and secondary reactions induced in 
the spacecraft. 
At the counting rates expected in this experiment, the statistical 
significance of the data will not be exhausted with even one full month of 
operation. Therefore, as much operating time as possible is desired. The 
total counting time should be measured at least in days, and if possible, 
in weeks. 
The lunar signal will increase as the moon subtends a larger solid angle 
at the detector. Therefore, if operation of the spectrometer is only possible 
during part of the orbit, the counting period should be centered around periselene. 
Boom extension at least 12 hours before injection into ~unar orbit 
is necessary in ordel to obtat'n a reliable spectrum of the interstellar and 
spacecraft background. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements 
For the gamma-ray experiment at least two temperature transducers will 
be needed, one at the detect.or with an accuracy of +2oC or better and the other 
for the extended electronics with an accuracy of +50 C or better~ 
.32M ::;:s 
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Periodic readout of the command status of the instrument through 
t the..' spacecraft multiplexer encoder is desirable. 
TIle' spacl~craft must be clean of interfering natural sources of 
radioac tivity. 
The photomultiplier tube gain will be affected by the presence 
of magnetic fields. A magnetic shield around each photomultiplier will raise 
the level of tolerance to aboutl 2 gauss. Higher fields at the detector must 
be avoided" 
The ability to readout the gamma ray counts in real-time will simplify 
the flight instrument. The limited time available for development and testing 
of the spectrometer makes real-time transmission the preferred approach. 
It also provides the maximum time resolution for the detection of pOBsib1e 
variations in response from different portions of the lunar surface. Even 
though the detector is essentially omni-directional, the fie1d-of-view changes 
rapidly, especially at low a1ti'tudea. 
The required digital readout rate for the real-time transmission 
will be 2-3 Kc t:orresponding to an expected gamma ray flux of 100 to· 200 
counts per second. A more efficient encoding scheme than that shown in 
Figure 6 would allow transmission at a proportionately lower rate, but this 
may not be significant in view of the wide bandwidth of the video data sub-
carrier. The pulse train and command functions for readout of the analyzer 
memory may either be generated internally by the instrument or supplied from 
the Orbiter programmer-encoder if the proper rate can be made avai1able o 
If the communications system is not adequate for real-time readout, 
on-board data storage is possible using a core memory of the type in the 
multiplexer encoder. 
A-IOO . 
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3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedure 
For the gamma-ray experiment the following commands will be required 
for real-time readout: 
a. Spectrometer power on/off. 
b. High voltage supply power on/off. 
c. Extend boom (if necessary). 
d. High voltage increase. 
e. High voltage decrease. 
f. Reject (plastic scintillator) on/off. 
Commands "D" and "E" are envisaged as controlling an 8-position 
register which will allow a stepped adjustment of signal gain in the event of 
a substantial drift dlJring the lifetime of the experiment. 
3.4 Navigation, Contml and Orbital Maneuver Reguireme~ 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
A knowledge of spacecraft position in lunar coordinates with a 
30- accuracy of 5 miles is required. This will be the position in latitude, 
longitude, of a point on the surface located on a radial from the SIC to 
the moon center. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Reguirements 
Spacecraft shall be inertially stable in 2 or 3 axes when Experiments 
are active. At most times (to be determined) 2 axis control in direction of 
sun is permissible. The attitude of the spacecraft will have to be modified 
as the mission proceeds to conform to the line of sight nee4s of the various 
experiments. It is expected that the number of these changes will be moderate 
Limit cycle deadzone +2 0 is adequate. 
For the gamma-ray experiment the detector (i.e., the NaI(Tl) crystal) 
must have as nearly an unobstructed view of the lunar surface as possible. 
1\ 
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The orientation of. the omnidirectional antenna, approximately nonnal to the 
plUtH' of the ecliptic, 'ls helpful in this respect. If the detector can be 
mounted so as to place both phototubes in the same plane as the boom axis, 
the fraction of time the scintillation crystal is partially blocked will 
be minimized. If the view of the detector is obstructed when the spacecraft 
is passing over areas of particular interest, it will be desirable for the 
spacecraft to execute an attitude maneuver which will give the detector a 
, , 
clear view of the lunar surface. A limited number of such reorientations 
should be sufficient. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
The L.O.S. of the various experiment detectors must, at selected 
intervals , be pointed in a radial direction to the moon. 'rhe experiments 
do not have the same pointing requirements. The SIC must be turned 1800 
I~ 
to scan bDth poles. It must be turned 900 to view the·equator region. For 
the high bit rate experiment(s), if real time transmission is decided upon, 
then the parabolic an.tenna must point at earth while the experiment is view-
ing the lunar surface. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
3.5.1 Preflight 
If the satellite is deployed by the Apollo CSM, then astronaut 
training 'tvill be required for t~le deployment procedure, and for familiariza-
tion with the control equipment. 
3.5.2 Inflight 
If delivery by apollo is planned, then several tasks must be ac-
camplished by an astronaut. This may include such things as: skin ejection, 
followed by a SIC maneuver, satellite erection, then release into orbit. 
Photographs may be taken. Satellite systems may be activated. 
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3.5.3 Postflight 
Issue deployment report. This section does not apply for the ga~na-
ray experiment. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCC-H Operation Requirements 
If the satellite is delivered by Apollo: 
1. The standby power to the satellite must be monitored. 
2. The deployment command ~lectronics must be monitored. 
3. The satellite manager must monitor MSFN to take over the 
satellite when deployed. 
3.6.2 Tracking Site Operation Requirements 
The orbiting satellite must be tracked after injection into lunar orbit 
to obtain necessa~{ data to compute the satellite's position, and to vary its' 
position when desired. All telemetry data will be received by the tracking 
network. Conunands to, and verifications from, the spacecraft will be handled, 
using the Apollo up and down link frequencies. It is anticipated this will 
be done by the deep space network. Twenty-four hour coverage is desired 
initially. This requirement may be eased as mission plans are developed. 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPI'ORT REQUJREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 Yiew and/or Deployment Rzquirements 
All experiment detectors must have as nearly an unobstructed view 
of the moon as possible. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
The gamma and the neutron Experiments must be mounted on booms, away 
from the mass of the spacecraftj to minimize background radiation effects .. 
P:reamplifiers and high voltage supplies should be near the detectors. Other 
electronics may be mounted where convenient. Mounting requirements of x-ray 
and oC. Experiments not critical. 
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For the gamma-ray experim~nt it is necessary that the detector be 
located at least five feet from the main mass of the spacecraft in order to 
minimize the background contribution of. gamma rays produced by the inter-
ac tion of cosmic rays 'vi th the spacecraft. The omnidirec tional antenna 
boom or equivalent is therefore required. The preamplifiers must be in 
inunediate proximity to the photomul tipliers; for improved reliabili ty and low 
noise performance the high voltage supply, amplifiers, and ADC should also 
be located on the boom with the detector package. The ADC clock oscillator, the 
low voltage power supply, and the readout logic can be stowed in the spacecraft 
proper. 
4.2 Environment Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirements 
The Experiments will be designed to satisfy the requirements as 
specified by HIL-I-6l8lD. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Protection Requirements 
If delivery is by Apollo, it is recommended that the thruster quads 
near the satellite be inhibited during deployment to prevent Experiment con-
tamination. 
4.2.3 Radia ti.on Protec tion Requiremen.ts 
To be determined (TBD) 
4.2.4 Other Environment Protection Reguirements 
Thermal shields may be re~ired at the detector interfaces, as well 
.as EMI shielding. For the gamma-ray experiment a sunlight shield will be re-
quired to minimize thermal fluctuations at the detector. One possible solution 
is a spherical aluminum shell of the type used for the Ranger Block II gamma ray 
spectrometer. Any shielding must be as thin as possible, not 
,.J.. 
only to reduce weight, but to minimize gamma ray absorption losses and scattering 
" 
effec ts in the intervening mass between the moon and the detec tor .-i.. 
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4.3 Test, Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
~reflight ~equirement~ 
Calibra tion of e:::~periments required. 
Inflight Reguirements 
Calibrating or changing the operating ranges of the scientific 
instruments will be required, details are to be determined. Commands to 
change the operating modes of the data systems will be determined. 
4.3.3 Postflight Requiremen.ll - None 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4"l ... 1 Experiment S~i.entific Data Requirements 
a. 'Y-ray real time transmission (proposed), PCM 
3KB/sec, (includes parity, frare~ sync, 
supplementary nuclear events) 
b. X-ray PCM 30-100 BPS 
parity, frame sync, 
c. 0<:.. -Particle- PCM 5 BPS etc., bits not 
. ". included (b)(c)(d) 
d. Neutron PCM 1.25 BPS 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Reguirements 
Background monitors required: 
a" Solar x-rays, two viewing angles, PCM, 3 BPS 
b. Charged particles, 2 fi;eld of view, PCM, 2 BPS 
c. Tape recorder, capacity to be determined 
d. Spacecraft clock 
e. Standard housekeeping (temperatures power supp1~es, etc.) 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements 
Data to be correlated with lunar surface experiments. Concurrent 
data not required. "-;>' 
~ 4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Da ta Required_ 
Solar flare activity. Relevant data inputs from other space probes. 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction R.equ1.rem~ 
To be determined 
31 
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4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
t If the satellite is delivered by Apollo CSM, then control push-buttons 
and status indicator lights will be required for deployment into orbit. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
+ 28 volt dc nominal 
+ 4.5 volt dc for integrated circuits 
All Experiments plus recorder only approximately 75 watts. This does 
not include data encoding, modulation, RF transmission frunctions, housekeepi.ng 
heaters. If the satellite is delivered by Apollo, standby power must be sup-
plied from pre-launch to deployment;amounts,to be determined. 
The garmna-ray instrument will require an estimated 1. 65 watts of continuous 
power for real-time readout of the data. The power efficiency has been taken 
-as 70%. The estimate for active thermal control is preliminary. 
No power will be required when non-operational. Use of a current 
limiter can restrict power consumption to less than 5 watts in the event of 
a power consuming failure. 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
Survival temperature of the gamma-ray instrument will range from 
-20oC to +60oC; however, the NaI(Tl) crystal and photomultipliers are subject 
to thermal gain drifts which will degrade the performance of the spectrometer. 
Accordingly, the desired operating temperature for the detector package is 
50 :\:. lOoC. The temperature range desired for the stowed electronics is 150+ 15°C. 
A-l"6 
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4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
To be determined. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Backgrounc 
Although the lunar atmosphere is known to be exceedingly tenuous, knowledge 
of its density and composition should provide valuable information concerning the 
lunar interior chemistry and radioactivity, the possihle volcanic processes, and 
the chemical and isotopic compositions of the solar wind. Because the lunar 
atmosphere is so tenuous, it is particularly susceptible to contamination from 
flight operationlS, which could confuse, or even destroy irrevocably, the record 
accumulated during the existence of the Moon. 'It is, therefore, imperative that 
atmospheric observations be made as early as poss ible in the lunar exploration 
program. 
So far, only upper limits of the lunar atmosphere density have been esta-
blished by various observational methods, differing significantly in sensitivity. 
-6 While optical measurements indicate a density much less than 10 that of the atmos-
phere of the Earth, a more stringent upper limit has been set by the observation 
of radio star occultation. This method allows the electron concentration to be 
deduced from the refractive~index of the lunar ionosphere. Early measurements 
of this type lead to estimated electron concentrations and, therefore, to ion 
concentrations not in excess of 103cm-3. The neutral gas densities may be 
inferrEtd fro:',; these resul ts, if the degree of ionization prevail ing in the lunar, 
atmosphere can be assessed. Earlier estimates of 10-3 for this ratio, based upon 
the degree of ionization at the peak of the terrestrial ionosphere, lead to very 
low estimates of the lunar atmospheric density, 106cm-3. 
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The estimates appear unrealistic since the rapid lo~s of ions by surface 
neutralization and solar-wind sweeping may reduce the degree of ionization by 
orders of magnitude. For a steady ionosphere, an ionization rate of about 
3 x 10-7 sec-I, with a time of approximately 3 x 102 sec between collisions with 
the surface, gives a fractional ionization of 10-4 . If the solar wind impinges 
direc tly onto the lunar surface, the ions will he rapi'Hy swept back to the 
surface, further reducing the degree of ionizat~n to approximately 10-8 . 
Using a recently obtained upper limit for the lunar ionospluere electron con-
'0 
centration of 20 cm-3 implies a neutral gas density upper limit of 105 cm-3 
for a fractional ionization of 10-4 , and 109 cm-3 for a fractional ionization 
Thus, the surface pressure may be lower than 10-11 torr and the total 
mass of the atmosphere lower than 100 metric tons. 
1.1.1 Possible Sources of Lunar Atmosphere 
The possible sources of a lunar atmosphere that have been proposed are: 
a) residual original atmosphere 
b) volcanism and release of gases from rocks and magma 
c) solar-wind secondary effects such as recombination and sputtering 
d) meteoric volatilization 
e) cometary impacts 
f) contamination resulting from lunar exploration 
1.1.2 Escape Times in the Lunar Atmosphere 
The steady-state concentration of various atmospheric constituents 
is determined by rates of supply and by rates of escape. It is important, there-
fore, to know the escape time ~Yith some certainty. Several escape mechanisms have 
been sugges ted, lJith wi.dely varying rates. The best known is the thermal escape, 
first discussed by Jeans. For atoms of low mass number « 25), the thermal 
.Ii". - ;:::=::::;;'. 
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escape mechanism gives a useful upper limit to the .escape time, which becomes 
1< ,. increasingly unrealistic for higher mass numbers because of more rapid escape 
by other mechanisms. 
In addition to thermal escape from the gravitational field of the Moon, 
the escape of atoms Wl1ich have gained kinetic energy in collisions with solar-
wind ions and a variety of ionic escape mechanisms must be considered. Because 
of uncertain assumptions, the escape times are quite difficult to estimate and 
it is important to devise an experiment to measure escape time. It is likely, 
however, that thermal escape dominates for the lightest gases (certainly for H 
and He), while ionic escape may be the fastest for the heaviest gases, such as 
krypton and xenon. 
1.1.3 Surface Capture Processes 
An environmental factor that may be altered by rocket gases during 
the first and succeeding lunar missions is accumulation of condensed rocket 
gases upon possibly existing primitive deposits of frozen water and carbon di.oxide 
in permanent or semi-permanent shaded regions on the lunar surface. During future ~ 
lunar surface exploration into these shaded regions, the question may arise as 
to whether any frozen constituents were primary in origin or'products of rocket 
gases, or possibly both. Knowledge of the diffusion and retention times of 
rocket exhaust gases around the Moon's surface would aid in determining the 
answer. 
With the advent of more rocket landings and surface exploration activity, 
cons iderable amounts of rocket gases will be added to the lunar atmosphe7:e, and 
these gases will be modified by charged-particle and electromagnetic-radiation 
energy from the Sun. This action of the solar radiation will result in a con-
tinuously changing atmosphere. These cha.nges could affect scientific investigation 
of the overall lunar surface mater5.als due to absorption and desorption of gases. 
These gases may react upon mineral deposits exposed on the lunar surface as the 
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gases condense during the long lunar night (14 Earth days), and as they migrate 
to the permanently shaded regions near the poles. 
It is, therefore, imperative that consideration be given to the study of 
retention times of rocket exhaust gases in the lunar atmosphere and their effect 
upon future manned lunar surface exploration. 
1.1.4 Contamination resulting From Lunar Exploration 
Manned and unmanned exploration of the Moon will contribute significant 
sources of contamination to the lunar atmosphere and surface. In view of the 
small total atmospheric mass (perhaps as small as 100 metric tons), the foreign 
materials introduced in a single mission will amount to a significant fraction of 
the ambient atmosphere on either manned or unmanned missions. The amount of gas 
released during a Surveyor landing is approximately 0.5 ton, while the command 
and service module/lunar module (C&SM/LM) combinati.on dumps approximately 20 tons 
of gas into the lunar atmosphere. The contamination takes place on a lunar scale 
and on a local scale .near the landing site. The amount of material released locally 
by systems such as the LM cooling s.ystem, fuel venting, and astronaut suit cooling 
system, and by suit leaks is small compared with the total amount of gas released 
by the C&SM/U1 exhaust. 
1.2 ExpeEl~ent Objectives 
The scientific objectives of this experiment are: 
a) To determine the composition and variations in composition of the 
intrinsic lunar atmosphere 
b) To identify and determine the extent of probable source mechanisms' 
c) To identify and determine the extent of probable escape mechanisms 
d) To study the mechanisms governing the diffusion, capture, and escape 
of contaminants introduc2d by lunar' exploration efforts 
A-ll2 
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The Santa Cruz conference has defined a need for lunar orbital measurements 
I to provide: 
1) continuous long-term monitoring of the lunar atmosphere, including 
its spatial and temporal variations; 
2) enhancement of the effective sensitivity of composition probes for 
minor constituents by long-term repeated scanning of the mass spectrum; 
3) early access to the atmosphere on the far side without requirements for 
additional communication links to Earth; 
4) access to regions above the poles; 
5) detection of localized or impulsive sources of gases emanating from 
surface locations distant from landing sites, including monitoring of the dif-
fusion and escape of controlled gas releases. 
Sensitive mass spectrometers and other low-density detectors should be flown 
at the lowest feasible altitude (on the order of 30 km or less) to be effective 
7·· 
in sampling the lunar atmosphere. To insure their proper operation in a clean, 
undisturbed environment, these instruments should be mounted on unmanned vehicles. . ...... \ 
The experiment as proposed for this series of missions is in general accord 
with the Santa Cruz objective. It does not provide the continuou.s and compre-
hensive monitoring of the atmosphere that is desired, but the responsible investi-
gator has indicated strongly that this is a goal and not a criteria. Measurements 
made over any significant period of time are of interest. 
~xperiment Roadmap 
The proposed experiment provides information that is pertinent to 
. questions concerned with all four regimes of investigation - lunar interior 
surface and near subsurface, atmosphere and ionosphere, and cosmic inter-
actions. Examples of each of these are: 
A-113 
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Lunar Interior: Any evidence of gas emissioll from volcanic vents 
or faults would be of primary importance in defining conditions in the 
lunar interior. 
Surface and Near Subsurface: Knowledge of evolution and trapping 
of gases by lunar surface materials are pertinent to many of the 
proposed models of geologic processes operative on the moon. 
Atmosphere and Ionosphere: In this regime of investigation the 
information is directly applicable. 
Cosmic: One of the main contributory elements to the lunar atmosphere 
is assumed to be the solar wind. The nature of the interaction between 
the moon and the interplanetary magnetic field is a controlling element 
in the extent of this contribution to the lunar atmosphere. At present 
this intera~ion is not well known. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
Information concerning the composition of the lunar atmosphere can be 
obtained from instruments placed on the surface, and such experiments are planned 
as part of the ALSEP program. However, the synoptic information that is needed 
to define the lunar atmospheric processes would require such an extensive network 
of surface stations that it would be completely impractical. A low altitude 
orbiter is the only known feas ible method of obtaining these measm::ements. 
The optimum method of obtaining the required measurements is to place a mass 
spectrometer in a nearly c.ircular low (30 to 50 km perilune) polar orbit. The 
outgassing characteristics of the vehicle should be known and as low as is feasible. 
The scan cycle should ideally extend from 1 to 150 amu and should have a repetition 
frequency of the order of a few minutes. The~partial pressure sensitivity should 
be of the o'.rder of 10-13 torr (about 3 x 103 particles/cm3). 
./ 
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Table I gives esti.mated cP!1f.;!entrations of particles of various atmospheric 
constituents assuming the solar wind as the only input. These values should be 
considered as minimum values as other contributing processes are no doubt 
operative. 
Complementary sensor - Since the solar wind is considered to be one of the 
major contributors to the lunar atmosphere, the interaction of the moon with the 
interplantary magnetic-field will be of great interest. For this reason cor-
relation between the mass spectrometer and the. magnetometer experiments will 
be of interes t. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objectives 
Optimum mission is a lunar unmanned subsatellite in a low altitude circular 
orbit with polar inclination. The duration should be as long as possible to pro-
vide measurements over the greatest variety of conditions possible. Measurements 
throughout a lunation should be a prime goal. 
Effects of a 3 day equatorial orbit - The problems associated with a three-
day equatorial orbit would be the following: 1) contamination in the C&SM 
vicinity, 2) short stay time and 3) no measurements in the polar region. 
An advantage would be repeated crossings of the sunrise and sunset terminators 
and the capability to study these regions in detail. 
While the C&SM equatorial mission would not meet as many of the objectives 
it is recommended that the spectrometers be flown as early as possible in order 
, 
to define the lunar atmosphere prior to extensiv.e_ contamination. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional .Description 
The mass spectrometer will essentially be a Nier type sector field 
analyzer with three collectors, one set to measure the mass range from 1 to 4 amu, 
it 
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TABLE I. - PARAMETERS Al\Tj) CONCENTRATIONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS 
Gases 
Parameter 
Hydrogen Heliunl I Neon 
1--------------------4------i--,. 
Argon ; Krypton 
. i 
Scale heigh t, em • . • • • 
Thern1al escape, 400 0 Kj 
lifetime, yr • • • . • • 
• • • • • 
. . . . . 
Best estimate lifetime, -sec . . . . 
Solar-wind input flux, 
-2 -1 
em sec .••• . . . . . . . 
I Surf~ -3 ~ace concentration, cm . . . 
107 ! 5 x 106 t 2. 5 x 106, 
42 
i I 
108 ! 10241 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
104 107 107 1 107
1 
I i II 
7' 51 3 i _11 
3 x 10 1. 5 x 10 ! 2 x 10 ! 4 x 10 "'1 
I ; 
6.0 x 103 1. 6 x 105 " 4 x 103 )1. 6 x 10.-1 
, i 
xenon~ 
1.5 x 106 
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another set to measure the 12 to 45 amu range and the third to measure the range 
from 40 to 150 amu. The ion source may be a Nier type thermionic electron 
bombardment source. 
The mass spectrometer operates by gases entering the ion source chamber 
which will be coupled to the ambient atmosphere. Ions are formed in this 
source chamber by electron bombardment. These ions are then accelerated tl~rough 
a pair of exit slits and collimated into two beams which enter two separate 
magnetic analyses. The beam then passes through a uniform magnetic field which 
separates the ions into different trajectories according to their masses. Ions 
which meet the proper focus conditions are passed through a collector slit and 
are counted. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Because of the unknown and extremely tenuous nature of the lunar atmosphere, 
mass spectroscopy appears to be the only method which has the necessary sensitivity 
and versatility for studying the composition. Vuious types of mass spectrometers 
have been used in the laboratory for gas analyses. Included in the list are 
single- and double-focusing magnetic deflective instruments, time-of-flight 
instrument~, quadrupole and monopole mass filters, omegatrons, and cycloidal 
magnetic instruments. Each instrument has special features and strongpoints. Some 
have been flown in sounding rockets or satellites, and experience has been gained 
in miniaturizing and ruggedi;?::ing the eq~ipment and in returning data to ground by 
telemetry. 
.-
Of the various types proposed for flight applics~ions, the greatest experience 
has been gained with simple sector magnetic spectrometers. The demonstrated per-
formance of the class of instruments is good enough that, with a minimum of effort, 
existing models could be adapted for lunar investigation. Some 22 sector magnetic 
spectrometers have been flown on Aerobee sounding rockets. The results obtained in 
( 
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the early flights and some descriptions of magnetic deflection instruments have 
been published. Further details and specifications pertaining to the suitability 
of such instruments for lunar investigations are given in the following discussions. 
Ions are produced by bombardment of the gas to be analyzed by electrons emitted 
from a heated filament. The ions formed are accelerated and directed between the 
poles of 900 sector permanent magnet. Mass spectra are obtained by varying the ion 
accelerating voltage. If a large mass range is to be covered, the range of accelera-
ing voltage required will be excessive. Therefore, it: is more cOllvenient to employ 
two collectors at different radii. 
Readings can then be obtained simultaneously for the high and low mass ranges. 
For example, with instruments of the general type flown, one collector can cover 
the mass range of 1 to 10 amu while the other covers the range of 10 to 100 amu, 
as the ion accelerating voltage decreases from 1000 to 100 volts. 
In the most recently flown sector magnetic spectrometer instruments, ions are 
produced by a 100- fA, 75 eV beam of electrons. The main defining slit for ions 
leaving the source has dimensions of 0.1 by 0.010 inch. The heavy mass-collector 
slit has a width of 0.050 inch, and the radius of curvature of the ions reaching the 
heavy mass collector is 1.5 inches. The light mass-collector slit has a somewhat 
greater width than the heavy mass-collector slit, since only modest resolution is 
required. 
The sensivity of the instrument is such th~t for the N2 mass 28 peak, 
3 x 10-5 A/torr reach the final collector. By increasing the electron ion~zing 
current, this sensitivity can be raised by a factor of 10 at the ~xpens~ of some 
linearity for pres"l.1res above 10-5 torr. Since pressures expected at the Moon are 
far below this figure, an operating sensitivity for N2 of 10-4 A/torr can be safely 
assumed. Under these conditions, the resolution is such that at mass 50 a peak at 
one mass number will not contribute more than 1 percent of its intensity at an 
t ;. 
\ : adjacent mass number. At lower masses the overlap is even more favorable. Hence 
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a study of the isotopic composition of lunar argon would be entirely feasible. 
While the resolution decreases with increasing mass, a measurement of approximate 
+ ++ isotopic compositions for Kr (as Kr ) and Xe (as Xe ) should be possible. With 
electrometer tube amplifiers such as are in use today, currents of 10-14 A can be 
detected. Hence, without extensive modifications, partial pressures as low as 
10 -10 torr can be de tec ted wi th ins truments already flown 011 sound i ng rl)cke L:;. 
If an electron mUltiplier is used as a detector, considerably improved sen-
sitivity can be obtained. As a practical matter, electron multiplier gains of 
105 or more are reasonable. With a gain of 105 , curre~ts of 10-19 A (approximately 
1 iort sec-I) can be detected. For the instrument described, this gain corresponds, 
in the case of N2, to a pressure of 10-
15 torr. The background current for a 
good multiplier is equivalent to about 1 count sec-lor less. The measurements 
are not limited to their low current. However, the measurement of currents as low 
as 1 ion sec -1 requires either pulsecounting techniques or sufficiently long 
integration times to resolve statistical fluctuations. 
In practice, the effective sensitivity attainable depends on the time avail-
able for a spectral scan. For scan times of a few minutes, it would appear that 
sensitivities of the order of 10-13 or 10-14 torr could readily be obtained. 
Of practical importance in operating mass spectrometers at high sensitivities 
is the question of residual impurities in the instruments themselves. Laboratory 
experience shows that slight traces of CO(mass 28), H?O(mass 18), and other 
.... 
impurities may remain even after extensive baking and outgassing. The exact 
amounts of the impurities remaining depend upon the exposure history of the 
instrument. Accordingly, care must be exercised in applying sensitivity figures to 
any particular situation. 
An instrument constructed along the general lines discussed previously would 
not weigh over 10 pounds, excluding support structure or thermal control, and would 
." 
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consume less than 10 watts. In ~ptte of the use of magnets, the stray magnetic 
field in the vicinity can be reduced to low values as the magnetic circuits are 
nearly closed. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, many types of mass spectro-
meters have been used in the laboratory, but the greatest experience with instruments 
under flight conditions has been obtained with magnetic deflection instruments. 
Quantitative data are available whicll make possible an evaluation of the suitability 
of such instruments for lunar investigations. Among other instruments for which 
flying experience has been gained and which show promise of meeting the performance 
characteristics discussed above are the monopole and quadrupole mass filters. 
Further experience with these or other instruments may show that one of these 
may ba preferable in the long run. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
The mass spectrometer will have an approximate size of 11.5" x 7.5" x 12" 
and have a weight of approximately 15 lbs. 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude - A low circular orbit is desirable. Apolune altitudes 
of 30 to 50 km are desirable but higher values will still provide meaningful 
measurements. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination - A polar orbit is optimum in order to provide 
total atmospheric sampling. Any inclination is acceptable and will provide 
meaningful measurements. 
... 
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3.1.3 Orbital eccentricity - A circular orbit is desirable but not essential. 
Ephemeris data should be available to provide actual heights at which measurements 
are obtained. 
3.2 Ta.:eget Requirements - None 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
Commands will be sent to remove break seal cover and turn-on experiment. 
Subsequent operation and sequencing will be automatically programmed. Altitude 
control of the vehicle will be required to control ram effects. A local vertical 
control mode would be preferable to give a constant attitude of the entrance aper-
ture of the spectrometer. For other control modes the attitude history of the mission 
will be required in order to allow estimates to be made of the ram effects. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements 
Correlation of the mass spectrometer measurements with the fluxgate 
magnetometer will be of interest to establish relationships between the solar 
wind/moon interface and the lunar atmosphere. 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures - See paragraph 3.3.1 above. 
3.4 Navigation Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Reguirements 
Ephemeris history is required to correlate instrument data. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Reguirement,s 
Entrance aperture of the mass spectrometer should look at nadir. See 
paragraph 3.3.1. There are no requirements on stability or angular rates. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements - None 
A-12l 
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3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
3.5.1 .Prefligh~ 
None. 
3.5.2 Inf1ight 
None. 
3.5.3 Postflight 
None. 
3.6 Flight Operation Reguirements 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCC-H Operation Requirements 
Collect and record data as it is being sent back. 
3.6.2 .Truth Site Operation Requirements 
If concurrent surface operations are planned, it would be desirable 
to conduct a controlled release of a tracer gas to verify calculated values for 
migration and diffusion rates< 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Reguirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
• 
The entrance aperture of the spectometer should be directed at nadir 
and should have an unobstructed field of view (21T Steradians) 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements - To be determined. . ~ 
4.2 Environment Protection Requirements 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Protection Requirements 
The entrance aperture of the mass spectrometer should be shielded 
from attitude control reaction jets and any known sources of outgassing. 
A-l22 ~ 
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4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements - No requirements. 
4.2.4 Other Environment Prote.ction Requirements 
Break seal cover over inlet of sensor. 
4.3 Test, Checkout and Calibration Recpdre.menls 
1+.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
Electronics clH.'ck-out. 
4.3.1 Inf light Requirem~ - None. 
4.3.3 Postflight Requirements - None. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experimen·t Scientific Data Requirements 
Serial digital data at a rate of ten 8 bit words per sec. continuous. 
Data obtained on the far side of the moon will require recording for later 
transmission. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Reguirements 
Unknown. Estimated at ten 8 bit words once every ten minutes. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements 
See paragraph 3.6.2. If a controlled gas relea~e is possible, time 
and quantity of gas released would be re4uired. 
4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
Ephemeris data. 
Magnetometer data relative to the ezistence of a lunar magnetosphere. 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
Unknown at this time. It is asslImed that a computer compatible data 
tape incorporating'time correlated experiment data, housekeeping data and support 
data will be produced. 
i 
! 
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.~. 5 Dis play and Control Requirements 
Display - 110 requirement. Control - start and Slop initiated by 
conunand [rDm earth. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
Approximately 12 watts. 
4. 7 Thermal Cont:col Requirements 
4.7.1 Oper~tional Temperature Limits 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
The e~r~re 12 watt power consumption will require dissipation from the 
experiment package. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Requirements 
Item Nomenclature 
1 Equipment Test Set 
1 Handling Gear 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
Quantity 
1 
1 set 
Use Site 
At last 
check-out 
Installation site 
Laboratory space for experiment checkout size lO'x20' minimum 
Lab benches 
110 VAC power 
Controlled temperature and humidity 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements - None. 
Notes 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Ex~riment Bac!sround 
The purpose of this experiment is to map the lunar surface tempera-
tures, to detect and study any anoMalously hot or cold areas, and to study 
the beating and cooling rates of the surface layers. 
In view of the many different types of surface details \fith wh.ich 
thermal anomalies have been id.entified, it se~ms quite probable that they 
are caused by an equally large number of different geological phenomena. 
Several possible explanations of the thermal enhancement of particular 
surface regions have been proposed. These proposed models include: 
1. Greater density and thermal conductivity, i.e .. a change in 
the thermal impedance of the surface. 
2. Enhanced roughness. 
3. Solid material covering a larger fraction of the surface. 
4. Sources of internal heat. 
5. Variations in emissiVity. 
6. Effects of grain size for models incorporating radiation trans-
port of energy. 
7. Layered models of differing thicknesses. 
8. Enhanced infrared transparency of the surface layers 
W:!:th the data presently available from earth observations, it is 
impossible to decide among the various possible mechanisms which could 
cause thermal enhancement of the lunar surface. Becf!i.use of the low level 
of the radiated energy from the darke~ed lunar surface and the small 
." 
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collecting angle 8ubtended even by the largest aperture telescopes, the 
,-
measurements made using earth bound telescopes &s radiometers have of 
necessity been of limited thermal sensittvj,ty .nd low spatial resolution. 
Thus, only the most intense and extensive t.hermal enhancements of the 
lunar surface can be detected, and accurate estimation of error limits 
are difficult due to uncertanties introduced by internal radiation in 
the lust~ent and by the intervening atmosphere. 
Measurements, made using earth telescopes have been limited to spatial 
resolutions on the lunar surface of 1/250 of the diameter. This is 
approx~tely 14 Km at the subearth point and increases toward the limb. 
Sign'lficant improvement in the spatial and thermal resolution capabilities 
would require larger telescopes and higher infrared detector sensitivities 
than are currently available, and would still be limited to near side 
studies of the lunar surfaee. 
In 'order to determine. the mechanismS caus ing the thermal enhancements, l 
radiance ma~ with si~~ificant~y improved thermal and spatial resolution 
are required~ The obvious method to obtain this information is to place 
the mapping ~adiometer on a lunar oribiting spacecraft. 
1.2 !~E!r!~~a~ Objectives 
The spac.1.fic objective of this experiment is to thermally mf.P,.p the 
entire lunar surface using an infrared radiometer with a spatial ~asolution 
of lOOO,.meters and & thermal resolution of 0.5 0 K. 
The general objecti VEt':1 of this expe.riment are as follows: 
( 1) To obtain a surface temperature map during the lunar night 
~1 means of infrared radiation emitted from the surface, 
{ 
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apd to correlate this map as accurately as possible to the 
lunar, coordinate grid. 
(2) To ,locate and stu~y thermal anomaly regions. 
( 3) To study ll1!ating and cQoling rates of anomaly regions 
as they progress through a lunation. 
(4) To determine the net flow of energy into or away from 
the moon. 
(5) To correlate the results of this experiment with those 
of certain other lunar experiments. 
(6) To study the possibility of thermally mapping the illuminated 
side of the moon. 
It should be noted that the lunar exploration objectives as defined 
by the geology and geophysics committee ot the Santa Cruz Conference stated 
a desire for lunar thermal maps to a resolution of 100 meters. While 
thermal maps of anomaly regions to this resolution and higher will be of 
great interest, an attempt to construct a thermal map of the entire sur-
face to this degree of resolution is overly ambitious at this stage of 
developnent. 
a) 
Some facts to be considered are: 
10 Approximately 5 X 10 information bits would be required to 
define such a map. Saari and Sborthill have worked with their 
thermal anomaly map obtained during an eclipse f~r over two (2) 
years and are still producing new observations. This map re-
quired approximately 106 info~tion bits. 
b) While radiometer resolutions of this order are probably 
achievable, they would require optical systems and detector 
sensitivities that would not be practical to fly. 
j, 
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c) In order to be of maximum use a thermal map must be 
accurately tied to the lunar coordinate grid so that thermal 
anomalies can be related to visible atructure. The accuracy 
of this correlatinn should be of the same magnitude as the 
resolution capability or less. This implies that the 
ephemeris parameters, timing, and attitude of the spacecraft 
are known at all times to a degree such that their summed 
uncertainties do not result in an uncertainty of where the 
radiometer is pointing of more than 100 meters. At present 
such capabilities do not exist. 
d) Data bit rates of the order of 250 K bits/sec and storage 
capacity of about 109 bits would be required. This exceeds 
present spacrcraft system capabilities. 
These considerations lead to the presemt experiment which proposes 
to produce a map to a resolution of 1 KIn of the entire surface. Successful 
completion of this task would give a better than 10 fold increase in 
spatial resolution over present thermal maps and extend it over the lunar far 
side. Study of this map would give a meaningful basis on which to plan 
subsequent measurement efforts such as high resolution maps of se lected 
anomaly regions. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and ObJ,ectives 
Alternate methods of obtaining thermal data are 
a) Earth based radiometer telescopes 
b) CIcSM mounted radiometer 
c) Lunar subsatel11te mounted radiometer 
As pointed out. in 1.1, earth based me.surements do not satisfy the 
objectives due to the constraints on view, spatial resolution and thermal 
resolution. 
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In considering method b) it must be remembered that the low 
inclination orbits ( + ' -150 ) ,proposed for' early 'manned lunar flights· 
and the short orbit~l stay times'( <: 3 days) will give access to a small 
fraction of the lunar surface. In this event the emphasis of the experi-
) 
ment should be shifted to objective (3) of paragraph 1.2 which is .,the 
interest in following the cooling curve of a given thermal anomaly. 
Method c) consisting of an unmanned sub-satellite ejected from 
the SM would most nearly meet all experiment objectives. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of EXperiment 
Objectives 
Mission parameters required to meet experiment objectives would 
include: polar orbit, altitude 100 KIn, operational time of one lunar period 
(or approximately 27.3 days), orbital eccentricity of zero, and a phase 
angle of -105 to -135° (15 to 45 0 on dark side of sunrise terminator). 
These mission parameters would permit a total lunar thermal map to be 
obtained. 
The effect of the constraints imposed by a 3 day equatorial orbit Ire-
as follows: 
a) A small fraction of the lunar surface would be accessible 
b) Thermal anomalies moving through the ground swath covered by 
the radiometer would! be seen on several successive orbits. 
These considerations result in a change of emphasis in meeting the 
experiment objectives to objective (3) paragraph 1.2 which is to study 
heating and cooling rates of given thermal anomalies. An anomaly near 
th~ equator would be seen, on 4 successive orbits and gver a time span of 
about 8 hours fer a l~ inclination orbit. For anomalies away from the 
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equator the number 'of successive orbits on which they would be visible 
would increase <with latitude to a maximum at about 14.30 and go back 
to zero by 15.6°. The location of the orbit with respect to surface 
features would depend on the landing site·' chosen for the mission. 
2 • EQUIPMENT DESCItIPrION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The infrared mapping radiometer consists of an optical system, 
an infrared detector array, and a subsidiary electronic package. The 
optical system will image one resolution unit of the lunar surface onto 
an array of detectors, the resultant output will be amplified, digitized 
and fed into a data management system for storage or transmission to earth. 
The instrument will operate continuously whenever the spacecraft is on the 
dark side of the moon. 
The :f.nstrument will h,ave a 24 0 field of view centered about the 
-2 
spacecraft, nadir and a resolution of 1000 meters corresponding to ~e- = 10 
radians fran a 100 kilometer lunar orbit. An array of 42 detectors is 
used to eliminate the need for large rotating or vibrating mirrors or 
mechanical scan mechanisms. 
OptiCS - The optical system design configuration is summarized 
&8 follows: 
Design - a single spherical reflecting mirror 
Diameter of collecting optics - 20 cm 
Focal length of mirror - 20 cm 
Blur circle diameter - 0.18 cm 
Resolution - 1000 meters 
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To avoid transmission losses, an all reflecting syst~m has been selected. 
The optical syste'Ul will consist of a single concave mirror with the 
detector array mounted Qt the mirror focus. \ Since the radiometer will be 
'I 
\ 
operating in a high vacuum region, all window requiremente can be eliminated. 
The instrument field of view (FOV) is set by the requirement to cover 
, 
the whole of the moon. If a complete mapping of the lunar surface is to 
be accomplished, then the radiometer must view the moon throughout one 
lunar rotation period of approximate ly 27.3 days. A complete thermal map 
would require a polar orbit, and the most stringent FOV requirement would 
occur at the lunar equator. Thus, in order to cover the lunar surface at 
the equator, the instrument must scan through an angle equal to 1.1 0 of 
lunar latitude, i.e., a total of approximately 34 kilometers on the lunar 
surface. From a 100 kilometer orbit, this corresponds to a cross-tract 
view angle of approximately 20°. In order to allow for spacecraft 
attitude drift, a total instrument view angle of 240 cross-track is used. 
A ,20 cm diameter mirror is large enough to collect sufficient 
energy from the lunar surface. In order to keep aberrations within 
reasonable limits, an f/l system with a spberical mirror will be used 
i:.r:t th the detectors mounted ,n the axis in front of the mirror. This 
, -1 implies an individual de'tector size of 2 x 10 cm and a focal length of 
the mirror of 20 em. 
In order to accurat.ely measure the lowest tem~rature on the lunar 
surface, some cooling of the optical system is required. Since these re-
quirements are not severe, a passive radiation cooling syst~m should be 
sufficient to achieve the mirror temperatures (of the order of 150OK) 
required. 
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Cooling the mirror below l50 0 K may not be possible with radiation 
cooling alone and may not be desirable because of the extreme difficulty 
of ad.justing an optical system to be used at low temperaturfl!s. Since the 
ma~litude of the error of measured temperature due to mirror emission 
is small (of the order of 6~) even at the lowest temperatures, then an 
estimation of this error based on the mirro~ temperature should be 
sufficient to elimina~e it. 
The proposed design for the radiator provides a series of fins 
surrounding, but thermally isolated from the optics cone. The fins 
will restrict the field of view of the radiator to deep space. Each fin 
will shield adjacent radiator elements from viewing the lunar disc and 
the experiment carrier. (Refer to attached figure). During operation of 
the experiment, the radiometer optics cone must be extended out beyond 
the spacecraft outer shell so that the radiator can view deep space. 
Detectors - The detector system design configuration is summarized as 
follows: 
Design = 42 detector linear array aligned" cross track 
fn (Noise equivalent bandpass) = 1.57 cps 
Ad (Detector area) = 0.2 cm square 
Dete ctor cutoff = 40 ? minimum 
Target Temperature = 700 K 
SiN (signal-to-noise ratio) = 100 
D* (Detectivity) = 9.5 X 107 cm cps 1/2watt~l minimum. 
The value of D* (detectivity), for a given value of detector""area, 
required to detect a given input signal with a given SiN ratio is less 
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using a detector array than using any form of optical or mechanical 
scanning. Since detectivity is a critical requirement, a multiple 
element detector array configuration was selected for use in the 
radiometer. This approach also bas the advantage of decreasing the 
number of moving parts in the instrument, thereby increasing the instru-
ment reliability. 
Ira ensure the lifetime of the radiometer and to simplify the 
design, an uncooled detector would be desirable. There are several 
different types of infrared detectors such as thermistors, thermocouples, 
8 .k._l 
and Golay Cells which have values of D* in excess of 10 cm cps 2 watt , 
and which operate at temperatures of the order of 300 oK. A survey is 
presently underway to evaluate the various infrared detectors available. 
The widest possible spectral response (i.e., 5-l00~) is desired; however, 
it has been determined that a detector response of flat to 40p will satisfy 
the temperature resolution requirements at the lowest temperatures expected 
to be monitored (""' 70 OK) • 
Electronics - The electronics package will sequentially sl!lIl1ple the 42 
detector outputs, amplify, digitize and relay this information to the 
spacecraft data handling sy,stem. Time correlation data and experiment 
internal reference data will be digitized and interleaved with the 
radiance data into a serial digital data train. The digital data will be 
eompatib.le with standard spacecraft data systems (nominal 0-5V). 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The radiometer operates in the spectral range of 1 to 40 microns. 
The thermal resolution is 0.5°K and the spatial resolution is one KM square 
on the lunar surface. 
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The requirement for cooling the optical system to 15<f K by a 
passive radiation cooling system must be carefully analyzed and studied 
to prove its effectiveness. Also, continued research should be made to 
determine the availability of detectors that are compatible with the 
design parameters outlined herein. Confidence has been expressed, that 
suitable detectors can be found. The analytical data presented by 
Dr. J. C. Breeze, in Technical Report LEC/BASD No. 611-50-013 dated 
26 April 1968, provides a design approach which is internally consistent, 
and which presents a reasonable trade-off between hardware complexity 
and spacecraft integration/support considerations. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
The radiometer consists of two basic assemblies (optics and 
detector array) which will be physically mounted in a common housing. 
A subsidiary elect/ronics unit, packaged separately, is required for pro-
cessing the experiment data. 
Experimen.t phys ical characteristics are as follows: 
Weight: Estimated at 150 Ibs. total, which includes both 
the radiometer and electronics units. (Does not 
include boom or eTection mechanism if required). 
Radiometer - 1.4 cu. ft. 
Electronics - 1.0 cu. ft. 
Size: Radiometer - 15.8 x 15.8 x 9.8 inches 
Electronics - not determined 
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3. MISS ION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameter Requirements 
Orbital Altitude 
-------
An altitude of 100Km or less is preferred, but altitudes of up 
to 150 Km are acceptable. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
Polar orbits, 30° behind the sunrise terminator. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
l'he eccentric! ty should be zero. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
No speci,fic target aretJ.s. However, for correlation of data with 
other lunar studief}, the'Apollo landing sit.es will be of particular 
interest. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Uequirements 
, 
3.3.1 EXperiment OperatioE Requirements 
Pol-ar orbit 25 0 to 4.0 0 (30 I) optimum) behind sunset terminator. 
3.3.2 Supporting EXperiment Operation Requirement~ 
No support is required from any other experiment presently proposed 
for LOS ~ However, if an IR Spectrometer or Microwave Radiometer EXp'~riment 
is included, the interpretation of data wo~ld be enhanced by comparison of 
data results: 
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3.3.3 EXperiment Operation Pro~edures 
The experiment will operate continuously over lunar darkside. A 
typical operation procedure for the experiment follcws: 
1. Switch on for warm-up. 
2. Commence data acquisition. 
J 
3. Switch off before Jk'\Ssage over illuminated side of moon. 
3.4 ~avi~ation, Control &~d Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3~4.1 Navigation Requirements 
Th~ requirement for determining the location of the spot viewed 
at a specific time is critical. This requires ~n ,accurate readout of 
. . 
spacecraft ephemeris, and time correlation with experiment data. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
The Spacecraft must be oriented 90 that the line of sight of the 
instrument points along the nadir. Attitude of spacecraft should be 
maintained to ! 2° with a maximum drift rate of 0.20 Isec. about this 
position. + Attitude knowledge tC') .:.0 .10 0 is required for postflight data 
reduction. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
None 
3.5 Astronaut Partic:ipation Requirements 
3.5.1 Preflight 
A general familiarization with the inst~ent will be required. 
3.5.2 Inflight 
Turn experiment ON'and OFF each orbit for coverage of the lunar 
darks1d~. For subsatellite applica.tion, 'these control func'tions would be 
automated. 
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3.5.3 Postflight 
A general debriefing will be required. 
3.6 !!ight Operation Requirements 
The MSFN and MCC-H will be required: 
1. To provide real-time voice communications between crew 
members and th~ MCC-H for discussion concerning the 
experiment. 
2. To provide spacecraft ephemeris histories. 
3. To record experiment data. 
4. EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 ,Location and Mounting Requir~ments 
4.1.1 View and/cr Deploym~nt Requirements 
The field o~ view is 24 degrees centered about nadir. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
13 
The experiment radiator must bave ~ clear view of deep space. For 
C&SMapplications, an extendable boom may be required. 
4.2 En!ironmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirements 
This is a paseive sensor system, but it may be sensitive to EMI 
from other onboard systems; i.e., radar and communication systems. Sus-
ceptibility levels are unknown. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Protection 
The field of view must be free from reaction control system. emission 
products. A protective covering to prevent settling of Reaction Control 
System (RCS) e~~aust products on the optics will be required. This cover 
will also serve as a black-body calibration source. 
"t. 
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4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
Not critical. 
4.2.4 Other Environment Protection Requirements 
The optical path of the instrument must be evacuated. Shock 
is not critical. 
4.3 Test, Checkout an~ Calibration Requirements 
To be de'termined. 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
Preflight checkout of equipment should be made under space simulated 
conditions. 
4.3.2 Infligbt Requirements 
Self calibration will be performed by this experiment. No space-
craft maneuvers will be required. 
4.3.3 Postfli~ht Requirements 
.. ' 
.. 
To be determined. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
The experiment provides a serial digital data output of 2500 bits/sec. 
This includes radiance data, time correlation, and experiment internal 
reference data. 
404.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monit9ring n.ta Requirements 
A small amount of support data needs to be monitored. Subsystem 
parameters required are: 
1. Re~ction Control System Operation 
2. Time 
3. Voice Annotation (for C&SM missions) 
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4. Orbital Parameters 
5. Spacecraft Attitude to :n.l o in all axes. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirement5 
None 
4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer-compatible tape containing experiment data, vehicle 
altitude) attitude, position and ReS operation histories is required. 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
_w -:ow 
To be determined. 
!~. 5 Display and Control Requirements 
"ON-OFF" control and indications are required for manned flights. 
4.6 Electrical Power Require~ents 
The avera.ge power requirement is 150 watts, at 28 ! 4 VDe .• 
4.7 Thermal Contro.l Requirem,.e,nts 
4.7.1 9~~rati~&1 T~mperatu~e Limit 
System shoUld be maintained at temper.tures of 40QC or less. 
4.7.2 Survival T"emperature Limits 
Maximum permissible 'temperl,tuTe is 50 aC. 
Heat P2'oduct:1on 
b 
Module Nominal 
Radiometer None 
Electronics 150 watts 
4.8 GSE ap-a~Fac1l1ty Requir~~ 
~li~~::/~X~~~~~~~:~~~~~'::'~~~*~~~-'-~""-~··'~'--"~-~···~ ~ ,~, 
,; - .. ~ , . ':' " . l::'~ -::;,'. 
4.8.1 asE ~equ1rements 
Item 
1 
2 
Nomenclature 
Space condition 
simulator 
Special test 
console 
Quantity 
1 
2 
*c = Integrating Contractor 
**k = Kennedy Space Center 
Major items only specified. 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
16 
Use Site Notes 
c* 
c, k** 
Only critical requirement arises from necessity to checkout equip-
ment under space simulated conditions. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements 
Minimal. 
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5 .0 EQUIFMENT SKETCH 
10° F .O.V • 
. _" 
IR WNAR MAPPING RADIOMETER 
~"! 15.8" ---------~_1 r-- -,-- --.- .. -._-.- -- -4 
15.8" Deep 
RADIOMETER 
I 
1 ___ . ____ .-,--____ -----.,------...1 
~, .. - -=='".~--::= =:.:.~. 
.-l ., .----.... ' -.---.-
-=:: .. ~------------
\ 
24°";\ 
Nadir 
9.8" 
Radiator must view 
space, 10 0 x 360° clear 
view. 
ELECTRONICS 
Dimensions are unknown, 
however, the estimated 
volume' is 1. cubic foot 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background - A two-beam visible and near-infrared spec-
trometer has been built and used for observing reflection differences between 
separated points on the surface of the Moon and Mars from the Mount Wilson 
Observatory. These earth based' measurements have indicated that significant 
variations in near IR reflectivity exist across the surface of these planets. 
Absolute spectral measurement of the lunar surface visible and near IR re-
flectance could be made with this proven technology but with an instrument 
s~pli£ied and redesigned for space environments where only a single beam 
device is required. This is possihle because relative measurements to elim-
inate fluctuations due to atmospheric variations are not required. Useful 
spacial resolution requirements for lunar measurements could be easily met. 
A grating spectrometer has been built and test flow in balloons. SLm-
ilar1y, a prism spectrometer has been built and tested at low altitudes and 
at one mile over dry desert land. At very low altitudes the atmospheric 
moisture produced little attenuation while at one mile there was a signifi-
cant effect. 
Imaging with a vidicon using a multiplicity of filters is a next genera-
tion system, but is not feasible for 1971-72 missions. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives - The scientific obje'ctives of this experiment 
are: 
a. Determine mineralogical characteristics and composition variations 
across the surface of the moon us ing spectral reflection of the· near IR solar 
illumination. 
b. This mineralogy information will significantly aid the study of the 
thermal history and age of the moon. 
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This experiment was not included in the array of those recommended by 
the Santa Cruz Conference. However, comments made during a GLEP Presenta-
tion at Washington, D.C., 25 July 1968, proposed the infrared spectrometer 
to be included in this study~ 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives - Two differ-
ent measurement techniques th.at can be employed are: 
a. Prism spectrometer - Reflected energy is collected using reflective 
'optics; the spectrum is separated using a quartz prism and detected with any 
array of lead sulphide detectors for the entire 0.6-3 micron range. The 
prism spectrometer is less complex than the grating spectrometer. 
2 
b. Grating spectrometer - The same energy collection technique as the 
prism spectrometer is used; then the spectrum is separated by using a grating 
and then detected using PbS detectors for the shorter wavelength and PbSe for 
3-5 micron range. The grat~ng spectrometer is more sensitive, and has a wider 
bandwidth than the prism spectrometer. 
c. Where increased sensitivity is required, cryogenically cooled ·irdium 
arsenide detectors can be employed. 
Either spectrometer has adequate sensitivity for performing the lunar 
experiments L:1 accomplishing the scientific objectives. 
Accuracy and resolution requirements of the infrared spectrometer are: 
- Resolution 100m - lkm '. 
Strip separation 20 - 30 km 
- Most interesting features are greater than·1% of the normalized spectral 
height, therei;ore 0.5% resolution is de.sirable. 
- Spectral resolution 200 - 500 ~ within 0.6 to 3 micron range 
- Spectral reflectance experiences only second order effects due to phase 
angle and therefore measurements need not be made at differ~nt angles. 
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Orientation of sensor or surface is not critical. It should be noted 
that although the spectrum is not significantly affected by slepe, the 
albedo is affected. 
The composition of the Lunar Surface will be determined by comparison 
of the lunar signatures with reference data obtained in the laboratory. Sig-
nificant differences between various; mineral groups have been observed in the 
0.6 to 2.5 micron range depending primarily on the amount and state of the 
iron oxide (FeO,~Fe203) and the orientation of this iron in the crystal. The 
spectral features are sufficiently strong to be distinguished in mixed mineral 
aggregates and are removed by granulation. It should be noted that earth 
based measurements at the longer wavelengths of 8 to 13 microns made by 
Dr. Goetz of Be1com, Inc., showed no more than 1% variation over the lunar 
surface. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objec-
tives - Much useful information can be obtained from a + 15° inclination, 3-
.... 
day orbit. Photographic imaging of the surface is needed. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional :oe.scription - The major components of the proposed infrared 
spectrometer experiment consist of the instrument head and an electronics 
unit. the instrument head contains the collecting optics including a four inch 
f/1 mirror telescope, an infrared grade quartz prism 'for spectrum separation, 
and the uncoo1ed lead ,sulfide detectors. An approximate outline of the instru-
. ment head is shown in the attached outline. The electronics package is a sep-
arate unit from the instrument head. 
2 •. 2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics - This experi-
ment and its hardware have demonstrated feasibility and are state-of-the-art. 
The required sensitivities and accuracies of the exper~nt will satisfy the 
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objectives of the experiment. By simplification and redesign of existing 
spectrometers, the infrared spectrometer could be built and tested within 
the required time for application to 1971-72 missions. Color center for-
mation and bleaching proGuced by solar wind and UV bombardment of the lunar 
surface changes the near surface composition and therefore the reflectance. 
But, the earth based measurements have revealed no significant correlation 
between age and reflectivity. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics - The physical characteristics af the infra-
red spectrometer experiment are aq shown on the attached sketch and the 
following: 
Weight 30 1bs 
Vo1wne 2 cubic feet including telescope 
These characteristics are based on those for a grating infrared spectrQm-
eter. The physical characteristics of a prism spectrometer would be some-
what less. 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orb1.tal Parameters 
3.1.1 04bital Altitude - An orbital altitude of 80-100km is preferred. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination - An orbital inclination of + 900 is desirable; 
+ 15° is acceptable. 
3.1.3 Orbital E.ccentrtcity - Circular is preferred. 
3.2 Target Requiremer~ - Telescope to be parallel to nadir except during 
calibration as noted in. section 3.4 .. 3. Bore sighted with support camera. 
+ 0.01° for 100m resolution and +0.10 for lkm resolution. 
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3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements - Operate continuously on i1lu-
minated side. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements - Support camera with 100 meter 
or better resolution desir~b1e. Lunar Orbite:rphotograpny could be used 
otherwise. 
3.3.3 Experi~nt Operation Procedures - To be determined. 
3.4 Navigation, Control and Orbital Maneuver 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements - Postflight knowledge of satellite orbit 
required for data reduction. No specific navigation required. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements - Orientation to nadir, 
± 40° acceptable; attitude rates: O.So/sec pitch, roll, yaw. 
5 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements - Calibration of instrument requires 
direct view of sun or a spectrally flat reflector i,lluminated by the sun. 
3.5 Astronaut Partictpation Requirements - None except for instrument on 
and off. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCCH Operation Requirements -- A telemetry link will be 
required to record te1emetered data. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements - Spectral respo~se signatures of 
minerals required for data interpretation. The influence of color center for-
mation and bleaching must be evaluated to determine if spectral modificat'-on 
with age is significant and if so, to p~ovide sufficient data for .determining 
both age and mineral content. 
4. 0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements - This experiment is well suited to 
a lunar orbit mission rigidly mounted to the c&sM. 
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4.2 Environmental Protectio~ Requiremen~ - The detectors are susceptible 
to EMI and must be suitably protected by mechanically shielding. Feasibility 
6 
o! operating in an electromagnetically noisy environment has been demonstrated. 
Due to telescope (mirrors, etc), it is required to protect instrument 
from jet plume and spacecraft contamination. 
4.3 Test Checkout and Calibration Requirements - Calibration by direct view 
of sun or a spectrally flat reflector illuminated by the sun. One and pr':~fer-
ably several calibrations ,are des ired at the rate of once per day. 
4.4 Data Requirements - All data from the experiment will be in digital 
form. The data handling requirements are: 
4 x 105 bits/orbit for 12 channel, min. system 
107 bits/orbit for 50 channel, max. system 
4.5 Display and Control Requ:J:!;ements - ON-oW control. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements - 15 watts @ 28 ± 4 V dc. 
4.7 Thermal Control Requireudt~~ - Approximately 22 ± lOoe. Mean temperature 
can be lowered if required with lower range limited by increase in lead sulphide 
detector time-constant. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Req~irements - To be determined. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 £xperiment Background 
This experiment represents an effort to extend measurements of 
emitted thermal radiation to longer wavelengths by use of the microwave 
radiometer. The ~~ene''''al microwave properties of the lunar surface are 
fairly well underst~od theoretically. The property of the moon measured 
by the electric~lly scanned microwave radiometer will be the brightness 
temperature, Tb , which for the case of a totally transparent atl~Josphere 
is a function of the microwave emissivity of the surface, the subsurface 
temperature regime within a few units of optical depth, the electromagnetic 
absorptivity of the lunar material, and possibly the dielectric constant. 
Measurement of the surface and subsurface temperatures permits estimates 
to be made of the electromagnetic and thermal parameters of the moon. 
1.2 Experiment O'bjectives 
Both the geology and geophysics groups which participated in the 
Santa Cruz Conference recommend that microwave imaging systems be employed 
in lunar orbiting spacecraft. Passive microwave imagers are recommended 
to provide a map of thermal emission of the moon from a depth of 2 meters 
below the surface. When used in conjunction with an IR radiometric imager, 
results will yield information on the thermal environment of the near sub-
surface lunar material. The IR radiometer measures the kinetic surface 
temperature while the microwave radiometer can measure subsurface tempera-
tures which will allow the determination of emissi vi ty profiles o. Utilizing 
known signatures of materials previously identified, it should then be pos-
sible to identify the materials on the lunar· surface. The observations 
should reveal ~egions of anomalous emissivity and regions of different 
thermal properti~s. 
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In addition to these objectives, which are given in the Santa 
Cruz document, it is pertinent to add some further objectives which are 
not contained in this document. Thus, the ability of a microwave radio-
meter to obtain good temperature profiles should facilitate the location 
of s~bsurface faults and moisture deposits. It should also be possible 
to determine the physical properties of loose materials of gravel size or 
greate~. and to determine the roughness and general shape of the various 
areas surveyed on the moon. 
'rhe objectives for a Lunar Microwave Radiometer experiment can 
be summarized as follows: 
a. To determine physical properties of lunar surface and 
subsurface. To determine the dielectric constant of the 
moon on as fine a scale as possible. 
b. To determine different types of materials making up the 
lunar surface by performing passive emissivity measure-
ments irt the microwave region. To identify mineral deposits 
covering large areas on the lunar surface. 
c. To determine the roughnesstand general structure of the 
lunar surface. 
d. To determine layering and subsurface structure. 
e. To detect and locate areas containing moisture both on the 
lunar surface am beneath it. 
f. To determine effects of diurnal temperature changes on 
'.-
lunar surface and subsurface. 
g. To locate faults and hazards on the lunar surface and to 
isolate areas having poor bearing strength. 
h. To assist in the selection of new landing sites and safe 
areas for lunar explorati~n by astronauts. 
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1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
An IR imager to provide lunar surface temperature maps when operated 
in conjunction with a passive microwave imager designed to operate at 2 to 
4 frequencies from L-band to K-band will yield the necessRry emissivity 
profiles from which surface and subsurface prQperties can be deduced. The 
microwave imager must be capable of receiving both horizontal and vertical 
polarization. -The radiometer contains a phased array antennal which 
is electronically scanned in one direction with the spacecraft motion pro-
viding the scan in the other plane. The phase-scanned array provides in-
formation on the general structure and roughness of the lunar surface. By 
operating the imager at different frequencies various depths of penetration 
into the lunar surface are obtained. Thus for dry regions penetration 
depths up to 10 ~ can be expected, while moisture will limit the depth of 
penetration to 3~ - 5~. It should be possible to locate pockets and holes, 
hazards, and subsurface moisture deposits by examining the microwave tem-
perature profiles at 2 to 4 discrete frequencies. 
Similarly the effects of diurnal temperature changes on the lunar 
surface and subsurface can be obtained from multi-frequency temperature 
and emissivity profiles. These capabilities have been checked and tested 
on earth by means of airborne radiometric measurements at 19 gHz which pro-
vided geological terrain features and were able to locate subterranean 
cavities filled with water. The cold anomaly created by the subterranean 
water was closely traced out by the radiometer. A terrain map of the 
Southern California coast was obtained utilizing an electronically scanned 
array at 19.35 gHz with a + 500 scan angle and yielding 2000 ft. resolution. 
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The radiometer had an absolute accuracy of 20K and a ~ T :::. 1.1 ftK, and the 
output signal was recorded on digital tape. The recorded differences in 
brightness temperature and emissivity of the, areas surveyed by the phase 
scanned array were then fed through a Varian 620 I computer to a 14 inch 
color television receiver. Thus, a temperature range of 1000K - 338 0 K 
can be displayed by 52 colors yielding a much greater resolution (4'V40 
per color) than could be obtained with the conventional 8 to 10 grey levels 
available in black and white displays. The information thus obtained can 
be put on color film for permanent storage. 
In the case ot observations of the lunar surface, it is reasonable 
to expect much smaller differences in observf~d temp<::.cature, thus yielding 
a higher resolution. Typically for a temperature range of 2800K-320 0 K a 
resolution of .So per color could be obtained, which would be in excess 
of the resolution of the instrument at 19 ~tlz (~ T ~IOK). 
The color maps of the observed lunar surface could also be viewed 
in "real time" by the astronaut on board the OSSM and useful information 
.. ' 
could be obtained by observing differences due to diurnal changes or other 
external factors. This utilization of the astronaut is dependent upon 
available crew time and payload availability for monitor weight and 
volume. The color resolution obtained by the use of 52 colors could be 
set to equal the resolution limit of t"le radiometer, and by r.naking re~ 
, > 
petitive observations the astronaut could distinguish minute changes in 
temperature and correlate these with information from optical or radar 
sensors. 
For lunar orbiting experiments the measurement and accuracy 
requirements for the 20gHz microwave radiometer imager can be set down 
as follows: 
A-lS9 
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(1) antenna beam width = 1° 
(2) antenna beam efficiency = 95% (total b.e.) 
(3) antenna scan angle = =.45° from normal 
(4) radiometer absolute accuracy = 2°K 
(5) radiometer temperature resolution = 1 0 K 
(6) radiometer bandwidth = 500,.800 mcs at 20 gHz 
(7) rwho'neter integration time = 50 mi lliseconds minimum 
(8) recording medium: digito.l tape; color film optional on 
board spacecraft (.5°K per color); JJrect viewing on board 
the C&SM by an astronaut shou.ld be c'Jnsidered for observational 
purposes and detailed inspection of interesting phenomena 
dependent upon available crew time. 
An IR imager, operated simultaneously with passive microwave radio-
meters operating at four frequencies is desirable; however, based on 
availability of equipment, simplicity, weight, and data requirements, one or 
two frequencies should be c'Jnsidered for the first flight of the instrument. 
Subsurface measurements can be made using the L-band system though not as 
comprehensively as throug~the use of four microwave frequencies. The fre-
quency bands to be covered are: 
First Flight Later Flights 
(1) Ku-band 20 gHz (1) L-band 1.2 gHz 
(2) L-band 1.2 gHz (2) X-band 10 gHz 
(3) Ku-band 20 gHz 
(4) Ka-band 35-40 gHz 
A-190 
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Each radiometer should be capable of receiving both horizontally and verti-
cally polarized radiatic,n from the lunar surface. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objectives 
A thorough mapping of the .lunar surface and subsurface in a near 
equatorial orbit (+15°) would be extremely interesting and useful. From review 
of the experiment objectives (see section 1.2) it can be seen that the experi-
ment objectives can be substantially met with both 1) low orbit inclination and 
2) the short stay times associated with a potential manned lunar flight. Higher 
inclination orbits and longer stay times would, of course, extend the measure-
ments to the entire lunar surface. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The microwave radiometer consists of a phase scanned array and a receiver 
at each frequency used. For this description, two frequencies are specified, 
one operating in the Ku-band, the other in the L-band frequency. (While it would 
be preferable to fly both frequencies, usable data can be obtained using only 
one frequency.) The Ku-band radiometer is based on application of the Nimus E 
Unit, while the L-band unit is based on application of a sensor now being developed 
for the NASA aircraft/remote sensor program. The radiometer will measure the 
lunar brightness temperature on the surface for the Ku-band unit and from a depth 
of 3 to 5 wavelengths for the L-band unit. Data will be of digital format, and 
images can be constructed from the data based on the temperature of a ground 
area equal to the instantaneous field-of-view of the sc~nned antenna. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The two frequency microwave experiment is quite feasible today since all 
equipment is currently available and has been operated on earth. The 20 gHz 
radiometer is being developed for Nimbus E, while the 1.2 gHz radiometer will be 
delivered to NASA/MSC in N.ovember 1968. This latter unit is built to spacecraft 
specifications, but will not be qualificatiori tested. Sensitivity of the current 
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instruments' is adequate to meet the~proposed experiment objectives. The in-
tegrated two-frequency antenna systems for subsequent flights would have to be 
developed, although currently single antenna phased arrays as large as 9 ft x 9 ft 
have been built and tested at 20 gHz. As far as the accuracy of the temperature 
measurement is concerned, a unique side lobe compensation system has been developed 
whereby it is possible to correct for the inherent error introduced by the side 
lobes of the phased array. Thus, the radiation temperature measured by the 
radiometer is given by: 
T = T e + Tside (1 - e) + Tkinetic (L - 1) r main 
beam lobes 
where: e 
-
efficiency 
L = losses in antenna feedlines 
Typically, this could result in many serious e.rrors, since the second and 
third term in the above equation could produce an error of as high as 30%, which, 
however, would also result in a higher temperature reading. By careful design 
of the phased array, it has been possible to correct for this error, By 
designing the phased array so that the envelope of the side lobe structure does 
not change with scan angle, a constant side lobe correction can be introduced 
to cancel out this error. Furthermore, in the design of the 20 gHz antenna, 
it is possible to maintain a side lobe level of -35 db in elevation and -2.5 db 
in aximuth, so that a minimum amount of correction will be required. Antenna 
losses as low as 1.3 db have been achieved, which can also be calibrated out to 
.achieve the overall accuracy of 10 K. 
Another important COI\5ideration is the maintenance of a very low antenna 
mismatch over the full band width and range of·scan angles of the'phased array. 
An antenna VSWR <: 1. 2 has been maintained over a full 500 mHz band at 19.35 gHz, 
with current work directed toward improvement of this to cover a bandwidth of 
800 mHz. .Phase scanning up to the limit of the array (+50°), dictated by the 
appearance of the first grating lobes, can be achieved with maintenance of a low 
A-192 
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VSWR < 1.06 over the same frequency range. 
A further refinement which would certainly enhance the use of this 
instrument in a lunar orbit package would be the employment of an "adaptive" 
phased array as a radiometer antenna. The "a.daptive" antenna feature would 
be a design which would allow the antenna beam width to be varied in conjunction 
with a variable scan control system. Such an arrangement would greatly 
facilitate the examination of practicularly interesting areas on the lunar 
surface and is currently being developed. It- should be ideally suited to a 2-3 
day C&SM mission and could be utilized for onboard screening of data from over-
lapping orbits by either an astronaut or ground control, examining "real time" 
information from the microwave imager. Use of the adaptive antenna concept is 
dependent upon availability of astronaut time. 
The usefulness and feasibility of the L-band radiometer-imager-channels 
needs to be examined further because the low-frequency operational limit of 
microwave radiometers is restricted by cosmic background radiation reflected 
from the lunar surface. Thus, while it is important to utilize the L-band 
region because of its extreme penetration depth potential, the accuracy Q,f the 
instrument may be limited by cosmic .noise. Ideally, the lowest possible frequency 
in the 1000 - 2000 mHz region should be chosen which will not be cosmic noise 
limited. A somewhat higher 'frequency would be preferable from antenna res.olution 
.. 
and size requirements even though the depth of penetration is not as great. 
In any case, there is little question that an imaging experiment is 
feasible and c€:'ctainly should yield immensely useful information about the lunar 
surface and subsurface. It is an ideal "prospecting tool" for astronauts since. 
it can identify what is beneath the lunar surface and can tell the astronauts 
where to explore "safely" without encountering unknown hazards. and faults. 
v.Thile optics and IR can tell the form and shape of the lunar surface, only 
lower frequencies such as microwave can look beneath it and identify sub-
surface layering and material structure. Since the microwave energy originates 
A-193 
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beneath the surface, a multl.-frequency radiometE~r will yield data at different 
"depths" consist-lng of three electrical parameters and three thermal para-
meters which will define the shallow subsurface of the moon. 
The early flight of systems of two-frequencies (20 gHz and 1. 2 gHz) 
would be made with two distinct radiometer/antenna units, one at each frequency. 
Use of the two distinct units is advantageous, since it allows substantial 
achievement of the experiment objectives with the flexibility of deleting a 
unit if payload weight or integration problems become critical. Later flights 
using three or four frequencies can be made with "shared" antennas. Thus, a 
1 
7 ft x 7 ft phased array at 20 gHz and a 3.5 ft x 3.5 ft phased array at 40 
gHz could be incorporated into a single antenna design yielding a spatial 
resolution of 1 0 at both frequencies. These sizes are currently considered 
as ilstate-of-the-art" designs, although not both integrated into a single 
erectable design. The L-band and X-band radiometer antennas could also be 
integrated into a single antenna design with equal beam widths from both 
antennas, but would operate at reduced resolution becauge of the above 
mentioned size restrictions imposed by the C&SM geometries. 
2.3 !!ardware Characteristics 
Antenna Electronics 
First Flight Dimensions Weight (lb) Dimensions Weight (lb) 
L-Band (1.2 gHz) l2'x12'x2.5" 35 8 ''x6 "x13" 10 
Ku-Band (20 gHz) 3'x3'x2.5" 35 8 "x6 "x13" 10 
The L-Band antenna can be folded or rolled for stowage. 
Antenna Electronics 
Subsequent Flight Dimensions Weight (lbl Dimensions Weight (lb) 
L-Band (1.2 gHz) 12'x12'x2.5" 50 8"x6 ''x13'' 15 
:f 
X-Band (10 gHz) 8 "x6 "xl3" 15 
;/'" Ku-Band (20 gHz) 3'x3'x2.S" 50 8 fiX 6 fiX 13 " 15 ..: '~~, 
\ 
Ka-Band (40 gHz) 8"x6''x13'' 15 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREl'{ENTS 
'3.1 Orhital Parameter Requiremen~s 
A-194 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The orbital altitude should be 100 km or less. 
3~1.2 Orbital Inclination 
Experiment objectives can be achieved at any inclination. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricit: 
A low eccentricity orbit (preferably circular) is required. 
3.2 larget Requirements 
3.2.1 Truth Site and/or Ground Stations 
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There are no specific truth sites. However, if possible, the 
lunar landing party should obtain surface and subsurface temperatures near 
the time at which the experiment overflies the site 
3.2.2 Experiment Targets 
There are no specific target requirementse 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requiremen~ 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
The microwave radiometer should be operated c0ntinuously if 
possible. However, due to the wide angle of scan (IV 900) complete coverage 
of the area overflown by t.he spacecraft can. be achieved by operation on 
every fourth orbit. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Operat~on Requirements 
Supporting data is required from other sensors to aid in data 
interpretation. In particular, photographs, infrared data, and radar 
imager data should be made ava~lable. 
-3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedure 
Typical Operational Procedure 
a) Turn on "standby" for 20 minutes 
b) Turn on scan 
c) Turn off after desired coverage 
d) Dump data and/or repeat a, b, c. 
A-195 
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3.4 Navigation L Control & Orbital Mane.uver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation ~equirements 
The requirement for accuracy in determining the location of the 
spot viewed at a specific time, with respect to known land mark is 10 n. mi~ 
three sigma. 
3.4.2 Ori~ntation & Stability Requirements 
The line-of-sight (LOS) orientation must be maintained to local 
vertical within ±5°, known to +1°. Orientation of +2° is desired. Allowable 
rates are 0.1 deg/sec. in pitch, roll, and yaw. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft t4aneuver Requirements 
No maneuvers are required. However, cold reference antenna must 
view space. 
3.5 Flight Operations Requirements 
3.5.1 MSFN & MCC·-H Operations Requirement~ 
The I"lSFN & t4f1C-H will be required to ~rovide (1) spacecraft 
position data and (2) record dumped data and transmit such data as required 
to MCC-H for display. 
3e5.2 Truth Site Operations Requirements 
To Be Determined. 
4.0 EXPERIHENT SUPPORT ~QUIRElv1EhTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting R~quirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Dep'loyr;"~nt Requirements 
The radiometer antennas required an unobstructed view ±45° cross 
track and +3 0 along the ground track. The antennas must be mounted to view 
along the local vertical. A horn antenna with a conical field of view of ±15° 
must be mounted ·to periodically or continuously view space for calibration 
purposes. The horn antenna is connected to the radiometer by ·wave guide and has 
a 2.5" diamete!' aperture. 
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4.1~2 Mounting Requirements 
The antennas shou1dbe mounted rigidly to the experiment carrier 
such that the instrument 7DS is aligned to other sensor LOS within 0.5°. 
'rhehorn antenna mould be mounted rigidly to the experiment carrier and 
oriented to deep space. 
Each antenna shou1dbe located such that the cables connecting them 
to the receiver shall not exceed 2 feet in length. 
4.2 Environment Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EM! Protection Requirements 
The Microwave Radiome"ter Experiment measures data at the fre-
quencies shown in section 1.2.1. During operation of this experiment, any 
system on board the spacecraft tnat may emit electromagnetic energy in this 
spectrum must either be shielded from the experiment or not be operating. 
In addition, it will be necessary to determine the susceptibility level of 
this experiment to external electromagnetic energy at freque~cies other 
than those of the radiometer and to protect the experiment from electro-
magnetic energy generated by other onboard equipment which exceeds the 
susceptibility levels established. Likewise, it will be required to esta-
blish electromagnetic energy levels emanating from the experiment for both 
conducted and radiated energy and to reduce these levels should they affect 
other onboard equipment. Some problem areas may be rece:;i.ver front-end 
rejection and power-supply voltage conversion. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and 5p~craft Contaminant Protedtion Requirements 
Contamination d~e to jet plume or other spacecraft products should 
have a negligible effect on radiometer data obtained. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
To be determinede 
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.c. Other Environment Protection Requirementr; 
rrhe relative humidity survival and operating limit.c.' are 100 per·cent. 
The su~sceptibili.ty of the instrument to 'nagnetic fields is critical, 
but the exact nature of this susceptibility is to be determined. 
4.3 'rest, Checkout, and Calibration Resuiremen~ 
To be determined. 
4.3.1 Preflight rtequirements 
a. Check computer with measurements. 
b. Monitor measurements, operate controls, and perform con-
fidence and malfunction tests as required. 
c. Chec~ the antenna scan currents. 
d. Display of experiment data is required during calibration. 
e. It is not necessary that this experiment be calibrated 
immedi~tely prior to launch. 
4.3.2 Inflight rtequirements 
a. Calibration, which requires switching between two known 
te'.lpera tures (cold space and hot lo~d) provided as 
part of the experiment (built-in black b~dy). Automatic 
calibration is performed once each 10 seconds. 
b. Monitor beam steering coil currents. 
c. MQnitor all measurements and perform confidence and mal-
function test as required. 
4.4 )ata Requirements 
4.4.1 3xperiment Scientific Data Requirements 
Or..e ti.:ne mu:!. tiplexed di~ i tal Chanl.lel (9 bits plus parity for 
,10 bit woris) is ~equire~ per unit. For the minimum integration time of 50 
milliseconds, the bit rate will be 200 bps. The experiment sho~ld operate 
continuously during experiment periods. 
A-198 " 
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4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
Experiment monitoring data is incorporated into the serial scientific 
data train. Five additional housekeeping channels are tequired per unit, 
analog (0 to 5 volts), samples/second, each measurement encoded to 8 bit 
format. Each unit must be supplied with 100 pps from spacecraft timing. 
4.4.3 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer-compatible tape with attitude and position histories 
is required. Photographs and data from other sensors is desired to aid in 
data interpretation. 
4.4.4 &cperiment 'Jata Reduction Requireme~ 
The PCM data must be decommutated and a computer-compatible 
tape generated containing only the data from this experiment. 
4~5 Display3.~d Control Requirements 
a. Off 
b. Standby 
c. Operate 
d. Mode 
(1) Scan 
(2) No Scan (BQ.ckup mode) 
e. Displays (two vol tage) . 
f. Lamp Indicator 
Operate 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
First Flight Units 
L-band 1.2 gHz 
Ka-band 20 gHz 
20 watts 
20 watts 
A-199 
l.t .6 Electrical Power Requirements Continued 
Subsequent ~light Units 
L-band 1.2 SHZ/" 
X-band 10 gHz 
Ku-band 
Ka-band 
20 gH, 
40 gH~ 
40 watts 
40 watts 
Note: Use of the Nimbus E radiometer (Ku band, 20~) requires 
-24.5 ± 0.5 v dc. Other units are nominally 28 volt dc. 
4.7 ThE~rmal Control Reguirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
4.7.2 
4.7.3 
a. Electronics, °C: -10 to + 60 
b. Antenna, °C: -65 to + 85 
Survival Temperature Limits 
a. Electronics, °C: -65 
b. Antenna, °C: -65 
Heat Production 
First Flight 
a. ~lectronics, Btu/hr: 
L-band (1.2 gHz) 
Ku-band (20 gHz) 
b. Antenna, Btu/hr: 
L-band (1.2 gHz) 
Ku-band (20 gHz) 
to +85 
to 85 
6.8 
6.8 
15 
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4.8 GS~ and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GS!:: Requirements 
Item Nomenclature Quantity Use Site Notes 
1 Experiment Shipping 2 E, ,-. K v, 
Container 
2 Experiment Test Set 2 .l!.:, C 
3 Experiment Simulator 1 C 
4 Handling Cart Co C 
5 Black Body (Ice) 4 E, C, K, M Ice-water bath 
6 Black Body (Cryo) 2 E, C 
7 Cryogenic Handling 2 E, C For cold 
L:;quipment reference 
8 Antenna Hat 4 E, C, K, M 
9 Antenna Cover 4 E, C, K, M Protective cover 
for flight and 
backup units 
Key: 
Co = Common to other experiments 
C = Integrating Contractor 
E = Experiment Manufacturing ?lant 
K = Kennedy Space Center 
M = Manned Spacecraft Center (fo'r support of qualification unit) 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
This experiment mustb~ located in a building which presents some' 
control over the environment (dust, moisture, and temperature) and, when 
moved from one location to another, it ~ust be placed in a shipping container 
for protection. 
A normal bench test area is required to perform functional check-
out of checkout of this experiment (floor space approximately 10' x 25')e 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Backgrou~~ 
The harmonic components of the moon's gravitational-field have been 
determined from the anAlysis of the orbits of five lunar orbiters and the AIMP 
flighte Additional data from both high and low altitude orbits are required to 
better define the gravitational field, allowing more accurate determination of 
the gross geophysical properties of the moon, relation between small scale density 
anomolies and the lunar surface features, e~d more accurately predict satellits 
orbits. Range and range-rate (doppler) transponders offer a proven technique for 
obtaining the orbi;'t;ai, data. With' develc'pment, several alternate techniques could 
, r 
be realized which wc,uld give increased accuracy. 
1.2 Object~ves 
a. Accurately track the orbits of several non-maneuvering subsatellites 
injected into a high lunar orbit. The orbits of th.i.s satellite can 
be used to: 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
Accurately determine the shape of the lunar gravitational equi-' 
potential using s~~ficiently high'altitudes to .see only the gross 
anomol.ies. ,.; 
Determine the ma.ss, principal axis, and. momen,ts and products of 
inertia of the moon~ This would aid in answering such questions 
as how does the moon's density vary toward the-center and what 
is the degree of north-south asymmetry. 
Improve the theory of lunar ephemeris • 
Improve orbit prediction fo.r tracking and navigation. 
b. Lower altitude subsat-ellite tracking can be used to obtain orbital 
information where fine structure in the gravitational field is 
, 
significant. This data, inferred from local accelerations'of'the 
spacecraft, can be used to: 
A .. 203--
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• Predict the gravitation potential more accurately at lower 
altitudes than from a kno'"rledge of the higher altitude potential 
alone. 
• Relate gravitational anomolies to surface and subsurface features. 
• Obtain informa~ion on lunar features that aid in understanding 
the history and internal processes of the moon. 
c. Orbit determination. for the C&S1and other dubsatellites is needed 
for relating satellite positio~ to the surface data ~ensed. 
The primary difference between these objectives and those noted at the 
Santa Cruz Conference is in the use of the higher altitude trajectories required 
to minimize the effects of small scale anomolies. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
• Concepts - The gross field variations needed for the determination 
of global effects can be obtained from the observation of high altitude satellite 
orbits. Four or five satellites can be orbited at various inclinations at an 
altitude sufficiently high to show only these gross effects. No maneuvering or 
attitude control should be employed which would perturb the orbit from that pro-
duced by the gravitational field. The orbits could be tracked from the DSN or 
the MSFN using range and range-rate transponders. Laser tracking using a ground 
t 
based laser telescope ranging on satellite borne retrore!lector arrays could'be 
used to obtain a more accurate measurement of the satellite range, if required. 
An ancillary device such as a radio beacon is required to assure laser acquisition 
of the appropriate satellite. 
Physical features of the moon can also be obtained from lunar libra-
tion theory. Libration measurements would not be made from an orbiting vehicle 
but by ranging from earth to a net of 3 or more laser retroflectors or by doppler 
measurement to transponders on the lunar surface. 
The uSe of lasers for'~unar satellite tracking would probably not be 
considered without several years of experience with tile simpler technique of laser 
A-204~ 
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ranging to the surface. The 16" and 20" laser telescopes currently used for earth 
orbit determination have insufficient power, beam resolution, and collecting area 
for lunar missions. At least three tracking stations "lith 60" optics would have 
to be constructed. 
The fine structure in the gravitational field is only observable 
at lower altitudes. In fact, for many small scale geophysical features only sur-
face gravity measurements can be expected to yield the required data since the 
very fine structure does not extend to orbital altitudes. Since only .a very 
limited coverage can be expected on the surface, satellites in several low al-
titude, high inclination orbits offer the only way of obtaining synoptic c~~erage 
with some sacrifice of the fine structure • 
• Resolution Requirements - The spacial resolution requirements for 
relating gravitational potential to the larger surface and subsurface features are 
in the range of several hundred kilometers or less. 
The complete gravitational description, including harmonic terms 
of 40-S0th degree, is fortuitously not required for many inferences since satellit.~ 
accelerations over limited portions of a single orbit can be used to sense mass 
anomolies that can be related to surface and subsurface features. This relation 
has been demonstrated by orbit perturbations over the large ringed maria indicating 
the presence of high density mate;:ial. A different approach to lunar potential 
modeling is needed to handle this high harmonic content data. One promising technique 
currently under investigation at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory estimates a set of 
point masses distributed near the lunar surface from the trajectory of a single 
orbit. 
The lower altitude satellites used for obtaining this high harmonic 
content data W0111d also be tracked using range and range-rate transponders or laser 
retroflectors. As a second generation tracking technique, the accuracy of orbit 
determination would be significantly increased if tracking from the lunar surface 
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could be accomplishe~ A sysmm of this type might utilize a surface based transponder for 
obtaining doppler data at the satellite with the data return vin the satellite tele-
metry. Alternatively, the transponder on the satellite could be interrogated by a 
lunar based station. The former t~chnique has the advantage of allowing data 
storage on the back side of the moon for retransmission on the visible side. This 
backside data would be very useful in accurate orbit determination. 
Altimetry offers a possible technique for obtaining additional data 
for orbit determination that has utility when the surface is known. In the case 
of the earth, the ocean surface can be used for this reference. Until the lunar 
surface elevation is better defined this technique will be of questionable utility. 
The gravity gradiometer, in principle, could be used to measure 
the gradient directly in a low orbit, directly leading to a 5i-avitational potential 
description without the intermediary of orbit determination. The fine structure 
could then be obtained without the analytic complications inherent in the analysis 
of the irregular low altitude orbits. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the best 
laboratory model is over an order of magnitude less than is required. 
The desired accuracies and resolution requirements obviously differ 
widely from a few hundred kilometers for local features as previously noted, to the 
low order harmonics covering thousands of kilometers for the gross geophysical 
features. The knowledge of the earth gravitational field is being determined to 
the 12th harmonic after the analysis of a great number of satellite orbits. This 
detail or better in the lunar gravitational potential may be set as a long term 
goal for gross f.eatures. From current data it 1.s seen that coefficients of at 
least the 11th degree and order are required. For correlation with surface features 
much higher harmonic content may be required, approaching the 40th degree and. .order. 
1. 2. 2 Mission Constra17nts 
The optimum mission for determining the gravitational field involves the 
use of subsate11ites and does not necessarily require time phasing with any lunar 
surface experiments, at least in the early phases. For the determination of gross 
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geophysical parameters, four or five unperturbed satellites would be placed in an orbit 
with an eccentricity of 0.2-0.3 and perigee of 600 Km. Typical inclinations of 30°, 
50°, 70°, 85° would be employed with the exact inclination not critical. These 
satellites would be equipped with range and range-rate transponders or pOR6ibly 
laser retroreflectors and continuous beacons operating at different f~equenci~s. 
The mission life should be at least a month and preferably a year. 
Two low-altitude orbits are needed for study of the fine struct:lre of the 
gravitational field. One satellite would be placed in a 50 Km orbit and a secon.d 
in a 100 Km orbit, both at an inclination of approximately 85°. 
The C&SM will have a range and range-rate transponder as: part of the urdfied 
S-band equipment. The C&SM orbit determined from this data will have very limited 
utility in determining the gravitational potential due to the limited mission 
duration, small inclination, low-altitude and the orbit perturbations produced 
by maneuvering. But, the accurate location of the C&SM orbit has significan,t utility 
in reduction of the data from the hard mounted .experiments. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The required fl).ncticl1S of t.he range and range-rate transponder will include 
the capability to: 
a) Receive the RF signal transmitted to the spacecraft from the earth 
based tracking network, 
b) Coherently translate the frequency of the received RF signal. by a 
fixed ratio, 
c) Demodulate the received RF signal and send a composite command signal 
to the transponder mode switching circuitry, 
d) Demodulate the ranging signal transmitted to the spacecraft, 
e) Modulate the transmitted signal with a composite telemetry signal, 
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f) Modulate the transmitted signal with the ranging signal, 
g) Transmit a modulated RF signal that is phase coherent with the 
receiver. 
The ranging and range-rate system equipment described in the following sections will 
be essentially the equipment employed on the Lunar Orbiter series. This equip-
ment is state-of-the-art in performance and packaging. Its design for threshold band~ 
wieth and power output is consistent with lunar distances. It is of proven performance 
and is compatible with existing ground station tracking facilities. 
The tracking ~~1 ranging t~.hniques that will be used are identical to 
those now in use on Apollo (USBE). 
The tracking method employed is the two-way or double-doppler method. 
In this technique, a S',table carrier of known frequency is transmitted to the 
satellite vehicle wher·e it is received by the phase-locked receiver, multiplied 
by a known ratio, a.nd then retransmitted to the MSFN for comparison. When the 
receiver is locked to an input carrier, the phase and frequency of the unmodulat(d 
transmitted carrier will be 240/221 times the frequency of the received unmodulated 
carrier. 
In the turn-around ranging mode, the MSFN phase~nodulates the transmitted 
carrier with a pseudo-random-noise (PRN)) binary ranging code. The code is detected 
by the satellite receiver and used to phase modulate the carrier transmitted to 
the MSFN. The MSFN receives the carrier and measures the amount of time delay be-
tween transmission of the code and reception of the same code, thereby obtaining an 
accurate measurement of range. Once established, this range can be continually 
updated by the double-doppler measurements o 
The telemetry and command functions are minimal for special purpose 
subsatellite applications since it is only necessary to control and monitor the 
electrical power source and transponder itself. 
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The tran,sponder is designed to provide the functions of, a command 
receiver, a phase-coherent ranging transponder, and a telemetry transmitter. 
It com:dsts of a double-conversion, phase-coherent receiver and a C-W transmi.tter, 
int(>grally rt'lated to the received frequency in both frequency and pha[:;c. All 
rnodult~t; of the trans!:ionder will be of solid state design. 
" 
The transponder will operute in either a one-way tracking or two-way 
tracking mode. When the receiver is not locked to an input carrier, the trans-
mitter will be excited from an internal auxiliary oscillator (one-way tracking). 
When the receiver is locked to an input carrier, the radio transmitter will be 
excited from the receiver veo (two-way tracking). The transponder will auto-
matically switch from one-way to two-way when the receiver locks to an input 
carrier, and from two-way to one-way tracking when the receiver loses lock. 
The transponder will operate in either a turnaround ranging "on" or 
a turnaround "off" mode. In the turnaround "on" ranging mode a wideband channel 
will be provided ~hich will receive and demodulate the ranging modulation, 
modulate the spacecraft transmitter with the ranging modulation and transmit 
to the tracking station. In the ranging "off" mode, this wideband channel is 
disabled. Activation of the ranging channel will be accomplished via ground 
initiated command. 
Provision is also included for control of power to the transmitter 
circuitry. Activation of the circuitry will be accomplished via ground 
initiated command. This function is essenti~lly a standby mode, and the re-
ceiver s~ction remains active.. The· average power drain in the"RF-Off" condition 
is approximately 5.5 watts less than during n.ormal operation. 
The transponder will accept external modulation with the following 
characteristics: 
Coupling: dc 
Level: 2 Rad/volt 
Input Impedance JOO ohms, source impedance 50 ohms 
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Use of this external modulation input may require addition of a 'IWTA if the band-
width is significant. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Lunar gravitational harmonic coefficients have already been tabulated 
from the orbits of the five lunar orbiters to 4th degree tesserals and 8th degree 
zonals. (1) But, a more complete set of orbits is required to reduce correlation 
between pairs of harmonics if the accuracy of the coefficients is to be increased. 
Lunar orbits predicted using two tracking stations have as much as 2-3 
Km error with respect to the reference coordinate system. The irregularities of 
the moon's gravitational field has been concluf1>ively established as the primary 
reason for these prediction errors. In l,mol altitude orbits gravity irregularities 
of 11th degree and higher contribute measurably to spacecraft accelerations. The 
resulting doppler residuals of 1-10 Hz were determined from tracking Lunar Orbiters 
compared to 0.005 Hz on translunar trajectories. (2) The utility of higher altitude 
orbit determination is therefore apparent. The data reduction capabili.ties for 
reducing the high harmonic content of the low orbit data requires extremely 
expensive computations. 
The transponders and ,t ... J;ack1ng stations utilized for these Lunar 
." 
Orbiter measurements are sufficiently accurate for the near term missions. The 
continuous doppler data has a 1 rom/second accuracy using a 1 minute sampling time 
and the one-way range data has a +15 Meter accuracy. The doppler signal is 2-3 
orders of magnitude above the noise level using DSN tracking of the signal from 
an omni-directional antenna on the satellite. 
(1) 
(2) 
Lore11, J., Sjogren, W. L., "Lunar Gravity Preliminary Estimates for Lunar 
Orbiter", Science, Vol. 159,- 9 F8bruary 1968. 
Lore11, J., Sjogren, W. L., Lunar Orbiter Data Ana1y'se.s, JPL Technical Report 
32-1220, November 15, 1967. 
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The prj.mary' performance characteristics of the RF Transponder are 
as follows: 
* 
Transmitter Power 
Transmitter Modulation 
Multiplication Ratio (xmit/rec.) 
Deviation Capability 
Deviation Sensitivity 
Deviation Linearity 
Tracking Range 
Predetection Bandwidth 
Threshold Noise Bandwidth 
Strong Signal Noise Bandwidth 
Maximum Noise Figure 
Carrier Sensitivity 
Phase Multiplication Ratio 
Loop Filter (T1) 
Loop Filter (T2) 
AGe Time Constant 
Frequency 
Frequency 
VCO Crystal Frequency 
0.4 watts min. 
PM: de to 1.8 Mc 
240/221 
+4 Radian 
2 Radian/V 
2.5%/4 Radian 
+64Kc 
4.5Kc 
100 cps 
540 cps 
12 db 
-70 to -142 dbm 
110.5 
24.2 sec 
0.015 sec 
4.8 sec 
2ll6.3Mc 
2298.3MC 
19.152Mc 
* Nominal operating frequencies shown are those specified for Lunar Orbiter 
application. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Weight/Dimensions: 
Volume: 
Transponder 
Antenna system 
Transponder 
Antenna system 
12 Ib 
2 Ib 
14 1b total 
336 in3 
64 in3 
400 in3 total 
12" x 10" x .3" 
(TBD) 
9 
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3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
10 
For the determination of gross geophysical pcirameters, four or five 
unperturbed satellites would be placed in orbit with apogee's of 600 km. The study 
of the fin.e structure of the gravitational field will require two low altitude 
orbits; Qne at 50 km dnd one at 100 km. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
For the gross measurements, typical orbital inclinations of 300 , 500 , 
700 and 85 0 would be employed, with the exact inclinations not critical. For the 
two low-altitude orbits, orbital inclinations of approximately 850 would be used. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
For the gross measurements, orbital eccentricities of 0.2-0.3 are 
required. For the low-altitude satellite measurements, an eccentricity between 
zero and 0.2 is required. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
There are no target requirements. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements. 
3.3.1 ExperitnttQ:t Operating Requirements 
The experiment will operate continuously, however, useful data can 
only be received on the lunar near 6id~. The satellite vehicle orbit must not be 
perturbed by on~boa.rd systems. 
3.3.2 Suppor.ting Experiment Requirements 
No direct support is requi.red from any other experiment, however, post-
flight correlation with photographic data is required. The quality of the Lunar 
Orbiter maps would be adequate. 
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3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures 
The experiment will require deploynlent on a series of subsatellites as 
previously described. Following orbital injec tion" experiment power will be applied. 
Control of the experiment operation modes will be made by ground command. 
3.4 Navigation, Control & Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements - None 
3.4 .• 2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
The transponder omni-directiona1 antenna must be llDcated on the satellite 
vehicle so that continuous coverage of the earth will be maintained during lunar near 
side orbital periods. 
3.4.3 Spa~raft Maneuver Requirements - None. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
There will be no astronaut· participation,~:associated with the operation 
of this experiment. An astronaut will be required to initiate ejection of the 
subsate1lite from s~ctor I of the SM and to monitor its deployment. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN & MCCH Operation Requirements 
MSnl & MCCII will monitor and control operations up to subsate1lite de-
p1oyment. The DSIF and/or MSFN will monitor and control subsequent subsate11ite 
ope·rations. Coverage of the subsatel1ite is required at all times when visible 
from the earth. A total mission duration of 1 year is preferred with one month 
as a minimum. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operati.on Requirements - None. 
4.0 EXP.ERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location & Mounting Requireme~ 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements - None 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
Not critL~a1, however, location of omni-antenna must permit continuous 
coverage of earth on near side. 
12 
4.2 Environmental Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirement~ 
The Lunar Orbiter transponder has been subjected to qualification 
testing which included EMI measurements in accordance with MIL-i-6l8lD. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume & Spacecraft Contamination Protection - None. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements - None. 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements - None. 
4.3 Test t Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
4.3.1 Preflight Reguirement~ 
Verification of radio system response to all command functions. 
Ranging channel and veo channel verification. 
Transmitter power and frequency check. 
Calibration of telemetry channels. 
4.3.2 Inflight Requirements - None c 
4.3.3. Postflight Requirements - None. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
Rate (doppler) and ranging data is recorded real-time by earth based 
tracking stations. No data is obtained on the far side of the moon. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requir~ents 
The transponder func ti ons as a PM-CW telemetry transmitter, and thus 
all experiment housekeeping and internal reference. data is internally sampled, signal 
conditioned, and tranSt:1ritted real time to the earth based tracking station along 
with the rate and ranging data. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements - None. 
4.4 .. 4 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer compatible tape containing satellite ephemeris data. 
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4.4.5 Experiment Data Reducti~n Requirements,' 
A computer compatible tape containing time correlated rate and ranging 
data, experiment housekeeping data and satellite ephemeris data will be required. 
4.5 Display & Control R~quirements 
Display - no requirement 
Controls - there are t~yO control commands that must be supplied by 
the spacec:;raft 
RF ON-OFF 
• Ranging ON-OFF 
These cont:rol func ti ons will be initiated by ground command. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
Average Power: 17 watts max. 
Input voltage: 21.4 to 32.1 VDC 
4.7 Thermal Control Reguirements 
4.7.1 Opera-tional Temperature Limit 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
-65 to +1250 C 
4.7.3 Heat Pr~uction 
Approximately l6~5 watts maximum dissipated by the transponder. 
4.8 GSE ana Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 ~SE Requirements 
Test Set 
Test Cable 
Shipping Container 
Handling Device (common) 
Capital Test Equipment (common) 
I 
" 
" 
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4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
A bulding with controlled environment is required for storage. A 
test area of 10' x 20' minimum with test benches and 115 VAC, 60 CPS power is 
required. The instrument shipping container will be used during all period of 
transportation and stowage. 
!+. 8. 3 Astronaut Training Equipment & Facility Requireme~ - None. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
Bistatic radar off~rs a technique by which an electromagnetically 
translucent intervening media or a reflecting surface can be investigated 
using a spacially separated transmitter and receiver. In the case of an 
earth-satellite U.nk, the term "up-link" is used for a ground based 
tr.ansmitter with a satellite-borne receiver and "down-link" for the con-
verse orientation. The up-link mode was used to investigate the electron 
density of the lunar ionosphere by measuring the refractio:l of 423.3 and 
49.8 MHz signals as the receiver on the Pioneer VII spacecraft was 
occulted by the moon. In the down-link mode, the lunar near surface 
reflection of the Explorer 35 telemetry was measured. This data was 
used to accurately estimate the effective conductivity and dielectric 
constant of th~ near surface material and infer the depth variations and 
packing fraction"of the debris layer. Although there were several 
bistatic experiments prior to the Explorer 35 flight, these latest 
measurements represent the first systematic application of this techni-
que to the study of the lunar surface. Additional data is needed at 
both lc)wer and higher frequencies, over a greater area coverage, with a 
wider bandwidth for handling larger doppler shifts al1.d with a higher 
signal to noise ratio. This larger SIN will allow measurement of the 
doppler return at lower levels to better determine roughness and sm.all 
variations produced by subsurface reflections. 
1.2 Objecti~ 
The principal objectives of the bistatic-radar study of the 
7 9 lunar surface in the 10 - 10 Hz range are to: 
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1.2 (conttd) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Determine the electrical parameters of the lunar subsurface 
to depths of 10 meters and possibly approaching 100 meters. 
Determine any layering within this depth with emphasis on 
mapping the thickness of the debris layer. 
Locate and map the extent of pore moisture or permafrost if 
it exists near the surface. 
Estimate the roughness of near surface objects and voids in 
the order of 0.5 m - 100 m. 
Study the electron density and distribution of the lunar 
ionosphere by occultation techniq~es. 
The simplicity and light weight of the. equipment for an up--1ink 
bistatic-radar experiment places it in contention for an early lunar 
mission. The data acqu.ired would be of significant utility in develop-
i.t~g a.h opt:tmum set of experiments for later flights requiring more complex 
~g~l:1..pment. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
There a:.re numerous measurement concepts that offer possibility 
of answering the goals in part. Earth based monostatic radar supplied 
early estimates of lunar surface conductivity and dielectric constant· 
2 
and revealed significant variations over the lunar surface. The specular 
portion of the radar re~urn is along the l;i.ne of incidence, therefore,strong1y 
restricting the portion of the lunar surface that can be sensed from a quasi-
specular glint. The return from the remaining illuminated surface is 
1.2.1 (Cont'd) 
predominately diffuse scattering. The bistatic radar overcomes this 
problem by the moving satellite pos:f.tion. With appropriate satellite 
trajectories, the half of the lunar surface visible from earth can be 
mapped with the quasi-specular return. The specular glint, when viewed 
from a low altitude. orbit, will be much narrower for the bistatic mode 
and the strength higher due to the shorter return path. The bistatlc-
radar requires telemetry link to return the data to earth in the up-
link mode or alternatively, an orbiting source is needed in the down-
link mode. It should be noted that all previous experiments in the 
down-link mode used on-board-telemetry signals therefore adding no 
additional equipment, but, with the penalty of low signal to noise 
ratios and limited bandwith fixed by the carrier to sideband spacing. 
Doppler shift produced by reflection from objects in the 
0.5-10 wavelength range produces a spectrurn that is the autocorrelation 
of the surface roughness. Measurement of polarization also gives 
information on the roughness with dimensions less than a wavelength. 
Simultaneous measurement of both doppler spreading and polarization 
aids in the study of surface and near surface structure. Furthermore, 
if a directional receivi~g array is used in the up-link mode, the syn-
thetic aperature techniques look promising in realizing an imaging 
technique with bistatic radar. Both sides of the resolution cell would 
be generated using doppler information. Such advanced techniques are 
not visualized for early missions but offer a future growth possibility. 
The side looking array radar offers the greatest promise of 
obtaining high resolution images of the lunar near surface. A device 
:3 
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1.2.1 (Cont'd) 
of this type, operating at 1.2 GHz in the unfocused mode, can give an 
80 m resolution from an 80 Km orbit. Such a device would require a 
3 x 3.5 m antenna and weigh only 100 to 120 pounds. The images from such 
a device offer promise of revealing subsurface structure to depths 
approaching 10 m with lateral resolution orders of magnitude better than 
other feasible electromagnetic sensors. Such data would be of significant 
utility when coupled with lower frequency bistatic radar returns. 
As noted in the introduction,the bistatic radar can also be used 
to probe the lunar ionosphere. This technique has been used to measure 
the total integrated electron density of planetary atmospheres by moni-
toring the relative phase of the phase modulation on two widely separated 
carriers as the receiver is ,occul~ed by the planet. Although earlier 
...... --
measurements of the lunar ionosphere were made by observing the refraction 
of the Crab Nebula and 3C273 radio sources, the Pioneer VII occultation 
provided the opportunity to utilize the more accurate two frequency 
techniques. Data from the single pass available on this flight has 
shown the probable existance of a lunar ionosphere on the illuminated 
side and possibly none on the dark side. 
Where the ionosp~eE~_ extends to orbital altitudes in-situ 
measurement can be made. These measurement techniques only give data 
at the satellite altitude and therefore produce much less synoptic 
information than a remote profiling technique and will not be consi-
~ dered here a~ an alternative to occultation experiments. 
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1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishfl!.E;,nt of Experimental 
Objectives, 
The optimum mission for bistatic radar measurements would b~ a 
near polar orbit at an altitude of 80 Km or less. The up-link mode would 
be employed using a high power, earth based transmitter and high gain 
antenna operating on several widely separated frequencies, typically 
3 x 107 , 108 , 3 x 108 , and 3 x 109 Hz. A primary reason for the multiple 
frequency coverage is to better define the debris layer depth. A fre-
quency of 3 x 109 Hz or higher would be used to obtain a surface refer-
ence. A coherent phase-locked loop receiver system on the spacecraft 
would use receiving antennas capable of measuring both the polarized and 
cross polarized components of the reflected signal. Thas~ dipoles should 
be oriented to measure both the specularly reflected incident polarization 
and the crossed polarized reflected component. Furthermore, if the 
dielectric constant is to be determined from a measurement of the Brewster 
angle, the incident electric field must be in the plane formed by the 
incident and reflected waves. Therefore, in a near equatorial orbit, 
the orientation of an antenna receiving the specular reflection would 
be in the direction of the velocity vector when the earth-spacecr.::-tft-moon 
,are aligned and tilt sway from the velocity vector at later times. It 
is desirable to reorient the antenna to be in the direction of the field, 
but if necessary a 50 - 10° misalignment 1 .. s probably acceptable. The 
cross polarized component is best sampled in a direction perpendicular 
'" 
to plane of incidence. This orientation is ameanable to C&SM deployment 
8incethe crosse,d polarized antenna remains horizontal with respect to 
the lunar surface for a near equatorial orbit. Such a configuration 
would give a high signal .... to-noise rati.o c.overage of the visible side of 
the moon with a wide range of penetrations. 
. ,"" 
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1.2.2 (Gont t d) 
The restriction of a ~15° orbit and a 3-day mission would still 
produce much significant information, particularly when interpreted with 
the data obtained with concurrent sensor measurements or those made on 
other missions over the same area. For the subsurface reflection experi-
ments there are no light angle restraints or significant restraints on 
time phasing provided that the location of the ancillary experiments are 
known. For the electron density experiments, time phasing surface electric 
field or plasma probe experiments may be useful. The density measurements 
should be made in both the illuminated and shaded sides with particular 
interest at the terminator. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The Bistatic Radar experiment consists of a two frequency (49.8 MHz and 
423.3 MHz) receiver and two dipole antennas, both of cruciform shape. Signals 
at each frequency will be transmitted from earth, using 250-350 kw of power. 
The signals will be reflected from the lunar surface and received onboard 
the spacecraft. Both thle polarized and cross-polarized components will be 
received. Data will be of digital form and will be transmitted back to earth 
using the spacecraft data transmission system. 
The use of bistatic radar allows a very lightweight, low power experi-
ment. The experiment should be readily available, since it is an adaption 
of the 1967 Mariner to Venus unit. 
2.2 Expertment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The down-link mode will not be considered in detail here. This 
technique would employ a telemetry, cw doppler-radar, or a communications 
transmitter signal source placed on the satellite for other applications. 
One particularly promising application of the down-l~nk mode is the use 
of the S-band telemetry for obtaining surface reference data. 
,i 
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2.2 (Cont'd) 
The dual frequency receiver system for the Mariner 1967 Venus probe 
could be employed with mino. modification giving a 49.8 and 423.3 MHz up mode 
capability using the operational ground station currently tracking Pioneer 
VII. These modif::lcations would include alternate sampling of the signal 
from each of the two orthogonal dipoles at each frequency instead of single 
antennas. The data rate would also be increased from 33-1/3 bits/sec. to 
103 - 104 bits/sec. dependent on the telemetry link capability. The receiver 
performance based on the Mariner 1967 design is: 
Receiver noise temperature 
Receiver noise figure 
Assumed antenna noise temperature 
System noise temperature 
Design level of total received 
power (Half power in first order 
sidebands, one cycle skip in 
10 hrs. For one cycle skip in 
10 min., subtract;::; 3 dB.) 
Loop noise bandwidth at design level 
Signal range for meaningful 
amplitude measurement 
Signal-amplitude-readout time 
VCO control-voltage readout 
time constant 
Modulation-filter loop-noise 
bandwidth at receiver design level 
Modulation phase readout time 
constant 
Primary power 
Turn on current surge-··'above 
steady state 
Current increase resulting from 
short of any combination of 
instrument voltages 
49.8 MHz 
3 dB 
-136 dbm 
20 Hz 
max ·-104 dbm 
min -137 dbm 
35 Hz 
<10% 
<50% 
423.3 MHz 
6 dB 
-139 dbm 
41 Hz· 
-110 dbm 
-144 dbm 
1.4 seconds 
1.3 seconds 
55 Hz 
14 seconds 
2 watts 
2.2 (Cont'd) 
The antennas would be tuned at each frequency; therefore, a 3 x 3 
m and 0.35 x 0.35 m crossed configurations would be employed. 
The ground station would use the 150 ft. Stanford University dish 
with a 250-350 kw transmitted power. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Receiver 
Antennas 
Weight 
511 
Dimensions 
6" x 7" x 8.3" 
8 
49.8 MHz 
423.3 MHz 
1011= 
51J: 
3 meters x 3 meters 
0.35 meter x 0.35 meter 
The antennas are cruciform in shape. 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The optimum orbit altitude would be 80 km or less. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
A near polar orbit is preferred. However, the lower 15° inclination 
orbit is acceptable since the objectives of section 1.2.1 above can be 
substantially achieved. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
A low eccentricity orbit (preferably circular) is required. 
3.2 TargetRequirements 
There are no specific target requirements. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
The experi.ment will be operated only when the spacecraft is over 
the lunar surface facing earth. The experiment should operate continuously 
during this. period. 
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3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements 
No supporting experiments are required. However, images from 
a side-looking radar and data from an electromagnetic sounder would be 
useful as aids in data interpretation and would extend the range of pene-
tration of the lunar surface. 
Spacecraft ephemeris, in terms of position, attitude, and time 
is required. Lacking other images, Lltnar Orbiter photographs shall be 
made available for those areas of the moon overflown by the spacecraft. 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures 
The experiment must be turned on when the spacecraft is over 
the lunar surface facing earth and in sight of the transmitting antenna 
on earth. During passage over the "far side" of the moon, the experiment 
can be switched off, since no data will be collected. During operation of 
the experiment, signals must 'be transmitted from earth. For the experiment 
described herein, the signals must be near 50 and 425 MHz. 
3.4 Navigation, Control, and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
No special navigation is required, since no specific targets are 
required. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
It is desirable to orient the antenna element receivi,ng the polarized 
reflection in the plane formed by the direction of propogation of the 
incident and reflected waves and perpendiCUlar to, the direction of propogation 
of the reflected wave. '(Note that for specular reflection, the angle of 
c;::o~~ End View - Cross Polarized 
Polarized Antenna ~ Antenna 
EARTH 
Antenna Orientation for Near Equatorial Orbit 
, 
" 
3.4.2 (Cont'd) 
incidence and reflection are equal.) The antenna receiving the cross-
polarized component is perpendicular t.o the plane of incidence (and to 
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the polarized antenna). The desired orientation of the antenna is deter-
mined from the location of the earth, moon, and satellite. The orientation 
requirements for useful data are estimated to be within 100 of the dasired 
orientation indicated, pending more detailed study. 
For the near equatorial C&SM orbits depicted in the diagram, this 
criteria is met over much of the visible surface by an antenna located along 
the velocity vector for polarized measurements and a perpendicular horizontal 
element for the crossed polarized component. If measurements were to be made 
approa~hJ.ng the limb, a continuous pitch maneuver of near 900 is required 
to orient the polarized antenna, while the cross-polarized antenna remains 
horizontal. For non-equatorial orbits, pitch, roll, and yaw maneuvers are 
required to orient the antenn~ since neither element remains horizontal or 
in the nadir-velocity vector plane. The required antenna orientation for a 
given orbit can be determined by extenrling the analytic procedure used to 
determine the position of the speculax glint as a function of orbit position. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
See Sections 3.4.2 and 4.1.2. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirement~ 
3.5.1 Prefligh~ 
To be determined. 
3.5.2 Inflight:, 
Astronaut participation is not re.quired, since the experiment 
can be controlled by ground command. In lieu of ground comm&na, aatronaut 
participation would involve switching the receiver on and off. 
L 
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3.5.3 Postflight 
No requirement identified at this time. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSb~ and MGGa Operation Requirement~ 
MSFN and MCCH wi,ll be required to provide spacecraft position 
data and to record the eJ~periment telemetry data. Coordination is required 
so tlJat the bistatic radar signals are transmitted from earth during 
rHJriods of experiment operation. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation .Requirements 
NOIl.e required. 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Locatipn ant!.Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and./or Dep1o)1IIlent.: Requirements 
An unobstructed fie1d-of-view is required for the antennas~ along 
the local vertical from spacecraft to the lu.nar surfaces. There should 
be no structure 'i¥ithin a +15 0 angle from these ant.ennas. The seriousness 
of the interference produced by reflections from conductin~ structures Dut-
Bide of thig lim-lting fie.ld-of-view ca.nnot be categorically dete:t"mined at 
this time~ In nlany cases~ the degree of interference must be determined by 
detai.led analysis 01' antem~a r.ange measureme.nts. 
4.1.2 ~ounti'q:'~; Re~Ltirements 
For the low inclination orbits that are amenable to the C&SM 
missions, muc11 useful data can be obtained using two sets of hardmo·unted 
crossed dipole antennas. These antenna would have the polarized elements 
directed along the velocity vector and the crossed polarized dipoles would be 
~ 
r! ,/ 
i! 
" 
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4.1.2 (Cont'd) 
horiz,..,utal and perpendicular to the velocity vector. Note, the maneuvering 
to obtain a ~lor.i.zonta1 attitude is assumed a requirement for other onboard 
experiments. If measurements near the limbs were to be made, either the 
C&SM would have tc be pitched off the horizontal for the hardmounted con-
figuration or a. gimballed moun~.L.ng is required. For early mission dep1oy-
ment on the C&SM, these orientation techniques are not envisioned. But, 
optimum orientation should be considered for later C&SM missions and particularly 
for subsatell1.te miss1,ons with high inclination. 
4.2 El1vi:.£2:1!.T1ental Protection Require~ents 
4.2.1 ~~_Pr~~ion. Requiremen~ 
To be determined. 
4.2.2 I~t Plume a~d ~acecraft Contamination Protection 
COn.tsl1tination of the experiment by spacecraft products should have 
a negligiGle effect on the data obtained. Therefore, no contamination 
p~otection is r~quired. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Reguirements 
To be determined. 
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4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
The, three outputs of the receiver data must be tested prior to 
flight. Approximately nine additional outputs are checked by Operational 
Support Equipment. Calibration cu~~es must be derived similar to those 
found in the report "Dual Frequency Receiver System for Ma:t"iner 1967 to 
Yenus" Stanford Research Institute. Design and use of operational support 
equipment and bench checkout equipment will be similar to that shown in 
"Instruction Manual for Dual Frequency Receiver BCE and OSE for Mariner 
1967," also by SRI. 
Engineering data obtained during experiment operation is included 
in the experiment data. Test, checkout, and calibration functions are not 
required of the astronaut during flight. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Expe~iment Scientific Data Requirements 
This data will be of digital form, 103 to 104 BPS. Two kilobits/sec 
should be a reasonable estimat,e. 
4.4.2 Experiment & Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
This data is included in the scientific data. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements 
None. 
4.4.4 Post Fligqt Supporting Data Requirements 
See section 3.3.2. 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
A tape containing the'telemetered data is required, as well as 
data from available supporting experiments. Spacecraft ephemeris data 
is required. 
13 
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4.5 Display and Control Rt::gui'rements 
The experiment can be operated by ground command, thereby requiring 
00 on-board display and control. . Operation (if desired) on board requires 
'\ .. 
an on-off control. Antenna deploy control may be required if integration 
\ 
considerations do not allow a rigid installation of the antenna inside the 
payload envelope. 
L~o 6 E1ec trica1Power R~quirements 
A 50 volt rms amplitude, two watt, 2400 Hz square wave power input 
is required. Peal:: input current must be less than lSO% of steady state 
current. Spikes should be less than S volts for S microseconds. 
4.7 Thermal Con~rol Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limit 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
-20 to +7S oC 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
The heat production is 6.8 btu/hr. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4 9 8.1 GSE Requirements 
The experiment includes a set of Operational Support Equipment 
and a set of Bench Checkout Equipment, both used for prelaunch testing 
of the receiver. 
4.8.2 Facility Requireme~ 
A bench checkout area should be provided at the launch site. 
Floor space of approximately 15' x 15' should be adequate. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment & Fac¥lity Requirements 
This experiment can be operated by ground connnand, requiring no 
astronaut participation. In this event, only fami1ization with the ~xperiment 
objectives should be required. If on-board ·gwitching of the instrument and/or 
status monitoring is desired, a display and control training panel should be 
provided. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Ex,periment Background 
\ The brightness of at;ly .surface element is dependent upon the light 
albedo as determined by the p~otQ.;electric futl:ction of the element.. The 
photoelectric function describes the i~fluences of the optical surface 
I 
properties. As is known £rom stellar photometry, the development of magnitude-
color systems, by means of photog~aphy only, leads to systematic errors of 
considerable size as may be seen by comparing the modern photoelectric stellar 
magnitude listings with the earlier ones obtained using photographic techniques. 
High resolution photometric observations of the detailed brightness of the 
lunar surface from lunar satellites have been restricted to photographic 
techniques. One advantage of a photograph in studying lunar brightness is 
the simultaneous observation of all image elements over the surface. On 
the other hand, the photoelectric technique, while it may record one image 
element at a time, produces a recorded signal which is linear in specific 
intensi.ty and can be calibrated to absolute units which is not the case with 
photography. In order to perform lunar photoelectric studies from earth, 
the individual resolution elements must be measured consecutively by some 
form of spatial scanning. The spatial resolution on, the lunar surface is 
.. 
limited by atmospheric fluctuations and the absolute value of the light intensity 
measurements is uncertain because of atmospheric absorption and scattering, ~rnd 
is subject to temporal fl~liations of the atmosphere during the scan period. 
Therefore, the extension of photoelectric photometry from a lunar orbiter 
into the investigation of the detailed photoelectric function of the moon, and 
the correlation of this function with color, normal albedo, and gleomorphology 
is advised. These measurements can also serve as a calibration hase for lunar 
pQ.otographs. 
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1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The most .important aspect of the experiment is to obtain subsolar 
photoelectric data .. The subso1a~ data is essentially fre~ from effects due 
.;:::,;c..'" 
to light incidence angles, and surface por.osity. 
The photoelectric photometry experiment can also provide information 
to support geological exploration, geophysical interpretation, and carto-
graphical evaluation of the lunar surface. Experimentally satisfying the 
photoelectric function will result in obtaining stratigraphic data, topo-
graphic relief, albedo mapping, and geomorphology information describing the 
lunar surface. The si~tificance of detailed lunar photometry is manifold. 
Not only is the photometric function of the moon a constraint which must be 
satisfied by physical models, but it is also an important factor in generating 
heat flow models pertaining to the lunar surface. In addition, the variation 
of the parameters of the photoelectric function over the lunar surface is a 
useful tool for geological mapping. 
The t:!!xperiment will also augment the information content of the medium " . 
and high resolution Lunar Orbiter photographs that have been previously obtained 
by providing a more meaningful basis for employing photoclinometric techniques 
to obtain topographical data. 
In general, the objectives put forth meet the requirements of the 
Santa Cruz document. Photometry of the moon is a reasonably well developed 
science based upon earth observations and some Lunar Orbiter photographs. 
There are many advantages to ~e gained by flying the experiment in lunar orbit 
of which the major one is the elimination of the influence of the earth's 
atmosphere in the photometric measurements. 
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1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
There appears to be two methods by which the objectives of the 
experiment may be met. The first is to photoelectrically scan the entire 
lunar surface and utilize the photoelectrically obtained data to evaluate 
the photoelectric function and its relationship to the structure of the 
lurain. The second method is to obtain a photoelectric scan of a limited 
area of the lurain that one of the camera systems covers, preferably the 
metric camera system, and utilize the photoelectrically obtained data to 
calibrate the photographs. 
In both instances, there are important ramifications to be con-
sidered. In the case where the photoelectric photometer system is utilized 
to scan the lurain independent of the metric camera system, the data rate and 
transmission requirements become'Drohibitive. In fact, the photoelectric 
" 
" 
photometer identified as a possible candidate for this experiment has a data 
rate on the order of 107 bits/second. 
While this information rate could be accommodated by film recording, 
there are two primary reasons for not considering this type of data management. 
They are, first, the nonlinear nature of photographic film ,for data storage and, 
second, the loss of information gained by the solid state type device dynamic 
Y.'l;J,I'lge. These two 1 factors are basically those which the experiment has been 
designed to eliminate. In addition, the use of film and its required return 
would preclude any utiliz6\tion of subsatellite systems. 
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The second method, as mentioned. is to obtain a photoelectric scan 
of an area of the lurain that one of th~ camera systems covers and utilize 
the limited photoelectrically obtained data to calibrate the photographs. 
Great care should be taken with the photograph development in order to 
ensure that the variations in the photoelectric function deduced from the 
photographs obtained by the camera system are true variations and not variations 
as a result of poor photographic handling. 
The preferred method of performing the experiment is to use the photo-
electric photometer to obtain the desired data. This reduces any complications 
that arise out of cross coupling t~'o experiments together and removes the risk 
of having one of them fail leaving insufficient data to meet the experiment 
objectives. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment 
Objectives 
The mission requirements 0f the photoelectric photometer can be 
accomplished in one of two possible modes. The first is that the photoelectric 
photometer be mounted on the same vehicle as one of the camera systems and 
covers the same area of the lurain. The other mode is to mount the photo-
electric photometer in a stabilized subsatellite which would give at least 
the same lura in coverage as a camera system mounted in the SM. The second mode 
offers the possibility of longer mission time and higher orbital inclination 
for greater coverage. 
Essentially, there are no sun angl~ restrictions during the performance 
of the experiment. In fact, it is desirable to obtain as much lurain photo-
electric data as possible since this data can be correlated to those earth 
based obseI~ations currently in existence and to past Lunar Orbiter photographs. 
An important aspect of the experiment is to obtain subsolar data. The subsolar 
data is essentially free from effects due to light incidence angles or surface 
porosity. . I 
\ 
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A near polar circular orbit is desirable; however, any photo-
electric data would be of value and acceptable as long as it included the 
subsolar point data. There are no spec,tfic orbital altitude requirements 
since the imaging requirement is not the basic criteria. The dynamic range 
of the photoelectric photometer provides the most desirable feature. It 
appears the photoelectric photometer can obtain resolution on the order of 
6 meters at 50 nautical miles orbit. This value is well within the criteria 
set forth in the Santa Cruz document. 
The field-of-view of the photoelectric photometer is dependent upon 
the number of sensors utilized to make up the experimental package. Also, 
the data rate is dependent upon the number of sensors used. To obtain adequate 
side coverage, mission altitude could influence the number of detectors and 
hence the data rate which is a major experiment problem. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
At this time, there appears to be no piece of instrumentation as a 
. 
candidate for the photoelectric photometer experiment other than the facsimile 
camera developed at the Aeronutronics Division of Philco Corporation in 
Newport Beach, California. The facsimile camera was conceived by Dr. Daniel 
Tompkins and has been under development for NASA since 1961 to perform a number 
of extraterrestrial missions. The following discussions concerning the photo-
electric photometry experiment will be based upon what knowledge is available 
about the lunar facsimile cameras. Although prototype facsimile cameras have 
been developed, the lunar orbital model is still in a conceptual stage. The 
following discussions will refer to the facsimile camera as the photoelectric 
photometer. 
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The photoelectric photometer is a high resolution electro-mechanical 
line scanning camera system which employs either an array of photomultiplier 
tubes or an array of solid state detectors. A conceptual design of a lunar 
orbital photoelectric photometer employs an arr~y of solid-state silicon 
detectors in a 30-inch folded foca.l length optical system. The primary optics 
which include a corrector plate are approximately 11 inches in diariteter. 
The photo imaging device transforms a viewed scene into an electrical video 
signal by means of an electro-mechanical scanner fork which sets the frequency 
standard for scanning and is the key to synchronizing the photometric system. 
The photometer scans with a fiber optics system having a very narrow instantaneous 
field-of-view, and along with the primary optics establishes the picture format. 
The detectors sense the brightness information and convert the radiant flux 
from the surface element into a video signal which is then presented to the 
data processing system. The silicon detectors are sensitive to electro-
magnetic ener-gy occurring in the visible to near infrared portion of the spectrum 
(O.3f to I.Sf ). 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The photometer system has been under development for NASA by Aero-
nutronics since 1961 to perform a number of extraterrestrial missions. A 
variety of these systems have been developed and packaged to function reliably 
in the space environment. Although prototype photometric systems have been 
developed and tested under a variety of environmental conditions, a unique 
system to perform the photoelectric photometry experiment from lunar orbit has 
not been developed._ At present, a conceptual design exists which utilizes many 
features of the prototype devices, but it is suffic.iently different in design 
to require a new development program. 
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The exis~.nce of nny other piece of hardware to perform the expert-
ment whether a shelf item or a conceptual design item is not known at this 
time. 
The basic mechanics of solid-state line scanning systems are well 
developed and the Aeronutronics' system is well \.;ithin "state-of-the-art" 
capability. The performance of the system is capable of exceeding the require-
ments of the experimentor and the objectives stated by the Santa Cruz Conference. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
The following table gives performance and general hardware characteristics 
of the photoelectric photometer system proposed by Dr. Daniel Thompkins: 
Fie1d-of-View 
Resolution 
Dynami c Range 
Primary Optics 
Focal Length (folded) 
Transmission Data Rate 
Number of Solid-State 
Detectors 
Line Rate 
Element Density 
Camera Weight 
Line Buffer Weight 
Dimensions 
Volume 
Voltage 
Power (no warm up time req'd) 
2.5 degrees* 
3 meters* at 80 n.m. 
50 foot-1amberts to 
50,000 foot-1amberts 
11 inches diameter 
30 inches 
1.7 x 106 elements 
per second 
50 si1icon* 
850 lines/second 
1800 elements/line 
25 pounds 
12 pounds 
14 inches in diameter 
24 inches in length 
2.1 cubic feet 
28 volts dc 
4 watts 
and 
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* There is a significant trade off which can be made between the 
number of detectors, field-of-view, data rate, and resolution capability of 
the photometer system. Basically, resolution is not an essential criteria 
of the experiment and since the value quoted for the photometer is almost 2 
orders of magnitude better than that called out in the Santa Cruz document, 
changes to the above performance characteristics may be desired to meet 
specific mission goals. In addition, the presented performance characteristics 
make no allowance for multispectral capability although addition of this 
capability could be made. 
The data rate of the proposed Aeronutronics system (assuliiing 64 gray 
shades) ·would be approximately 10 mega-bits per second.. This is not com-
patible with existing tape re~order or wide band video transmission capability. 
Reducing the data rate by a factor of 10 would permit a more workable data 
handling interface at the sacrifice of ground resolution. This could be 
accomplished by lowering the line scan rate and element density per line to 
obtain a ground resolution of approximately 6 meters at 50 nautical miles. 
The 1 mega-bit data could be accommodated by the existing FM Auxiliary Wide 
Band Input on the C&SM (on. a time share basis, if necessary). Also, if only 
subsolar data is desired, the total operating time per orbit would be on the 
order of 40 seconds (for + 1° of the subsolar point). It is then feasible 
to consider the use of a video tape recorder for temporary or permanent 
storage of this data. 
Various approaches could be taken to satisfy the requi.rement for multi-
spectral data, such as: 
a) Multielement beam splitter and associated filters; 
b) Synchronous rotating filter wheel; 
c) Grating; 
d) Lens filters deployed by command from astronaut or ground. 
9 
Methods a) through c) ()ffer the advantage,,, of simultaneous multispectral data, 
but yield higher data rates and significantly increased design problems. 
Method d) would be a m:lnor design change, but would not permit simultaneous 
multispectral data. 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMEl~rS 
3.1 Orbital Parameter Requirements 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
There is no preferred orbital altitude. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
The preferred orbital inclination should be approximately 90°. 
This would allow maxintlum photoelectric coverage. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
The lunar orbit should be circular (i.e., the eccentricity should 
be zero). 
3.2 Target Requirements 
There are no specific target requi:ements. Subsolar data has the 
highest priority. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
Photoelectric coverage should include terminator and subsolar 
information. Continuous operation over the illuminated side of the moon is 
desired. 
3.3.2 Experi~ent Operation Procedure 
The experimen:t would be turned on for operation over the illuminated 
face of the moon and turned off during orbital periods over the dark side 
of the moon. The lunar coverage may be constrained by the availability of data 
system capacity. For multispectral data, commands would t~.,;;: executed to place 
different filte!: element into the optical system. 
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3.4 Navigation, Control, and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
Emphemeris will be required for postfU.ght data reduction. Some 
real-time emphemeris information may be required to ensure proper cycling 
of the photometer system and maintaining orientation to the local vertical 
during the experiment. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
'l'he line-of-sight (LOS) orientation should be maintained wi thin + 1.0 
degree of the local vertical and knowledge of attitude should be within + 0.5 
degrees. These requirements are dictated by a reconstruction plotter for 
the data. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
A local vertical orientation must be maintained and no maneuvers are 
necessary for calibration. There are no off track or special targets 
anticipated for the experiment. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
None required. However, if astronaut time is available, control of 
experiment on-off and selection of filter elements could be performed. 
3.6 Flight Operations Requir~ments 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCC-H Operation Requirements 
a) Receive and record experiment data; 
b) Initiate commands for experiment on-off and filter selection. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements 
None 
", 
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4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or D'eployment Requirements 
The photoelectric photometer must be oriented along the local 
vertical and have a clear field-of-view of at least 2.5 degrees. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
11 
The photoelectric photometer must be hard mounted. When used in 
conjunction with a metric camera, the instruments should be boresighted. 
Note: An ali~lment accuracy of + 1° would be adequate, as exact correlation 
could be made postflight by superimposing the images. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EM! Protection Requirements 
Not known at this time. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contamination Protection Requirements 
A contamination cover will be required to protect the corrector 
.optics from contaminants during periods when the instrument is not operating. 
During operation, control of waste dump and thruster firings will be requireda 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
Not known at this time. 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements 
Not known at this time. 
4.3 Test, Checkout,. and Ca1ibrat:i.on Requirements 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
a) Calibration of the detector array response; 
b) Calibration of the TIM output; 
c) General system checkout. 
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4.3.2 Inflight Requirements 
None 
4.3.3 Postflight Requirements 
None 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
Data output'will be in the form of 0.17 x 106 elements of information 
per second, 0-5V analog. This data must be encoded to 6-bit accuracy. Bit 
6 . 6 
rate will be: 6 (0.17 x 10 ), or 1.02 x 10 bits per second. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
Internal temperature of the electronics is required for postflight 
analysis. Output will be 0-5V analog. A sampling rate of 0.1 sample per 
second is adequate. 
4.4.3 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer-compatible tape containing vehicle emphemeris histories 
is required. 
4.4.4 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
To be determined 
4.5 Control Requirements 
a) Off 
b) On 
c) Filter select (asSl::lme 2 or 3 position control) 
. 4.6 Electrical Power Requii,:ements 
a) Average Power 4 watts dc 
b) Nominal Voltage 28 volts dc 
No warm-up time requir~:!d. 
4.7 Thermal Control Requir~~ment:s 
4.7.1 Operational Temperatl!,lre Limits 
-157 to +l2loC 
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4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
-157 to +l2loC 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
Approximately 14 BTU/hour will be dissipated. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
Unknown at this time. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
Scatterometers are intermittent CW radar systems designed to observe the 
return as a function of angle off the local vertical from airborne or spaceborne 
vehicles. This angular resolution is accomplished by filtering the doppler return 
in the long dimension of a thin retangular beam. The reflection obtained from 
the near vertical is strongly specular and becomes predominantly diffuse and 
scattered with increasing angle from the vertical. 
This reflected energy, as a function of angle can, in principal, be 
used to determine the surface roughness to a depth in the order of the il-
luminating wavelength and to determine the material constituents. The actual 
data reduction is accomplished by comparison of a measured signature with- those 
obtained for a wide range of known materials and surfaces. Hopefully, an 
unambiguous signature comparison can be obtained. With the current data re-
duction capabilities, scattr.;;rometry has not proven very useful for terrain 
studies. The unit works best over surfaces having spatially quasi-periodic 
structure (such as the ocean)~ W'ith increased data reduction capability and 
more extensive catalogs of truth site data, the utility of scatterometers may 
become more apparent. This truth site data is presently being expanded with 
measurements of both terrain and sea state signatures. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The experiment objectives are summarized as follows: 
a. To obtain radar cross section versus incidence angle for the 
lunar surface 
b. To obtain data on the depolarized component of the reflected field. 
c. To infer gross features and particle size down to 1/8 wavelength. 
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d. To determine the dielectric constant of the material near the lunar 
surface. 
e. To determine subsurface layer dielectric constant and geometry 
using two widely separated frequencies. Subsurface water layers 
could be detected by this method. 
Penetration depths required to meet the Santa Cruz objectives 
probably cannot be reached using current scatterometer concepts. 
It is also very difficult to isolate the various electrical and 
geometric parameters influencing the reflected signal. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals & Objectives 
Both scatterometers and radar imagers can be used to obtain data 
useful in partially attaining the above goals. In addition, roughness parameters 
can be deduced from multifrequency, multipolarization microwave radiometer 
data. Bistatic radar can also be used to achieve the goals of the scatterometer 
experiment. However, all instruments require earth truth site data to allow 
identification of the signatures obtained. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objectives 
The experiment objectives can be substantially achieved in a low 
inclination, short duration orbit. Only the quantity of data and the percentage 
of lunar surface coverage are affected by the mission constraints. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
. ., ' .. : ~ 
f .. 
- i 
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2.1 Functional Description 
The scatterometer consists of a small array (approx. 2.5" x 36") and 
a transmitter/receiver. The antenna has a beamwidth of 30 degrees in the 
direction of the ground track and 2 degrees cross track. A 9 GHz pulsed CW 
signal is transmitted at a rate of 288 pulses per second. By using doppler filtering 
within the receiver, the downrange beamwidth is broken into twelve discrete angles. 
The cross track resolution is realized by use of a narrow antenna beamwidth. 
The return is averaged using 57 samples from each angle (or ground element). 
Output of the receiver is an 80 bit digital data stream which represents 
the return as a function of angle in the downrange direction. From this return, 
the objectives of section 1.2 can be realized (provided that adequate signature 
data is available, See Section 3.6.2), with the exception of determination 
of subsurface layer dielectric constant and geometry. For this objective, a 
second, much lower frequency is required. The lower frequencies can be provided 
by addition of a second scatterometer unit or use of another, concurrent experi-
ment such as the b.istatic radar or the electromagnetic sounder. 
2.2 Experimen~ Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The experiment is a feasible one, since numerous scatterometers have 
been developed and flown, on both aircraft and rockets~ Units have flown on 
Aerobee rockets. A 13 GHz scatterometer has been flown on numerous occasions 
in t~e NASA/MEC Convair. A 400 mHz, two polarization receiver will soon be 
fiown on the NASA/MEC Electra aircraft. At that time it will be possible to 
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make comparisons between the data taken at two widely separated frequencies to 
determine subsurface effects. It should be noted that there are currently 
antenna ground plane and dipole structural problems on the 400 rnHz system. 
The scatterometer has the following performance characteristics: 
Frequency 
Angular Interval Analyzed 
Dynamic Range of Reflectivity 
Beamwidth (Cross track) 
Number of Terrain Signal Gates 
Number of Calibrate Signal Gates 
Sampling gate width 
Sampling rate (each gate) 
Smoothing time 
Samples averaged per gate 
Output word length 
Resolution, each level sensor 
Total Data Work length 
Data Work repetition rate 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Component 
Scatterometer Electronics 
Antenna 
Weight 
25 
5 
There are no return weight and volume requirements. 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The altitude should be less than 140 nmi. 
9 GHz 
1. 4 to 30 deg. 
50 db 
2 deg 
12 
3 
0.2 microsec o 
288 per sec 
0.2 sec 
57 
5 bits 
200 mv 
80 bits 
18 per second 
Dimensions 
10" x 8" x 8" 
36 If 'x 3." - x 2" 
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3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
The orbit inclination is not critical to the accomplishment of the 
obj ec tives .. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
A low eccentricity (preferably zero) orbit is required. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
There are no specific targ~t requirements. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requireme~ts 
The experiment should be operated at all times over the lunar: surface. 
Of particular importance is the obtaining of repetitive operation over the same 
area. Repetitive data is required for post flight statistical data analysis. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements 
Supporting experiments are not absolutely required. However, space-
craft ephemeris is required and photography (Lunar Orbiter photographs if 
cameras are not carried on the same mission) will aid in data interpretation. 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures 
The experiment should be switched on to warmup fifteen minutes prior to 
data collection. At that time, switch to operate* A dynamic range adjustment 
can be used to enable the astronaut to prevent saturation of the receiver. 
See section 3.5.2. 
3.4 Navigation, Control, & Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
There are no special navigation requirements. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Reguirements 
The experiment requires orientation of the spacecraft 50 that the 
antenna has the orie!ttation shown in section 4.1.1 be10w o Pointing should be 
t 
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maintained within +1 0 in pitch and + 20 in yaw and roll, with rates held within 
+ O.05°/sec in all three axes. (Pitch is defined as the angle measured in 
the plane of the velocity vector and local 'vertical. Roll is rotation about 
the velocity v€!ctor. Yaw is rotation around local vertical in the horizontal 
plane.) 
3.4.3 ,Spacecraft Maneuver Req,uirements 
None are required. 
3.5 Astronaut Particfpation Requirements 
3.5.1 Preflight 
To be determined. 
3.5.2 Inflight 
The experiment can be operated by ground control from earth. However, 
with astronaut time available, the in.strument can be switched on to warmup, on 
to operate, and off. In addition, the experiment data can be somewhat enhanced 
by provision of a dynamic range meter and adjustment. In this ·event, the astronaut 
would periodically monitor the meter and switch the dynamic range as required~ 
Voice annotation should be made during adjustment. 
3.5.3 Post Flight 
To be determined. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN and MOCH Qperation Requirements 
Data will be telemetered. It is desirable (but not absolutely re-
qu~red) to have data for ground evaluation as early as possible in the mission. 
The experimenter would like data three hours after initial operation of the 
experiment. Spacecraft ephemeris data must be provided to the experimenter, 
with tfme identified so that spacecraft position, attitude, and attitude rates 
can be correlated with experiment data by the experimenter. 
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3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements 
The experiment should be operated over varying desert terrain prior 
to lunar flight to determine instrument characteristics over known terrain. 
Data compiled at various lunar landing sites should be made available to the 
experimenters. Of interest would be properties of the lunar soils and rocks 
and moisture content. Extensive earth based truth site data should be collected 
over desert regions to provide signatures of terrain for correlation with lunar 
data. 
4.0 E:XPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4~1 Location and Mounting Reguirements 
- .- '\-
4.1.1 yiew and/or Deployment ReguireY::'leili 
The experiment requires an unobstructed view as follows: 
"' 
Field of view is +1..:;0 cross track, +300 a10"ng ground track. Antenna is 
mounted so that the 36" dimension is in the cross track direction, and 
has an angular orientation as follows: 
2 "_ 
Ground 
Track 
-~ 
T I ~.-----"--
I 
. .". 
:.. 36" ._-
Local 
Vertical 
Cross 
Track 
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4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contamination Requirements 
Contamination of the experiment by spacecraft prodt.,c ts should have 
8 
a negligible effect on the data obtained. Therefore, no contamination protectic)n 
is required. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
To be determine~. 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements 
All radar system components should be stored and moved from one 
location to another in a dust-free, humidity controlled shipping container. 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
No test, checkout, or ca1ibr~~ion is required after launch. Prelaunch 
operations are to be determined. 
4.4 ~~ta Reguirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
One channel of digital data is required at 1440 BPS. 
4,.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
Twenty channels of analog 0-5 V data must be encoded to eight bit 
resolution at a sample rate of 1 SPS per channel. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements 
See section 3.6.2. 
4.L~.4 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
See section 3.3.2. 
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4.! •• 5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
A tape containing the telemetered data is required, with spacecraft 
ephelneris (attitude and position vs time) and supporting photographs to aid 
in data interpretation. The spacecraft ephemeris must be tied to the photographs 
so that the terrain overflown and the data taken can be correlated. Lunar 
Orbiter photography should suffice if other photographs are not available. 
4.5 DisElay & Control Requirements 
Display: 
One dynamic range meter 
Control: 
One off-standby-operate switch 
One six position dynamic range switch 
4.6 Electrical Power 
~; 
The scatter01l1eter requires 70 watts of 28 + 4 volt dc po"tver. 
487 Thermal· Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
Electronics -35 to +70oC 
Antenna -35 to 100°C 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
The scatterometer electronics will dissipate 219 Btu/hr average load 
during operation. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requir.e~ents 
4.8.1 GSE Requirements 
The following test equipment is required: 
1. Experiment Test Set 
2. Experiment Simulator 
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3. Antenna Cover 
4. Dummy Antenna 
5. Handling Cart 
4.8.2 FacJlity Requirements 
A bench checkout area should be provided at the launch site. Floor 
space of approximately 15 'x15' should be adequate. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements 
The astronaut should be familiarized with the equipment functions and 
trained to operate the dynamic range adjustment' on the scatterometer. A training 
panel should be provided containing the display and controls, preferably con-
nected to the instrument and a dummy antenna load. 
., 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
The goal of lunar exploration is to understand the present struc-
ture and constituents of the lunar interior, the operative internal 
processes, and the internal and geological processes responsible for the 
surface characteristics. Geophysical methods that could be employed to 
reach these goals include techniques for obtaining and interpreting seismic, 
heat flow, gravity, radioactivity, and electromagnetic data. From lunar 
orbit, electromagnetic measurements over a wide frequency range provide 
a method which offers promise of probing structure, temperature, and 
moisture content from the near lunar s~rface to der~hs of many kilo~eters 
by indirect measurement of the electrical parameters. The utility and 
feasibility of a number of candidate electromagnetic experiments covering 
11 the frequency range of DC to 10 Hz were critically accessed by the 
conference on the Electromagnetic Exploration of the moon at NASA-Ames 
Research Center.* The technique receiving the highest priority was an 
4 
orbiting electromagnetic sounder covering the frequency range of 3 x 10 
to 3 x 107 Hz which offers significant promise in probing the lunar sub-· 
surface to depths that may approach 10,Km. 
Useful information has been obtained by radar observations of 
the moon from earth based stations. From the echo intensity one may 
infer the reflectivity of the surface. If the reflectivity were found 
to be near unity, one would suspect a ~urf~ce containing considerable 
*Conference on Electromagnetic ExploratioI), of the Moon, June 11-13, 
1968, Department of the Evaluation Committee Modification - 1 July 1968. 
! ; 
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1.1 (Continued) 
water, or perhaps an ionosphere. Because the measured po~er reflection 
coefficient is about 6%, it may be attributed entirely to an average 
dielectric constant, found to be 2.8 + 0.7 for a homogeneous surface 
layer at least tens of meters in thickness. MeasuremEmts have been 
made of ebe difference between backscattering coefficients of waves 
polarized in, and perpendicular to, the local plane of incidence. Such 
results are in agreement with a lunar mod~l consisting of a tenuous 
top layer having dielectric constant of l.g and thickness of the order 
of meters, underlain by a denser layer having dielectric constant of 
about 5. For such measurements the conductivity of the lunar surface 
is essentially zero. 
The earth based radar v?,ave lengths ranged from 22 meters to 8 
mm, frequency range respectively 107 to 1011 hz. The earth's ionosphere 
reflects waves below about 107 hz. The proposed electromagnetic mea-
surements have a frequency range from 104 to 107 hz, corresponding to 
wavelengths respectively of 30 kilometers to 30 meters. For such wave-
lengths, inhomogeneities in the moon's structure are likely to be 
associ~ted with layering or similar large scale phenomena. 
All earth based radar measurements of extra-terrestrial targets 
7 
are restricted to frequencies above 10 Hz by the ionosphere surrounding 
the earth. The much lower density of the lunar ionosphere limits the 
4 
usable lower frequency range to 3 x 10 Hz. A lunar orbiting sounder 
operating near this lower frequency limit therefore can be used to pene-
trate to kilometer depths into the low conductivity lunar subsurface 
compared to available earth based measurements which penetrate a few 
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1.1 (Continued) 
centimeters to a f,ew tens of meters. But, even the available shallow 
penetrating earth based measurements have produced much useful informa-
tion on the dielectric constant, conductivity, debris layer, and under-
lying bedrock. 
Above the upper frequency limit of 3 x 107 Hz, the reflection 
from the lunar surface becomes increasingly influenced by diffuse 
scattering from discrete objects smaller than 5-100 m. This scattering 
may obscure the specular reflections from subsurface layers. Bistatic 
radar measurements by Tyler have shown that the reflection is still 
quasi-specular at 1.36 x 108 Hz verifying the utility of a sounder 
relying on a specular return through the frequency range for the pro-
posed experl.ments.** 
1. 2 Objectives 
The proposed experiment would measure the amplitude, phase and 
polarization of the signal reflected from lunar surface and subsurface 
features. 
4 7 Sounders operating at 3 x 10 - 3 X 10 1 Hz, where significant 
penetration is obtainable, can be of significant use in answering the 
following objectives: 
a) Determine the electrical conductivity and dielectric constant 
as a function of frequency, depth and lateral position. 
b) Deduce the internal structure and composition from the sur-
face debris layer to depths greater than 100 meters and 
. ' 
poss ibly as deep as 10 Km where no moisture is encountered. 
**G. L. Tyler Oblique-Scattering Radar Refl€:ctivity ot the Lunar Sur!ace -
Preliminc1ry Results from Explorer XXXV, Center for Radar Astronomy, 
Stanford University, June 1968. 
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1.2 (Continued) 
c) Identify the presence and location of pore moisture and 
permafrost pockets or layers if they exist. 
d) Estimate the internal temperature profile of the moon. 
These goals essentially include those proposed in the Santa Cruz 
Conference. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals & Objectives: 
The investigation of the lunar near surface and interior 
structure, constituents, and thermal profile is optimized by the com~ 
bined use of lunar surface, lunar orbiting, and earth based measurement 
techniques. Electromagnetic measurements covering the range of DC through 
10 10 Hz supported by seismic~ gravitational, IR, optical, and particle 
measurements (including high energy protons) will provide data that 
offers promise in unambiguously answering these objectives. It is 
apparent that a broad range of techniques must be considered as alter-
4 7 
natives or in support of the 3 x 10 - 3 x 10 Hz electromagnetic 
sounding measurements. 
First, consider the determination of the temperature profile. 
Temperature mea3urements made directly on the surface give an absolute 
reference point and the gradient can be measured along a shallow bore 
in early missions and possibly a deep bore for later missions. Synoptic 
surface data is obtainable from IR-radiometry and near surface values 
obtained using passive microwave imaging. Deduction of internal tem-
perature structure and constituents can be inferred from seismic 
velocity and reflection data and electrical parameters sensed by low 
frequency electromagnetic sounding or magnetometer measurements. A 
magnetometer net on the lunar surface supported by an orbiting unit could 
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1.2.1 (Continued) 
supply reflection data needed for exercising a realistic analytic model 
of the lunar/plasma interaction. 
At frequencies between the 10 Hz cutoff for the magnetometer 
and 3 x 104 Hz electron plasma frequency of the lunar ionosphere, depth 
sounding is best accomplished by surface measurements of mutual impedance 
between a pair of induction coils or the tilt angle in the major axis of 
the polarization ellipse. The influence of subsurface electrical pro-
perties on these parameters leads to inferrence of structure and 
constituents to a depth approximately half the coil spacing. 
4 7 In the region between 10 and 10 Hz, electromagnetic sounding 
from orbit offers promise in obtaining synoptic coverage to depths 
as great as 10 Km. The lateral resolution is in the same range as the 
altitudes. Therefore 100 Km can be expected from the dimension of the 
glint resulting from specular reflection. Interpretation of reflection 
estimates from proposed models can be used for comparison with the 
measured reflections. Correlation of this predicted and measured data 
will provide a strong argument for the model providing it is verified 
by the other sensors. 
Above 107 Hz where the earth~ ionosphere is transparent, a 
frequency range of almost two decades exists where quasi-specular 
reflections can be obtained. The use of earth based bistatic radar 
techniques affords an early opportunity for ma.king specular reflection 
measurem,~nts that penetrate the surface to depths as much as 100 meters. 
The interpretation of overlapping data taken at several frequencies 
should be particularly useful. Bistatic measurements can also be 
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1.2.1 (Continued) 
obtained \\1ith the C&SM communications link where the only modification 
required is for additional data handling. Additional information that 
can be obtained from orbiting scatterometers may aid in studying the 
near surface layering and the size of the particl~$ in the debris layer. 
However, the smaller requirement for orbiting hardware of the bistatic 
radar offers a more easily realized technique for obtaining this data. 
9 In the range of 10 Hz and above, the reflection from on board 
radar altimeters may offer early data of some utility with little addi-
tional equipment expense. At l-GHz, unfocused side looking imaging radar 
would produce images with 80 m resolution which would be of significant 
use for near surface studies. This device should therefore be consi-
dered seriously for missions compatible with the size, weight, power, 
and data rate requirements. 
Thus, in summary, magnetometers should be flown to cover the 
range from D.C. to 10Hz, with a simultaneous magnetometer measurement 
on the surface. Electromagnetic measurements from 3 x 104 to 3 x 107 Hz 
should be made with the hardware described herein. Bistatic Radar mea-
799 
surements in the range 10 to 10 Hz, and radar imagery data at 10 Hz 
Ot' above would complete the complement of experiments. Radar scatter-
ometers (R.F. Reflectance) are not recommended, as simpler hardware for 
~he bistatic radar experiment is expected to provide the same informa-
tion. 
Sensor Reguirements 
The sensor requirement goals for Electromagnetic Sounding in 
the 3 x 104 - 3 x 10
7 
Hz range is to detect reflections with sufficient 
accuracy to allow vertical profili.ng of the electrical parameters of 
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1.2.1 (Continued) 
the lunar subsurface to 10 Km in the absence of significant pore moisture. 
If moisture or permafrost occurs within this depth range, it should be 
discernable. 
Analytic studies have indicated that the sensitivity required 
to resolve the presence of pore moisture from the slope of the reflec-
tion versus frequency curve for a pessimistic comparison of models is 
less than 2 db between 3 x 104 and 3 x 107 Hz*. Differences of 5-6 db 
are predicted between more optimistic wet and dry lunar models over 
this frequency range. Thirteen or more measurements are required to 
obtain the fine structure in the reflection when discrete frequency 
operation is employed. Swept frequency or pulsed modes, in addition 
to the discrete mode of operation, may prove optimum with more detailed 
study. The ability to obtain the range to subsurface reflections could 
significantly aid in eliminating-ambiguities in data interpretation. 
Detail in near surface layering including the depth of the 
debris layer should be deduced by measurements at the high end of the 
frequency range. It is important that measurements be made in the 
region being illuminated by the solar flux (on the leeward side when 
there is no ionosphere) to determine the influence of ionospheric inter-
actions at the low end of the frequency band. 
The desirable lateral resolution is in the range of several 
kilometers or less if obtainable, but values would be useful in the 
range of 100 Km, i.e. about the size of the larger lunar craters and 
small with respect to the Maria size. In fact, a variable resolution 
obtained by using an elliptical or several different orbital altitudes 
might aid in data reduction. 
*S. H. 1-lard, G. R. Jiracek, W. I. Lintor, Some Factors Affecting Elec-
tromagnetic Detection of Lunar Subsurfa.ce Water, Univ. California, 
Berke,ley ane! NASA, Ames Research Center, 1968. A-265 
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1.2.2 Effects of Mission~Constraints on Accomplishment of Exp~riment 
Objectives 
The optimum experiment would have a 90 0 inclination allowing 
complete mapping of the subsurface. Orbits with a maximum of + 150 
inclination are representative of the limited coverage obtainable using 
the C&SM. However, it is more important to have simultaneous measure~ 
ments over a small area, with the full complement of sensors, than full 
surface coverage with an isolated sensor. A circular orbit of 100 Km 
would be useful for synoptic mapping with a lower orbit approaching 50 Km 
useful for higher resolution measurements. A 3-day mission would be of 
significant utility if EM measurements can be made a high percentage of 
the time. 
For a stabilized spacecraft, horizontal positioning of the 
crossed dipole antenna system within 1° is required for accurate polari-
zation medsurements. Alternatively, for a rotating spacecraft, one 
antenna should be placed ale-ng the velocity vector and the measurements 
made in synchronism with the satellite rotational period. Since the 
antennas should be horizontal within 10 during the time of the measure-
ments, a restriction is placed on the rotation rate. When the mechanical 
forces produced by rotation of the long antennas are considered, any 
feasible rotation period is seen to be very long compared to that limited 
by the angular motion of the antenna during the measurement. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
A pulsed radio sounder operating on thirteen fixed frequences 
(see below) sends out a train of waves. Prier to the return of these 
waves from the moon, the transmitter is stopped, and the antenna is 
employed as a receiver. Amplitude;." phase, and polarization of the 
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2.1 (Continued) 
reflected signal are measured. These are "frequency domain" measure-
ments. Additional information is to be obtained in "time domain" by 
sending single pulses of avpropriate shape, and measuring the times at 
which signals from successive layers are reflected. The shapes of 
these reflection signals are also of interest. 
The hardware consists of several antennas, and transmitter/ 
receiver electronics. The basic operational sequence envisioned for 
the discrete frequency sounding mode is: 
Using a single dipole antenna, transmit a CW signal for a 
time duration less than the propagation time from the satellite 
to the lunar surface and back. The transmitter will therefore 
be inactive during the interval in which the reflected signal 
is received. 
Receive the reflected signal on the transmitting antenna and 
on the orthogonal horizontal dipole. Therefore, both the 
polarized and depolarized return are sensed. 
The amplitude and phase are processed by the receiver for 
each polarity. 
The frequency is then stepped to a higher value covering the 
3 x 104 t~ 3 x 107 Hz range in 13 steps. 
Transmitter 
The frequencies of the 13 logarithmically spaced increments are: 
3.2 and 5.6 x 104 Hz 
1.0, 1.8, 3.2 and 5.6 x 105 Hz 
1.0, 1. 8, 3.2 and 5.6 x 106 Hz 
1.0, 1.8, and 3.2 x 107 Hz 
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2.1 (Continued) 
The transmitted pulse duration would be approximately 0.5 milli-
seconds for the orbits of interest. The total frequ~ncy sc~n time should 
be less than 0.1 second. Peak power levels of 100~500 watts with average 
power levels of 10-50 watts are antici~ated. If separate transmitters 
weighing 10 pounds each are used for each frequency, a total weight of 
130 pounds is required. CompOllent cornrnonal i ty should significant ly 
reduce this weight and the estimated volume of 0.5 ft 3 • 
Receiver 
The receiver should weigh apprQ~imately 20 pounds and have a 
3 
volume of 0.25 ft . 
Antennas 
The antennas are based on the RAE design arrayed as a 1500 foot 
crossed dipole. A total weight of 70 lb and a stowed size of 4" x 6" x 12" 
~s required for each of the: four 750 ft sections. The short antenna 
array for the upper frequenc~ ranges consists of a 50-foot crossed 
dipole weighing a total of 7 pounds with four stowed units of 2" x 3" x 
6" each. 
Recording Requirements 
The data must be stored during the period that the moon occults 
the earth or during periods when the telemetry system is loaded to capa-
city by information of higher priority. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and performance Characteristics 
There have been no feasibility and development studies on the 
electromagnetic sounder to date. But, the feasibility of developing 
~pace qualified equipment appears excellent based on the similarity to 
/lilouette satellite transmitter and receiver and radio Astronomy Explorer 
(RAE) antenna designs. 
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2.2 (Continued) 
The performance characteristics are not known at present. A 
critical question is whether the accuracy of the entire system operating 
in lunar orbit is adequate; that is, whether the system can be ca1i-
bra ted so th<lt the difference between "wet" and "dry" lunar materials 
can be measured. Approximately, "dryH lunar materials have a constant 
4 6 
reflection amplitude in the frequency range of 10 to 10 Hz. "Wet" 
lunar materials have a reflection amplitude that decreases from a value 
4 6 
of 0.7 at 10 Hz to 0.5 at 10 Hz, or approximately a ratio of 2:1 in 
t .. , 
power. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Long Antennas (4 req'd) 17.5 Ib each = 70 lb 
Stowed: (each) 4" x 6" X 12" 
Deployed: (each) 750 ft long 
Short Antennas (4 req'd) 1. 75 1b each = 7 1b 
Stowed: (each) 2" x 3" x 6" 
Deployed: (each) 25 ft long 
Transmitters (13 req'd) 10 lb each :; 130 lb 
Each Unit: 2" x 4" x 8" 
Receiver (1 req'd) 20 lb 
6" x 6" x 12" 
Total Weight 227 lb 
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3.0 ~ISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
Approximately 100 kilometers is preferred; up to 200 kilometers 
is acceptable. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
Polar· orbit is preferred; 150 inclination is acceptable. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
Circular orbit is preferred; eccentricity up to 3:1 is acceptable. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
No special target requirements are evident at present. 
3.3 EX'periment Operating Requirements 
Experience with other satellites has shown that electromagnetic 
interference from other units aboard the same spacecraft (power supplies, 
conversion equipment, etc.) represents a major problem unless provision 
is made to de-energize all units except those involved in the measurement. 
Thus on-board electromagnetic interference must be minimized by appropriate 
design and by operating procedures. 
3.4 Navigation Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
If the experiment is hard mounted in sector I of the SM, no 
navigation is required other than that standard in achieving lunar orbit.· 
If a subsatellite is used, additional navi.ation.may be required to change 
from low inclination orbits to high inclination. 
13 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
Orientation of one of the long antennas parallel to the lunar 
surface within one degree is desired. This antenna is perpendicular to 
the velocity vector of the spacecraft. (Position of antenna must not 
change by more than one degree during a set of frequency soundings; if 
.\ rotating spacecraft is employed.) 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
After data has been received for most of the moon1s surface, 
modification of the orbit to a lower altitude of about 50 kilometers or 
lower (if practicable) would be desired. This would provide more detailed 
information concerning the lunar subsurface. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
None required after release of orbiter from Apollo vehicle. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCCH Operation Reguirements 
Standard tracking and communication links for data acquisition. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Reguirements 
None required at present time. 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
The lSOO-ft antennas should be oriented as follows: One 
dipole set should be parallel to the moon's surface (within one degree 
as previously noted) at all times. This can be achieved if the axis 
of the dipole is perpendicular to the velocity vector of the spacecraft. 
The other lSOO-ft. dipole set should be perpendicular. 
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4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
No special mounting requirements are evident at present. 
4.2 Environmental Pr,otection Reguirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protectton Requirements 
As noted in item 3.3, experience with other satellites has 
shmm that electromagnetic interference from other units aboard the 
same spacecraft (power supplies, conversion equipment, etc.) represents 
a major problem unless provision is made to de-energize all units 
except those involved in the measurement. Thus on-board electromagnetic 
interference must be minized by appropriate design and by operating 
procedures. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume or Spacecraft Contamination Protection 
None Required. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
None. 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements 
None. 
4.3 Test Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
4.3.1 .Preflight Requirements 
The electronics system, with the exception of the antennas, 
should be checked and calibrated. The details need to be developed; 
however, a possible procedure is to make a calibration measurement by 
an airplane flight over earth stations, which in turn have been appro-
I 
priately calihrated. The point is that a reasonably extensive calibra-
tioD program is necessary prior to integration of the system in the 
spacecraft. 
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4.3.2 Inflight Requirements 
None 
4.3.3 Postflight Requirements 
None 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
The telemetry information rate is at least 20 bits per second. 
Higher rates may be necessary if pulse shapes are to be observed. A 
reasonable estimate appears to be 100 bits per second as an av~rage rate. 
4.4.2 Experiment Monitoring Data Requirements 
The bit rate for this is only a few bits persecond on the 
average. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requ:trements 
None 
4.4.4 Postflight Support Data Requirements 
None 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
Computer compatible tape with experiment data, spacecraft 
ephemeris, and complementary sensor data. 
4.5 Display ~nd Control Requirements 
If SM hardmounted, one on-off control, one antenna deploy con-
trol. If subsatellite, controls occur through up link commands. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
Peak power is 100 to 500 watts; average power should be 10 to 
50 watts. 25 V.D.C. + 4 V.D.C. sufficient. 
,< 
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4.7 Thermal Control Requirement 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
o to +50oC 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
o to +50oC 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
50 watts dissipated in transmitters. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE ReqUirements 
These have not been determined at present. 
4.8.2 Facility Reguirements 
These have not been determi'lled at present. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Backgr9uncl._ 
Passive measurementn of radio noise emissions have been performed on 
earth and in earth orbit. Considerable amount of work has already been ac-
complished in earth orbit with the RAE Explorer. A 1500 ft antenna has been 
flown and demonstrated to work satisfactorily on the RAE Explorer Satellite. 
1.2 Experiment Objective2_ 
The radio noise survey experiment will determine the ambient cosmic noise 
background, noise contributions from the sun and other planets, and will allow 
an evaluation of the moon as a radio astronomy ·site. The specific objectives 
of the expe~iment are as follows: 
1. To accurately determine cosmic background noise radiation in 
the 20 kHz (interplanetary cutoff) to 20 mHz frequency range. 
2. To study solar radio emissions emanating fram solar bursts and 
and to locate the direction and nature of these bursts. This 
cannot be performed from earth because of the filtering effect 
of the earth's atmosphere a~ thes~ frequencies. 
3. To investigate solar wind interactions with the moon resulting 
in low frequency (LF) and very low frequency (VLF) anomalies, 
and to study these effects on the lunar wake. 
4. To perform general radio electromagnetic reconnaissence down to 
a frequency of 20 kHz to 50 kHz; to investigate LF and VLF 
radiation from astronomical sources. 
5. To determine plasma noise generated by other planets and to 
determine local plasma environment in lunar orbits. 
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6. To study the radio noise environment on the far side of the 
moon where the spacecraft is shielded by the moon from man-
made interference originating on earth. 
2 
7. To determine feasibility of placing a radio noise observatory on 
the lunar surface which could perform extensive measurements 
over the entire spectrum; to determine suitability of placing 
observatory on far side of the moon. 
8. To perform direct measurements of radio emissions emanating 
from the magnetosphere_ 
9. To determine the noise environment related to the lunar ionosphere 
by direct observations from a lunar orbiter. 
10. To utilize the lunar disk for occultation measurements and to 
obtain electron density profiles of lunar ionosphere. 
The main purpose of the measurements from a lunar orbiter or an emplaced lunar 
observatory is to accurately determine noise effects not obtainable ort earth 
because of the filtering action and low frequency cutoff due to the earth ionosphere, 
and to perform these measurements :Ln a relative interference - free environment 
which is not available even in earth orbit. 
The objectives outlined above are generally in accordance with those objectives 
given during the Santa Cruz Conference. 
1.2.1 Measurement~oncepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
Passive measurements of radio noise emissions have been performed on earth 
and in earth orbit with the RAE Explorer satellites. Similar measurement concepts 
and techniques will be employed on the lunar orbiter. Thus, wideband swept fre-
quency receivers operating in the 20 kHz to 20 mHz frequency range will be employed 
in conjunction with simple dipole or V antennas. The scientific goals outlined 
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can, therefore, be achieved with relatively simple and light equipment ~~ith the 
possible exception of the LF or VLF antennas. However, a 1500 ft a~tenna has been 
flown and demonstrated to work satisfactorily on the RAE Explorer satellite. 
Therefore, no difficulties should be encountered with the instrumentation, and the 
main problem to be solved will be the Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) problem. 
All measurements to be performed are strictly passive measurements and will 
be swept frequency measurements over a frequency range extending from 20 kHz to 
15-20 mHz. The major problem will be the RFI level on the spacecraft which must 
be kept to an absolut.t~ minimum. SLlce the radio noise measurements cover the 
same frequency range as Dr. Lin1or's low frequency lunar penetration measurements 
(Electromagnetic Measurements Experiment), similar antennas and receiving equip-
ment could be employed if the RFI problem can be solved. Typical measurement to 
be performed would include a measurement of radiation intensity and polarization 
as a function of time and frequency and direction of arrival if a semi-directional 
antenna can be employed. A receiver band width of 5 kHz to 20 kHz could be ew?loyed, 
because at these frequencies the receiver noise is small compared to the cosmic noise 
background to be measured which will result i.n a very adequ:lte signa1-to-noise 
ratios at the receiver input terminals. 
1.2.2 Effect of Missj.on. ConstraiptL.on Acc.omp1ishment of Experiment Obiect.iv~§ 
Lunar equatorial orbits (+ 150 inclination) will not restrict experiment 
mea.surements. It is preferred that the experimen.t be in the plane of the ecliptic 
for solar burst and magnetosphere mea9uremellts. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The experiment basically consists of two wideband ~ s~o]ept frequency receivers 
(one receiver is redundant for reliability) operating in the 20 kHz to 20 mHz fre-
quency range in conjunction wi.th simple dipole or V antennas. RFI levels from the 
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equipment on the carrier (subsatellite) IliUSt be carefully ch2cked to avoid unduly 
high interference levels. 
The receivers are current state-of-the-art hardware and not only are 
available but have flown in the RAE Explorer satellite. TIley are fully tested 
and flight proven hardware. Erectable dipole and V antennas need to be developed 
to provide broadband receiving antenna capabilit1,es. The RAE Explorer satellite 
was flown with a 1500 ft V antenna which provides initial experience in large 
spaceborne antennas. 
The feasibility of this experiment and its measurements depends entirely 
on the contractors ability to provide an extremely quiet spacecraft in terms of 
an acceptable RFI environment as well as the development of a practical antenna 
erection system. TI1e RFI environment requirements may present such serious con-
straints that very ca~eful checkout systems may have to be employed to accurately 
determine the RFI levels on the spacecraft prior to launch and during periods when 
the actual measurements are being made. Spacecraft compone~ts such as converters 
and clocks will generally generate enough noise in the radio region to seriously 
affect these experiment measurements unless thorough protective and shielding 
methods are employed to reduce the RFI interference tc acceptable levels. 
2.3 Hardw8.1::e Characteristics 
The ra:lio noise experiment consists of receivifl.rs and an antenna. The 
physical characteristics are: 
Receiver size: 7" ~ [,," X 2" (Two receivers) 
Receiver weight: 2 lb (Total) 
Antenna size: Retractable dipole or V antennaq ~ 60 ft to 120 ft 
Tip to tip 
Antenna Weight: Approx. 10 lb per pole including extend and 
retract mechanisms. Assuming four po1es,tota1 
weight ~. 40 lb approx. 
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3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 O;bita1 parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The orbital altitudes should be 100 km. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
-.,r-
A polar orbit is preferred; a high inclination (greater than 45 0 ) is 
acceptable. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
Circular orbit is preferred. 
3.2 Target Reguirements 
3.2.1 Experiment Targets 
Moon, sun. 
3.2,. 2 Truth S:f.te/Ground Stations 
To be determined. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Reguirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating,Requireme~~ 
To be determined. 
3 0 3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements. 
None 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures 
a. Extend antenna 
b. Turn on receiver 
c. Calibrate 
d. Operate 
. , 
e. Switch off 
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3.4 Navigation, Control & Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
The requirement for accuracy in determining the location of the 
direction viewed at a specified time is not critical. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
6 
Orientation (line-of-sight) be maintained within -I- 15° and allowable. 
rates less than 0.5 deg/sec. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver RegEirements 
None. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
After the satellite is ejected from the CSM, the astronaut in the CSM 
will participate in these experiments by setting up the experiment in lunar 
orhit and by monitoring interesting observations.. The astronaut w::L11 also be 
expected to adjust the receiver for different observa.tions and to investigate 
in~eresting phenomena, particulary measurements made on the far sid~\ of the moon. 
He can also assist in the adjustment of the antennas, and should generally improve 
the reliability of these experiments. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFC anq MCCH Operation Requirements 
To be determined 
3 .• 6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements 
~o be determined. 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Reguire~ents 
The experiment to be located on a subsate11ite possessing an acceptable RFI 
environment with a practical erection system for deploying the antenna. 
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4.2 ~nvironmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 RFI Protection Requirements 
RFI levels to be kept to absolute minimum. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contamination Protection 
None 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
7 
The RFI environment constraints require checkout systems be employed to 
accurately determine the RFI levels on the spacecraft prior to launch and during 
the period actus-l measurements are being made. Checkout of antenna deployment 
system prior to launch will be required. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
Data rates will depend on how thoroughly the various phenomena that are 
detected are to be investigated, but should not exceed 100 bits/sec. 
4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
1. Power on-off 
2. Receiver mode select 
3. Antenna deploy and erect 
4.6 Electrical Power RequiFements 
5 watts at 28 + 4 Vdc 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
The t't"ermal control requirements are to be determined; however, the 
following are presented here as suggested requirements. 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limit 
"",-",,/, ... ,. a . Receivers -10 to 65°C 
b. Antenna Mechanisms Thermal control coatings 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
a. Antenna -100 to 85°C 
b. Receivers -65 to 85°C 
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4.7.3 Heat Production 
a. Antenna (10 min.) 0.14 Btu/hr 
b. Receivers 58.2 Btu/hr 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
To be determined. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
During NASA radar feasibility studies, over 120,000 square miles 
of the United States have been imaged to test the rada:r. potential for earth 
resource studies. Th~se studies have shown the radar image~ to be a 
useful tool, particularly when operated simultaneously with other i.maging 
sensors. In some instances, the imaging radar has proven itself notably 
superior to aerial photography. For example, major lineaments and other 
structures not known to exist even in well mapped areas were found with 
radar imagery. 
Thin sand veneers have been detected which were not evident on 
aerial photographs. Radar imagery has been shown to be very sensitive 
to micro ruld raeso-surface roughness in flat playas as a function of both 
the' wavelength of the radar and the penetration capabilities of the 
system. Geologiots have noted a number of areas in which cross-polarized 
radar images emphasize certain volcanic rocks. 
Radar imagery Fhould likewise prove itself a useful tool for remote 
sensing over the lunar surface. As on Earth, the imagery obtained 
simultaneously with other sensors should expand the ability to detect 
features which would not otherwise be observed. 
1.2 ~riment O~ectives 
The objectives of the radar imager as applied to lunar study are 
summarized as fo~lows: 
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(l) To map the lunar surface and subsurfa~e in the L-band to 
X-ba.l'1d wavelength t·cgion. 
(2) To provide reflectivity data which will aid in the 
interpretation of passive radiometric thermal measurements. 
(3) To determine the surface and subsurfa:;e ch<:l.racteri~;tlcs of 
the Moon; to identify its physical characteriGtico including 
its electrical, thermal, and structural characteriLitic$; to 
infer the density of lunar materials i'1 conjunction with IR 
radiometric surface temperature measurements. 
( h) T t , 0 loca e and iJentify mineral deposits on the Moon. 
(5) To provide topographical information outhe fa~ side of the 
Moon and to assist in site certification for polar lan.ding 
by astronauts; to determine geometry and l'oughness of lunar 
terrain. 
(6) To detect geological phenomena not obtainable by photographic 
means and to investigate structural haza:.:-ds and faults on 
the lunar surface and subsurface. 
The above objectives are basically the same as those stated in the 
Santa Cruz Conference objectives. However, it must be recognized that a 
radar imager when used in conjunction with passive microwave imagers, IR 
imagers, and photographic sensors will yield substantially more information 
about the lunar surface and subsuvface than when used by itself. Thus a 
multispectral group of imaging experiments should be an extremely powerful 
tool in performing gE::ological and geophy'sical observations. On the other 
hand, the use of a multi-freq:..l.ency, multipolarization radat' imager by 
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itself for obtaining topographic maps of the dark side of the Moon appears to be a 
unique objective since it appears that the radar is the only sensor Ci..lpable 
of ~otaining such information. Thus it is important to recognize that the 
above objectives p~obably cannot all be satisfied by the same radar imaging 
senso~ unless '~he sensor is initially designed to yield the highest resolution 
required by theDe objectives, which may impose pr~hibitive weight penalties. 
Unfortunately, neither the Santa Cruz Conference :lor the work done by 
the research investigators interviewed has addressed itself to the key 
question regarding such an instrument, namely, exactly what resolution will 
be required for each significant task and objective in order to fully satisfy 1 
these objectives and yield the best results for minimum sensor weight. Such I I 
practical considerations, although apart from considerations of experiment 
rationale, must be given serious co~sideration since they will.~?,Cert a 
profound influence on experimental hardware as well as the desirability of 
limiting some of the above objectives. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
A radar imager when operated in conjunction with other sensors can 
yield substantial information about the lunar surface and su~surface. It 
is 6upable of penetrating the lunar surface with depths of penetration 
directly proportional to the wavelength of the imager. Typica~ly, for dry 
terrain, depths of penetration up to eight feet can be expected at L-band 
which should be helpful for geological e~loration work on the lunar surface. 
Radar maps of the surface wi11 also show an enhanced return from geological 
formations which favor dihedral and trihedral reflections of the incident 
electro~agnetic wave. The radar can be employed to obtain surface and 
subsurface maps of the observed terrain, which can be co~pared with 
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imaging data from cameras and IR imagers to identify subsurface deposits 
on the Moon. 
Basically the radar imager is used to obtain a brightness temperature 
map of the observed terrain, from which reflectivity and emissivity maps 
can be derived. If a passive microwave imager is employed to get information 
on the phaop lag angle and an IR imager to obtain the I:;urfn.::e temperature of 
the Gurveyed terrain, then densi ty profile~"l> ~d maps of the ltmar surface 
can be developed. These maps can be ~mployed for general mineral identifi-
catiofl studies, since a knowleclge of the ratio of the loss tangent to the 
density can be used advantageously to locate mineral deposits and other 
anomalies on and below the lunar surface. 
If the radar is instrumented to receive both the direct polarized 
and cross-polarized components of the reflected electromagnetic wave, 
additional information about the surface and subsurfa8e can be gathered 
since the depolarized return will generally be different than the direct 
polarized return depending on the nature and geometry of the areas surveyed. 
In fact, there is a definite slope dependence between these received 
signals so that to meet the above scientific goals the radar imager should 
be ins~rumented to transmit at two frequencies and be capable of receiving 
both polarizations of the return signal at these frequencies. Thus one can 
-identify subsurface phenomena by comparing images at two frequencies, while 
slope, texture and roughnE::SS can be obtained by a comparison of the direct 
and depolarized returns. It is also possible to calculate the loss tangent 
from the cross-polarized part of the l~eturn signal which should aid in the 
location of mineral deposits once density variations have been establishe~. 
It can,therefore, be concluded that the scientific goals can be satisfied 
if ,the radar imager is used in conjunction with passive imagers. 
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The assumption will be made "Chat most of the objectives can be 
satisfied with radar imagers yielding "medium resoluticm". Since mineral 
deposits will generally extE'nd over wide areas and since "locul17,ed" dis-
continuities on the Moon can probably be better distinguished with other 
sensors, this assumption would appear to be justified except, of course, 
for the case of detail mapping of the dark side of the Moon. A light, 
simple, side-looking, doppler radar imager utilizing syntnetic aperture 
techniques could be designed to yield a resolution of 80 meters (250 fto) 
on the lunar surface, when operating on a lunar orbiting spacecraft. 
W. Brown of JPL is investigating such a sensor for a Venus mapping mission 
for which a 200 meter resolution in a 600 km orbit appears adequate. These 
same concepts could easily be applied to the ~~ar mission. 
The imager would be operated in the "unfocused" mode a.lld would 
contain an on-board processor. This would allow "real time" transmission 
of data back to Earth u.tilizing a conventional communication link and the 
JPL-Goldstone 210 ft. dish or equivalent. The on-board processor would 
effectively compress the image by four or.ders of magnitude so that the 
communication link could transmit the data back at a data rate of 20' 
ki1,obits/second. Alternately, the data could be transmitted in "real 
time" without on-board processing but this would require a wideband 
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communication link capable of transmitting data at a rate.of 6 :x: 108 
bits/secondo The former approach is recommended. 
The "real time" link will allow data transmission as long as line-
of-sight communication can be maintained with the spacecraft. When 
the spacecraft is on the dark side of the Moon, the imaging data can be 
stored on film or tape and transmitted later. The radar can be designed 
to operate at two frequencies, 1.2 gc and 8.4 gc, rmd should be capable of 
receiving both polarizations of the received signal. The antenna size is 
dictated by Doppler ambiguity considerations and JPL has developed a 
computer program which will yield optimum antenna sizes and characteristics. 
Thus, if the imager were operated in the "focused" mode, a three meter x 
five meter antenna would permit us to "zoom in" and obtain imaging data 
~ 
having a resolution of "X"'meters but the data would have to be recorded 
on film. In the "unfocused" mode, an antenna size of two meters x two 
and one-half meters is recommended. It appears possible to consider a 
"hybrid" system yielding high resolution data of the dark side of the Moon 
for topographic mapping, and a lower resolution system for the other part 
of the orbit, which would then satisfy all of the objectives outlined in 
Section 1 • 
. 1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of :EJxperiment 
Objectives 
The mission constraints of short time duration and low orbit 
inclination will limit amount of the lunar surface observed and hence 
limit the quantity of data obtained by the radar imager (as well as that 
of all of the other sensors). However, a review of the objectives of 
*Resolution is classified. 
,HO'··· 
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Section 1.2 above shows that all of the objectives except for (5), sic~ 
certification for polar landing by astronauts, can be substantially met 
in a short time luration, low inclination orb~t. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 ~unctional Description 
The radar imager should operate at 1.2 gc and 8.4 gCij transmitting 
in one polarization and receiving both polarizations of the ret~lrn signals 0 
Four on-board processors will compress image data by four orders of 
magnitude and allows retransmission of data in "real time" to Earth with 
S-band communication link and 210 ft. Goldstone receiver. Imaging data 
from the dark side of the Moon can be obtained in "focused" mode if higher 
resolution is required, or can be obtained "unfocused" as before. The 
data during the high resolution phase of radar imaging will be recorded on 
film. 
A block diagram of the important parts of the radar is shown below. 
X247 X7 t Video t Video 
STALO FREQUENCY FREQUENCY ZERO IF ZERO IF 
MULTIPLIER n MULTIPLIER ~-::l_ MIXER MIXER I. IT I 
I ":I;" '" MODULATOR MODULATOR f I 
I , RECEIVER RECEIVER 
'lWT NT PROTECTOR PROTECTOR 
I I ~ ., , 
CIRC eIRe 
I I 
- I ANTENNA ANTENNA . 
L-BAND X-BAND 
.. ' 
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The stalo transmitter runs continuously (not chirped) and is not frequency 
offset, thus requiring zero IF mixers. Five hundred channels are employed 
when inlager operates in "unfocused" mode. 
The antennas are chosen to operate in both modes, with a three meter 
x five meter a.ntenna required for the L-band channels and 1:.1. corre5pondingly 
smuller aperture for the X-band channels. Antenna ::;iz.el.3 are dicta i;ed by 
Doppler spread considerations and should have large enough aperture::; to 
avoid Doppler ambiguities. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Certainly a radar imaging experiment is feaoible today and most of 
the hardware except the antenna should be readily available. A development 
program for such an instrument for the lunar mission should not take more 
than 18 months, and proven flight hardware could be ready for installation 
in a lunar orbit by 1971. The L-band channels have already been tested 
at JPL in airborne measurements over the California coast, and an extension 
to X-band to obtain two frequency operation should prove to be relatively 
simple since all components including the TWT amplifier are readily 
available. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Hardware characteristics are determined primarily by TWT and antenna 
sizes and are summarized as follows: 
a. Dimensions 
(1) An-cenna 
3 meters x 5 .meters (L-band) 
0.5 meter x 0.8 meter (X-band) 
.  
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(2) Transmitter - Receiver Package 
-
36" x 20" x 12" 
(3) Data ProCeSSOI'3 (each) 
-
12" x 8" x 6" I 
(4) Film Recorders (optional 2 used) - 9" x 9" x 18" 
b. Weights ~Pounds2 
Antennas 15 ea 30 
Transmitter - Receiver Package 80 ea 160 
Data Processors (four) 20 ea 80 
Total 270 
Film Recorders (optional - 2 used) 40 'ea 80 
Optional Total 350 
3.0 MISSION P~QUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
A low lunar orbit, 100 km or less, is desired. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
The orbit inclination is not critical. High inclination is 
desirable to obtain lunar surface coverage. However, lower inclinations, 
o i.e., less than 15 , are acceptable and will allow achievement of most of 
the experiment objectives. 
3.l~3 Orbital Eccentricity 
A low eccentricity (preferably circular) orbit is required. 
3.2 Target Reguirements 
There are no specific target requirements. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
The radar imager should be operated continuously, or at intervals 
which give coverage of all areas under the spacecraft in lunar orbit, including 
the lunar dark side. It will be necessary to operate the L-band imager at 
, 
different times from the L-band-microwave radiometer. However, near synoptic 
coverage using the two instruments can still be obtained on alternat.e orbits, 
since the ground tracks are close togetqer. 
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.?5.,'" Supporting Experiment Requireme!lts 
The radar imager does not require supporting experimfm ts • Howev<?r, 
to aid in dnta interpretation, data from other imw~ing systems, particularly 
with cameras and infrared experiments, would be debirab1.t::. For tiLe L-band 
frequency, data from a passive micrmvave radiometer of the 
s~me frequency would be desirable for subsurface feature comparison. 
3.3.3 ExEeriment Qperation Procedures 
The experiment antennas must be mounted or deployed to have a 
clear field of view. Operation of the instrument can be automatic, or with 
astronaut time available, controlled by the astronaut. Operations required 
are turn on to warmup, operate. Dependent upon operation modes finally 
determined, lunar dark side imaging may be recorded on film. In that 
event, film retrieval will be necessary. 
j.4 Navigation, Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
No special navigation is required, since no specific targets are 
required .. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
The imager antennas must be oriented toward loca~ vertical + 1° 
in pitch and roll, : 2° in yaw. Spacecraft rates should be held to + 0.05 
degrees/second during imager operation. 
3.4.3 Spacecraf~ Maneuver Requirements 
No special maneuvers are required •. 
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3.5 Astronaut Participation Requi.r·eme~ 
Astronaut participation depends upon 1) astronaut time availabiliLy 
and ~) de8lgn features chosen for the imager. The imager can be de5igned 
for automatic ope.L'atioIl, or can take advantage of the mrm 1~; c;J IJubili ty. 
Functions required are: 
(1) Deployment of the antennas, either using pyrotechnics or 
other device~3, or by manual erection during EVA 
(2) Switch o~, switch to operate 
(3) Retrieve film, if the imager is operated in the fucused mode 
(resulting in high data rates) on the lunar dark side 
(4) Switch from unfocused to focused mode of operation 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFO and MaCH Operation Requirements 
Ground operations will depend upon the usage of the astronaut. 
In lieu of astronaut participation, the functions of Section 3.5 above 
must be commanded or prog:cammed. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation RequirementB 
To be determined; however, operation of the imager over desert 
regions of Earth prior to flight should be useful to determine imager 
characteristics. The Lunar Excursion Module landing site can also serve 
as a truth site, with geologic structure determined in the area by the 
landing party. 
A-295 . i~ 
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4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMfi~TS 
4.1 Locat;Lon and Mountlng Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
An-;:;anna deployment will be required. An ui1.obstructed view is 
required as follows: 
Alung ground track 50 from either end of antenna 
4.102 Mounting Requirements 
The antennas should be mounted as follows: Long dimension 
parallel to ground track. The antennas should be mounted so thai; they 
look to the side at an angle 600 from local vertical, as shmvn below. 
Ground 
Track 
Local 
Vertical 
------
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4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.l EMI Protection Requiremants 
To be determined. 
4.2.2 ~et Plume and Spacecraft Contamination Protection 
Contaminants should have a negligible effect on imager data. 
4e2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.3 Tes~, Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.4 Data.Requirements 
4.4.1 Ex~!!:Timent Scientific Data Requirements 
Each of the two radar systems (L-band and X-band) operate at 
20 kil:Jbi ts/second. The imager output will be in digi1;al form. 
If the imager is operated in the focused mode, film (or a 
capability to ha~dle 6 x 108 bits/seconu) will be required. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
To be determined; however, 20 channels analog, 0 - 5v at 0.1 sps/ 
channel would be reasonable for this function, based on experience wi~h 
0ther radar systems. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.4.4 Post Flight Supporting Data Requirements 
Data from other simultaneously operated sensors sho"'J.ld be made 
available. In particular, photography, infrared, and passive microwave 
radiometer data should be useful in interpretation of radar imager data. 
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4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirement.! 
Experiment data should be recorded in computer compatible 
format. Radar data, in the form of images and other forms, will be 
constructed and, with supporting data from other experiments, used to 
achieve the objectives of Section 1.2 above. 
4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
Display - one status lamp 
Control - 1) Off; 2) On-Standby; 3) Operate; 4) Focus/Unfocus 
Mode Switch 
4.6 E lec trical Power ReguirEim.ents 
The radar imager will require 70 watts at each fr.equency (X-band and 
L-band) for a total of 140 watts. Design will be compatible for oper.tion 
with a nominal 28 volt dc system. The data processors will require 30 watts 
each for a total of 120 watts (two processors at each frequency). These 
processors will operate whenever the imager is operating. The film recorders 
(optional; two used) will require 40 watts of p~wer each. 
4.7 Thermal Control Reguirement~ 
. 0 
The components can operate and survive between -20 and +75 C, with 
+25 0 C +25 0 C preferred. The transmitter/receiver package will generate 
480 btu/hour. Each data processor will generate 100 btu/hour. Each film 
recorder will generate 135 btu/hour. 
4.8 £SE and Facility Requirements 
To be determined. 
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1.. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Exper~ent Background - It is self-evident that reliable measurements 
of the meteoroid flux are important in establishing design criteria for all 
types of space vehicles, especially those of lengthy duration or with men on 
board. The need for this information has resulted in extensive measurement 
efforts sue'l as the Pegasus series of satell ite where the prd.mary purpo.Je 
was determination of the meteoroid environment in the near earth environment 
and.also in experiments designed for Gemini, OGO and other near earth satellite 
and probe systems. Interplanetary measurements have been carried out by 
experiments on the Mar.iner satellite ant! the lunar environment has been 
sampled by the Lunar Orbiters. 
In addition to the need for this information in establishing design 
critexia it is also scientifically important in its own right. A detailed 
~nowledge of the particle flux, veloci.ty, composition and size distribution 
is necessary to assist in the definition of the formative processes and transport 
mechanisms operative in the solar system. 
Due to the constraints on collector systems imposed by spacecraft limitations 
and to the low incidence of particles, statistical. 'considerations dictate the need 
for the longest possible exposure times in a variety of space locations within 
the s·olar sys tem. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives "':"The objectives of this experime1lt are to measure 
the flux, velocity and diameter of primary meteorcld particles in the lunar 
composition type. The Santa Cruz conference definedr.a need for this information .. to 
supply design criteria for the eventual construction of lunar astronomical 
.. 
. .. " ..... ,- , .. '" ---,; .. --
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1.2 Contipued. 
observatories and to study transport mechanisms on the ;lUtlar surface. The 
flux of primary particle and secondary ejecta'. material is to be measured 
by one of the experiments in the ALSEP package on the lunar surface. The 
technological justification for the crbiting experiment is to make a supporting 
and independent measurement of the f.ux of incoming primary particles in lunar 
orbit. 
The scientific justification reI ts on fulfilling the following general 
'objectives: 
a. To refine current knowledge of the meteoroid environment obtained 
as the result of ground-basedobservcttions and orbital measurements near Earth. 
h. To investigate the extent of the gravitational focussing of the 
meteoroid environment caused by the I:arth by measurements obtained in luna'" 
It 
P!bit, 60-'eart~ radii from the Earth's atmosphere. 
c. To identify the types of meteoroids present in the vicinity of the 
moon and to compare the results with Earth orbital measurements and meteorite 
finds. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals & Objectives - As originally' 
conceived this experiment consisted of two part;s. Part (a) was an array of 
velocity vector telescopes designed to measure velocity, direction, and 
~5 -2· 
momentum in the range from 10- up to 10 dyne-seconds. Pa_rt (b) was de-
signed to measure velocity (speed), diameter and detect whether or n,ot the 
spectral type was of a particular preselected species. On reconsideration,,' 
.tt was decided tllat Part (b) would give adequate information and- greatly 
reduce the experiment requirements on tpe carrier. 
As presently proposed, the instrument for determining the _types of 
meteoroids in lunar o17bit consists of a circular impact surface, a centrally 
located optical collection system, photomultiplier tubes -and fi1ters,_ Anim-
pact on the surface produces a flash which is detected by the optical syst;:em and 
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1.2.1 Continued 
transmitted to the photomultipiier tubes. The signal is analyzed for a 
specific grouping of elements pertinent to the' expe.cted types of meteQroid 
(stony, stony-iron, iron, tektitic, etc.) by choice of the right comhination 
of filters and PM tubes. In. addition, the peak intens ity of the flash is pro-
portional to the product d4 V8 and the initial rate of change of intensity is 
proportional to d2 V6• Thus the velocity and diameter of the impinging meteoroid 
is known and the type allows for an assumption about its density and hence the 
mass of the meteoroid is available. Knowledge of the velocity will allow the 
percentage of the elements detectec! in the impact spectro to be c.a1culated. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objectives -
The optimum mission for this experiment is a deployment time of about 30 day~. This 
requirement is dictated by statistical considerations based on the predicted impact rates. 
. In gene;::'al the experiment des ires to face outward from the l~nar surface 
although periods of time with the moon in the instrument field of view are 
acceptable. Knowledge of the length of time and the extent of shielding by, the I 
.: moon will be required in order to allow calculation of the shield ing factor. 
Other than the shielding considerations, there are no other hequirements 
on spacecraft pointing or stability. 
A three day equatorial orbit would be unacceptable due to unacceptably 
short exposure time. 
There are no requirements for a particular Qrbit inclination or eccentricity. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Junctional Description - The experiment hardware consists of a circular 
impact plate of polished cadmium with a sensitive area of about 0.15 M2. Cadmium 
is not expected to be a major constituent of the impacting particle and the magni ... 
tude of the flash in the spectral region of the cadmium lin~.s will give the 
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. 2.1 Continued 
information required f"o detennine the impact m.omentum. A portion of the 
emitted light w~11 be intercepted by ~a collecting mirror and directed through 
tre spectral filters to the photomultiplier tubes. The output of the P.M. 
tubes will be conditioned to give the following in£ormation for each event: 
a~ The magnitude of the'iro.pact flash in the Cd spectral region. 
b. Th.e time' derivative of the initial part of the above. 
c. A "yes" or "no" indication of whether the particle is a particular 
spectral type. 
d. The time of event occurrence will be recorded to the nearest minute. 
This informafli.on will be stored in a '!:>uffer storage system. A preliminary 
es timate of the data required for each event is 40 bits (five 8 bit words). The 
buffer storage will store 400 bits or ten events. It will be designed to dump 
into the spacecraf·t data system either periodically (2 times per day) or .. h~n 
some fraction of t.he storage capacity is filled (e.g. 50%). This will avoid 
" 
loss of data in case of a large number of impacts in a short time, and still 
provide for periodic readouts in case of low incidence rates. The predicted 
incidence ~te is about.2 impacts per day. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics - An operating 
breadboard model of the experiment is under construction to verify operational 
feasibility and performance characteristics. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics - Because of the preliminary design state of 
the experiment hardware the following characteristics should be considered as 
upper limits. 
Weight 
Volume (stowed) 
Exposed area 
Power consumption 
Voltage 
See Figure 1. 
10 Kg 
0.025 1113 
0.25 m~ 
5 watts average 
28 volts 
.\' 
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CollectinB Mirror 
Target Surface 
(Polished Cadmium) 
FIGURE 1. IMPACT FIASH SPECTRA INSTRUME~iT 
P.M. Detector 
System 
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3.0 MISS ION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude - No requirement. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination - No requirement. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity - No requirement. 
3.2 Target-Reguirements - The experiment is to be mounted on the spacecraft 
so as to maximize the e:x:posure to space and minimize shielding of the field of 
view by the moon •. ~lere are no other target requirements. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirement 
3.3.1 EXperiment Operating Reguirements - The experiment is to be in opera-
tion the maximum time possible. There are no other operating requirements. 
3.3.2 Support Experiment Requirements - None. 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures - The experiment will require deployment 
on a subsate11ite. The experiment should be activated as early as possible and 
left on as long as possible. The spacecraft data system should be programmed to 
read out the experiment data storage buffer periodically when it. is capable of 
either recording or transmitting the stored information. 
3.4 Navigation, Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements - None. 
3.A.2 Orientation and Stability Requiremen~ - None. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements - None. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements - None. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
" 
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3.6.1 MSFN and MCCH Operation Requirement~ ... Recording of telemetry data 
from the subsate11ite is the only requirement. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements - None. 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements - The instrument desires an un-
obstructed field of view consisting of a cone with a 700 half angle and with an 
aperture of the size of the impact surface - approximately 50 cm in diameter • 
. 4.1.2 Mounting Requirements - The experiment should be located and mounted 
on the spacecraft such that the axis of this f •. o.v. cone is directed away from 
the lunar surface as much as possible. Some amount of shielding from the moon 
is acceptab1e(up to a shielding factor of 50%) but it is desirable to minimize 
it as much as possible and to know what it is so that a shielding factor can be 
calculated. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Reguirements 
4.2.~ EMI Protection Requirements - None. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contamination Requirements - None. . 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements - None. 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements - None. 
4.3 Test Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
4.3.1 Preflight - Built-in circuitry to perform malfunction checks on the 
detector electronics will be employed. 
4.3.2 Inflight - Same as above. 
4.3.3 Postflight - None •. 
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4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requi1;~~~ - Each impact event will require 
five 8 bit words. The experiment will incorpo.ra'te a data storage buffer sys tem 
capable of recording 10 events. The buffer is to be read out by the satellite 
data system periodically - preferably each orbit or at least 2 times per day. 
In addition the buffer will automatically trigger the satellite data system 
for a readout if it is filled prior to regular scheduled readout. If this 
occurs on the far side of the moon a record capability would be required in the 
data system. An alternative would be for the readout signal to be generated 
when some fraction of full capacity is reached (e.g. 50%). The spacecraft data 
system would then readout the information at the next possible opportu.nity. 
The impact events are to be time correlated to the nearest minute. Timing 
information will be required from the spacecraft for this purpose and will con-
stitute part of the 40 bits of information stored relative to each event. 
The predicted average impact rate is 2/day. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements - Due to the 
early state of development of the experiment hardware, this information is to 
be determined. A preliminary estimate would be that five 8 bit words would 
be required and they should be sampled at each data dump. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements - None. 
4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements - Spacecraft orientation 
history to allow calculation of shielding factor. 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements - None. 
4.5 Display and Control Requiran.ents - None 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements - Power consumption is estimated at 5 watts 
28 volts D.C. 
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4~7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Ope~at~onal Temperature Limit - Minimum -55°C, max~Jm +80oC. Note 
this temperature applies to the detectors and associated electronics module. 
The tmpact surface will be looking at space for extenc~d periods and will 
probably get colder. This is acceptable. 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits - Minimum -100°C, maximum 200°C. Pas-
sive thermal control .is desirable. 
4.7.3 Heat Product.ion - The estimated power of 5 watts will require removal 
from the detector electronics module. 
A-308 ~ 
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1.8 aSE and Facilitx Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Requirements 
Item Nomenclature Quantity 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Experiment Simulator 
Experiment Test Set 
Experiment Shipping 
Container 
Installation Sling 
Handling Cart 
Key: Co = Common to Other Experiments 
C = Integrating Contractor 
E = Experiment Manufacturing Plant 
K = Kennedy Space Center 
1 
2 
2 
1 
Co 
Use Site Notes 
C 
E.C. 
E.C.K. 
c 
C 
M = Manned Spacecraft Center (for support of qualification unit) 
10 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements - ~he experiment must be handled with care and 
must remain in its shipping containe'r until integration. The environment must 
be controlled. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements - None. 
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1.0 IHTROD;;C1ION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
, -
No emperical data exists at present on the composition of the solar 
wind for Z (atomic numbers)greater than 2. .M. determination of the higher 
Zion clm tp.nt of the .'Solar wind will provide a firm foun:1ation for deciding 
between currently competitive theories as to element synthesis, origin of 
the solar system, history of planetary atmospheres, solar wind dynamics and 
derivation of isotopic composition of solar material. 
Some solar wind iata has been compiled during unmanned interplanetary 
probes (i.e., the Pioneer MIT plasma determinations) using voltage modulated 
Faraday sensor cups, in which the amplitude of the voltage on the modulating 
grid determines the threshold kinetic energy of the incident ions that may 
pass to the collector. This method contributes to determination of mass to 
charge ratio but is ineffective for higher atomic masses because of duplica-
tions of m/q. 
Spectroscopic techniques have been us~d to estimate relative abund-
ances of some of the lower elements in the solar corona but the accuracy of 
these determinations is open to question. 
This trapping :nethod by aluminum foil then will be the first to 
deter:nine quantitative composition of the solar wind for Z greater than 2 
with any reasonable degree of accuracy. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The primary objective of the experiment is to determine the isotopic 
noble gas composition of the solar wind by entrapment of the ions present in 
A-111 __ 
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the solar wind in an aluminum foil. Other objectives that will aid in 
unjerstanding the history an1 physical properties of the lunar mass such as 
measurement of the electrical conductivity, information relating to the 
possibility of the Moon retaining an atmosphere, the propagation velocity of 
the s01ur wind and knowledge about the structure of the magnetospheric tail 
of the Earth when the Hoon is in tlte region of the tail. 'rhese objectives 
can also be used to aid in the determination of effects on the lunar surface 
by the solar wind. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
An alternate method of determining the primary objective is a 
direct in-flight determination of the elemental and isotopic abundance of the 
solar wind. However, this is very difficult to accomplish for heavier ions 
for the following reasons: 
a. '41e acceptance angles and sa:npling areas of mass spectrometers 
are small, and thus the analyzed particle fluxes will be ex-
ceedingly low 
b. Particle energies are expected -to be proportional to the 
mass 
c. A very complicated mass spectrum is to be expected, with 
mass to charge ratios m/q clustering around 2, because of 
the high degree of ioni?atic~ in the corona and,thus in 
the solar wind. 
These comments indicate the necessity for a very complex mass spectromete~ 
which would have to be operated by remote control. 
The method of collection and neutralization of the solar wind 
particles by trapping them in a foil avoids the above difficulties and 
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requires only simple instrumentation aboard the spacecraft. Little or no 
teler.1etry is needed. The analysis of the returned foil can be cal~ried out 
by highly developed and well tested techniques in the laboratory. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment 
Objectives 
The one mission constraint that eould preclude the accomplishment 
of the experiment objectives would be that which would prevent giving a 
reasonable assurance that the time-area integrated flux will be greater 
than the detection threshold of analysis. This time-area product is 90 
square feet hours, i.e., 3 square feet for 30 hours of exposure. 
2.0 EQUI?M~NT D~~CRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The Solar Wind experiment unit will consist of one or more de-
tectors of aluminum foil. These detectors will be 3 mils thick backed by 
a suitable material to pr~vent tearing during handling and deployment. The 
deployment mechanism will have the capability of deploying foil surface as 
a function of time and should also retract the foil for easy handling by 
the crew. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Experiment is feasible and within the state-of-the-art. Deployment 
of the foils should be quite simple providing there is not a requirement 
to place the foils more than 10 to 20 feet from the spacecraft. If a re-
quirement exists that the foils must be deployed 100' to 200' from the 
spacecraft, the deployment mech13 . .l1ism will become larger, heavier and more 
complex. 
3 
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2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
The unit should weigh 15 Ibs and have dimensions of 14"xlO"xlO". 
(Stowed Dimensions) 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameter Requirements 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The orbital altitude should be 80 kID. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
A polar inclination is desirable. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
Not critical. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
Sun 
3.3 EXperfment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Ex~riment Operating Requirements 
Foil to be exposed to solar wind (sun) for 30 hours min. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements 
Supporting experiments are: Magnetic Fie ld, Solar Plasma" and 
Electric Field. 
3.3.3 EXperiment Operation Procedure 
Typical Operational Procedure 
a. Extend boom 
b. Blow protective covers 
c. Turn "on" 
d. Turn "offn after desired coverage 
3.4' Navigation, Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
4 
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3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
To be determined 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
The line-of-sight (LOS) orientation must be maintained within 
+ 150 and allowable rates less than 0.5 deg!sec. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
~S to Sun must be maintained. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
3.5.1 Preflight 
To be determined 
3.5.2 Inflight 
The experiment can be operated by commands initiated from ground 
control. However, w:tth astronaut time available, control and monitor of the 
experiment deployment and operation may be performed by a crew member. In 
either case, an astronaut EVA will be required to retrieve the foil at the 
completion of the exposure period. 
3.5.3 Postflight 
A postflight debriefing would be des1reable to review any anomalous 
behavior during deployment, exposure, or EVA periof~~ 
3.6 Flight Opera~ion Requirements . 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCCH Operation Requirements 
MSFN and MCCH will be required to provide the following 
a. Spacecraft ephemeris data 
b. Receive and record experiment telemetry data for display or 
postflight review 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements 
None 
5 
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4 .0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
The boom will be extended, cover squibs fired and the foil extended 
to operate position. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requ~rement~ 
Mounting to be such that foil(s) when extended will face the sun. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirem~nts 
4.2.1 EMI P2,.otection Requirements 
Spacecraft qualification. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contamination Protection 
The solar wind foil should be kept in nonacidic atmospheres at 
all times. Foil should not be exposed to atmospheres enriched in rare gases 
(enriched with respect to the terrestrial atmosphere). 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
None 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements 
None 
4.3 Test, Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
The total number of checkout measurements and stimuli required for 
malfunction isolation to the modula~ level during ground and inflight testing 
is as follows: 
a. Measurements 4 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
a. Monitoring boom extension/retraction 
A-316 
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4.3.2 Inf1ight Requirements 
a. Manttor boom extension/retraction 
b. Monitoring squib circuit 
c. Monitoring squib circuit 
d. Monitoring foil extender 
4.3.3 Post Flight Requi~ements 
None 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Reguirement~ 
None 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
Three housekeeping channels at 0.1 sps should be recorded 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Reguireme~ 
None 
4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Data Reguirements 
To be determined 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
Approximately one square foot of foil will require processing 
4.5 Display and Control Reguirements 
a. Off 
b • Extend boom 
c. Fire squibs 
d. Extend foil' 
e. Retract boom 
4.6 Electrical Power Reguirements 
The power profile is shown in the attached sketch 
a. Peak power, Wdc 150 
b. Average power, Wdc 10 
S 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
a. Boom extender -10 to 65C 
b. Foil -65 to 100C 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
Survival temperature limits are -65 to SOC 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
Heat production will be 31 BTU/hr during extension or retraction 
of the boom 
4.8 GSE and Facility Reguirements 
4.S.1 GSE Requirements 
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Item :fomenclature Quantity Use Site Notes 
1 ~periment ~hipping 2 l;" ..;.i, C, K 
Container 
I 
2 Experiment Test Set 2 E, C I Includes noise-
source and noise-I figure meter. 
3 Experiment Simulator 1 C 
4 Handling Cart Co C 
5 Installation Sling 1 C 
6 Cover 4 M, E, C, K 
7 Boresight Equipment Co K, C 
8 Pyro Simulator Set 4 sets E, C, M, K Provides a pyro 
simulator for each 
pyro in each 
experiment. 
9 Pyro Test Equipment 3 E, C, K 
Key: 
Co = Co:nmon to other experiments 
C = Integrating Contractor 
E = Experiment Manufacturing Plant 
K = Kennedy Space Center 
M = Manned Spacecraft Center (for support of qualification unit) 
~, 0 
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4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
This experiment must be located in a building which has level one 
control for the environment (dust, mOisture, and temperature) and, when 
moved from one location to another, it must be placed in a shipping container 
for protection. 
A normal bench test area is required to perform functional checkout 
of this experiment (floor space approximately 15' x 15'). 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements 
Training eqUipment must include training aids such as charts, maps, 
photos and movies. 
Full or partial mechanical mockups of the instrument must be 
provided for inclusion in an EVA trainer. 
The D&C trainer must include displays and controls peculiar to 
this experiment. 
, 
/ 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
Magnetometer experiments have been flown successfully on nany earth 
orbital and space probe missions; however, infonnation in the vicinity of the moon 
is very seant. At the time of the \'n:iting of NASA SP-Is'!, the only data available 
were from Lunik-2, LUNA-lO, and prr;lim:tnary results from Explorer 35. 
Recent experiments have made con.siderable progress in the determination 
of the electrodynamic properties of the moon. 
Magnetic field measurements on board lunar orbiting satellites by 
Dolginov on Luna 10 and by Sonett and Ness on Explorer 35 indicate a remnant or 
. i -20 permanent magnet~c d pole moment 'for the whole moon to be less than 10 
gauss cm3• Thus the lunar dipole moment is less than 10-5 that of the earth. 
The relative permeability ~ of the surface material can be estimated 
from the magnet experiment results of deWys on Surveyors V and VI. deWys reported 
a presence of less than 1% by volume of magnetic iron material. Assumi.ng this 
to be magnetite and using the dependence of permeability upon magnetite content 
in rocks as given by Keller, one finds a relative permeability r of 1.04 for lunar 
surface material. 
The relative dielectric constant € of the surface material has been 
measured by both earth and satellite based radar experiments. Hagfors in his 
review of earth based rad8.r observation of the moon determined a relative dielectric 
constant of 2.6 to be consistent with the backscattered measurements at 108 hz. 
Brown et al., estimated a value € e 3.5 + 0.7 at 1010 hz from the radar altimeter 
and doppler velocity sensor for 'the Surveyor III spacecraft. 
The conductivity of the lunar surface material was calculated by Kopal 
from radiometer and radar data to be ~~ 10-4 mhos/m at 3 x 108 hz. 
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These electrical parameters are for a very narrow range frequency and lunar· 
depth values. In order to probe the interior of the moon with electromagnetic 
waves the wavelength considered should be large compared to the radius of the 
moon. This involves frequencies below I hz and one must make several assumptions 
in order to extrapolate the above electrical parameters by 8 decades in fre-
quency and 6 decades in depth~ 
The properties of the driving medium,i.e. the solar plasma, must also be 
considered in detail if one is to understand the steady state and time varying 
magnetic fields on the lunar surface. The solar plasma or wind is nortnaily 
flowing at 400 km/sec at the moon and emanates from th,,~ solar at!!losphere. It is 
composed primarily of hydrogen ions and free electrons with a small percentage of 
* He ions. The high tem~erature of the solar wind produces a high electric con-
ductivity and therefore the magnetic fields are carried along at the characteristic 
speed of the plasma. Such fields have been measured as a regular feature of the 
solar wind and originate in the atmosphere of the sun together with the plasma. 
The rotation o~ the sun causes the magnetic field to be spiralled into a pa.ttern 
making an angle of about 45 0 with the direction of flow near che orbit of the 
earth. The magnitude of the field at the earth is normally 5 gamma and the 
density of the plasma is approximately 5 particles/cm3• The temperature of the 
plasma varies from 104 to 105 ~. 
The interplanetary magnetic field carries waves of various types associated 
with the different plasma modes in the solar wind. The magnetic field waves of the 
lowest frequency are of primary interest since they can propagate into the moon 
without being completely attenuated. Since the solar wind is in supersonic motion 
wi.th respect to the moon, all such waves are convected outward ani cannot be trans-
mitted towards the sun. These waves intercept and electromagnetically excite the 
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moon similar to magnetotelluric excitation on earth. McDonald has applied this 
meth~d to the earth by using the secular variations in the geomagnetic field to 
determine the electrical conductivity of the earth's mantle. 
Gold, in his analysis of the solar wind-moon interaction postulated that 
the time constant of the electrodynamic interaction would be long compared to 
the rotation period and that a magnetosphere and accompanying shock wave would 
be produced. 
Sonett and Colburn extended this analysis to include the case in which a 
steady state current system is generated which closes in the solar plasma. An 
electric field is produced by the relative motion of the magnetic field frozen 
in the solar plasma as it sweeps by the moon with a relative velocity. In order 
for this to take place it is necessal~ that the plasma and the magnetic field be 
decoup1ed near the lunar surface so that the field can diffuse into the interior. 
The flow of the current produc'ed by this electric field will distort the dif-
fusion of the magnetic field in the lunar inte~'ior and cause the interplanetary 
field to be distorted. 
This model was used by Colburn et a1. in the analysis of Explorer 35 
magnetic field measurements to determine an effective electrical conductivity 
of 10-6 mhos/m for the whole moon, Ness by a similar analysis of Explorer 35 
field measurements caa~ulates the conductivity to be 10-5 mhos/me Both Colburn 
and Ness assumed displacement currents were neglib1e, a uniform magnetic field 
over lunar dimensions, and tli.at the moon is homogel1.eous. Colburn also stated his 
results were consistent with a model wherein the moon was surrounded with an 
insulating layer and a highly conducting inner core. Behannon has also used the 
Explorer 35 magnetometer measurements during the trav.ersal of the earth's magnetic 
tail to put an upper limit of 1.8 on the relative magnetic permeability of the moon. 
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If the moon has an extremely low conducting surface layer compared to the 
interior conductivity then the transients in the solar wind become very important 
as driving forces for measurements of the interior electrical parameters. By as-
suming that the moon is homogeneous, where the wavelength of the driving field is 
large compared to the diameter of the moon, and, that conduction currents pre-
dominate over displacement currents, it is possible to calculate the variation of 
skin depth with conduc tivi ty (J". England et al., calculated the conduc tivi ty of 
the lunar interior assuming various thermal models and found a variation of 10-10 
to 102 mhos/meter in going from the surface to the lunar center. This conductivity 
range should allow the moon to be probed for some low frequency waves if the above 
mentioned assumptions are valid. These assumptions can be tested by observing the 
vector magnetic field as a function of time on both the sunward and antisolar 
hemispheres. 
On the earth, the interaction of the solar wind with the geomagnetic field 
leads to the development of a detached bow shock wave enclosing the magnetosphere. 
It has been suggested that the accEetion of the solar wind particles by the electri-
cally conducting material of the moon would lead to the formation ~f a magnetic tail 
and a lunar pseudomagnetosphere, similar in character to that of the earth. How-
ever, initial resul'ts from Explorer 35 (X-35) indicate that if such a configuration 
does exist, it is not permanent. From the X-35 measurements during the past year, 
since the writing of SP-157. tije present model of the moon's magnetic field is as 
shown in Figure 1, with typical field strength values of the various regions as 
shown. The question of a bow shock is still unresolved as to whether a weak de-
tached bow shock or weak attached shock is in existence. Resolution of this ques-
tion would require a lower altitude orbit than the 1000 KM orbit of X-35. 
These experimental results indicate that the actual interaction between the 
solar wind and the moon is quite different from the generally accepted theoretical 
models of the past few years. Further experimental work is required to gain full 
understanding of the problem. 
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1.2 Experiment Objectives 
There are two sets of objectives to this experiment; those associated 
with investigating the lunar environment, and those associated with the lunar 
interior. 
A. Lunar Environment Objectives 
(1) To establish the location and existence of either a weak detached bow 
shock or weak attached shock. 
(2) To investigate the detailed structure of the boundary surfaces and 
of the fields in each of the distinct regions. 
(3) To establish the location and existence of any tail shock. 
(4) To study the relation between the lunar fields and the interplanetary 
magnetic field as well as the earth's magnetic tail. 
(5) To study the effect of the incident magnetized plasma on the lunar 
surface and atmosphere. 
B. Lunar Interior Objective~ 
(1) To investigate the bulk electrical conductivity of the moon 
(2) To search for magnetic anoma1ie., 
(3) To attempt to distinguish between any intrinsic lunar field that may 
exist and one caused by diffusion of the interplanetary field into the moon. 
",,(This may be difficult to do because of the weak intrinsic field, but it has 
such important implications for the interior of the moon that it merits care-
fu1 investigation.) 
The objectives of Paragraph A are in general agreement with those of the 
Particles and Fields Working Group of the Santa Cruz conference,modified somewhat 
by the recent findings of Explorer 35. Accomplishment of these objectives assumes 
a complement of sensors, including at least the D.C. magnetometer, A.C. magnetometer 
and plasma probe. In addition, A.C. electric fields, and low energy electron and pro-
'" 
ton detectors will enhance data interpretation. J, 
The objectives of Paragraph B are important to the Geophysics Working Group, 
by providing information on the conductivity of the moon and its dependence on 
depth below surface, thus providing valuable clues to the variation 
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of temperature with depth below surface and the nature of interior material. The 
approach in accomplishing this objective is to study the response oi' the moon 
to interplanetary disturbances (such as shock waves and sector bound.ries as 
encountered by passage of the moon through the earth's magnetic tail) and measuring 
associated time constants of the moon/plasma interaction. Local magnetic anomalies 
due to lunar subsurface features, and measurement of the lunar intrinsic field will 
yield yaluable information on the history of formation of the moon~ and the prob-
able physic~l processes involved. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals a.nd Objectives 
A triaxial sensor, to obtain measurements of the vector 
field, with a dynamic range of 0 to lOO~, and sensitivity of i O.l~ is suggested 
in SP-157, with a minimum sample rate of one per second. 
A triaxial sensor is necessary to avoid any possible 
ambiguities in regions characterized by irregular fields. The minimum sample rate 
of one per second is required when studying the bow shock, to allow several samples 
in the vicinity of the front when traveling at typical spacecraft velocities of 
1-2 KM/sec. (The lunar shock is probably less than 10 KM thick.) Simultaneous 
measurements by two or more separated magnetometers is highly desirable, especially 
when studying the relation between changes in the interplanetary field and the 
magnetic tail regions. While much can be learned from statistical stUdies using 
average properties, more rapid, less ambiguous progress will be possible using 
data from magnetometers on two lunar orbiters or magnetomete~s on an orbiter and 
on the lunar surface. 
Complementary sensors which aid in data interpretation 
include: 
(1) A.C. magnetometer, to assist in identif~cation of the different regions. 
(2) Plasma probe, to assist in mapping the various regions, and correlate 
plasma input and interactions with the moon with the measured magnetic 
fields. 
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(3) A.C. electric field measurements, to aid in study of the detailed 
structure and nature of the lunar shock, and possibly to yield estimates 
of the moon's electrical conductivity. In certain cases, there is no 
single relationship between the magnetic field, the electric field, and 
the plasma velocity, and all three quantitiee need to be measured to 
understand the behavior of the plasma, and its interaction with the 
moon. 
1.2.2 Effect of }tission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment 
Objectives .. 
The magnetometer and other particles and fields experi-
ments are candidates for a subsatellite because missl.on duration of at least a 
year is required, and moreover, electrically and magnetically clean spacecraft 
are required to avoid interference with sensors. 
1.2.2.1 Optimum Orbit 
Since we wish to get information on the envi.ronment and 
properties of the lunar surface, perilune should be as low as possible~ consistent 
with the ~ssurance that perturbations would not cause the sp~cecraft to strike 
the moon for at least one year. A perilune lese than 100 km above the surface 
would allow I. study of the interesting layer within one solar wind proton gyro-
radius from the surface, even allowing for a compression of the magnetic field to 
a strength of 30 gammas in this surface layer. A circular orbit near the surface 
would have ~ period of about 110 minutes and a speed a bit less than 1.7 km/sec. 
If a complete cycle of observations were made every 10, or even 50, sec., it 
would allow reasonable resolution of surface features, although more frequent 
observations would be necessary to study many of the important transient or 
fluctuation phenomena near the shock and in the wake. A rate of change sensing 
circuit could possibly be used to increase the sampling rate at these times. 
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If a single orbit is to be used for the entire mission, 
it must h .... ve OJ( low perih,me as discussed above. The apolune would have to be 
chosen as a. compromise between the desire tha.t the period be short, 80 that the 
spacecraft returns to perilune frequently, and the requirement that an adequate 
range of radial distance be explored. An apolune somewhere between 1/2 and 1 
lunar radius above the surface appears to be reasonable. "'Jhen apolune is 1/2 
lunar r.dius above the surfa.ce and perilune is very near the surface, the period 
goes up to 155 minutes, and the velocity at perilune goes up to 1.87 km/sec. The 
part of such an orbit that is centered abou.t perilune and subtends a selenocentric 
angle of 600 is always less than 40 km further from the surface than perilune. 
When apolune is raised to 1 lunar radius above the surface, the period increases 
to 200 minutes, the velocity at perilnne to 1.97 km/sec, and the section of orbit 
that is no more than 40 km above perilune subtends an angle of 500 at the center 
of the moon. Thus "the main disadvantage of raising apolune is the increase in 
the period. It may be worth keeping in mind that in 100 minutes the moon rotates 
through somewhat less than 10 and a point on the moon's surface moves about 25 km 
at an inertial system. Either of the two orbits appears to be reasonably satis-
factory. 
We next consider the orientation of the orbital plane. 
The main symmetry of the phenomena to be observed is a cylindrical symmetry about 
the direction of the solar wind, which is close to the sun-moon line. In order 
that the stagnation point and the center of the lunar wake be explored at both 
perilune and apolune, the major axis of the orbit should lie near the plane of 
the ecliptic. Otherwise, as seen 'from the sun, the major axis will move in a 
cone about the normal to the plane of the ecliptic, and perilune and apolune 
will explore less interesting regions. 
Since the moon's intrinsic magnetic field is very weak 
or nonexistent, there should be no tendency toward neutral points and symmetry 
/ 
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and any lunar magnetic equatorial plane as in the case of the earth. There may 
be some symmetry about the plane containing the interplanetary field and the sun-
moon line. For example, if the interpljln~tary field tends to drape over the moon, 
a magnetic tail similar to the earth's could form with its neutral surface normal 
to this plane. An orbit in or near the plane containing the interplanetary field 
would determine whether or not there was a neutral surface on opposite sides of 
which the sense of the field reverses. Although the average position of the inter-
planetary field is the Bolar equatorial plane, the actual direction varies sub-
stantially and over an extended period almost all ori~ntativns will be present 
for a few hours. Hence this does not provide Ii strong argument in favor of any 
particular plane. 
Another symmetry axis is the rotation axis of the moon 
which is within 1.50 of being normal to the plane of the ecliptic. This is of 
interest when one considers surface features. A near polar orbit would give in-
forn~tion on much more of the surface than would a near equatorial orbit. However, 
an equatorial orbit should cover an adequate sample of the surface and would have 
the advantage of returning essentially to the same features on each orbit. This 
would make it much easier to distingu:tsh between surface features and transient 
solar wind phenomena. 
On the basis of all these arguments, B.n orbit with 
perilune just above the surface, apolune from 1/2 to 1 lunar radius above the 
surface, and at least the major axis and preferably the entire orbit in the 
lunar equatorial plane, i.e., essentially in the plane of the ecliptic, would 
seem suitable for planning purposes. Presumably the spin axis of the spacecraft 
would be parallel to that of the moon. As the experiments become better defined 
and as more extensive machine calculations are made of perturbations, it may be 
necessary to consider other trajectories. 
..... ' 
pa!<' .. -
----
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1.2.2.2 Transfer of Spacecraft from One Orbit to Another 
If it 1.S possible to transfer the spacecraft from one 
orbit to another several times, then a substantial improvement over the single orbit 
discussed above will be possible. The spacecraft should stay in each orbit for 
a lunar month to allow time for several sectors and many different solar wind 
velocities and interplanetary field directions to occur while each ~rt of the 
orbit is viewed from the earth. A reasonable sequence of trajectories should 
include both the closest possible circular orbit and one or both of the moderately 
eccentric trajectories described above. It would be necessary perhaps to start 
with a very close circular orbit and then after a month or two of operations shift 
in one or two steps to the eccentric orbit. This would explore the wake at vary-
ing distances from the moon. The timing of the changes and the ultimate apolune 
attained could be deicded d',lring the course of the mission on the basis of results 
obtained. 
1.2.2.3 Considerations Related to the Sun-Hoon-Earth-Spacecraft 
Geometry 
During a substantial part of each orbit, direct commun-
ication with earth is likely to be impossible because the spacecraft will be 
behind the moon. Over a lunar month, the earth will have viewed this orbit from 
all sides and each point on it will have been visible at least half of the time. 
It is very important th~t each point be observed over a considerable period of 
time in order to get observations over a range of solar wind velocities and directions 
of the interplanetary field. On-board data storage would obviously be very des-
irable but is probably not essential if the mission has a long duration and 
nearly continuous ground sta~ion coverage. P~rhaps the most valuable use for 
SUbstantial amounts of on-board storage is the reduction of the amount of coverage 
needed. In the course of a year, perilune and apolune would sweep once around 
the moon, as viewed from the sun, and both would have explored their full range 
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from subsolar point through the wake and back. !n order to cover all radii between 
perilune and apG~une at all sun~moon-probe angles, it is necessary to make obser-
vations over at least the six month period which starts with the major axi3 of the 
orbit lying i~ the sun-moon direction. 
On each orbit the spacecraft wou~.d spend a substantial 
amount of time in the moon's shadow and it is highly desirable that battery power 
be available to maintain operation during these periods. Otherwise, the fact that 
no data are received except when both the sun and a suitable ground station on 
earth are in view may cause too much data to be lost. Even worse, no data would 
ever be received from the core of the wake or from perilune over any of the dark 
side of the moon. 
1.2.2.4 Importance of Simultaneous Observations 
Ideally, severa,l spacecraft shQuld be used, measuring 
all the phenomena at several places simultaneously. It is probably more reason-
able for the first mission to employ only a single spacecraft, preferably trans-
ferred from one orbit to another several times. This would provide e'nough information 
to decide whether a multiplecraft experiment was worthwhile and to determine the 
design of such a mission. 
It would also be desirable to t~ke into consideration 
simultaneous measurements on an orbiter and at the moon's surface. Such measure-
ments would nicely complement the field and particle experiments now planned for 
the apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package and could, in fact, prove crucial to 
the interpretation of those data. 
It is important to know the basic free stream solar 
wind parameters (velocity, direction, density, and temperature of the solar 
wind field direction and strength) at all times in order to understand observations 
near the moon where the properties are changed by its presence. If these data 
are not supplied by suitable monitoring satellites thi~t will be in orbit for 
purposes other than the support of the lunar orbiter, it would be highly desirable 
A-334 
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to use two spacecraft on the first mission, one to make observations near the moon, 
the other to serve as monitor in a. typical IHP or A.nchored IMP orbit. A poor 
third choice would be to use a single spa.cecraft in a lunar orbit eccentric enough 
that it would spend a fair amount of time in the undisturbed solar wind on each 
orbit. The difficulty here is \.,hat observations in the solar wind would not be 
simultaneous with observations near the moon and the time available for observa-
tions near the moon woulQbe substantially reduced. 
2.0 E~UIPl-1~NT l.JEDCRIPTION 
2.1 l'unctional Description 
The instrument is a three-orthogonal component (tri&xial) fluxgate 
magnetometer with a flipper mechanism included to rotate the sensor para.llel 
to the spin axis and one of the sensors perpendicular to the spin axis by an angle 
of 90°. This achieves the same effect as rotating by 1800 to provide a means of 
bias detection. 
The electronics, consisting of the fluxgate sensor drive, signal 
amplifier, and demodulator as well as the AID converter, are to be loc~ted within 
the main spacecraft structure. 
For purposes of RF shielding, the cabling in the boom to the sensor 
and the sensor assembly are enclosed within a continuous metal shield which forms 
part of the RF skin of the spacecraft. 
Magnetic contamination due to spacecraft fields makes it man~tory 
to place the magnetometer sensors as remote from the satellit~ as possible. To 
achieve this, the sensor unit is mounted in a (~anisterat the end of a boom, the 
length of which will be determined such as to limit the b~ckground field to 1/2 
gamma. 
The instrument measures the relative magnetic field- intensity along 
three mutually orthogonal axes essentially simultaneously. The three axial tlux-
gate sensors are assembled together as a single physical unit. Each sensor is 
cyclically saturated at approximately 10 kc, and the second harmoRtc content is 
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generated by the presence of a magnetic field component along the axis of the 
element. In other words, the sensor output is a function of its angula.:::' position 
relative to the ~\gnetic field flux lines. The voltage output from the system is 
then calibrated to yield the vector magnetic field component • 
. ~ 
The three axes are sampled, digitized and buffer stored in 
less than 10 milliseconds. These stored values (24-hits for all three axes) are 
then read out by the 6p8.cecraft telemetry data system four bits at a time twice 
every other frame, whereas the sampling of the field is done once every frame (a 
rate of once every 5.28 seconds). 
Calibration of the system takes two forms, (1) check of the 
zero point off-sets due to sensor drift, and, (2) the sensitivity of each axis 
due to sensor changes with life. 
The zero drift is determined in-flight by effectively re-
versj.ng its directional sense by 1800 while the ambient field is constant. The 
spin stabilization of the spacecraft is used to advantage for this check by 
mounting two of the sensors perpendicular to the spin axis as well as perpendicular 
to each other. Thus a ~otatir.m of the spacecraft reorients the sensors by 1800 
and thereby locates the zeros for t~(~ ·of the three axes. To check the zero of 
the sensor parallel to the spin axis, a flipper mechanism is provided which 
rotates the orthogonal sensor ass~m.bly 900 about an .xis through one of the per-
pendicular sensors such that the other two sensor positions are interchanged 
relative to the spin axis. The zero of the spin axis sensor, since it is now 
perpendicular to the spin axis, is checked in the same manner as the others 
were. 
The sensitivity cf the sensors is checked in flight by the 
addition of a known field parallel to the sensor by a special solenoidal coil 
(~ mounted as an integral part of the sensor and auppli"q with a known .cu1"rent from 
the experiment electronics. 
The signals to initiate the flip and the calibrate functions 
'j.. 
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are obtained from the encoder. The flip signal i~ to( 10.4 minute "on" signal 
processed through the flipper control electronics card. The "flipl1 is repeated 
once a d.y (23.3 brs.). The calibrate signal duration is only one telemetry 
sequence and is repeated twice a day but is separated in time from the "flip" 
signal by 5.8 hours. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristic~ 
One of the magnetometers that has been used successfully on earth 
orbital and space probes should be adequate for the lunar mission. Instrument 
noise usually limi.te the smallest fluctuation that can be studied to 1/4 If • 
Reasonably optimum compromises between sensitivity and dynamic range are possible. 
For example, 8 bit data words would provide a resolution of 1/4 ~ and a. dynamic 
range of + 64 <5' • An absolute accuracy of better than 1 ~ is attainable~ Thus, 
although the dynamic Finge requirements of 0 to,lOO If of SP-157 can be met, the 
sensitivity of ± 0.1 ~ cannot. However, the sensitivity of the A.C. magnetometer, 
which is flown to assist in identifying the various regions, varies from that com-
parable to the D.C. magnetometer at 1 Hz to 10-3 ~ at frequencies above 1KHz. 
At 10 Hz, the A.C. magnetometer sensitivity is 0.1 ~ and improves at higher 
frequencies (see the A.C. magnetometer experiment description document for details). 
Thus if the two magnetometers are flown as a pair, the avera~e sensitivity would 
be better than O.l~ , fulfilling the SP-157 requirement. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristi\~ 
wt. Dimensions 
-
Tri-axis Sensor 1 lb 4" x 6" x 3.5" 
Electronics Package 2 lb 6" X 6" lC JL" 
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3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The optimum mission is described in Section 1~2.2. The experiment 
should be grouped with the A.C, magnetometer, plasma probe, and electric 
field as a minimum, and mounted on a spinning satellite. The plasma probe 
experiment requires a spinning satellite for directional information; since 
the magnetometer is compatible with spin stabilized satellites, this is the 
only confignration considered. 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.l~1 Orbital Altitude 
Perilune: 100 km (initial) 
Apolune: 750 - 1000 km (initial) 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
Equatorial (orbit plane parallel to plane of ecliptic). 
3.1.3 Orbit Eccentricity 
A periodic A V should be applied to change the orbit ec-
centricity during the mission. Exact time and amount of change would be 
determined from data analysis during the mission. (See section 1.2.2 for 
further discussion.) 
3.2 Target Requirements 
There are no specific targets associated with this experiment. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
The experiment and other particles and fields experiments (plasma 
probe, A.C. magnetometer, etc) should operate continuously for at least one 
year. It is desirable to have on board data record capability, for coverage 
during the time when the satellite is behind the moon. 
A-338 
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The. L'xperiml'nt \vou1d be :lctivated at the beginning of the mission, and 
operate continuously and automatically throughout the mission. If up-link conunands 
tlre available, the operate sequence may be changed during the mission (see Section 2.1 
f or detailed o~ ra tion sequence). 
,. 3.4 Navigation, Control & Orbital Maneuver Requiremel1J:.,:~ 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
Knowledge of attitude to ± 30 is required at all times. 
Knowledge of position to + 1 km is also requiIEd. 
3.4.2 Orientation & Stability Requirements 
Sensor is mounted on a spinning satellite whose spin axis is 
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. This attitude mus.t be maintained + 50 during 
the mission. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
Periodic A V to change apolune and'or perilune, or both 
is required (see Section 3.1.3 and Section 1.2.2). 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
There are no astronaut requirements associated with operation of the 
experiment; d~:p10yment of the spacecraft from Sector I will be initiated and 
monitored by the flight crew. Once the sat~llite has been successfully deployed, 
no further interface with the Apollo mission is required. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN & MeC-H Operation Requirements 
MSFN & MCC-H will monitor and control operations up to 
successful satellite deployment. The Deep Space Tracking Network will then monitor 
and control subsequent satellite operations. Coverage of the satellite is required 
at all times when visible from the e~rth, for at least one year. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements 
The only truth site associated with this experiment would be 
a magnetometer on the surface, in another orbiting spacecraft, or both (see Section 1.2.2),.~: 
Presence of the surface magnetometeris not mandatory, but highly desirable. A-339 
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4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT E.QUIREMENT 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
It is mandatory to place the sensors as remotely from the 
satellite as possible (." 10 feet), to minimize electrical and magnetic interference. 
Orientation of the sensors with respect to the spacecraft is required, as ephemeris will 
be referenced to the spacecraft navigation axes. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
The sensor must be mounted with one axis parallel to the 
spin axis. The other two would then be perp~adicular to the spin axis. 
4.2 Environment Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirements 
The spacecraft should be as "magnetically clean" as possible 
from existing or induced fields which effect measurement in orbit. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Protection Requirements 
The sensors are not susceptible to contamination, except that 
which might affect thermal control. 
4.2. 3 ~adiation Pro"tection Requirements 
None required. 
4.2.4 Other Environment Protection Requirements 
None required. 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
4.3.1 . Preflight Requirements 
Normal preflight check to assur.e experiment functional 
status prior to flight. 
4.3.2 Inflight Requirements 
Inflight calibration of sensors automatics.lly sequenced. 
(See Section 2.1) 
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4.3.3 Postflight Requirements 
None 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Da~a Requirements 
Each axis (3 total) has analug output 0 to 5 V', e.Dcoded 
to 8 bits once per second, 24 BPS total. 
4.4.2 Experiment ~nd Subsystem MOnitoring Data Requtreme~ 
4.4.2.1 Temperature Monitor - Sensor 
Range: o ± 50 C 
Sample Rate: 0.25 SPS 
Resolution: 8 bit 
Accuracy: o + 2 c 
-
4.4.2.2 Temperature Monitor - Electronics 
Range: 
Sample Rage: 0.25 SPS 
Resolution: 8 bits 
Accuracy: 
4.4.2.3 Spacecraft Ephemeris Data 
o 
Attitude Knowledge: + 3 all axes 
Position Knowledge: ± 1 KM 
4.4.3 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
None 
4.4.4 !xperiment Data Reduction Requirements 
Computer compatible tape containing experiment and space~ 
craft ephemeris data. 
4.5 ContEol Requirements 
, 
< 
None Required. However, if up-link commands are available, it would 
be desirable to include several control functions. Possible controls would 
J 
(1) change sample rate when in the vicinity of the shock front, (2) change calibration 
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sequence, (3) turn individual sensors on-off independently, (4) change gain of 
sensors. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
28 + 4 V.D.C., 1.5 watts continuous for mission duration. 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
Sensors: 
Electronics: 
° -50 to + 50 C 
-5 to +450 C 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
Same as above 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
1.5 watts dissipated by electronics 
4.8 GSE & Facility Requirements 
No special GSE or facility requirements; normal bench checkout of 
hardware prior to spacecraft installation is required. Post installation checkout 
will be of satellite as a system. 
No astronaut training is required other than to control and monitor 
satellite deployment procedures • 
. '
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
No measurements of rapid magnetic variations have been performed in the 
vicinity of the moon. A search coil magnetometer was initially included in a 
complement of experiments to b~ carried on Rangers 7, 8, and 9. However, when 
that mission was redirected, all experiments were removed. Search coil magneto-
meters have been flown successfully on earth orbital and space probe missions. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
There are two objectives associated with this experiment; one associated 
with support of the D.C. Magnetometer, the other associated with und.erstanding 
t.he basic physics of plasma. dynamics. 
A. D.C. Magnetometer Support Objectiv~: 
The primary objective of this experiment is to support the D.C. magneto-
meter in the identification of the various regions and boundaries of the magnetic 
environment of the moon. (See Figure 1 and Section 1.2 of D.C. Magnetometer 
Experiment Description Document.) This objective suppor~overal1 objectives of 
the Particles and Fields Working Group in understanding the lunar environment. 
There are no objectives of this experiment which support the Geophysics working 
group objectives of understanding the lunar interiQr. 
B. Plasma Dynamics Objectives 
The secondary objective of the A.C. magnetometer is not related to 
lunar SCiel1.Ce as such, but to basic physics of plasma, dynamics, where the moon', s 
presence represents a convenient tool. Specific objectives are to contribute to 
an understanding of the physical processes occurring in the different regions 
and at their boundaries, such as collisionless damping associated with the bow 
shocks, and to help explain the properties of the constituent charged particles 
in the various regions. The above objectives are importa.nt in themselves, but 
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since they are not related to lunar science or knowledge related specifically 
to the moon, they are considered as secondary in importance for this study. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectiv~ 
A triaxial sensor, to obtain measurements of the vector field, with a 
dynamic range of a to 100"6 , and sensitivity of + 0.1 'If is suggested in SF-1S7, 
with a minimum sample rate of one per second. 
A triaxial sensor is necessary to avoid any possible ambiguities in 
regions characterized by irregular fields. The minim~~ sample rate of one per 
second is required when studying the baw shock, to allow several samples in the 
vicinity of the front when traveling at typical spacecraft velocities of 1-2 I.{M/sec. 
(The lunar shock is probably less than 10 KM thick.) Simultaneous measurements 
by two or more separated magnetometers is highly desirable, especially when study-
ing the relation between changes in the interplanetary field and the magnetic 
tail regions. While much can be learned from statistical studies using average 
properties, more rapid, less ambiguous progress will be possible using data from 
magnetometers on an orbiter and on the lunar surface. 
The most important characteristics of this inst~\Unent are its 'frequency 
response and sensitivity. Instrl.UD.ents used to measure the DC field, such as a 
f1uxgate magnetometer, have approximately the same sensitivity as a search coil 
magnetometer at 1 Hz, but the latter has much greater sensitivity at higher 
frequencies. This is essential for many applications, such as the study of 
rapid magnetic variations in the magnetosheath, where the spectrum of the 
natural signals falls off rapidly with increasing frequency. Since the search 
coil magnetometer does not respond to a steady field component it can also be 
used to measure weak field variations in the presence of relatively strong DC 
magnetic fields. 'Useful information can be readily obtained aver the frequency 
range from approximately 1 to 1000 Hz. 
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-3 v A sens itivi ty threshold approaching 10 0 at the upper end of the 
spectrum is common. Accuracy is not a primary requirement ( ~ 3% should be 
adequate), but dynamic range can become important (at least 102 and perhaps 103 
times the minimum detectab1(! signal). Survey experiments may be conducted with 
only a single sensor in the interests of keeping weight and power to a minimum. 
However, the weight and power requirements f01:' a triaxial instrument are modest 
(e.g., 5 lb. and 2 watts) and the ".se of three orthogonal sensors can determine 
important properties of the natural signals, such as their polarization, and can 
i1elp establish their direction of the propagation. 
Complementary sensors which aid the data interpretation include: 
(1) D.C. magnetometer, to assist in identification of the different 
regions, to accomplish 1.2-A objectives. 
(2) plasma probe, to correlate plasma input and interactions with the 
moon with the measured magnetic fields, and A.C. electric field measurements, 
to aid in study of the detailed structure and nature of the lunar shock, to 
accomplish 1.2-B objectives. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Ob1ectives 
l'he magnetometer and other particles and fields experilnen~:s are candidates 
for a subsatel1ite only because mission dUl:ation of at least a year 1\.:, required; 
moreover, elec trical1y and magnetically clean spacecraft are required to ,.ivoid 
interference with sensors. For discussions of optimum orbit and mission profiles 
see Sections 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2, 1.2.2.3 and 1.2.2.4 of the Experiment Description 
Document, D.C. Magnetometer. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT\DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Descr~ption 
The instrument is a three-orthogonal component (t17iaxial) search coil. 
magnetometer, sensitive through th~ range 1 Hz to 10 KHz. Each axis of the 
magnetometer has a voltage output proportional to the frequency of magnetic field 
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oscillations, and are limited in sensitivity by l0f V noise background. 
Sensitivity from 1 Hz to 1 KHz is 10 t' V 1'6 per Hz. Thus, with 10jA v 
background noise, sensitivity is 0.1't at 10 Hz, 0.002 '6 at 500 Hz, aIld 0.001 't 
at 1 KHz. Sensitivity above 1 KHz is approximately constant (at 0.001~ ) 
through 10 KHz. 
Telemetry of signal waveforms with frequEmcy compone'nts up to 1000 Hz is 
desirable, but may impose prohibitive digital d.ata requirements (e.g., 6000 
bits sec-i). However, much useful information can be obtained by using a spectrum 
analyzer that can be sampled at much lower rates (e.g., 10 to 100 bps). 
Alternative procedures would be to use most of the telemetry capability 
occasionally to read, out this instrument alone, to store the data waveforms in 
,an on-board tape recorder then replay them at slower speeds, or to provide for 
analog capability comparable to the OGO special purpose telemetry. 
rne approach here is to use 10 band pass filters, centered at 10, 20, SO, 
100, 200~ 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10,000 Hz. Each of the 10 frequencies is 
to be sampled once per second and encoded to 10 bit accuracy, thus yielding 100 
bps par channel. 
2.2 Experiment 'Feasibility and Performance Characteristics" 
One of the search coil magnetometers that has been used successfully on 
earth orbital and space probes should be adequate for the lunar mission. The 
sell.S:ltivity is consistent with the requirements of SP-ls7 providing increased 
sensitivity aver the D.C. Magnetometer at the low frequencies (1 to 10 Hz) to 
aid in data interpretation. (See D.C. Magnetometer, Experiment Description 
Document, Section 2.2) 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Weight Dimensions 
Search coil sensors (ea) 1/3 Ib 1" x 1" x 12" 
(3 required, mounted orthogonal) 
Electronics package 6" x 6" x 6" 
Total 5 Ib 
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3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The optimum mission is described in Section 1.2.2, D.C. Magnetometer. The 
experiment should be grouped with the D.C. Magnetometer, Plasma Probe, and 
Electric Field, and mounted on a spinning satellite. 
Orbital Parameters 
-
Orbital Altitude 
Perilune; 100 KM (initial) 
Apolune: 750- 1000 KM (initial) 
3.1..2 Orbital Inc1inatiol!, 
Equatorial (orbit plane parallel to plane of ecliptic) 
3.1.3 Orbit Ecce~tricity 
A periodic ~ V should be applied to, change the orbit eccentricity 
during the mission. Exact time and amount of change would be determined from 
data analysis during the mission. 
3.2 Target Reguirem~ 
There are no specific targets associated with this experiment. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
The experiment and other particles and fields experiments (plasma probe, 
D.C. magnetometer, ntc) should operate continuously for at least one year. It 
i,a desirable to have onboard data record capability, for coverage during the 
time when the satellite is behind the moon. 
';l"he experiment would be activated at the beginning of the mission, and 
operate continuously and automatically thrO\1"/~lout the mission. If up-link 
commands are available, the operate sequencG may be changed during the mission. 
3.4 !!yigat~on, Control & Orbital Maneuver Reguirements 
o 
KnCiW'ledge of attitu(\e to ± 3 is required at all times. Knowledge of 
posttion to + 1 KM is also required. 
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3.4.2 Orientation & Stability Requirements 
Sensor is mounted on a spinning satellite whose spin~i{is is perpendi,:-
o 
cu1ar to the ecliptic plane. This attitude must be maintained ± 5 during the 
mission. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
Periodic ~ V to change apolune and/or perilune or both is required 
(see Section 3.1.3 and Section 1.2.2). 
3.5 ~stronaut Participation Requirements 
There are no astronaut requirements associated with operation of the 
experiment; deployment of the spacecraft from Section I will be initiated and 
monitored by the flight crew. Once the satellite has been successfully 
depl,~ed, no further interface with the Apollo mission is required. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN & MCC-R Operation Requirements 
MSFN & MCC-H will monitor and eontro1 operations up to successful satellite 
deployment. The Deep Space Tracking Network will then monitor and control sub-
sequent satellite operations. Coverage of the satellite is required at all, tiDies 
when visible from the earth, for at least one year. 
3.6 .. 2 Truth ('ite Operation Requirements 
The o"ly truth site -associated wi~h this experiment would be a magneto-
meter on the sut'face, in another orbiting spacecraft, or both (see .~ection 1.2.2). 
Presence of the surface magnetometer is not mandatory. but highly desirable. 
4.0 EXPEBIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mountiug Reguirements 
4.1.1 View and/or DeplOIm£nt Requirements 
It is mandatory to place the sensors as remotely from the satellite as 
possible ( > 10 feet), to minimize electrical' and magnetic interference • 
. Orientation of the sensorS with respect to the spacecraft is required, as 
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ephemeris will be referenced to the spacecraft navigation axes. In I'1ddition, 
since the sensors are magnetic, they should be placed at least 1 meter from the 
D.C. magnetometer. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirement~ 
The sensor must be mounted with one axis parallel to ~ap1n axis. The 
other two would ~hen be perpendicular to the spin axis. 
4.2 Environment Protection Requirements 
4.2&1 EM! Protection Requirements 
The spacecraft should be as "magnetically clean" as possible from 
existing or induced fields which effect measurement in orbit. The most important 
constraint imposed on the spacecraft and other experiments is that they avoid 
generating signals in the frequency range below 10,000 Hz that could interfere 
with the search coil magnetometer. Thus, the sensors should be placed at the 
end of the boom, and electromagnetic compatibility in the spacecraft design ls 
required. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contam!nant Protection Requirem~ 
The sensors are not susceptible to contamination, except that whi.ch 
might affect thermal control. 
t ... 2.3 &-§iation Protection Requirement~ 
None required. 
4.2.4 Other Environment Protection RequiremeD~ 
-None required. 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration R~~uiremen~ 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
Normal preflight chec'k to assure experiment functional status prior to 
flight. 
4.3.2 Inflight ... Jt_~.~uirements 
Inflight calibration of sensors automatically sequenced~ 
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4.3.3 Postflight Requireme!,1ts 
None 
4.4 Data Requireme~ts 
4.4 .. 1 Experiment Scien'tific. Data Requirements 
Each axis (3 total) has 100 bps digital output, (10 frequencies x 
10 bits x 1 sps = 100 bps). 
4.4.2 Experiment ana Subsystem Monitoring Data Requireffients 
Low sample rate ex,perb:lent status (analog, O-Sv) sign,als, encode to 
8 bit accuracy, 0.1 sps sufficient. Probably 5 discrete signals will be 
sufficient. 
4.4.3 Postflight Supporting Data ~guire~ents 
None 
4.4~4 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
Computer compatible tape containing experiment and spacecraft ephemeris 
data. 
4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
None required. However, if up-link commands are available, it would be 
desirable to include several control functions. Possible controls would; 1) change 
sample rate when in the vicinity of the shock front, 2) turn individual sensors 
on-off independently, 3) change gain of sensors. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
28 + 4 V.D.C., 2.0 watts continuous for mission duration. 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature 'Limits 
Sensors: 
Electronics: 
-so to +60C 
o 
o to .;- 50 C 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
Same as above 
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4.7.3 Heat Production 
2.0 watts dissipated by electronics 
4.8 GSE '& Facility Requirements 
9 
No special GSE or facility requirements; normal bench checkout of hardware 
prior to spacecraft installation is required. Post installation checkout will 
be of satellite as a system. 
No astronaut training is required other than to control and monitor 
satellite deployment prQcedu~es~ 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Backsround 
Many plasmg probe experiments have been flown successfully on 
earth orbital and space probe missions. Two types of plasma detectors 
'f 
hqve been flown in lunar orbit, on the same mission, Explorer 35. Both 
instruments m,~asured the energy spectrum, flux, and angular distribution 
of both positive ions and electons in the interplanetary medium. Addi-
tional data is required, however, to fully meet the objectives. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The major objective of the experiment is to study the interaction 
of the solar wind with the moon, to determine information about the moon 
and possible atmosphere. Specific objectives are: 
a. To investigate the effect of plasma on the lunar surface 
(sputtering, luminescence, electrostatic transport of 
material). 
b. To investigate the effect of plasma on the lunar atmosphere 
and ionosphere (charge exchange collisions, efflux of neu-
tralized solar-wind gases). 
c. To map the various regions of the lunar environment in 
support of the D.C. and A.C. Magnetometers. 
These phenomena cause small deflections in the steady state 
plasma field, and require repeated measurements for lorig periods of 
time for full interpretation. Possible mechanisms producing these 
perturbations include magnetic pressur~ produced by solar wind induced 
2 
1.2 (Continued) 
currents in the moon interaction with a neutral atmosphere, or increased 
solar wind pressure due to incomplete removal of particles that contact 
the lunar surface.* Thus the results from Explorer 35 are not sufficient, 
and require additional data foratatistical interpretation. Moreover, 
the surface and atmosphere effect measurements are enhanced by a much lower 
orbital altitude than the 1000 km orbit of Explorer 35. 
Secondary objectives of the experiment are to study plasma inter-
nal dynamics, and to support the ALSEP missions. While study of plasma 
dynamics is an important objective, it is not related to lunar science 
as such, and is considered secondary for this study. For this objective, 
the moon is used as a probe to study the flow dyanmics of the positive 
" 
ions and eleccrons comprising the solar wind. By observing the wind in 
.~~ 
the lunar wake, information c·an be obtained about plasma internal dyna-
mics, and may aid in an understanding of why the plasma b.ahaves as a 
fluid in as small a scale as it appears. 
A knowledge of the solar wind environment is needed to support 
the ALSEP missions, where the temporally varying energy spectrum, flux, 
and direction are required for correlation with interactions m,aasured 
on the lunar surface. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
The concept is to obtain the distribution functions f(v, x, t) 
for protons, alphas, and electrons where v • velocity vector, x • posi-
tion with respect to moon and sun, and t a time. These distribution 
*G. L. Siscoe, et al, !!!. Interpretation of Explorer 12. Plasma Measurements 
~ !h! ~ Lunar ~, CSR-P-68-2, Center for Space Research, MIT, June 1968. 
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1.2.1 (Continued) 
functions cannot be measured directly, but have to be calculated from 
measurements of the particle fluxes within limited ranges p·ar unit 
charge (E/Q) and direction. No single detector exists which can mea-
sure the required functions: two kinds of detectors (monitors and 
analyzers) are required. The monitors would measure the total particle 
flux together with either the mean energy or total energy flux as functions 
of time and direction of incidence. The analyzers would concentrate 
their measurements in those directions and at those energies at which 
the plasma was most likely to be observed. 
1.2.1.1 Time Resolution 
It is desired to see structures as small as 10 km. If the 
spacecraft velocity is 2 km/sec and the structures to be observed are 
stationary, then 5-sec resolution is needed. On the other hand, if the 
structures are moving at lOOkm/sec (Alfven velocity for B -= 20r, n -
20 cm- 3) , thE!n O.l-sec resolution is needed. 
1.2.1~2 Energy Range 
Since the positive ions probably will be decelerated by 
interaction with the Moon, an E/Q range of 10 V to 10 kV is suggested. 
Electrons in the solar wind have about 20 eV thermal energy and probably 
will be accelerated (perhaps up to several KeV; Frank saw spectral peaks 
near 800 eV in the geomagnetic tail) by the interactions. The range for 
electrons might be 5 to 500 eVe 
1.2.1.3 Energy Resolution 
For positive ions, one wants at least two spectral points 
between the proton and alpha peaks. t'or logarithmically spaced measure-
ments, this would require 
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1.2.1.3 (Continued) 
1/3 (E/Q)n+1/ (E/Q)n = 2 = 1.26 
or a minimum of 31 energy channels to cover the 3-decade range. For 
electrons, E /E ~ 1.5 is probably sufficient to get several points 
n+1 n 
defining a thermal peak (this depends on ratio of peak flux to minimum 
detectable flux). 
1.2.1.4 Direction 
To get positive-ion velocity distributions perpendicular to 
the flow direction, one needs 30 resolution when the flow is within 200 
o 
of the sun and approximately 10 resolution in other directions. All 
directions should be covered. For electrons, a minimum of 3 orthogonal 
directions are required for the detection of any anisotropies such as 
pitch-angle distributions of (temporarily) trapped electrons. 
1.2.1.5 Sensitivity 
4 
For positive ions in the solar wind, one needs a sensitivity 
of 103 to 107 protons/cm2-sec-eV at energies near 1000 eVe For both 
positive ions and electrons, the combination of energy resolution and 
sensitivity should allow the measurement of 4 or more good (10~) data 
points per spectrum for isotropic fluxes wi.th temperatures in the range 
105 to 107 oK and densities 'from 0.1 to 100 cm- 3 
For first generation lunar orbiting experiments, some of the 
requirements outlined above probab~y cannot be met. However, the require-
ments on energy resolution and sensitivity should not be relaxed. 
Acceptable ranges of E/Q might be 100 V to 10 kV for positive ions and 
20V to 2 RV for electrons. The directional resolution of the positive-ion 
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o flux could be relaxed by averaging fluxes over angles up to 5 near the 
o 
sun and 30 in other directions; however no region of the sky greater 
o than 10 should be left unsampled. The angular resolution of electron 
flux measurements should not be degraded. The time-resolution require-
ment might have to be rela~ed, but the monitoring operation should still 
have better than 5 sec. resolution even though the spectral analysis 
might require more time. 
Complementary sensors include the D.C and A.C. magnetometers, 
which must be flown simultaneously and measurements made concurrently, 
for ev,luation of the plasma interactions with the moon. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of 
Experiment Objectives 
The requirement for simultaneous observations with the 
magnetometers places stringent requirements on spacecraft magnetic 
cleanliness, thus relegating the experiment to a subsatellite. The 
present model of the moon's environment is conically _symmetrical with 
respect to the moon-sun line; Thus any inclination is acceptable. The 
optimum orbit would lie in the eclipti.c plane, as discussed in the D.C. 
magnetometer experiment description document. The spacecraft must be 
spinning, to allow angular distribution to be measured. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The instrument measures the energy sJ,>ectrum, flux, and angular 
distribution of both positive ions and electrons of the interplanetary 
plasma. The energy per unit charge of the positive ions is determined 
in 16 logarithmically spaced bands extending ft'om 0.2 to 10 Kv. The 
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2.1 (Continued) 
energy of the electrons is determined in B logarithmically spaced bands 
extending from 0.002 to 0.5 Kv. 5 The flux sensitivity range is from 10 
9 to 10 particles per square centimeter per second. The viewing angle is 
o 
+20 in the plane perpendicular to the sensor spin axis (equatorial plane) 
and +800 in the plane parallel to the spin axis. The laLur is divided 
into eight sectors which are symmetrical about the equatorial plane .;lnd 
have widths, commencing at the equatorial plane of ISO, ISO, 200 , and 30°. 
The angular distribution about the spin axis is obtained by measuring 
the total particle flux in IS consecutive intervals; the first 4 and last 
3 correspond to 45 0 of spacecraft rotation and the remaining eight 
o 
correspond to 5-5/B of spacecraft rotation. The first interval commences 
at 202-1/2° of experiment rotation before the instrument axis points 
toward the sun; thus, the eight small intervals are symmetric with respect 
to the time of instrument axis and sun alignment. 
The instrument consists of a quadrispherical electrostatic analyzer, 
eight separate and contiguous current collectors to provide the eight 
sectors discussed above, and associated electronics. The current of 
flux measurement is expressed as a seven-bit word, and together with 
other identifying energy levels, positive or negative particles, collec-
tor, and equatorial interval, are stored first in one 2BB-bit core memory 
until filled and then in a second 28B-bit core memory. Thus, the instrument 
can record data concurrently with telemetering data. 
The instrument is capable of fClur different data-recording 
sequences. When the sp,:3.cecraft: is tran:\;mit-ting at 512 bits/sec, the 
particle flux or current. at a given en·ergy,per unit charge interval and 
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2.1 (Continued) 
for a single collector, together with associated identification informa-
tion, are recorded for each of the 15 intervals during one revolution 
and for the interval and collector having the maximum flux during the 
second revolution. Twenty-four such pairs comprise the full energy 
cycle; 8 such cycles, one for each of the eight collectors, comprise the 
full instrument cycle. When the spacecraft is transmitting at 256 bits/ 
sec, the volume of data is compressed by recording of data taken only 
duri?g. the eight short intervals corresponding to 45 0 of spacecra~t rota-
tion symmetric with the sun direction (first short scan mode) or, in 
addition, that taken during the first 7 of the 8 s~ort intervals (second 
short scan mode). The mode can be selected by ground command. When the 
spacecraft is transmitting at 64 bits/sec a~d lower, the volume of data 
is further compressed by acquiring data during the interval and for the 
one collector which observed the maximum flux dll.ringa single rotation 
of the spacecraft. In this mode, the ion and electron data are separately 
acquired and stored prior to being telemetered. 
The instrument can be put into a calibrate mode via ground 
command. In this mode of operation a known voltage offset is provided 
". 
which results in a simulated flux reading of approximately 64' counts 
(half-scale). This reading will continue to appear in the flux word 
position while the instrument remains in calibrate. Calibrate mode is 
terminated automatically when a transfer from the ion energy per unit 
... --~ 
charge leveI--C-o-1;-he..... electron energy level occurs. The mode may also be 
terminated by ground command. 
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2.1 (Continued) 
The improved curved plate analyzer proposed for the late 1971 
o Jupiter flyby has a + 10 field of view in both directions. This device 
o 0 
can be used to obtain 2 x 2 angular resolution and has an a~alyzer 
constant of 12 therefore requiring a maximum ,voltage of only 850 volts 
to monitor 10 KeV particles. With a l-s,econd scanning interval determined 
by the satellite spin rate, a 1 Kbit/sec data rate would be required for 
7 bit accuracy. Where this bit rate becomes excessive it would be 
advisable to sacrifice the spatial grid resolution rather than the mea-
surement repetition rate. 
2.2 Experiment~Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Both the quadrispherical electrostatic analyzer type plasma 
detector described herein and a Faraday cup type instrument have been 
flown successfully in lunar orbit, and other space missions. Adequate 
flight hardware would require a requalification to Apollo standards 
only, with no difficulties anticipated. The sensitivities descr~,bed in 
section 2.1 are adequate to meet the requirements of section 1.2.1. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Weight: 6.5 lb. 
Dimensions: 7" X 7-3/4" x 6-3/4" 
F.O.V. 1600 b d Ii d' 1 uno structe ,center ne perpen 1CU ar 
to spacecraft spin axis (thus parallel to the 
ecliptic plane). 
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3.0 Mission Requirements 
The optimum mission is discussed in detail in section 1.2.2 of the 
D.C. magnetometer experiment description document. The plasma probe 
should be grouped with the D.C. and A.C. magnetometer as a minimum, and 
mounted on a spinning satellite. 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
Perilune: 100 km (Initial) 
Apolune: 750 - 1000" km (Initial) 
3.12 Orbital Inclination: 
Equatorial (orbit plane parallel to plane of ecliptic) 
3.1.3 Orbit Eccentricity: 
A periodic A V should be applied to change the. orbit eccentricity 
during the mission. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
None. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirement~ 
The experiment is activated at the beginning of the mission (after 
subsatellite deployment from the SM) and operated continuously for at least 
one year. 
3.4 Navigation, Controlzand Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
Knowledge of cLttitude to + 30 :ls· requirled at all times. Knowledge 
of position to + lkn\ is also required. 
An accurate orienta.tion sensor is required for knowledge of 
the spacecraft-sun dtrection. This knowledge is needed at all times 
including the period d~ring which the sun is occulted by the moon. 
Extrapolation of the angular orientation, knowing the spin rate prior 
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3.4.1 (Continued) 
to ~ccultation) was found to be ineffective in predicting the orientation 
of Explorer 35. The spin rate increased by approximately 3% due to the 
lower moment of inertia resulting from structural contraction with 
reduced temperature. 
A star-tr.acker could be employed instead of the sun-tracker 
to alleviate this problem. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
Sensor is mounted on a spinning satellite whose spin axis is 
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. This attitude must be maintained 
+5 0 during the mission. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirem~ 
Periodic AV to change apolune and/or perilune. is 
required (see section 3.1.3 and section 1.2.2). 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requ!rem~nts 
There are no astronaut requirements associated with operation 
of the experiment; deployment of the spacecraft from Sector will be 
initiated and monitored by the flight crew. Once the satellite has been 
successfully deployed, no further interface with the Apollo mission is 
required. 
3.6 Flight Operation Re~uireroents 
3.6.1 MSFN & MCC-H Operation Requirements 
MSFN & MCC-H will monitor and control operations up to success-
'" ful satellite deployment. The Deep Space Tracking Network will then 
monitor and control subsequent satellite operations. Coverage of the 
satellite is required at all times when visible from the earth, for at 
least one year. 
_ .. _. ~-'.-. '_. 
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3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements 
None. 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
o The vie,lling angle is +20 in the plane perpendicular to the 
sensor spin axis and +80 0 in the plane parallel to the spin axis. De-
ployment with rotational capability is required if the spacecraft cannot 
rotate. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
The mounting surface area of the instrument will be approxi-
mately 45 square inches. Any portion of the spacecraft shall clear ·the 
viewing slit by 0.50 1l • 
4.2 Envi~onment Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Reguirements 
The instrument is sensitive to radiation in the range from 
0-30 Hz. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Protection Requirements 
None. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Reguirements 
None. 
4.2.4 Other Environment Protection Reguirements 
None. 
4.3 Test, Checkout, 'and Calibration Reg',.lirements 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
Verification of proper mode selectron and calibrate initiated 
and termination must be performed. 
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4.3.2. Inf1ight Requirements 
The instrument can be put into a calibrate mode via ground 
command. In this mode of operation a known voltage offset is provided 
which results in a simulated flux reading. This reading will continue 
to appear in the flux word posi tion while the. ins'trument remains in 
calibrate. Calibrate mode is terminated automatically or can be terminated 
by ground command. 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
The signals provided by the instrument will be as follows: 
a. One digital ouput experiment data (see section 2.~l for 
discussion of bit rates). Maximum output 160 BPS in high 
data rate mode. 
b. One analog output - engineering data • 
4.4.2 Exp~riment and Subsystem Mtonitoring Data Requirements 
One analog output is required for instrument monitoring. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Reguireme~_ 
None 
4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
Flight ephemeris data is required. 
4 .4.5 Experiment Data Reduc tio'n Rtaquiremen ts 
Computer compatible tapE~ wi.th scien.tific data and spacecraft 
ephemeris data is required. 
4.5 Display and Control Requi~ents 
None required; if up-link c01mmands aTe available j calibrate Dtod~: 
and experiment operation may be controlled. 
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4.6 ~lectrical Power Requirements 
The average power for this instrument will be no greater than 
3.5 watts. This experiment shall not exceed 4.0 watts peak for two 
microseconds once each two spacecraft revolutions. 25 V.D.C. + 4 V.D.C. 
adequate. 
4.7 Thermal Con~ro1 Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperatu~e Limits 
The instrument will be capable of operating over the range of 
o temperatures from -15 to + 50 C. 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
The maximum temperature of the launch vehicle shroud seen by 
the sensor element shall not exceed l3SoC. The time of exposure to 135°C 
sha 11 be less than 100 seconds. 
,4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
Li~. 8.1 GSE Requirements. 
To be determined. 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements 
None. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
Electric field measurements of the ionosphere and the auroral zone have 
been conducted on various rocket flights using Langmuir probe type detectors. 
" This measurement technique proved to be satis1;'actory for the field strengths 
encountered which range from 10 MV/M to 100 MV/M. No sufficient data are 
available, as yet, on lunar and interplanetary fields. The measurement of such 
-3 -6 fields would require techniques to measure fields of 10 ViM to 10 VIM. 
1.2 Experiment Objective~ 
In general terms, electric field experiments will contribute to the 
knowledge of the origin, the history, the composition, the thermal state, and 
the electrical state of the lunar interior, its surface, and its surrounding 
atmosphere. 
Particle bombardment can lead to static and dynamic electric fields at 
the lunar surface. There will be a static term arising in induction by the 
interplanetary field, a dynamic induction term in transients in the inter-
planetary field, a photon bombardment field, and possibly a cosmic ray bombardment 
term. All of these processes lead to a production of a lunar atmosphere and to 
ionization processes. 
It is presently not clear (a) whether the moon retains a net negative 
or positive charge, (b) whether the assumed lunar ionosphere is positively or 
rtegatively charged relative to the lunar surface. Further, very little is yet 
known of the transient behavior of these charge distributions. Any charge 
accumulation on the lunar surface may not be evident beyond the Debye length 
into the solar plasma which is the order of 10 meters (although an electron-
.,' 
gyro radius of about 1 km may be a more appropriate number than a Debye length). 
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A static electric field of 0.1 to 100 volts per meter was suggested for the 
firet: 10 to 100 meters above the lunar sur face. Thus, the intensity and 
direction of the stationary or transient components of the electric field at 
the moon's surface may bear no relation whatsoever to the electrical con-
ductivity distribution in the interior. On the other hand, if measurements are 
made above the surface at heights greater than a characteristic length such 
as a Debye length, then the electrical fields quite possibly could be related 
to the electrical conductivity of the lunar interior. 
The transient behavior of the solar plasma density and magnetic field, 
the collisions of solar particles with the lunar surface, and the gyration of 
the p;:~"otons and electrons about the field lines all produce electromagnetic 
radiation which will constitute noise for electrical experiments. The spectrum 
of this n0~se is as yet unknown. 
Electric fields near the moon are associated with phenomena such as 
lunar surface processes and the interaction of the magnetized solar-wind 
plasma, the magnetoshea,th, and the magnetotail with the moon. 
The simplifying assumption of a plasma in which the conductivity is 
infinite may not generally be satisfied in a co1lisionless, warm, magnetized 
plasma. In such a case, there is no simple relationship between the magnetic 
field, the electric field, and the plasma velocity. In order to understand 
the behavior of the plasma, all three quantities must be determined. 
The scientific objectives of the experiment can be stated in 4 terms: 
" 
1) Measurement of the electric fields near the moon to provide the 
fundamentals to an understanding of the interaction of the solar 
wind with the moon, the state of the plasma, and the acceleration 
processes occurring in the plasma. 
2) Determine the effects of plasma collisi'ons with the moon. 
L, 
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3) Measure electric field strength on the sunlight side of the 
moon to determine the uncertainties in the p1asma~partic1e 
fluxes and the photoelectric emission from the surface. 
4) Detect and measure electric fields in the magnetosheath and tail 
of the earth near full moon. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
Electric field measuring devices that may be used utilize: 
1) The field mill 
2) Pctential probes in the form of dipole antennas 
3) Beam techniques using ion or electron beams 
4) The release of a barium cloud. 
Palmer describes a vibrating disc-type field mill particularly suited 
for spacecraft measurements designed to measure the magnitude and direction of 
the electric fields from 1300 VIM to 1,300,000 VIM. Gda1evich has flown an 
electric field meter on rockets into the ionosphere reporting values of 50 VIM 
to sever.a1 hundred VIM. However, the electric fields at the surface of the 
rockets were determined to be larger than the ambient electric field by a 
factor of 100. 
A potential probe usually consists of a pair of conductors mounted on 
booms to separate them by a distance of a few meters. These probes are immersed 
in the plasma and are connected to a differential voltmeter that measures 'the 
potential difference b~>tween the pair of conductors. This potential difference. 
di.vided by the separation distance is equal to the component of the electric 
field along the direction of the antenna in the coordinate system of the antenna • 
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In beam techniques the trajectory of a beam of ions or elect.rons in an 
, ~ electric and magnetic field is measured for the purpose of deducing the 
magnitude of the electric field. Cole and Sellen report using an electron 
emissive type E-meter to measure the electric field on a spacecraft during 
the Ion Engine Ballistic Flight Test of the Air Force Pr01ect 661~ Series in 
1964. This emissive E-meter determines the electric field by its effect on 
electron trajectories. It wa~ reported to measure on its most sensitive scale 
a field strength of 100 ViM to within 10 ViM. 
A barium cloud may be released at twilight. The drift speed o.f the 
...- ---- - 2 
sunlit, ionized cloud is related to the field by V - E x BIB • 
A technique utilizing the beam trajectory method uses heavy ions 
instead of electrons. For the Bame ene1C'gy) electrons and heavy ions are equally 
'deflected by electric fields. However, electrons are orders of magnitude more 
sensitive to magnetic fields than~eavy ions, and for space this effect must be 
minimized. 
..3 In space, it is de:sirable to measure fields as small as 10 ViM to 
-6 10 ViM,. although potentials induced 01:1 the vehicle, due to photo~lectrons, 
impinging plasmas, etc., will pose majo:c dif£iou1 ties. The only techniques which 
-approach this sensitivity are the dipole antenna and the ion be~ method. Both 
can measure fields in the range of 10 .. 2 to 10-3 ViM. 
There are difficulties in mea:suring the electric field in space because 
of the perturbing effects produced by the vehicle itself. However, the more 
sensitively and accurately one can measure fields at the surface of a vehicle, 
the more accurately one can infer the unperturbed electric field. The method 
using a beam of cesium ions appears to provide a promiSing approach. 
In addition, this method offers the possibility that perturbations may 
be avoided in some cases. This might be achieved by sending the ion beam 
through a portion of space relatively far removed from the vehicle by having 
the ion source and ion detectors on twe) se.parate extensions. 
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A lab model of a flight instrument has been built by Northrop 
Corporate Laboratories that will measure fields of the order of 10- 2 ViM in 
5' 
space. However, it will be necessary to study (1) methods of reducing the power 
requirements through improved filament design, (2) techniques for reducing 
cesium flow rate with higher reservoir temperatures, (3) operation~l methods 
for optimizing and building the electronic readout system, and (4) environ-
mental tests with prototype instruments before a flight worthy cesium ion 
beam electric field meter can be constructed. 
By an alternate technique, electric fields are measured by using the 
Langmuir double probe technique. Such systems were used to measure auroral 
ionospheric electric fields whoae magnitudes are in the range of 10 - 100 MV/M 
and achieved an accuracy of a few MV/M. 
There are several possible sources of error which should be considered 
in order to Jobtain valid measurements. For example, if the conducting body is 
in sunlight, itn photoelectric emission will not be negligible. Similarly, the 
energetic, monotherma1 particle fluxes may produce currents of comparable 
magnitude. Since the speed of a satellite is comparable to or greater than the 
ion thermal speed, the ion current striking a body moving at such speeds will 
, 
contain a ram current term. It is also required that the difference of floating 
shield potentials of the two 'conductors be the order of or less than one 
millivolt. This requirement p1ac~s severe constraints on allowable asymmetries 
between the two conducting bodies. The difference in average w~rk functions 
of the two conductors produces an unwanted output which will affect field 
measurements. Another potential source of error arises from wake effects 
caused by the vehicle motion through the plasma. 
)) 
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2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
A possible electric field instrument will consist of one of two types 
depending on which side of the moon measurements will be made. l~e dipole 
antenna unit consists of a pair of conductors separated a known dtstance to 
provide a large potential difference compared ~o background voltages. This 
type of antenna is capable of measuring fields in the presence of plasma. Dve 
to the length of the dipoles, an extendable-retractable type of aIl~tenna will 
be required. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The dipole antenna unit, depending on requ.ired sensitivity, is 10 to 
100 M in length and will have a 1 square meter surface area for each arm. 
Electric fields of or less than 1 MV/M can be measured with long antennas and 
. to further increase the signal to noise ratio the antennas may be rotated 
producing an AC output which can be easily separated from contact potentials 
which are essentially constant. It may be necessary to bias the antenna arms 
to improve aperture and frequency parameters. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
The physical characteristics of the experiment are presented in Table I. 
TABLE I . 
Dimensions 
It x W x D (ins) 
Volume 
(cu. ft.) 
Equipment We~ght 
Item (Lbs.) Operational Stored Operational Stored 
4F1. Antenna 10 7 x 11 x 7.2K 7 x 11 x 10 0.615 0.445 
4F2. Antenna 10 7 x 11 x 7.2K 7 x 11 x 10 0.615 0.445 
Electronics 
..i. 2.5 x 2.5 x 7 0.02 
TOTALS 25 1. 232 . 0.890 
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3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The orbital altitude will be 80 Km 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination' 
A high inclination or~it is desirable. 
3.1.3 Orbit Eccentricity 
The eccentricity should be zero. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
None 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
The dipole probe will require rotation about an axis perpendicular to 
the probe axis. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements 
Desirable supporting experiments are: 
a) Plasma Probe 
b) Particle Measurements 
c) Magnetic Field 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedures 
Typical operating procedures are as follows: 
a) Extend antennas and initiate rotation 
b) Turn on electronics for 10 minu;es 
c) Switch to operati 
d) TUrn "OFF" after desired coverage 
J'", 
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3.4 Navigation, Control, and Orbital Ma.neuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Reguirement~ 
The requirement for accuracy in determining the location of the 
spot viewed at a specific time, with respect to known landmark is 10 n.m. 
three sigma. 
3.4.2. Orientation and Stability Reguirements 
The spin axis of the rotation should be perpendicular to the orbit 
plane to + S°. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requil~ements 
None required. 
3.5 Astronaut Partici,pation. Requirements 
Because of the I'equirements for electric and magnetic cleanliness and 
because of the spin mode requirement, this experiment'requires a spin stabilized 
unntanned satellite. 
There is BQ astronaut participation. 
3.6 l!ight Operation Requirements 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCC-H Operation Requirements 
The MSFN and MCC-H will be required to provide (1) spacecraft 
position data and (2) record dumped data and transmit such data as required to 
MCC-H for display. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Requirements 
None 
I 
I 
i 
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4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requi~ements 
The antenna mechanism will requir.e deployment prior to actuating 
the extendable elements. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
The deployment system will be required to maintain environmental 
standards, prior to deployment, between the extendable mechanlsm and the 
carrier. Depending on ~he length of the antenna and the sensitivities 
required, an antenna rotation mechanism will be required. 
4 .• 2 Environmental Pt:otection Requirements 
4.2.1 EM! Protection Requirements 
The electric field detector may be sensi.tive to fields as low as 
1 MV/M and will require quiet in any device gener~ting electromagnetic 
. . 
radiation or magnetic fields within the dectors range of dc to 20 KHz. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft ContaminmEProt~~tlQn, Requirements 
Reaction control jet operation must be inhibit~~d during measurement 
operation ~ime. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection 
None required. 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirementjt 
Outgassing of the spacecraft should be minimized. 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
The total number of checkout measurements and stimuli required for 
malfunction isolation to the modular level during ground and inflight testing 
is as follows: 
a. Measurements 10 
b. Stim.uli 5 
, ., 
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4.3.1 Preflight Requirements 
~ ~-
~ a. Checkout of antenna deployment mechanism. 
b. Checkout of antenna spin mechanism. 
c. Monitoring of detector output. 
d. Calibration signal from GSE. 
3.4.2 Inflight Requirements 
a. Monitoring of electronics. 
b. Monitoring antenna deployment. 
c. Monitoring antenna spin. 
d. Calibration (to be determined) 
4.3.3 Postflight '" Requirements 
None 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements, 
The u~it will provide useful data at 30 bps; however, higher rates 
are desirable. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements 
Five housekeeping channels need to be monitored and recorded. These 
channels are low frequency signals and can be sampled at 0.1 sps. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Requirements 
None 
4.4.4 Postflight 'Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer-compatible tape which has on it vehicle altitude, attitude 
and position histories is required. Data from 'the Magnetic Field and solar 
plasma detectors is highly desirable. 
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4.4.5 Experiment Data Re.duction Reguir!~ments 
The PCM data and the housekeeping data should be decommutated and 
put on a computer-compatible tape. The data from magnetic field and 
solar plasma may be required in the same format. 
4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
a. Off 
b. Operate 
c. Antenna Deploy 
d. Antenna Rotate on 
e. Antenna Rotate off 
Note~ These are ground command controls. No display required. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirements 
a. Peak Power 36 w 
b. Antanna Deploy 13 w 
c. Operate 3 w 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
s. Antenna Mechanism (Thermal Control Coatings) 
b. Receiver 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
a. Receiver - 65 to 85° 
b. Antenna - 100 to 85° 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
a. Antenna (30 min) 44 BTU/hr. (during deployment only) 
b. Receiver 10 BTU/hr. continuous during operation 
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4.8 QSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Reguirements 
Item Nomenclatur'e Quantity Use Site Notes 
1 Experiment Shipping 2 E,C,K 
Container 
2 Experiment Test Set 2 E,C 
3 Experiment Simulator 1 C 
4 Handling Cart Co C 
5 Installation Sling 1 C 
6 Antenna Cover 4 M,E,C,K 
7 Boresight Equipment Co K,C 
8 Pyro Simulator Set 4 sets E,C,M,K Provj~des a 
pyro simulator 
for each pyro 
in each experi-
.", ..,' ment 
9 Pyro Test Equipment 3 E,C,K 
Key: 
Co = Common to other experiments 
C = Integrating Contractor 
E = Experiment Manufacturing Plant 
K = Kennedy Space Center 
M D Manned Spacecraft Center (for support of qualification unit) 
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4.8.2 Facility Requirereents 
This experiment must be located in a building which presents some 
control over the environment (dust, moisture, and temperature) and, when 
moved from one location to another, it must be placed in a shipping con-
tainer for protection. 
A normal bench test area is required to perform functional checkout 
of this experiment (floor space approximately 15' x 15'). 
A test facility for checkout of boom extension mechanism will be 
required. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment and Facility Requirements 
None. 
/ 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
The Low Energy Charged Particle experiment will supplement the 
Solar Plasma experiment by measuring proton and electron intensities up 
to 1 MeV. Measurements made during Explorer 35 flight indicate that plasma 
collision with the moon does not create a shock front; however, different 
conditions possibly could form a shock front that would give the solar-wind 
plasma energies greater than 1 KeV. In addition to the shock front con-
ditions, the interaction of the moon with the earth's magnetospheric tail 
should be investigated. These investigations can be made with existing equipment 
designs pr with modifications to those designs. 
1.2 Exp~~iment Objectives 
The objective of this experiment is to investigate and measure the 
effects of the moon-plasma collisions and the energies imparted to the plasma 
particles. This objective will be divided into several areas of interest as 
follows: 
a) To investigate and determine the flux, spectra and angular 
. -
distributions of ions and electrons near the moon as a function of space and 
time in the energy range below 1 MeV. 
b) To relate the observed effects to their possible causes in 
the plasrilaconditions, tail shock, stagnation, etc. 
c) To study the flux, spectra and angular distributions of solar 
flare electrons. 
d) To rel:!te lunar phenomena such as bremsstrahlung or lumin-
~ssence to a radiation environment. 
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1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Ob1ectives 
Two types of instruments will probably be required to cover the energy 
range of interest. Electrostatic Analyzers (such as the LEPEDEA unit flown 
on OGO-3) can cover the range up to about 50 Kev. Solid state detectors or 
GM tubes can cover the range from 35 Kev up to 1 Mev. 
1. 2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Ac.:..C'.:.2!nplishment of Experiment .Ob i ectives 
A polar mission of maximum duration (up to 1 year) is desirable. 
A 3 day C&SM mission would be of interest, but of questionable 
justification because of the short duration. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
Two types of equipment will probably be used to measure the low en.ergy 
particles. Electrostatic analyzers in conjunction with channel multipliers 
can conveniently span the energy range to 50 KeV. Solidstate detectors or GM 
tubes will cover the range from 35 KeV up to the required 1 MeV. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The equipment designed for the OGO-3 satellite is proposed for the low 
energy end of the spectrum of interest. The high energy counters are atate-of-
the-art technology and should be available. 
A slowly spinning det.ector with collimating entry ports or a matrix 
detector will be required to give angular distribution. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
The unit would weigh a.n estimated 10 1bs., 'with dimensions of 4" x 7" x 
12" • 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 O:t'bitaj,. Parameter Reguirem,ents 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
The orbital altitude should be as low as possible with the perilune 
-' 
near the subsolar point. A-383 
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3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
A polar inclination is desirable, but not required. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
The apolune should preferably be on the order of 1 lunar diameter 
above the surface. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
None 
3.3 Experiment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating Requirements 
The experiment is to operate as much of the time as is possible 
in order to explore the range of variation in the sun-earth-moon relationship. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment Requirements 
Supporting experiments are: 
Magnetic Field 
Solar Plasma 
Electric Field 
3.3.3 Experiment Operation Procedure 
Typical Operational Procedure 
a) Blow protective covers 
b) Turn "ON" 
c) Turn "OFF" after desired coverage. 
I 
3.4 Navigation, Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
Knowledge of ephemeris data and attitude history is required. 
3.4.2 Orientation Stability Requirements 
Knowledge of the spacecraft attitude history is requi,red. 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
To be determined. 
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3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
3.5.1 Preflight 
None 
3.5.2 :f,nf1ight 
None 
3.5.3 Postflight 
None 
3.6 
3.6.1 
Flight Oy-e.rations Requirements 
MSFN and MCC-H Operation Requirements 
MSFN and MCC-H will be required to provide (1) spacecraft position 
data,' (2) record dumped data' and transmit such data as required to MCC-H 
for display. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Requirements 
None 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Requirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Requirements 
4 
The protective covers will require squib firing prior to operation. A 
clear fie1d-of-view will be required. Dimensions to be determined. 
4. L 2 Mounting Requirements 
To be determined 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirements 
Spacecraft qualification 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Pr<2,tection Requirements 
The detector will be sensitive to low energy charged particles and 
will require c.onstraints on thI'uster firings. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
None A-385 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.3 Test, Checkout, and Calibration Requirements 
Estimate of the total number of checkout measurement.s and stimuli 
required for malfunction isolation to the modular level during ground and 
inflight testing is as follows: 
a. Measurements 20 
b. Stimuli 6 
4.3.1 Preflight Requirements I 
a. 
I Monitor1,ng squib circult 
Monitoring detector oJtputs b. 
c. Calibration signal fr m GSE 
4.3.2 Inflight Requirements 
a., Monitoring squib cirJuit 
b. Monitoring electronibs 
4.3.3 Postflight Requirements 
~one 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
A time-multiplexed channel of 10 bit words at 1000 bps will be 
required. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Data Requirements" 
Eight housekeeping ch~nnels at 0.1 sps should be recorded. 
4.4.3 Postflight Supporting Data Requirements 
A computer-compatible tape which has on it vehicle atfitude, 
altitude and position histories will be required. Data from Magnetometer" 
Solar Plasma and the Electric field detectors is desirable. 
5 
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4.4.4 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
The experiment scientific data and the housekeeping data should be 
put on a computer-compatible tape. Data from other detectors may be put on 
this tape, if required. 
4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
4.6 
4.7 
4.7.1 
4.7.2 
4.7.3 
a. Off 
b. Fire squibs 
c. On 
Note: As this experiment is 
a C&SM mission, these 
from earth. 
Electrical Power. Requirements 
a. Peak Power (squibs) 500 ms 
b. Operate 
Thermal Control Requirements 
Operational Temperature Li~~~~" 
not considered to 
are to be u.p-link 
150 w 
5 w 
'-', 
Temperature limits will be - 10 to 65°C 
Survive). Temperature Limits 
Survival temperature limits will be -65 to 85°C 
Heat Production 
Heat production wil,l be 15.5 BTU/hr. 
be suitable for 
command controls 
6 
,\ 
\ 
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4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 GSE Require~'1! 
Item Quantity Use Site Remarks 
1 Experiment Shipping 
Container 2 E, C, K 
2 E,t.periment Test Set 2 E , C 
3 Experiment Simulator 1 C 
4 Handling Cart Co C 
5 Installation Sling 1 C 
6 Antenna Cover 4 M, E, C, K 
, 
7 Boresight Equipment Co &:t. K, C 
8 Pyr~ Simulator Set 4 sets E, C, M, K Provides a pyro simu-
1-' ',,' lator for each pyro 
in each experiment. 
9 Pyr~ Test Equipment 3 E, C, K 
Key: 
Co = COnmlon to other experiments 
C = Integrating Contractor 
E = Experiment Manufacturing Plant 
K = Kennedy Space Center 
M = Manned Spacecraft Center (for support of qualification Unit) 
4.8.2 Facility Requirements 
This experiment must be located in a building which has level one 
control over the environment (dust, moisture, and temperature) and, when moved 
from one location to another, it must be placed in a shipping container for 
protection. 
A-388 
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4.8.2 Facility Requirements (continued) 
A normal bench test area is required to perform functional checkout 
of this experiment (floor space approximately 15' xIS'. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Training Equipment e~d Facility Requirements 
-
None 
". 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
The study of solar-energetic particles is of scientific interest for the 
following reasons: 
a) iu investigate the processes by which charged-particles are accelerated 
to very high energies in localized regions and in short time intervals; 
b) To study the relationships between solar events and the composition 
(spatial, temporal, angular distribution of velocities, and components) 
of the solar derived particles; 
c) To study the relationship between the nuclear composition of the solar 
particle flux and the composition of the sun; 
d) To study the mechanism of charged.particle diffusion and energy transfer 
in a low density plasma and weak magnetic field. 
Most of these areas can best be studied by probes into interplanetary space 
and by highly elliptical earth orbiting satellites. As the moon does not provide 
a particularly advantageous location for these studies this expe~iment does not 
appear to be a good candidate for a lunar mission. 
1.2 Expertment Objectives 
The experiment objectives are to study the areas as listed in 1.1. the 
Santa Cruz conference went on record as seeing no strong justifi,cation for study. 
of solar energetic particles on lunar missions. 
1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
Several types of detectors have been flown in satellites that would be 
satisfactory for this experiment. If a recovery capability exists track recording 
in plastics and emulsions can be used, however, if recovery is not planned 
then Geiger-Mueller (G~) tubes and solid state detectors with collimator axes in 
the areas of interest and windows of app,ropriate material will be required. The 
electronic equipment is consider-ably more complex,,-larger and requires power. It 
A-391 
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does have the advantage of retaining the capability to study temporal fluctuations 
which the track recording materials do not. For the pt1.rpose of this study the 
electronic equip~ent will be assumed. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission COllstrain,ts on Accomplishment of. Experiment Objectives 
As the objective of the experiment is to stu0Y the characteristics of the 
solar particle flux and is not directly related to lunar orbit parameters, the 
only requirement is one of time. In order to study relationships with solar events, 
a period of heightened solar activities should be chosen and mission duration times 
of the order of 1 year would be desirable. 
Preferably the orbit altitude should be high enough to avoid the zone of 
interaction between the solar particle flux and any possible lunar magnetosphere. 
Any orbital inclination is satisfactory. 
Because of the requirement for a long duration mission this would not be 
a good candidate for a C&SM mission. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPnON 
2.1 Functional Description 
Because this experiment ~as judged not to be a good candidate for a lunar 
mission a detailed study of optimum hardware characteristics was not performed. 
In general the equipment would consist of GM. tubes and solid state detectors. 
A collimation capability would be required in order to st;udy the angular distribution 
of the particle flux. This could be achieved through the use of abBorption 
collimators or coincidence counting techniques. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
'rhe detector would operate in the energy range of 40 KeV and upward. Probably 
the G~ tubes, with windows, will cover the various energy ranges and determine the 
angular distribution by proper alignmffnt of their collimator axis. Suitable logic 
will be required to dete;rmine particle type by energy level. 
A-392 
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2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
.1< • 
Estimated characteristics are; 
Weight: 10 lbs 
Size: 6" x 8" X 10H 
3.0 MISSION REQUI~iliNTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameter Requirements 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
!he orbital altitude should be 80 km or above 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination 
No requirement - any inclination acceptable. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
No requirement - any eccentricity acceptable. 
I 
Target Requirements 
A sun oriented satellitl~ would be desirable. 
3.3 Experiment Operation Reguirements 
3.3.1 Experiment Operating R.equirements 
The experiment is to operate for as much of the time as possible when it 
is not on the back side of the moon frcl1U the SUll. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment R~quirements 
Supporting experiments are: 
Magnetic Field 
Solar Plasma 
Electric Field 
3.3.3 Experiment Operatioe Procedure 
Typical Operational Proced~~e 
a) Blow proteqtive cov-ers 
b) Tur-n "on" 
c) Turn "off" after desired coverage 
A-393 
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~~/ 3.4 Navigation, Control and Orbital Maneuver Requirements 
3.4.1 Na~igation Requirements 
/ 
Knowledge of ephemeris data and attitude history is required. 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requirements 
'.J 
l(nowledge of the spacecraft attitude history is required. 
3.4'3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
To be determined. 
3.5 Astronaut Participa.tion Reguirements 
3.5.1 Preflight - None 
3.5.2 lnflight - None 
3.5.3 Postflight, - None 
3.6 Flight Ope;:§-tions Requirement!. 
, 
3.6.1 MSFN and MCC-H will be required to provide (1) spacecraft position data 
(2) record dumped data and transmit such data as required to MCC-H for display. 
3.6.2 :rIuth Site Requirements 
None 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Reguirements 
4.1.1 View and/or Deployment Reguirements 
The protective covers will require squib firing prior to operation. 
A clear field of view will be required. nimensions to be determined. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirement 
To be determined. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EM! Protection Requirement,! 
Spacecraft qualification. 
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rZ:"-' 4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminallt Protection Requirements 
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The detector windows will be sensitive to puncture by particles and will 
require shielding from attitude control jets. 
4.2.3 R~diation Protection Requirements 
None 
4.2.4 Other Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.3 Test$ Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
Estimate of the total. number of checkout measurements and stimuli required 
for malfunction isolation to the modular level during ground and inflight testing 
is as follows: 
a. Measurements... 20 
b.. Sti!1lu11 - 6 
4.3.1 Preflight Requireme,nts 
a. Monitoring squib ci,rcuit 
b. Monitoring detector outputs 
c. Calibration signal from GSE 
4.3.2 ~flight Requirements 
a. Monitoring squib circuit 
b. Monitoring electronics 
.4.3.3 Post Flight Requirements 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4.1 Experi~~t Scientific Data Requirements 
A time ... mu1tiplexed channel of 10 bit words. at 1000 bps will be required. 
\ . 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem Monitoring Datd:l~l!eguirements 
Eight housekeeping channels at 0.1 spssho-u1d be recorded. 
4.4.3 Postflight Supporting Data Requirement,s 
A computer-compatible tape which has on it vehicle attitude, altitUde 
-and position histories will be requir~d.Da-t;-a from-the magnetometer, solar plasma 
and- the electt'ic field detectors is desirable. A-395 
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4.4.4 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
The experiment scientific data and the housekeeping data should be put 
on a computer-compatible-tape. Data from other detectors may be put on this tape 
if requested. 
4.5 Display and Centrol Requirements 
a. Off 
b. Fire squibs 
c. On 
Note: As this experiment is not considered to be suitable for a C&SM 
mission these are to be up-link command controls from earth. 
4.6 Elec tricB:,l Power Requiremen.ts 
a .. Peak Power (squibs) 500 ms duration • . .. . . 
b. Operate . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . •. . 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
4.7.1 Operatic~al Temperature Limits 
o· Temperature limits will be,lO to 65 C 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Ltmits 
Survival temperature limits will be - 65 to 850C 
4.7.3 Heat Production .. 
Heat production will be 15.5 BTU/hr. 
150 W 
5 W 
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4.8 GSE and Facility Reguirements 
4 .. 8.1 GSE lleguirements. 
Item , 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6' 
7 
Nomenclature 
Experiment Shipping 
Container 
Experiment Test Se~ . 
--Experirn.ent Simu1a:tor 
Handli.ng Cart 
lnl3tallation Sling 
Antenna Cover 
Boresight Equipment 
Quantity 
2 
2 
1 
Co 
1 
4 
Co 
7 
USe Site Notes 
-
E, C, K 
E, C. 
C 
C 
C 
M, E. C, K 
K,. C 
8 Pyro Simulator Set 4 Sets Eit C~ M" K Provides a pyro sim~l" 
lator for each pyro 
in each experiment. 
Pyro Test Equipment 3 E, C, K 
Key: 
Co ~ Cammon to other experiments 
o = Integrating Contractor 
E - Experiment Manufacturing Plant 
K = Kennedy Space Center 
M = Manned Spacecraft Center (for support of qualification unit) 
4.8.2 Facility Reguirements 
This exp'eriment m.ust be located in a building which has level"one control 
over the environment (dust,. mois.ture, and temperature) and, when moved from one 
location to another, it must be placed in a shipping container for protection. 
A normal bench test area,is required to perform functional checkout of 
this experiment (floor space app~oximately l.5'x 15'). 
4.8e 3 Astronaut~Training Equipment and Facility ReqUirements 
None. 
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1.0 INTROnUCTION 
1. 1 IDi,p.erimen~ Background. 
AH fi.rst present(id this experiment WlHI itltent1ed to measure the 
8p(~ctral t'eflactnnce and stimulated lum:f"n(!f4cenei,~ of the lunar surface 
in the 1800 to 4000R range and to study the lunar atmosphere by means of 
r~~H'tlar\C~ scattering of sunlight. Further study has brought out that 
thf':S(! objectives cannot 1)0. met by a si.ngle instrnID(!nt. The imagel:'Y of 
t ;hn:face in thp. variolls spectral region,s can be performed by one of 
proponed versions of tllO Photoelectric Photometer experiment; therefore, 
this experiment hils. been reorient,ed to concentrate on the study of the 
lunar atmosphere. In additj.o!t 1 in one possible mode of operation, the 
spectrometer will scanacrosSi the lunar disc and will give a spec.tral 
analysis of the light from the surface. The abil:f.ty to make a meaningful 
interpretation of this surface data is uncertain at presEmt .• 
Studies of the compos ition and temporal charactel-ist ielS of / the 
lunar atmosphere have·a bearing on many of the questions concerning 
the moon which are currently under investigation. Water evolved from 
the lunar surface would appear as phc1to ... disassociated Hand O. A 
variety of gases could conceivably be released by volcan:lsm and by out .. 
gassing from rocks, neutralization of the Bolar \vind ions should provide 
a significant continuous input to the luna,):, atmosphere. 
To date, a~J pointed out in the Santa Cruz study report ~ it has 
only been possible to assfgnupper limits to the density of the lunar 
atmosphere. These estimates are based on ion densities determined from 
observations of the occultation of radiostars, and from estimates of the 
ratio of ionized to neutral atoms. A )~ecently obtained tipper limit on 
~ 
~---~~. 
, .~ 
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1.1 (Cont I d) 
-3 the ion concentration in 20 em The estimated ionization ratio for a 
steady state ionosphere is lO ... 4. and for the case where the solar wind 
tl 
impinges on the s\l.rface the. ratio ia estimated ~lt: lO"'u,* Results from the 
Lunar Explorer 35 sate 11it8 indicate that the ~ntera.ction is of the a~~cond 
type and that the atmospheric density est_mates should be nearer the 
-8 values given by the 10 ionization ratio. This would give 20 . 
10-8 -
Direct measurement of these density values and of the composition would 
be of great interest and value as most earlier estimates of the density 
have been much lower (less ~h~a lO+~ cm-3). 
1.2 EXEeriment Objectives 
The experiment objectives are to detect the presence, measure the 
constituent number density and scale heights, and to study the temporal 
variations of a variety of atoms and ions in the lunar atmosphere. The 
species that Rce detectable and the relevant spectral line are as £ollows~ 
Atoms - Hydrogen a~ 1216 Angstroms 
Oxygen 1304 Angstroms 
Nitrogen 1200 Angs troms 
Carbon 1657 Angstroms 
~ - Carbon Monoxide 4264 Angstroms 
Carbon Dioxide 2880 Angstroms 
It should also be possible to set upper limits on the concentra-
"",," 
tion of K';'ypton, Xenon, and Neon. 
These objectives are in accord with those spelled out in the 
Lunar Atmospheres section of the Santa Cruz report (SP-157). The infor ... 
rnation obtained will be pertinent to the study of surface outgassing t 
solar wind interaction with the moon, and escape mechanisms. .. 
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1.2.1 Measurement Concepts to Achieve Goals and Objectives 
Alternate methods of achievin~ ohjectives ... Information per-
tinent to the lunar atmosphere can be obtained b~ pressure gauges and mass 
spec.trometers both at surface stations and in lunar orbiters. It should 
be noted that all of these measurements are complementary to one another 
and to that ohtlsined hy the UV spectrometer. The features provided by 
the UV instrumfmt are that it is much legs sensitive to outgassing COfi-
ta:;;in:l.nts in the vicinity of the spacecraft or rl1onitori,ng station, and 
that it has the capability of scanning the altitude range of the lunar 
atmosphere. It is of course, limited to measurements on the sunlit side 
of the moon. 
The most sensitive detection mvde of the spectrometer will be 
for the Hydrogen atom. The physical process involved is resonance 
scattering of th~ Lyman-alpha radiation from the sun. Calculations of 
instrument sensitivity indicate that the detection threshold of ehe 
instrument is approximately a factor of 100 above the estimated lower 
limit of Hydrogen concentration at the lunar surface as given in the 
Santa Crtl;l; report. Detection threshold values for other constituents 
of the atmosphere are proportional to the solar energy flux and to the 
.' 
cross section for the particular physical process producing the spectral 
line. Detection threshold values for all of the possible constituents 
are not available at present, however, at the worst case it should be 
possible to set meaningful upper limits of number density for a large 
number of possible constituents. For hydrogen it should be possible to 
produce an altitudeMdensity curve and to verify scale height predictions. 
1.2.1 (Cont ' d) 
The vertical resolut:i,on of the instrument is roughly the same 
as the vertical height of the field of view acceptance cone at the point 
of closest approach to the surface. This value is given by the distance 
S times the angular size of the f.o.v. in radians (see figure 1). For a 
100 km orbit this value is about 2 km. The need for altitude resolution 
implies 8 low rAtio of spectral scan time to angular scan rate. The most 
straight forward approach to this requirement is to mount the instrument 
on an inertial1y stabilized satellite. If the instrument field of v:f.ew 
is directed perpendicular to the sun line and if the satellite is 
in an orbit passing approximately over the sub-~olar pOint, the lunar 
atmosphere will be scanned once per orbit. The angular scan time from 
orbit altitude down to the surface would be about six minutes giving 
time for 120 spectral scans at three seconds per scan. Using this method 
the tangent pOint on the lunar surface stays fixed and the densit~es 
measured pertain to a vertical above this tangent point. During each 
orbit the spectrometer would scan in sequence through the atmosphere r 
.. ~ 
across the sunlit lunar surface, across the dark lunar surface (giving 
a dark reference Burfa~e) and then for half the orbit it would look at 
the galactic background. This galactiC background provides a known 
source strength for the Hydrogen Lyman-alpha line which is abput ten times 
the instrument threshold sensitivity. No Bun protection covers would be 
reqUired as the f.o.v. would never point at the sun. The major dis u 
advantage of this mode is that only one scan of the atmosphere is obtained 
per orbit, a.nd is always near the sub-solar point. Synoptic cov·erClge 
would not be provided. 
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1.2.1 (Corlt'd) 
One alternative mode of operation would be to place the experi-
mt'nt on a spin stabilized satellite. (Sp;'n axis perpendicular to the 
orh1"t plane.) This w('Juld provide "repeatQd scans of the at.mosphere but 
would sacrifice altitude resolution and would require a solar protection 
eove.r ove.r the entrance aperture of the instrument. The instrument could 
be modified to lock onto a selecte.l spectral l:Lne and follow its fluctua-
tion thrOlH;it f\ rotation of the satellite .. Then it would shift to another 
line and rep~&t the procedure. This would give consecutive altitbde Beans 
at varying spectral regions. 
A third alternative would be to utilize a satellite with local 
vertical stabilization and provide a mechanical device to scan the f.o.v. 
through the atmosphere. 
For the purpose of this description the first mode will be 
assumed. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accom~lishment of Experiment 
Objectives 
Optimum Mission ~ Any inclination, orbit parameters should be 
known but are not constrained. Orbit plane should be within 300 of the 
sun line. Inertially stabilized satellite. Mission duration of one 
lunar rotation would be desirable but not required. 
3 day a & 8M near equator~~l orbi,.!;. - (see discussion in sec.-
tion 1.2.1). This orbit and stabilization would require a mechanical 
scan device to scan the instrument f~6.v. across the lunar atmosphere. 
The shorter time would be acceptable as meaningful measurements could 
still be obtained. 
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2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 In order of functional sequence the roa.1or components of the 
experiment hardware are as follows! 
a) Sun shade. 
b) Occulting slit telescope, 25 em focal length. 
c) Scanning Ebert spectrometer, 25 em focal length and with a 
2160 line/rum replica grating. Scan time is 3 seconds. 
d) 2 photomu:.tiplier tube sensors, one with a lithium flouride 
window and a cesium iodide cathode which views the spectrum 
in first order from 1800 to 2200~ and in second order from 
1100 to 2l50~. The second tube has a saphire window and a 
bialkali cathode l ~nd views the spectrum in first order from 
1900 to 4300~ and in second order from 1500 to 2l50R. The 
second channel leads the first by about IOOg during the scan. 
e} Signal condfrioning and data automation subsystem. 
There are two photo sensors located in the telescope to sense the 
large increase in light levels when the illuminated lunar surface comes 
into the field of view. The.se. detectors activate a circuit which reduces 
the voltage and thus the sensitivity of the sapphire window photo multi-
plier tube. The other channel is solar blind and does not requirE~ this 
feature. 
2.2 Experiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
The hardware described is the UV' spectrometer df~signed for the 
Mariner Ma17S 1969 flight. It is operational and space qualified. Only 
minor modifications would be needed to integrate it into a given carrier 
and adapt it for this particular mission. 
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2.3 Hardware Characteristics 
Weight: 35 lb. 
Dimensions: 
Volume: 
25" X 11" X 6" (f.o.v. ia parallel to the 25" dimension) 
I ft 3 
See figure 2. 
3.0 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Orbital Parameters 
3.1.1 Orbital Altitude - knowledge of the time history of the alti-
tude is required but it is not constrained. 
3.1.2 Orbital Inclination - Any inclination is acceptable. However, 
o the orbit plane should not deviate more than 30 from the sunline. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity - knowledge require.d but no constraint. 
3.2 Target Requirements 
The instrument field of view must be pointed such that as the 
satellite pasBes through the sub-solar point it is directed back along 
the tangent to the trajectory at that point. 
3.3 EXEeriment Operation Requirements 
3.3.1 EXEeriment 0Eerating Requirements 
Other than painting and proper sequencing the only experiment 
requirements are for power and data handling. 
3.3.2 Supporting Expe..:iment Reguirements 
The experiment data should be correlated with that from the 
Mass Spectrometer and the pres:'ure gauge if they are on the same carrier. 
3.3 •. 3 Experiment Operat~on Procedures 
Turn on and turn off ... Either by remote command or by on board 
sequencing timers. There is no need to operate the instrument continu-
ously when it directed at either the dark lunar surface or at space. 
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3.4 Navigation, Coner,ol ~d O'thital Maneuver Requirements 
Knowledge of orbit paramaters is required. 
3.4.2 prientation and Stability Requirements 
For orientation requirement see section 3.2. For stability 
requirements the satellite is to be inertially stabilized with angular 
rates not in excess of .02o/minute, 
3.4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Reguirements 
None. 
3,5 Astronaut Participation ReguirementlL 
3.5.1 Preflight - None. 
3.5.2 Inflight - None. 
3.5.3 Postflight - None. 
3.6 Flight Operation R(~guirements 
3.6.1 MSFC and MCCH Operation Requirement 
Satellite tracking and record TM data. 
3.6.2 Truth Site Operation Requirements 
If a release of tracer gas at the lunar surface is to be per-
formed for the Mass Spectrometer, this experiment should be reprogrammed 
to monitor the atmosphere over the release site if possible, 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounting Reguir~ment8 
4.1.1 View and/or Deplo~ent Reguirements 
o 0 The instrument requires a field of view 0.23 x 2,3. At the 
time the satellite passes through the sub ... aolar point (or closest approach) 
o 0 the 0.2.3 dimension is to be parall~l to local ve-:-tical and the 2.3 dimension , 
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4.1" 1 (Cont I d) 
'0 parallel to the lunar surface to within ± 3 ~ The instrument will be 
hard mounted and no deplo~nent operations will be required. 
4.1.2 Mounting Requirements 
Hard mounting attachment points will be required. ~~act loca~ 
tion to be determined. A power and data system interface will be required. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 EMI Protection Requirements - None. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume & Spacecraft Contamination Protection 
The instrument entrance aperture will r~quire a protective 
cover at any time attitude control jets or other sources of contamina-
tion are operating. The consideration here is to protect the optical 
elements of the instrument from any sort of deposits which would alter 
the reflection and transmission characteristics in the short wavelength 
end of the spectrum. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirement,s, - None. 
4.2.4 pther Environmental Protection Requirements - None. 
4.3 Testa Checkout and Calibration Reguirements 
4.3.1 Preflight Reguirements 
PreinstallationMsensitivity calibration using known source 
strength. Operational Checks. Post installatibn - operational checks 
of electronics, and data systems. Optical alignment check of instrument 
f.o.v. relative to spacecract coordinate system. 
4.3.2 Inflight Requirements. 
Inflight calibration points will be provided when the instru-
ment vie\vs the unlighted lunar surfacl;l (:1;ero"~.nR\,lt)!3nd when it views 
apace through the unlit l\1nar atmosphere (know source of Lyman-alpha 
line, 1216~, approximately 500 Raylieghs). 
( 4.4 Qata Reguirements 
4.4.1 Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
2 channels at 1600 bits/sec per channel of serial digital data. 
Total 3200 bits/sec. 
4.4.2 Experiment & Subsystem Moni~oring Data Reguirements 
To be determined - estimated not to exceed 100 bits/sec. 
4.4.3 Truth Site Data Reguirements 
See section 3.6.2. If a release of tracers gas is scheduled 
knowledge of time, amount and surface conditions would be required. 
4.4.4 Postflight Supporting Data Requi-.dments 
Recording of the telemetered experiment data with correlation 
to the time it was measured. Computer compatible tape with the time 
history of orbit parameters and attitude of the spacecraft. 
4.4.5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
None. Performed by the experimenter. 
4.5 Display & Control Requirements 
Display - none. 
Control - On, standby, off - ground command from earth or pro-
grammable on board sequencer. If contamination protection covers or 
sun protection is required it should be automatically controlled on board 
with provision for ground command override. 
4.6 Electrical Power Requirement~ 
24 watts at 28 ± 4 volts D.C. during operate mode. Same during 
standby mode. Q during off mode ,if the temperature can remain within the 
survival limits given in 4.7.2. Otherwise Some amount of heater power 
will be required. 
A-410 
4.7 Thermal Control Reguirements 
4.7.1 Operational Temperature Limits 
_20°C to +400 C. 
4.7.2 Survival Temperature Limits 
_20°C to +400 C (seirne as above) 
4.7.3 Heat Production 
24 watts during operate and standby modes. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
4.8.1 Q.SE Requirements, 
Instrument shipping container. 
Calibration equipment - calibrated sources. 
Checkout console. 
Optical alignment gear. 
All GSE equipment to be provided by the experimenter. 
4.8.2 Faci1itx Requirements 
Controlled environment laboratory space, 10 x 20 feet. 
4.8.3 Astronaut Trainin& Equipment and Facilitx Requirements 
None. 
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a~d al:c;.;s:at:!;}~:i,~d.ti.cn of T.ass cistribution and the shape of the parth. Similar 
and-lyses ~a··.:e been undertaken "lith regard to the moon I s gravitational field, using 
ranging and doppler transponders for orbit tracking of five lunar orbiters and the 
Explorer 35 flight. Additional data from both high and low altitude orbits is 
required to better define the gravitational field, allowing more accurate deter-
minLtion of the gross geophysical properties of the moon, relation between small 
scale density anomalies and the lunar surface features, and more accurate pre-
diction of satellite orbits. Range and range rate (doppler) transponders offer 
a proven technique for obtaining the lunar orbital data, whereas laser' tracking 
has not yet been attempted in lunar orbit. 
1.2 Experiment Objectives 
The purpose of bdi.n the laser retroreflectar and the RF transponder is to 
obtain tracking of lunar orbiting vehicles from which the harmonic coefficients of 
the lunar gravitational field can be determined. The difference is in the accuracy 
of the measurement, and thus the degree and order of the determination of harmonic 
coefficients. The knowledge of the earth's gravitational field is being deter-
mined to the 12th harmonic after the analysis of a great number of satellite orbits, 
Similt1r detail in the. lunar gravitational field may be set as a long term goal .. 
For an innnediate. goal, an accurate determ"inatiQn of te.sseral_s tbrough 4th orde't' 
and degree and zonals through 8th. degree is consistent with the capabilities and 
A-413 
objectives of the RF transponder.. (See RF Transponder Experiment DE-scription 
Document.) For later missions perhaps an intermediate goal of 10th order and 
degree determination would be useful in the evolutionary process of expanding 
knowledge through increased accuracy of measurement, by use of th(~ laSf.~r retro-
reflector. The ultitnate objective, as defined in NASA. SP-lS7 J through 1-lSe of a 
hig:;ly sensitive gravity gradiometer, would be determination of harmoniCl'; to 
15th Ge~ree and order. Thus, d~pending on the development cycle of the gradio-
meter,. the intermediate goal utilizing the laser retroreflector may be skipped 
altogether. 
Specific objectives of the experiment, identical to those of the RF trans-
ponder are as follows: 
(a) Accurately track the orbits of several non-maneuvering subsatl~llites 
injected ;lnto a high altitude lunar orbit. The orbits of thle. satellite 
are used to: 
L determine the shape of the lunar gravitational equipotentil:!.l 
using sufficiently high altitudes to see only the gross 
anomalies, 
2.. determine the mass, pr:l.ncipal axis, and moments and products 
of inertia of the moon 
3. improve the theory of lunar ephemeris 
4. improve orbit prediction for tracki.ng and navigation 
(b) Lower altitude subsatellite tracking can be used to obtain orbital 
information where fine structure in the gravitional field is signi-
ficant. This data, inferred from local accelerations of the spacecraft, 
can be used to: 
1. predic t the gravitional potent.ial more accurat,~ly than from the 
high altitude potential alone 
A=414 
2~ relate gravitational anomalies to surface and subsurface features 
such as mass concentrations 
3. obtain information on lunar features that aid in under-
standing the history and interna.1 processes of the moon. 
1.2.1 Measuremept Concepts to Ach1.eve Goals and Ob,jectiv~ 
The first set of missions should utili~e the RF transponder to add to 
and aid l.uterpr(>tation of present information about the moon. Four of five 
satellites should be orbited at various inclinations and at high altitude to 
show only the gross effects. No maneuvering or attitude control should be 
employed, so that perturbations in the orbit are due ortly to the gravitational 
field, The orbits would be tracked from the DSN or MSFN using range and range 
rate transponders. 
A second set of missions, at near polar inclinations, but at low 
altitude, would be used to observe the fine structure in the gravitational field, 
and again using the range and range-rate transponders. 
the third and fourth set of missions would be as above, but use 
ei'ther laser retroreflectors or the gravity gradiometer, for obtaining the same 
basic information to higber accuracy~ 
The transponders and tracking statim.ls utilized to date for the 
lunar orbital measurements are sufficiently accurate for the near term missions. 
The continuous doppler data has a lmm/sec accuracy in velocity and t15 meter 
accuracy in position. The laser tracking technique is expected to yield a 
··"-·"P'(nfl'tToii.·ar'·a·~curacy of ± 16 centimeters. 
1.2.2 ~ffect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objectives 
The most important constraint on the'mission is that the spacecraft be 
unperturbed; either no attitude control system or an extremely well balanced 
altitude centro1 system must be utilized such that only gravitational effects 
will perturb the motion of the vehicle center of mass. 
/ 
For the determination of groas geophysical properties four or five 
satellites with an orbital eccentricity of 0.1 to 0.3 and perilune of 600 km 
are required. Typical inclinations of 300 , 50°, 700 , and 850 should be employed 
with the exact inclination not critical. Missio.n duration should li,e at least 
one month) and preferably One year. 
For detfl1:mination of fiue structure. t'W'o low altitu,de DDbits ax'e required, 
at SO km and 100 km, both ~>lith an inclination of approximately 85 0 • Again, ett 
least one month mission duration is required, with up to one year duration pre-
ferrad .. 
2.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2~1 Functional Descriptioq 
The experiment consists of corner reflector arrays on the orbiting 
vehicle, and an optical telescope transmitterireceiver on earth. The telescope 
transmits and receives discrete pulses of energy_ Range is dependent on tim~ 
delay of the returned signal, while angular position is determined optically. 
Each corner reflector array consists of 90 to 100 solid-fused silica 
corner reflectors of 1 1/2" diameter each (corning 7940 UV Schlieren grade). 
Four to six such arrays are required on non-stabilized spacecraft, such that one 
is always in position to reflect the transmitted pulse. The array design evolved 
from. considerations of thermal gradient effects on larger reflectors. 
The ground station(s) employs a laser power source with a single optical 
telescope as a taTansmitter and receiver. The 6011 telescope on Mt. 1l1aui in the 
Hawaiian Islands has been proposed as suitable for modification to incorporate 
,-
the laser transmit and receive capabi~ities~ Ocher sim:t1ar telescopes. exist 
which could also be similarly modified" 
, 
} 
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2.2 Expe.rim~nt Feasibility and Performan~h4ract~fistics 
A corner reflector array is presently under development for the ALSEP 
surface mission. The hardware proposed for orbit is quite similar, with the 
exception of the mount holding the corner reflectors. As thermal control is 
obtained passively through the particular design of t}le mount~ changes will 
probably be required due to the difference in thermal environment between the 
surface and orbit. The surface design has been tested and confirmed in a 
simulated lunar environment. Additional tests ar2 required to cc_firm the 
orbital ilpplicnti on design. The ground telescope(s) to be modified for the 
ALSEP experiment should adequately meet the requirements for the orbital missions. 
The estimated attainable accuracy of ~ 16 centimeters is more than adequate for 
. the near term objectives, just adequate for intermediate accuracy objectives, 
but not sufficient for the ultimate objective of 15th degree and order harmorlics. 
Because of the lack of presently available ground stations and orbital hardware, 
and pr.actical experience in las~r tracking from large distances, and because the 
RF transponder can meet the near term objectives with existing and demonstrated 
capabilities, the laser retroreflector is not recommended for early flight, but 
may be a strong candidate for later flights if the gravity gradiometer were to have 
development difficulties. 
2.3 Hardware Characteristi~~ 
Each array weighs approximately 12 lbs, with dimensions of l5"x15"x4". 
Up to silt arrays are required on non-stabilized spacecraft~ such that at it:east 
one can be acquired within the half-power reflection angle of + 12 degrees. If 
a stabilized spacecraft is used, accurately balanced attitude control is required, 
with pointing of the reflector array to earth + 50 required. 
3. (j MISSION REQu'1REMENTS 
3,,1 
High nlt:itud(1 missions: (4) 
Altitude; 600 km perilune 
EccentricitYl 0.1 to 0.3 
Inclinnti ons: 30°) 50°, 70° and 85° 
Low n1titude missions! (2) 
Altitude: 50 and lOOkm 
Ecr.entricity: O~l to 0.3 
Inclin~tion! 850 
None 
3.3 Experl,:me.nt OJ;I.~\,r:'~ion Reguirements 
\ i 
'. 
3.3.1 ;ExE.'ariment O'.qerating Requirements 
I ~ 
At/least one reflector array must be positioned such that the earth 
i 
based teles~ope is within 1. 120 of the reflector cento.rline axis. Data is 
taken for up to cne year on each orbit when visibl~ from the eart~,. 
3.3.2 Supporting Experiment ~equirements 
None 
3,4 Navigation2~ontrol~. and Orbital Maneuver Reguirements 
3.4.1 Navigation Requirements 
l~one 
3.4.2 Orientation and Stability Requiremen~ 
If one array is used, ()rientation techniqw fl must be employed to assure 
the reflector is 1,ositioned properly to reflect the earth emitted energy (± 5° 
accuracy). The attitude control system, if utilized, must be accurately balanced 
such that no pel.ct.pcbation to the c-s.nter of mass of the vehicle ar~ cauSyd by the 
~ 
m.aneuver. 
ltit
,-""I-~. I 3.4.3 ~~aft Maneuver .. IWguirement.s 
None required. Prefer to have no attitude control. 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
None. 
3.6 Flight Operation Requirements 
If several satellites are in orbit simultaneously, an ancillary radio beacon 
may be required to assure proper identification of ilie appropriate satellites. 
4.0 EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQlJ.tREMENTS 
4.1 Location and Mounti£g Requirements 
Mounting should be such as to assure optimum reflection of earth based 
''''''ra't,(i';l tion • 
. ;#' 
4.2 Envi~onment Protection Requirements 
4.2.1 mfr Protection Requirement~ 
N<:me required .. 
4.2.2 Jet Plume and Spacecraft Contaminant Pr~~tion Requirements 
Optical reflec tors are suscept:i.ble to degradation in the re£lec tion 
characteristics from surface coating by Jet Plume and/or material outgassing 
contaminants .. 
4.2.3 Radiation Protection Requirements 
None required. 
4.2..4 Q.ther Envil:'onme11;t Protec tion Requ:lrements None required, 
4.3 Test, Oheckout and Oalibration Requirements 
4.3.1 ?reflight RequirementA 
Reflection coefficient should be checked prior to launch to assure 
clean'_iness and alignment of irldividual re.f1€lctors within the array. 
4.3.2 Inflight Requirements 
Ncue required. 
A-419 
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4.3.3 Postflight Reg1.1:irements 
U: 
'i 
I None Required. 
: 
4.4 Data Requirements 
4.4~l Experiment Scientific Data Requirements 
All data taken by the earth based telescope. No orbital experiment 
data required. 
4.4.2 Experiment and Subsystem MonitoriE~ Data Requirements 
None R.equired. 
4.4.3 ~ruth Site Data Requirements 
None required 
4.4.4 Pos~flight Supporting Data Requirements 
None required. 
4.4,,5 Experiment Data Reduction Requirements 
If spacecraft ephemeris data and/or tracking information is available, 
it may aid in data reduction and interpretetion. 
4.5 Display and Control Requirements 
None. 
4.6 Elect.rical Power Requirements 
None. 
4.7 Thermal Control Requirements 
TIlermal control will be passive through appropriate design of reflection 
array and mounting assembly •. 
4.8 GSE and Facility Requirements 
No ~pecial GSE or facility requirements envisioned. Normal bench checkout 
area required, with optical equipment for calibration supplied by the experim~nter. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Experiment Background 
The u,se of gravity gradient instrumentation on orbiting spacecraft has 
received considerable attention in recent years. ,Such an experiment on a manned 
i'irbiting spacecl"aft of the earth and moon was first suggested to NASA in 1963 
by Dr. Lloyd G. D. Thompson. The types of sensors that are being investigated 
:for possible employment as gravity gradiometers are: (1) inertial accelero-
meters, and (2) two gravity meters linked together to measure gravity gradient. 
An initial investigation of most aspects of a gravity gradient experi-
ment Qn a manned orbiting spacecraft and the design of a vibrating string gradio-
meter was recently completed by American Bosch Arma Corporation under contract 
with ~ASA. The conclusions of this work indicate that the experiment is 
generally feasible, suitable instrumentation can be developed, and that gravity 
anomalies at orbital altitude are large enough to be detected and provide bene-
ficial information. 
Detection of static gravitational gradient signals have been performed 
in the laboratory using the rotating gravitational gradient sensor by the Hughes 
Research Laboratories. According to Hughes, gradient mapping test~ have demon-
strated that the present laboratory models o.f,the rotating gravitational gradient 
Senlior already have the sensitivity required to obtain gravity gradient lliG(pS of 
large geophysical fol'llt~',\<ione in airborne surveys of the earth and orbital 'surveys 
.' 
of the moon. Signals as low as 40 e.u.*bave bee~-dete~ted wfth ~ signal-to-
noise ratio of greater than 2 to l·over a 30 second integration time. Further 
work is in progress to reduce th, noise generated by the laboratory enviornment. 
However, to date, no gravity gradient inst,rumentation has yet been developed 
to the point where a concrete experiment Can be defined for application to a lunar 
orbiting Dpacecraft. 
*. 1 e~~u •• 1 Eotvos Unit 1:1 1xlO-9 cm/a~c2/cm • 1x10':'9 gal/em 
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There are current studies being made for an entirely new sensor operating 
on the free proof mass principle called a "space-seismometer". There are many 
, technical problems to be solved with this approach, but there are those people 
who are of the opinion that the design principals appear to be favorable enough 
to remove any serious doubt in the superiority of the seismic approach over 
accelerometers or gradiometers. 
1.2 ~periment Objectives 
The purpose of this experiment is ~o study the lunar gravity field to 
accurately determine the confi.guration of this field and to detect any local 
density anomalies. The specific objectives are: 
a. Determine lunar gravitational field for spherical harmonics up 
to the 15th order and 15th degree 
b. Determine changes in topography and variation in mass of the moon 
c. Correlate lunar gravitational anomalies with surf~ce features to 
determine isostatic balance and local density variations 
d. Determine correlation between selenoid and geological features on 
lunar surface 
According to Dr. L. Thompson of General Oceanology, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, the stated accuracies required by the variou~ groups participating in the 
Santa Cruz Conference are both unnecessary and unrealistic. Thus, he claims that 
-11 the 2xlO gift accuracy requirement will not be achievable with accelerometers 
by 1971. These instruments will not be available then and a development program 
would cost many millions-of dollars without offering enough promise of meeting 
these specifica~ions. He, therefore, proposes to make measurements of the gross 
.. 
structure first, leaving the more accurate determinations for later missions. All 
of the interesting anomalies ure of the order of one e.u or more, so he suggests I 
t .' to work on anomalies between 2 and 100 e.u., ~nd eliminate the fine structure 
meaSU1"etnents until such 'time as better sensors become available. 
A-423 
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1.2.1 Ne.J.Gurement Concepts to ,\.chieve GO':J.l:? und 0bjective~j 
';'lhere v\rIJ five different methods by which the ,.(bovD boals .And objcc t;ives 
CCln be achieved. 'Phese ar'e listed below: 
a. Radio tracking from earth - no transponder on moon (up to 
b. Hadio tracking from earth - transponders on lunar surfac~:: and 
lunar satellites (up to C15, 15, 315, 15) 
c. Laser.tracking from earth - laser retroflectors on lunar 
satellites (Cl5, 15, 515, 15) 
d. Gravity gradiometer in lunar orbiter (subsatellite) 
e. Gravity meter on lunar surface (astronaut oper~ted). 
It should be noted here, that (d) is the only method which will map the dark 
side of the moon. 
Orbital height must be known aC~~l,.rately and should be obtained by 
precise tracking from earth or geodetic ~~~~ngulation on lunar surface. The 
gravity gradient measurements become meaningful only if the orbit trajectory is 
accu1"ately known. (rhus the accuracy of the gradiometer is a dire~t function of 
l 
the accuracy of the associated alti.meter, and for lunar gravity gradient measure-
merits from 40-50 mile lunar orbits, a 100-200 ft altimeter accuracy is required. 
Irhis can be achieved with a radar altimeter even though it cannot achieve a high 
angular resolution if its "antenna aperture is to be kept reasonably small for 
installation in a satellite. Since the selenoid will be described by very many more 
harmonic coefficients than the orbit, an accurate altimeterwi~l allow a mor~ de-
tailed representation of the surface potential. Nevertheless, a 
laser altimete~t' with a beam width of considerablY."less than 10 and "an accuracy' 
of + 2.5 meters would only be needed for detailed topographic mapping, and a 
-
conventional pulsed radar altimeter such as the one currently being·developed 
by Texas Instruments for NAS"~ should be ~mtirely. sa.tisfactory for supporting 
gravity gradient observations. Gravity meters are required only for observations 
~ A-424 
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: on th.e lunar surface by the astronau.tS', and ce.nnot be used directly on the lunar 
orb~ter or subsatellites. Since the satellite will move up and down generally 
. following the equipotential surfaces above the moon, the satellite will, because 
: of inertia, walk through the highes~ frequency variations and will be unable to 
distinguish these with a gravity meter. However, since the satellite experiences 
no gra'vity effects itself, we must detect and accurately measure the gravity 
gradient With a gravity gradiometer. The mean accuracy;of this instrument increases 
with longer integration times, which, however will yield a mean value over the 
integrated area from a staellite observation. A slight bobbing up and down of the 
satellite should not bother gravity gradient measurements. 
1.2.2 Effect of Mission Constraints on Accomplishment of Experiment Objectives 
The experiment should be mounted in a subsatellite and should be capable 
of cutting across most of the lunar mountain ranges at right angles in order to 
get good profiles for geophysical mapping. Thus a polar or~it is highly desirable. 
After the subsatellite is ejected from the CSM module and the instrument is de-
ployed,· the astronaut may de~~_re to check it, observe and monitor the probe* and 
~- , 
mak~· sure it is opera.ting satisfactorily. The subsatellite should preferably be 
spin-stabilized, although this is not absolutely necessary. If the subsatellite 
is not spin-stabilized, measurements can only be made when the probe is looking 
down at the lunar surface. The probe has the added advantage that it can be 
tested on earth with an aircraft installation. 
2.0 EQU.IPMENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Functional Description 
The two types. of sensors which can be employed as gravity gradiometers 
are: (1) inertial accelerometers and (2) two gravity meters linked tOt;:ether to 
me~sure gravity gradient~ 
,~he inertial accelerometers could be anyone of three types: 
" a. Vibrating string accelerometer (Arma Corp.) 
p. Electrostatic a.ccelerometer (Bell Aeros .. rstems) 
, I 
. 
?::"., ,~",:,~', c. Rota.ting mass acceleroml,ter (Iughes) 
!Il~5 j.1!1i.ii'lli'MiIf~:lI;ri!1lilr,!ir::m~!iiiili!t~ n'1!JIJlC:ril!L7T~" T7L1':~L _ .. '\ ' •. "--"?f7f7TT·.. 'iC -
'. '"' 
.. 
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Only the last of theoe (c) measures the true gradient of the grnvitational field. 
t: 
In a 1 g environment these instruments have a claimed accur~cy of lxlO-/ g, while 
in a. "zero" g environment an accur<.lcy of lxlO-12 g could be expected. 'llhe claimed 
sensitivity of these instruments by the above companies is 10-11 gift which would 
be more than adequate. However, until now nothing has been demonstrated although 
Hughes claims a laboratory accuracy of 40 e.u. or 10-7 gal/ft static in laboratory 
at l~. The instruments are inherently unstable and will~ift, cannot obtain 
good zero nulls, and h.."tve thermal problems. Dr. Thompson's position is that none 
of these instruments will be available by 1972 and that the claimed paper accuracies 
will never be achievable in practice, particularly for the lunar mission. He rec-
omends that gravity gradiometers utilizing the two linked gravity meters be employed 
for the lunar mission. 
If two gravity meters are placed + 15 feet apart about the center of 
-
mass of the vehicle (a total of 30 feet or 10 meters), and if the gravity meters 
are sensitive to one microgal or lxlO-6 cm/sec2, the differential measurement of 
the two meters will measure the gravity gradient to a precision of about 2 e.u. 
There are opinions that in the quiet environment of space, the sensitivity of the 
.. ] 
gravity meter can be improved by a factor of 100, which is more t~~n adequate 
to meet present requirements. 
2.2 Bxperiment Feasibility and Performance Characteristics 
Gravity meters are current state-of-the-art but a development program 
would have to be initiated immediately to develop the two gravity meter instru-
ment and be available fqr a 1972 lunar mission. The instrument should have 
adequa.te sensitivity in orbit to measure gross structure and anomalj.ef, between 
.. 
2 and 100 e.u. The data thus produced should meet most scientific- goals. AS" 
stated previously it would not IfI.~et the fine structure goals established at the 
Santa Cruz Conference. The experiment should be installed in a subsatellite and 
not on the CSM module. 
, ...... 
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Hardw:J.rt3 Chara.cteristics 
~~ecent development work on new gravity meters indicate th It a miniature, 
~igital and automatic gravity meter is within the state-of-the-art and could be 
~eveloped for spacecraft applications. A realistic design of a gravity gradiometer 
(two linked gravity meters) for a subsatellite would have the gradiometer mounted 
bn a stable platform with an ejectable tube about 1 liZ inches in diameter and one 
:~eter long. Estimated weight - 10 Ibs. 
3.1 Orbital f'arameter.,2 
5.1.1 Orbital Altitude 
Orbital altitude of 65 km or lower. 
3.1.Z Orbital Inclination 
Polar orbit is highly desirable. 
3.1.3 Orbital Eccentricity 
Circular 
3.2 Irarget Requirements 
None 
3.3 'Bxperiment Operation .Hequirelllents. 
3.3.1 ~xperiment Operating Aeguirements 
Capable of continuous operation. vJith a sampling period of 5' seconds 
or less. 
3.3.2 Supporti~lg .':;xperiments Requirements 
.~ r~J.ar altimeter is satisfactory for the gross structure rneasurements~ 
Also, orbital ephemeris aat~ is required. 
A-427 
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3.3.3 ..£.cperiment Oper~::,~~ion Procedures 
Continuous operL1.tion with inflight ccJ.librb.tion once in lun·~r orbit. 
3.4 t~ctvigation ':;ontrol and Crbi t f·.aneuver ReI uirem~ 
3. L~.l Navigational ?esuirements 
Jurf",tc0 tr:~ce of orbital position (post-l:ission) must be known to 
± 1 mile which is one second of orbital time. 
).1+.2 Orientation dnd ;jtability Hequirements 
No orientation requirements; ho\,.'ever, vehicle attitude rates ure 
sensed by the instrument and minimum disturbances are desired during data 
acquisition. 
3e4.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Requirements 
None 
3.5 Astronaut Participation Requirements 
.('r, None 
\:.:0.': ·Vt' 
3.6 Flight Operation ~~e9uirements 
To be determined. 
4.1 Location and Haunting H.equirements 
To be determined. 
4.2 Environmental Protection Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.3 Test, Checkout and Calibration Requirements 
To be determined. 
. ·t,· 
4.4 Data Requirements 
To be determined. 
4.5 Display & Centrol Requirements 
To be deL-ermined. 
4.6 tlectrical Power Requirements 
To be determined. 
7 
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4-.7 Thermal Control :<equirements 
To be determined. 
4 .. 8 GS';!; and b"acility Heguirements 
To be determined. 
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1.0 EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES 
Thf;! Swept-Frequency UHF Radiometer experiment i.s being proposed to fulfill 
the following general objectives% 
a. To determine layering and subsurface structure down to 100 ft 
below the lunar surface. 
b. To determine physical properties of lunar subsurface. To determine 
the variation of the dielectric constant of the lunar surface 
and subsurface layers as a function of depth below the surface. 
c. To determi~e different types of materials of lunar subsurface by 
performing passive emissivity measurements ~n the UHF region. To 
identify mineral deposits down to 100 ft. below the lunar surface. 
d. To detect and locate subsurface moisture deposits. 
e. To accurately locate deep subsurface faults and hazards, and to 
isolate areas having poor bearing strength. 
2 .. o BACKGROUND 
Microwave radiometry for performing brightness. temperature measurements 0 f 
the lunar subsurface is usually limited to frequencies above 1-2 gHz j mainly 
d'ue'to cosmic and galactic background noise at lower frequencies. Since the 
microwave radiation originates beneath the lunar su~1ace, a multi-frequency ~icr~ 
, 
i· 
wave radiometer will yield data on brightness temperatu~es and emissivity at 
discrete "depth~1I det~f'~ined by the operating wavelengths of the radiometer. 
Typically for dry regions penetration Ifdepthsli'of 10 A.. to 25 ~ can be 
expected. while the presence of moisture will limit the depth of penetration 
to 3 "- to sA... • Thus, at the lowest frequency of 1 gHz the maximum 
depth of penetration that can be achieved will lie 10 ft - 25 ft below the lunar 
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surface. The proposed UHF radiometer will extend this depth t6 at least 100 ft., 
which should uncover geologically significant subsurface layers and deposits. 
By utilizing a swept-frequency local oscillator in the radiometer receiver, a 
vertical depth profile can be obtained which will reveal subsurface structure 
details and anomalies n~t otherwise detectable. The proposed instrument must 
.operate in conjunction with an IR Radiometer which is used to measure the kinetic 
surface temperature. The UHF radiometer will yield lunar subsurface temperature 
profiles, which when used in conjunction with the kinetic surface temperature 
measurements will allow the determination of accurate emissivity profiles down 
to a depth of 100 ft. Since the data obtained will be continnous between 25 ft. 
and 100 ft., it should be possible to detect small anomalies in t'hi-s depth range. 
Furthermore, regions of anomalous emissivity and thermal properties can be isolated 
easily with such an instrume~t thus allowing the identification of subsurface matel.'ials 
and geological deposits on a three-dimensional basis. The identification of 
subsurface materials will be aided by known signatures of prev,iously identif1.ed 
materials, which will require truth site measurements utilizing dry terrain on 
earth. The major adyantage of such an instrume~t will be its capability to measure 
radiation signatures of deep subsurface layers and deposits, which can only be 
achieved by operating the radiometer at lower frequencies (250 mHz - 1000 MHz). 
3.0 THEORY AND DESCRIPTION OF UHF RADIOMETER 
As previously stated, microwave radiometry is usually limited to frequencies 
above 1 gHz, because of background radiat,iQn pl:'obl:ems. At I gHz) the cosmic 
background noise temperature is 3°K, and the galactic backgroun.~ noise temperatuX:,e 
is also about 3°K to SOK. Most cosmic radio noise sources are concentrated in 
a broad diffuse band along the golactic equator and t'owards the galactic 
center. While the equivalent minimum background temperatures of the coldest 
, 
I, 
regions of the sky is very low in the UHF region when. looking 'away from the 
galactic plane and center and decreases with the cube of the frequency, it is 
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significant to note that diecrete radio stars can be observed having much 
higher 'brightness temperatures but subtending much smaller angles. 'these sources 
of radiation, after being reflected from the lunar surface, will be seen and 
measured by the radiometer. However, since their location and angular extent 
is known. in advance, it should be possible to either avoid taking mea.surements 
when these stars and other planets capable of strong radiation at U.H.F. 
frequencies become visible to the radiometer, or introduce a compensating effect 
into the calibration of the instrument. Cold sky background measurements ma.de by 
Dr.Ko with a narrow beam antenna indicate an increase in temperature from 10 K to 
30K at 1 gHz to about 80~ at 250 mHz. 
Now, when performing measurements on the lunar subsurface, the radiometer 
will be pointed down at the surface and will not be scanned. The radiometer 
temperature at the antenna is given by: 
'I'Ir 
7A (~) =j ~ (r)G (r.,-r) C#.Jl.. 
Where the radiometric ray temperai.:ure for a specular surface is given .py: 
e 
-
. emissivity 
,P 
-
-where: 
r 
-
ref·lectivity 
'-
thermdmetric material temperature 
Is/<y ~ radiometric sky temperature 
Thus the measurement error giv~n by the cosmic background noise is give};" by the 
term )' ~sky, with the reflection coefficient " " p being given by the 
square of the Fresnel reflection.coefficients for horizontal and vertical 
polarization, as follows: 
I 
1 . 
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,PH =/1(}I = coso-'ll' -SI,,~t9+ Jk" 
cosB +Yk'-s,n'-&+ jl< I, 
2 
cosB6~kll) - V1'-SI/I2&:/)(" 
p. 
Where: e = angle between vertical and wave normal 
~ = k ~,~" = complex dielectric cQnstant 
4 
z 
Since the radiometer antenna will not be scanned; i.e., is pointing straight 
down at the lunar surface, e ~ ()ll and CoSe ~ t , most of the sky background 
no'ise will not be s_een by t~~ ~8:diome~~:r _.~nte~~~· 1:hu~, 1?.l. ,maint.a~nip.g a narrow-
'beam ant~mia pattern with very law side lobes and back lobes, the absolute value 
i 
I, 'I "I. " • of p' can be kept small for reasol1.ably low values of f( Under these conditions 
the sky background noise error should be small and should not have a major 
influence on the measurement accuracy down to a frequency ~f 'approximatay 250 mHz. 
'rhe radiometer instrument itself will consist of a log-periodic art'ay of 
V-antennas, which can be designed to operate in the 250 mHz - 1000 mHz band of the 
U,lt,F, '~spect1"U1ll with constant gain, constant beamwidth, frequency-in.dependent 
antenna patterns. ,The radiometric receiver will contain a swept-frequency local 
oscillator J' which willprov1.de a continuous sWee,p from 250 znHz- 1000 mHz thus 
, - .--. . 
'yie1dlng J 'depth" profiles between 25 - 100 ft b$loW the lunar surface for 
moist\it:e-fre~>regiotts~'llecause' of the wide-~and properties' of 'the antenna ilt 
, .. 
should be possible to op.r.-te the radtcaeter over a wide r.f.bandwld~h ( tl.f-
I , 
, I, 
100. mHz) t'husaa'suring 'good temperature resolution for reasonab1Yl shoi-t integration 
t iDles. A further ref1nement would be to incorporate dual-polarized log-periodic 
5 
arrays of V-antennas to gather ~dditional information about the lUD,ar sub-
surface. The size of the antenna at U.H.F. frequencies is small enough to 
permit the employment of simple erection systems so that a deployment of such an 
instrument on a subsatellite vehicle is entirely feasible. 
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Page B-i 
This appendix presents the cost and schedule estimates for 
each of the 30 experiments discussed ("Geochemis tryt. cons is ts 
of 4 exp~r;lments). The experiment known as "Swept Frequency UIlF 
Radiometer~t is a conceptual design at this point and has not 
matured to the full format of Appendix A and therefore was not 
priced. 
MAR'rlN MARI.'r7"A OORPORA'rlON 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
METRIC AND STELLAR CAMERA 
§..chedule 
Since there are a number of major problem areas which have not 
been solved in space qua1ifyL.1S a metric camera, the availability of 
the instrumentation has to be based essentially upon a new design 
criteria. The stellar cameras should present no problem since the 
design considerations associated with them are less stringent. One 
particular system design problem that will have to be worked,wi1l be 
the integration of the metric camera and the stellar camera into the 
... 
proper orientation for the simultaneous acquisition of lunar ~surface 
pictures and the stellar background. The schedule span necessary for 
delivery of experiment flight hardware is 24 to 27 months. Reorder 
time for an additional flight unit would be 12 months from placement 
of the order. 
Vendors contacted include Fairchild Camera and Instrumentation 
Corporation, Hycon Manufacturing Company, and Itek. 
Cost 
The metric cameras suitable for consideration would require an 
active development program to produce space qualified instruments, 
while the stellar camera requirements are not expected to present 
major design problems. . 
The following cost data were estimated: 
Category 
/ GSE 
*F1ight Hardw~re, including 
Development, Qualification, and 
Crew Training - Total (4).units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
1.1 - 1. 5. 
4.4 - 6.2 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is est.imated at $0.7 Million to 
$O~9 Million. 
i 
,; 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
PANORAMIC CAMERA 
Schedule 
Although the panoramic camera is currently in production for an 
airborne vehicle, development time to space harden the system and 
produce the first flight hardware is 18 to 24 months, with a reorder 
time o·f 12 months from placement of the order. 
Vendors contacted include Fairchild Camera and Instrumentation 
Corporation, Hycon Manufacturing Company and Itek. 
Significant costs are expected in order to meet the requirements 
of space environment. The Panoramic Camera System is therefore 
estimated as follows: 
pategory 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development, ~ualification, and 
Training - Total (4) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millionsl 
1.8 - 2.5 
7.3 /~lO.2 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable "for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $1. 2 Million 
to $1. 7 Million. 
t 
:1 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
LASER ALTIMETER 
Schedule 
There is a Laser Altimeter presently being built by Control Data 
Corp. and is scheduled to fly in an earth orbit in 1969. The vendor 
indicated that a similar unit could be procured in 12 to 1) months 
with a reorder time of 8 months from placement of the order. 
Based on the current status of development it is estimated that 
this experiment can be delivered for the following cost: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
.Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Mill:i~ons) 
None required. 
0.261 - 0.313 
*The estimatPd cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at approximately 
$0.1 Million. 
I" 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
RADAR ALTIMETER 
Schedule 
A Radar Altimeter, built by Ryan Aeronautics, has been flown 
on the Saturn lB. A similar unit can be qualified and flight hard-
ware delivered in 8 co 12 months, with a reorder time of 8 months 
from placement of the order. 
Cost 
Addit:ional qualification necessary to deliver flight hardware 
results in total costs as !ollows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Modification and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.025 - 0.035 
0.800 - 1. 250 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.2 Million 
to $0.3 Million • 
, ., 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
GEOCHEMISTRY EXPERIMENTS 
Schedule 
The American Sc:!.i!nce.,.and Engineering Company has made a feasi-
bility study of these experiment-s ... ___ ~t has been estimated that the 
hardware can be developed, qualifiedand-del.iyered in 2.4 to 36 months, 
with a reorder time of 15 months from placement"'of-'th-e.-ox5ler • 
.. -~ ..... 
Total cost for this experiment, including Design, Development, 
Fabrication and Testing is estimated as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, inc lu ding 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
1.7-2.4 
7.1 - 9.9 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $1.3 Million 
to $1.9 Million. 
\. 
, 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
MASS SPECTROMETER 
Schedule 
A Mass Spectrometer 
board built and working. 
ware can be available in 
months from placement of 
is being developed for ALSEP with a bread-
It is estimated that flight qualified hard-
12 to 15 months, with a reorder time of 10 
the order. 
The agency contacted was NASA-Houston. 
Estimated cost of this experiment, including ~odification, is: 
Category 
," 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Modification and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.2 - 0.3 
1.0 - 1.2 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.20 Million 
to $0.24 Million. 
'; ! • 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
IR MAPPING RADIOMETER 
Schedule 
Lockheed Aircraft is currently determining the feasibility of 
this equipment. It is estimated that a flight unit would be available 
in 21 to 24 months with a reorder time of 12 months from placement 
of the order. 
The vendor contacted was Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
. Cost consider~tions assume a Development and ~ualification 
Program as a prerequisite to hardware delivery. "The cost of this 
experfirient is therefore "estimated as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and ~ualificatl.on 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.2 - 0.3 
0.8 - 1.1 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.10 Million 
to $0.14 Million. 
--. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
IR SPECTROMETER 
Schedule 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has made a feasi-
bility study of the experiment and has determined that the hardware 
can be designed, fabricated and tested in 24 to 30 months with a 
reor.der time of 15 months from placement of the order. 
Program cost, including both the instrument head and the elec-
tronics unit through flight hardware delivery, is estimated to be: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
1.0 - 1.4 
4.0 - 5.6 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
'spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.30 Million 
to $0.40 Million. 
Page B-9 
EXPERI~£NT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER 
Schedule 
A Microwave Radiometer is being flown on the Nimbus E and was 
built by the Space Gener'eLl Corp. It is estimated that similar units, __ 
could be qualified and flight hardware available in 12 to 18 ~nonths', 
with a reorder time of 12 months from placement of the order. 
Cost 
Total program cost for this experiment varies depending upon 
the number of bandwidths used. Cost including development through 
delivery for I and 2 bands, respectively, is as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
.n." ... 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.35 - 1.0 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight .is estimated at $0.135 Million 
to $0.4 Million. 
. 
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EXPERIMENT COST.·AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
RF TRANSPONDER 
Schedule 
An RF Transponder has flown on other programs including the 
Lunar Orbiter. To requalify a unit and obta~n flight hardware would 
require 8 to 12 months, with a reorder time of 8 months from place-
ment of the order. 
The vendor contacted was Motorola, Inc. 
Additional development and qualification necessary to produce 
the desired experiment is estimated to result in the following program 
Cost: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Qualification Total 
(2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
None required. 
0.27 - 0.33 
*The es.t-imated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.1 Million. 
" 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
BISTATIC RADAR 
Schedule 
Based on experience from Pioneer 7 and Explorer 35 it is estimated 
that flight hardware could be qualified and produced in 18 to 24 
months, with a reorder time of 12 months from placement of the order. 
The agency contacted was Stanford Research Institute and assumes 
that Standford Electronic Laboratory would fabricate the hardware. 
The cost of thi.s experiment is estimated as follows: 
\ 
Category 
GSE 
i 
*Flight 1Iardware, including 
Deve1opm~nt and Qualification 
I 
- Tpta1/(3) units 
I' 
! 
I 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.1 - 0.2 
0.8 - 1.1 
*T~e estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.1 Million. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETER 
Schedule 
Since the lunar photoelectric photometer does not exist as a 
piece of shelf hardware a development program and a hardware phase 
plus testing will be required. It has bee,n estimated by the Space 
and Reentry Division of Philco-Ford th~t it would require 24 to 27 
months to produce flight qualified hardware with a reorder time of 
12 months from placement of ~he order. 
Cost 
The cost estimate for the above described program is as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.4 - 0.6 
1.6 - 2.3 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.1 Million 
to $0.2 Million. 
I 
r,J 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
RF REFLECTANCE 
Schedule 
If a Scatterometer ib used with a Radar Altimet.er the unit can 
be developed, qualified, and flight hardware available in 12 to 15 
months, with a reorder time of 9 months from placement of the order. 
The vendor contacted was Ryan Aeronautica.! Co. 
The cost of the Scatterometer assumes that the Radar Altimeter 
\ is included in the spacecraft. This experiment cost, through hardware 
delivery, is estimated as follows: . 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
None required. 
0.5 - 0.6 
*The estimated cost of a. single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at approximately 
$0.1 Million. 
.... 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS 
Schedule 
The hardware for this experiment consists of several antenn~"..s-
and transmitter/receiver electronics. The antennas for this expt!riment 
are being flown on the Radio Astronomy Explorer and are built by 
Fairchild Hiller. The radio transmitter ~ill be similar to the cne 
being flown on the Alouette program. Due to lower frequency for this 
experiment the time for flight qualified hardware will be 2/t to 27 
months, with a reorde,r time of 9 months from placement of the ordt!r. 
The vendors contacted were Fairchild Hiller'?rtd RCA. 
The cost estimate for this experiment is based on no development 
being required. Requalification of previous hard~are, modified"as 
required, results in the following estimate: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
None required. 
2.6 - 3.1 
*The estimated cost of a single fl.if.jht uni t, suitable for 
spare or additional ;~ight is .estimated at $1.1 Million 
to $1. 4 Mi 11 ion. ..-
\ 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
RADIO NOISE SURVEY 
Schedule 
At the present time similar equipment is being flown on the RAE 
Program. The hardware for this experiment can be requa1ified and 
procured in 12 to 15 months~ with a reorder time of 9 months from 
placement of the order. 
The agency contacted was Goddard Space Flight Center and assumes 
fabrication by a subcontractor. 
The requalification program is estimated as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Haruware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
None required. 
0.2'- 0.3 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit suitable for 
spare or additional flight requirements, is estimated ,at 
approximately $0.07 Million. ? ' 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
RADAR IMAGER 
Schedule 
A Radar Imager is being developed by the vendor including an 
electronic on-board processor; however, an extensive test program 
would be required to make the experiment spacecraft ready. It is 
estimated that delivery of flight hardware would require 21 to 27 
months with a reorder time'o£ 12 months from placement of the order. 
The vendor contacted was Jet Propulsion Laboratories. 
Engineer:Lng and test requirements necessary to design, develop, 
and flight qualify this equipment will be extensive. The estimated 
cost necessary to complete this program is as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
None required. 
6.3 - 8.9 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for, 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $1.1 Million 
to $1. 6 Million. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
METEOROIDS 
Schedule 
There is a breadboard unit now being built and will require a 
development and a qualification unit. The first flight unit will 
I. require 18 to 24 months) with a reorder time of 12 months from place-
ment of the order. 
The vendor contacted was The Computing Devices of Canada, Division 
of The Bendix Corp. 
Cost 
Since some design work has already been accomplished, the 
estimated costs are as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost .Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.2 - 0.3 .~ 
1.0 - 1.3 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.2 Million to 
$0.3 Million . 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDUJ4E ESTIMATE 
SOLAR WIND FOIL 
Schedule 
This experiment requires the design of a mechanism to store, deploy, 
and orient the aluminum foil. MMC estimates this can be accomplished 
in 12 to 15 months with a reorder time of 8 months from placement of 
the order.' 
The Engineering and Qualification of the hardware for this experi-
ment, including the hardware for the first flight, is as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*F1ight Hardware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
i$ in Millions), 
None require,d. 
o ~ 5 ' .. '0. 7 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit suitable for 
spare or additional flight requirements, is estimated at 
approximately $0.1 Million. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
DC MAGNETOMETER 
Schedule 
No development of experiment hardware is required. Additional 
models of existing hardware c~n be built and'requalified to Apollo 
standards. The flight hardware can be provided in 12 to 18 months, 
with a reorder time of 9 months from placement of the order. 
The agency contacted was Goddard Space Flight Center and assumes 
fabrication by a subco~tractor. 
~ategor) 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
None required. 
0.4 - 0.5 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at approximately 
$0.16 Million. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
AC MAGNETOMETER 
Schedule 
There will be no requirement for development of hardware. 
Additional models of existing hardware could be built, subjected to 
a requalification program for Apollo standards, and available for 
flight within 12 to 15 months. Reorder time for an additional flight 
unit would be 8 months from placement of the order. 
The vendor contacted was Marshall Laboratories. 
The cost estimate is predicated on IlO development costs and is 
estimated as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.05 - 0.06 
0.30 - 0.40 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit suitable for 
spare or additional flight, is estimated at $0.075 Million 
to $0.100 Mill~on. 
/ 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
PLASMA PROBE 
Schedule 
The hardware developed for Explorer 35 and Pioneer 6 can ~e 
requalified to the Apollo standards. The qualification and production 
of flight hardware will require 15 to 21 months, with the reorder time 
of 9 months from placement of the order. 
The agency contacted was Ames Research Center. 
Cost 
The use of previously developed instruments will permit the 
requalification and delivery of Flight Articles within the following 
cost range: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.4 - 0.5 
1.6 - 1.9 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.150 Million 
to $0.200 Million. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
ELECTRIC FIELD 
Schedule 
--" _ ............... _. 
. ...... 
. ' '" 
Similar hardware has been flown and it is estimated that 12 to 
18 months would be required to provide and requalify flight hardware, 
with reorder time of 9 months from placement of the ordE~r. 
The agench contacted was the University of California at Berkeley 
who would build a similar unit. 
Requalification and production of hardware for the dipole 
antenna unit will cost the following: 
.. ~. -
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
CI:>S t Range 
..{$ in Millions) 
0.5 - 0.6 
:~.O - 2.5 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable 
for spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.12S Million 
to $0.175 Million. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
LOW ENERGY PARTICLES 
Sch~dule 
It is estimated that hardware for this experiment can be qualified 
and delivered for flight in 18 to 24 months, with a reorder time of 
12 months from placement of the order. A development study is now 
being conducted. 
The agency contacted was Goddard Space Flight Center and assumes 
fabrication by a subcontractor. 
Delivery of flight qualified experiments is estimated as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Million!l 
0.2 - 0.3 
1.0 - 1.4 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.25 Million 
to $0.40 Million. 
r:~-. I 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES 
Schedule 
"It is estimated that ha.rdware for this" e'xperiment can be qualified 
~~d delivered for flight in 18 to 24 months, with a reorder time of 
12 months from placement of the order. 
The agency contacted was Goddard Space Flight Center and assumes 
fabrication by a subcontractor. 
Estimated cost for this experiment, including development is: 
Category 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Total (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
O. 2 - ,0,,-3-
0.8 - 1.2 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable 
for spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.2 
~illion to $0.3 Million. 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
, 
" 
UV SPECTROMETER 
Schedule 
Assuming the procurement' of units similar to those delivered 
to JPL for the Mariner Mars 1~69 flight additional units could be 
obtained from the University'bf Colorado in 12 to 18 months, with the 
reorder time 12 months from placement of the order. 
The cost of this experiment was estimated on the basis of 
Qualification Testing, but no new development. Estimated costs, 
including calibration, .are as follows: 
Category 
Cost Range 
JL.in Millions). 
GSE 
*Flight Hardware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
None required. 
1.6 - 1.9 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.7 Million 
to $0.8 Million • 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
LASER RETROREFLECTOR 
Schedule 
Since this is a continuation of the corner Reflector Array used 
on the ALSEP program the qualification and delivery of the first flight 
unit can be accomplished in 12 to 18 months, with a reorder time' of 9 
months from placement of the order. 
The agency contacted was the University of Maryland and assumes 
fabrication by a subcontractor. 
The fInal cost of this experiment will depend on the number of 
arrays required, bu t the range is estimated as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
'i(Flight Ha.t'uware, including 
Qualification - Total (2) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.1 - 0.2 
0.3 - 0.4 
*The estimated cost of a single flight unit, suitable for 
spare or additional flight is estimated at $0.1 Mil~ion to 
$0.2 Million. 
\ . 
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EXPERIMENT COST AND SCHEDULE ESTIMATE 
GRAVITY G1W>IOMETER 
Schedule 
A gravity meter, although available today, is not space qualified. 
It is estimated that a gravity gradiometer, . c.onsisting of two linked 
gravity meters, could be developed in 18 to 36 months, including an 
earth bound flight test program for calibration and qualification, 
with a reorder time of 12 months from placement of the order. 
The vendor contacted was General Oceanology Incorporated. 
Cost 
The cost for this experiment is a function of the final method 
to be used and thG accuracy of the data to be obtained. The experi-
ment costs are as follows: 
Category 
GSE 
,,;:) 
wFlight Hardware, including 
Development and Qualification 
- Tot4l (3) units 
Cost Range 
($ in Millions) 
0.5·- 0.7 
2.0 - 2.9 
*TJ:1.e. estimated cost of a single flight unit suitable for 
spare or additional flight requirements, is estimated at 
$0.4 Million to $0.6 Million. 
